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ABSTRACT 
This thesis was designed to put a special emphasis on high temperature 
production.  Two case studies are included that are geographically 
separated but united by the occurrence of  vitrifi cation; a material which 
is contextualised in a wider understanding of  the societies within.  The 
inclusion of  archaeological material that is evaluated both in material 
science and archaeological contexts demonstrates the need for, and 
gains from, a collaboration between humanities and natural science.  The 
extraction of  immanent social information from a specifi c group of  
material suggests that vitrifi ed material, like glass and certain kinds of  
slags, are likely to be found in advanced societies with a well-structured 
organisation.  The study fi nally identifi es the importance and value of  this 
group of  archaeological material which may provide a widened picture of  
such advanced societies, whatever geographic position or archaeological 
period the societies were placed in.  
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PREFACE
Two case studies were investigated by the author for the purpose of  this 
thesis.  Three seasons of  archaeological investigation were conducted in 
each case culminating in the inclusion of  six excavations in this study. 
It is worth noting that six seasons of  complex excavation in challenging 
environments followed by additional post-excavation analysis is time 
consuming.  A second noteworthy condition is the extended collaboration 
the author has established with scientists in other countries and in other 
fi elds.  Knowledge is not only transferred reciprocally, but a mutual language 
and understanding is also established with interdisciplinary collaboration. 
This has resulted in a partnership where analysing and interpreting future 
historical glass is possible.  
The main part of  this thesis is made up of  vitrifi ed materials which 
were recovered from the two case studies.  It is therefore fair to say that 
this work would not have been possible without the support and help of  all 
involved in the excavations and post-excavation work at those sites.  I also 
want to forward a big thank you to Tove Hjørungdal, Per Cornell and Bo 
Jonsson who have provided much help and support as the supervisors of  this 
thesis.  Per’s holistic approach to putting this thesis together has been much 
needed and valued.  Accompanied by Tove’s sense of  detail, attendance and 
patience with all my questions, this study has been brought to where it is now. 
Bo Jonsson, with his invaluable knowledge of  material science and glass 
technology, has contributed equally as much.  Considering the case studies, 
I stand in gratitude to Axelle Rouguelle and Sonia Jeffery who have helped, 
supported and discussed the cases.  At the department of  Historical studies, 
my friends, colleagues and those I have shared an offi ce with are people I 
will remember with a special warmth.  Maria Persson, Katarina Streiffert 
Eikeland, Malou Blank, Alexander Andreeff, Henrik Alexandersson, Joakim 
Wellin, Ole Christian Aslaksen, Brita Plank and Sari Nauman; thank you for 
your friendship, it has made my stay at this department especially pleasant. 
Thanks to Rich Potter for correcting my language and for doing the layout 
of  this book. Additional thanks go to Sophie Bergerbrant and Thomas 
Lindkvist who acted together as my shadow opponents.  
While the Faculty of  Humanities at Gothenburg University 
fi nanced the project via the Anna Ahrenberg scholarship, other grants 
have fi nancially supported excavation and chemical analysis of  the fi rst 
case study:  Lennart J. Hägglunds Stiftelse, Johan och Jakob Söderbergs 
Stiftelse, Brusewitz donationsfond, Estrid Ericsons Stiftelse, Berit 
Wallenbergs Stiftelse, Gunvor och Josef  Anérs stiftelse, Västergötlands 
Fornminensförening, Wilhelm och Martina Lundgrens Vetenskapsfond.
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1CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
Figure 1: Liquefi ed vitreous material at Orrefors glasshouse. 
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TO BEGIN WITH…
This book focuses on a production process; an element which must be 
studied in order to fully understand and discuss vitrifi ed materials.  The 
production process which creates vitrifi ed material is a procedure that 
occurs at high temperatures; it is a process that changes the structures 
of  a material to a greater or lesser extent.  This structural change occurs 
in all processed materials, therefore, processed materials are materials 
which have changed their structure and formed new materials (Henderson 
2000).  There are many different kinds of  high temperature production 
processes including that of  iron and copper or any other metal.  Other 
high temperature production processes include quick lime, brick baking, 
ceramic fi ring, glass production and vitrifi cation.  This thesis will discuss 
high temperature production with an emphasis on glass production and 
vitrifi cation. 
Glass has been treated in various ways over different periods of  
time: as a skeumorphism (an imitation using a different material) of  
semi-precious stones (Henderson 2000), as luxury goods (Pulak 2008), 
as a worldly abomination (Lundkvist 1988: 29) and as an advanced work 
of  craft (Henderson 2013).  It may occur as a natural source (obsidian, 
fulgurite), as man-made material (glass, faience), or as a waste product in 
high temperature production (slag).  Glass may also form after nuclear 
explosions, i.e. from atomic weapon testing (Henderson 2013: 5)1. 
Vitrifi ed material has been used for a number of  purposes; for windows, 
drinking vessels, spectacles, building materials and so forth.  It is used to 
let light enter, to enlarge items and to focus on distant objects.  It is also 
used in construction to prevent objects from entering (e.g. bullet-resistant 
windows) whereas glass is used for aesthetic things like ornaments.  There 
are also important uses of  glass which we know too little about.  
The lightness or the shininess of  materials have attracted attention for 
millennia (Conneller 2011: 74, 109).  Glass as a vitreous and lustre material 
catches the eyes of  the beholder.  Why is that?  The word lustre from Latin 
translates to light and vitreous means translucent - glassy.  What makes us 
like shiny things? Why are gleaming, lusterous items valued?  Why is vitreous 
shininess so appealing?  Lustre, Conneller claims, is the inner essence of  a 
material (Conneller 2011:121f.).  The smoothness of  glass, its lustre and 
its ability to refl ect light and sunshine are immanent essences of  vitrifi ed 
materials.  “When seen for the fi rst time, the shiny, coloured, translucent, 
refractive and smooth properties of  glass must have been both exciting 
and inspiring” (Henderson 2013: 8).  Glass and vitrifi ed materials, being 
lusterous and vitreous things, must be held against this background.  
1 It will be radioactive!
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However, glass is not only a material to be used for pleasure in 
everyday life; glass is a stage of  being in minerals which have altered their 
chemical and structural form.  “Glass was the fi rst truly synthetic material, 
and as a result its manufacture occupied an unusual and innovative place in 
the history of  ancient technology” (Henderson 2013: 364).  Its relevance 
within chemistry, archaeology, for art-historians and artists, clearly makes 
glass a highly signifi cant interdisciplinary material.  Glass studies, especially 
the knowledge of  producing glass, have been studied less extensively 
in Sweden, or even Scandinavia, than many other parts of  the world.  I 
have come across glass in many ways as an archaeologist, including in this 
project during which a lot of  time was spent carrying out empirical fi eld 
studies.  In this study, humanities in combination with the material science 
of  glass will be problematized, discussed and exerted.  It is certain that 
vitreous and lustrous materials became the essence of  existence in my life 
many years ago. 
In Lödöse, the fi rst case study, there is the need to solve the enigma 
of  a vitrifi ed material, its composition, use and age.  In Qalhāt, the second 
case study, there is the why and what of  vitrifi ed slag created in kilns, not to 
mention the extraordinary choice of  fuel that was used.  With vitrifi cation 
as the focus of  this study, the question of  scientifi c analyses, the chemical 
understanding of  elements and their use in complex compositions arises. 
This is followed by the question of  how to extract information from 
material for the purpose of  interpretation in archaeology.  No matter how 
far separated the case studies seem - they have no connection whatsoever 
in geographical terms - they are connected in the matter of  vitrifi cation and 
the production process of  material becoming vitrifi ed.  The case studies 
do however unite in several other topic areas sharing similarities which 
are brought to light in this thesis.  Although not directly comparable, they 
do share similar circumstances that are captivating topics to encounter. 
Moreover, there are several other subjects which are touched upon in this 
book.  These subjects, however, are not the main focus and therefore 
do not receive much attention.  Again, the main focus here is vitrifi ed 
materials.  
AIM OF THE THESIS
The intent of  this thesis is to bring out, pay attention to, and problematize 
the phenomenon of  vitrifi ed material: the process of  becoming vitrifi ed.  It is 
an explorative research of  a rather diffuse material we know far too little 
about.  Vitrifi ed material is found in museums around the world.  Despite 
surfacing in diverse contexts, it is diffi cult to interpret, especially when 
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found in fragmentary pieces.  Hence, one purpose of  this book is to share 
knowledge from material science, both about the material itself  as well as 
the process of  becoming a vitreous material.  
This thesis is new in its kind in Sweden, not only for its choice of  
material, but also for its content. There is little knowledge in contemporary 
Sweden about whether molten glass was made in Sweden during the Middle 
Ages or brought here.  While there are companies which can analyse glass 
material, they have no knowledge of  medieval settings.  There are also 
laboratories which are acquainted with the Middle Ages, but not in the 
process of  vitrifi cation.  Combining the two has directed me to study the 
chemical composition of  glass, its qualities in different compositions and 
the ability to interpret analyses of  vitrifi ed materials and pieces of  glass. 
This in turn has presented the possibility to make contacts abroad and in 
other discourses outside archaeology.  Therefore, to fulfi l the task of  this 
study I had to begin with basic studies; the extent of  studies on the material, 
the knowledge of  its production, chemical analyses of  it and the ability to 
interpret the results.  Much time has been spent gathering empirical data 
and on basic studies of  the chemical composition of  molten glass.  These 
basic studies together with the material science and archaeological context 
constitute this research. 
Vitreous material has existed for thousands of  years and is still 
used in a number of  ways.  The actual process of  vitrifi cation is found 
in the oldest archaeological layers, but also embodies an issue in modern 
environments (Photos-Jones 2007a; Haugsten & Gustavsson 2000).  The 
phenomenon of  becoming vitrifi ed, within different vitreous materials, 
whether or not intentionally made, are all alike.  The process of  becoming 
vitrifi ed always involves the same kind of  procedures, regardless of  
whether we are dealing with vitrifi ed slag or window glass.  Hence, context 
analyses are most important in the study of  vitrifi ed material to gain a 
full understanding it.  I claim vitrifi cation and vitreous materials need 
to become more involved in the archaeological discourse.  Until now, 
Scandinavian studies in processed and vitrifi ed materials in archaeology 
have been dominated by the art-historical presence of  glass (Stjernquist 
1999).  That said, from an art-historian point of  view, the focus is on 
fi nished goods; the material of  a secondary production.  This thesis will 
instead explore how fi nished goods are manufactured.  That is, the very 
becoming of  a material: the primary production. 
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Issue and Object
Gathering empirical data, conducting fi eld studies and performing analysis 
culminated in a dissertation that presents new fi ndings within the knowledge 
and understanding of  vitrifi ed materials, but also in the history of  glass 
in Sweden.  Gaining a full understanding of  the production process of  
vitrifi cation as well as paying attention to and bringing out material science 
as a subordinate discourse in archaeology are therefore central issues.  In 
doing so, other areas must also be presented such as kilns, furnaces and 
other high temperature environments.  The process of  vitrifi cation may 
be found in any high temperature milieu, which is why high temperature 
processes can be studied in a general sense where many different kinds 
of  materials are processed.  One question unfolds immediately; what is 
vitirifi cation?  It is followed by a supplementary question; how can different 
kinds of  vitrifi ed materials be defi ned?  To be able to answer these questions 
one must have a full understanding of  how the process of  vitrifi cation 
works.  Another question must therefore be answered; how do vitrifi ed 
materials become vitrifi ed?  The process of  how a material becomes vitrifi ed 
as a consequence of  high temperature production must be understood 
to answer the questions above.  An introduction to high temperature 
production must therefore be given.  Hence, the fi rst point in this thesis 
is to:
1. Problematize and defi ne what high temperature production is within 
vitrifi cation.
Products within high temperature production. 
Advanced craft in a society
The issue here is to study vitrifi cation, why it arises, how it is embodied 
and to exert its relationship to the archaeological discourse and modern 
impediments.  Several questions must follow this statement: at which 
temperatures does it occur?  What fuel is used?  Does the kiln or furnace 
construction play a part in the process of  vitrifi cation?  Can natural science 
provide a defi nite answer for an archaeologist?  Early in this project, and in 
combination with my own personal naivety, a belief  existed that laboratories 
would be able to determine the difference between vitreous materials and 
produce reports of  such results.  Reports were therefore expected to 
determine whether an analysed piece was vitrifi ed glass or vitrifi ed slag. 
As previously stated, it was naïve and wishful thinking.  Analysis of  glass 
is a much more complex matter as the chemical composition of  vitrifi ed 
glass differs little from that of  vitrifi ed slag.  Thus, chemical analyses 
are not able to present a full picture without the presence of  contextual 
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interpretation.  It has become clear that natural science is not an authority 
in the subject of  studying glass.  Rather, a direct collaboration in which 
both natural science and archaeological contexts are equal partners is ideal 
to reach a consensus in this study (chapter six): we need interdisciplinary 
studies.   
2. Learning of and confronting a new group of material within archaeology; the 
group of vitrifi ed materials.
Comprehending and gaining a full understanding of  
vitrifi ed fuel ash slag – VFAS.  This material has never 
previously been included in the study of  archaeology in 
Sweden.  It should, as VFAS is often wrongly interpreted 
to be melted glass beads, especially within cremations.  
However, analyses of  VFAS are diffi cult to interpret.  
Chemically they differ from vitrifi ed glass by being fused 
rather than molten (Photos-Jones 2007b). 
The production of  vitrifi ed materials in the aim of  making 
glass, i.e. primary production.  This production process 
and the knowledge of  it has been neglected for too long 
in Sweden.  Primary production had specifi c recipes in 
different periods, for instance potash glass in the Bronze 
Age.  However, we now know that atypical kinds and 
compositions of  glasses exist (Henderson 2004).  
In doing this, a new fi eld of  research comes about and is enabled in 
the discourse of  (Scandinavian) archaeology.  That said, there are a few 
preconditions which are needed to tackle the issue in this thesis.  One 
such precondition is the awareness and understanding of  the chosen 
material.  To be able to study a specifi c material one needs to have a solid 
knowledge of  it and know what the material is and how to defi ne and 
categorize it.  One example of  a problem in this area is the diffi culty in 
distinguishing intentional and unintentional vitrifi cation.  Material science 
provides us with a basis of  highly relevant information (Henderson 2000, 
2004, 2013; Freestone 2003; Henderson et al 1987).  However, as already 
stated, material science alone does not provide the complete picture: a 
contextual depiction must be added.  When adding context interpretation 
an ongoing process may be detected which is not necessarily determined 
through chemical analyses of  the processed material.  This book will 
therefore combine material science with contextual interpretation of  fi eld 
archaeology. 
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3. Categorise high temperature production in an archaeological setting with 
particular relevance to vitrifi ed slag;
There is the need for a relevant defi nition of  vitrifi ed 
slag in order to continue the discussion and deepen our 
understanding of  it. There is no discussion whatsoever in 
Swedish archaeology of  vitrifi ed slag, vitrifi cation or its 
defi nition.  
Categorisation follows the understanding of  social 
implications of  vitrifi ed materials in societies and the 
immanent social information.  
Local traditions are often found in the production of  processed materials. 
Take ceramics as an example here:  there are many ways to make a pot; 
wheel thrown, cast or coiling.  Moreover, its surface may be treated or 
remain untreated.  Wherever ceramics are found, there is a local tradition 
connected to its chaîne opératoire.  What if, for example, the potter fi nds 
himself  in a situation where it is no longer possible to make the pot in 
traditional methods?  Say, for example, the potter runs out of  the clay 
that is traditionally used.  What will happen?  Will material, techniques or 
technology change?  Or even all of  them?  Therefore, it will be discussed 
where and when traditional methods have not been applied based on an 
archaeological - historical setting by using different locations.
4. Diff erent solutions found in the chain of production.   
The need for fuel.  The amount and type of  fuel, in 
combination with the length of  heat. 
Raw materials in general.  Is the correct raw material always 
used?  What if  a specifi c raw material is not found?  May a 
substitute be used? 
There is also the need to understand unforeseen events in the process of  
production.  Heat is central in the production of  processed material, and 
when fi re is involved, anything can happen.  The last point to investigate is 
therefore about the unintended consequences which create an unexpected 
outcome in the process of  production.
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5. Problematizing unplanned actions in a line of production.  
Unforeseen events in the entire length of  production
Unforeseen events may include for instance a crucible (pot) that breaks 
due to corrosion from molten glass which occurs after a certain period of  
use.  It may also include  the impact on a kiln which has become vitrifi ed. 
These two examples are found in the case studies of  this thesis, however 
other examples certainly also exist.     
Learning of  vitrifi ed material in a historical entourage
The knowledge of  the process of  producing and melting glass is said to 
have arrived in Sweden in the mid-15th century when King Gustav Vasa 
invited two foreign glass workers.  Two names are found in a collection 
of  letters called King Gustav I’s Registry: Andrea Ninquedo and Rochius 
Brijos.  These men were glass workers and would have known how to 
produce glass.  They probably originated in Venice and were invited to 
Stockholm in the year of  1556 (Qviström 2001: 8).  Andrea Ninquendos is 
believed to have changed his name to the more Swedish Anders Glasmakare 
(glass maker).
The priest Peder Månsson is commonly referred to when approaching 
the history of  glass in Sweden (Charleston 1978).  He travelled to Rome 
in 1508 and became interested in glass blowing; an activity he had never 
seen in Scandinavia.  Månsson describes in his book, Glaskonst (the Art 
of  Glass), how a furnace for glass making and working must be built. 
Most parts of  this document are unfortunately lost (Hansson 2010: 109). 
The furnace in Stockholm, established under the initiative of  King Gustav 
Vasa, really only tells us that the King had no access to locally produced 
glass.  It does not tell us that it did not exist in other places.  Production 
of  glass could, after all, have been at hand in Sweden prior to the time of  
Gustav Vasa’s regime, but for a different market and purpose.  One such 
place might have been the monasteries and convents (Lundkvist 1988: 29). 
They might well have produced window glass in a confi ned area both by 
market and quantum; producing only a few glasses for themselves.  Until 
recently, glass furnaces have not been excavated in Sweden for this period 
or earlier.  There is one partially investigated site where lumps of  glass and 
the possible remains of  a furnace construction have been located.  This 
site, Västra Sundby, is said to have its origin in 1591, shortly after Gustav 
Vasa´s initiative (Karlenby 2005).  Much like the fi rst case study in this 
book, Västra Sundby is placed in the vicinity of  a brick kiln (Karlenby 
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2005).  This glass making furnace is a tunnel shaped furnace (Karlenby & 
Ramström 2006). 
Although we do not seem to fi nd any glass making sites prior to 
the 16th century, we do have evidence of  glass working in the Middle 
Ages.  One reference is found in the Diarium Vadstenense2: the Diary of  
the Vadstena monastery.  It can here be read that on May the 3rd 1404 
lay brother Benedikt (Bengt) died.  He is referred to as glass master and 
taught the art of  working glass to other brothers (Lundkvist 1988: 26).  At 
the time of  his death he had been enrolled at the monastery for 20 years. 
Thus, there was potentially glass working at Vadstena Abbey from as early 
as CE 1384, almost 200 years prior to Gustav Vasa.  The glass worked at 
this monastery is of  a yet unknown origin.  It says in the Diary that the 
brothers at this monastery made their own glass windows, enough for 
themselves and the church.  Lundkvist reasons by this entry that brothers 
at this monastery knew how to make glass, as well as work it (Lundkvist 
1988: 28).  That is; they had a recipe for the composition of  making glass. 
Lundkvist (1988) continues to state that in contrast to Vadstena, the 
Franciscan and Dominican Orders in Stockholm made use of  imported 
glass for their church windows (Lundkvist 1988: 29).  They did not know 
how to make glass, only how to work it.  The hypothesis of  foreign raw 
glass can now be confi rmed following the chemical analysis of  window 
glass from the Dominican priory church in Lödöse, which is compared to 
other vitrifi ed materials in chapter six.  
Without focusing on church windows specifi cally, or any other item 
production for that matter, this thesis is an explorative study wherein 
much is achieved.  As glass studies, especially the knowledge of  primary 
production in glass, have not been studied more extensively in Sweden, 
or even Scandinavia, this project has spent much time with empirical fi eld 
studies.  This script therefore highlights a specifi c material through which a 
collaboration with chemists and scholars of  modern glass technology has 
been realised.  The reason for this is to embrace technology, techniques 
and to garner a full understanding and knowledge of  glass production and 
its process of  vitrifi cation.  To advance this purpose, the factory fl oor of  
Orrefors was studied at the beginning of  this project.  Prior to its closure, 
Orrefors was the most prominent modern glass house in Sweden.  They 
not only worked glass but also constructed their own crucibles.3 (Deckert: 
per. comm.).  
2 For the latin version see 124:1-3 in Gejrot 1988: 141.
3 In material science, larger crucibles are called pots. This is not the case in archaeology however. 
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Gaining an understanding of  historical glass and interpreting it in a 
more in depth fashion than art-historians is a complex task.  Reading chemical 
analyses and understanding a materials composition was more diffi cult than 
expected.  Only a few scholars are able to understand the difference between 
imported glass and locally produced historical glass.  For the purpose of  
this study I needed to re-learn the periodic system, or at least parts of  it. 
This book therefore provides a two fold interpretation; 1) a humanities 
based contextual study and; 2) the natural scientifi c interpretation within 
chemistry and material science.  Hence, much time has been spent gathering 
empirical data.  That is, two types of  empirical data.  Firstly there are the 
two archaeological fi eld studies in two completely separate contexts which 
led to the requirement of  reading up and learning the general history of, and 
archaeological context of, two geographically distanced sites.  Furthermore, 
the two fi eld studies used different fi eld methods which have to be accounted 
for in any presentation of  the research.  Yet another account includes and 
addresses the socio-cultural environment.  The two case studies differ widely 
in their socio-political environment and cultural context.  This applies to both 
contemporary societies as well as their historical settings.  This precondition 
infl uences both modern scholars as well as historical laymen. 
Secondly, there are empirical data gathered from many scientifi c 
analyses.  In the beginning, different laboratories were engaged to conduct 
chemical, or other, analyses.  Later in the project, a portable XRF was 
at hand at the Department of  Historical studies, Gothenburg University. 
Figure 2: Handmade crucible at Orrefors glasshouse, by Deckert. 
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Many more, albeit slightly less reliable, analyses and cross references of  
vitrifi ed material could be investigated with this XRF.
Evidently, this project contains many different components; 
two diverse fi eld studies, two geographically distanced environments, 
collaboration with chemists, two contexts and two interpretations.  The 
results therefore have a prodigious potential.  This thesis is one of  a kind, 
partly for its choice of  material, partly for its content.
Terminology
During the course of  this project some concepts had to be defi ned. 
Unsatisfactory defi nitions of  a number of  concepts and ideas created the 
possibility of  making a personal mark on their future characterisation.  There 
are therefore a number of  defi nitions which are placed where they appear 
for the fi rst time.  This is done throughout the book; whenever a concept 
or label in question is used for the fi rst time, it is followed by a defi nition. 
In other words, there is no specifi c chapter for all of  the defi nitions which 
arose; instead all terminology will appear when appropriate with three 
exceptions.  These three are found here as they constitute a more general 
term which is constantly used throughout the thesis. 
The fi rst is about defi ning the terminology of  the Middle Ages. 
To avoid confusion, the label medieval period or Middle Ages must be 
explained.  In Anglo-Saxon terms medieval does not correlate to the 
Swedish medieval period.  The Dark Ages in Britain began at the beginning 
of  the medieval period, or Middle Ages, at around CE 400 to 500 (Wickham 
2005), while in Sweden it starts in approximately CE 1000 (Lindkvist 
1993).  Christianisation and the emergence of  a Christian monarchy is 
traditionally said to inaugurate the Middle Ages in Scandinavia.  The upper 
limit in our geographical region for the medieval period ends with the 
reformation in the 16th century.  In this script, the medieval period or the 
Middle Ages will refer to the Swedish and Scandinavian timeline.  
The second defi nition needed here is about glass.  A vitrifi ed material 
without crystallisation is called a glass in material science (Henderson 2000: 
24).  This does not necessarily imply the humanities defi nition of  glass 
as an item and object description however, where glass is a supercooled 
liquid - a vitrifi ed material which was not necessarily intentionally made. 
Any mineral and ash in a high enough temperature will become vitrifi ed - a 
glass.  Thus, glass is made from different raw materials that are processed 
and eventually melted and mixed into a homogeneous and new material. 
In this way there is a difference between glass making and glass working 
as defi ned by Henderson (2000).  Material science usually describes glass 
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manufacturing as a process of  four different steps: 1) preparation of  raw 
materials or the batch 2) the so called melting of  the batch in the furnace 
3) working or forming the melted glass into objects 4) annealing or slow 
cooling the objects to room temperature.  Henderson uses making as the 
production process where glass is liquefi ed.  That is, when raw materials 
are melted into a new material; the fi rst and second steps.  Glass working 
therefore describes when the items are made, for instance by using the 
blow iron; the third and fourth steps. “…making the glass involving fritting 
the glass; (4) working the glass to form the glass objects…” (Henderson 
2000: 38).  This thesis is about making glass and the production process of  
other vitrifi ed materials.  It will not be discussed, described, catalogued or 
interpreted as glass items, objects, or worked glass throughout this book.
The third defi nition connects back to the second in terms of  the way 
of  thinking about vitrifi ed materials.  It relates to a difference in method 
and methodology as defi ned by Dobres & Robb (2005).  The distinction 
between method and methodology defi nes method as the “…techniques 
of  materials analysis…” (Dobres & Robb 2005: 160).  The use-wear of  
ceramics, microscopic analyses, stylistic analyses and chemical analyses are 
included under this term.  Methodology then, is “…a way of  thinking about 
material culture…” (Dobres & Robb 2005: 160).  As such, methodologies 
in archaeology are a “…theoretical task, and thus are fundamentally a matter 
of  interpretation” (Dobres & Robb 2005: 161).  In other words, methodology 
is about interpretation in archaeology, using a combination of  both methods 
and theories. Within this thesis many different kinds of  methods will be 
applied, taken both from natural sciences as well as from archaeology. 
These different methods will be connected to different theories and in this 
way create a way of  thinking about a specifi c material in archaeology.  This 
said, this study will follow a methodology which is evident throughout the 
script as an ulterior drift.  Thus, this thesis is a methodological research 
within archaeology in that it includes material science and chemical analyses 
of  material which have not previously been studied in Sweden: chemical 
analyses which are interpreted in relation to archaeological context studies.  
Years and dates in the Islamic world are usually written in the timeline 
of  the Hijri, the Islamic calendar.  In texts which are likely to be read by 
western scholars, Hajri dates are written in combination with Western 
European digits to prevent confusion.  Few scholars, however, only present 
the West European numbers.  To prevent inaccuracies, all years and dates 
will be presented as Common Era - CE in this project.  This choice is based 
upon the subject of  this thesis where the main objective is to present and 
discuss a specifi c material in a specifi c process.  In a thesis where the main 
objective is Islamic archaeology the use of  the Hajri calendar, correlated 
with the Gregorian calendar, would have been more convenient.  
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QUESTION OF SOURCES
Studies in historical glass have commonly focused on items, objects and 
fragments of  worked glass (Gaut 2011; Arwidsson 1989).  Typology and 
descriptions of  items were popular in the early 20th century (Arrhenius & 
Holmqvist 1961, Lundström & Lindeberg 1964; Lamm 1930).  Very few have 
been centred on chemical analyses of  historical glass found in Scandinavia 
(Callmer 1977).  As this thesis is focused on the vitrifi cation of  material, 
studies in typology, item descriptions and style are of  less interest.  So far, 
modern literature has not centred on the possibility of  glass production 
in Scandinavia prior to Gustav Vasa as all glass was believed to have been 
imported (Arwidsson 1942: 83).  Studies within natural science in Scandinavia 
and Sweden, particularly analyses of  vitrifi ed materials, are focused on 
modern production and working glass to enhance its quality.  Again, the 
working of  glass is of  no interest here regardless of  whether it is intentional 
or unintentional glass.  Instead, the production of  glass (Henderson’s making 
glass), or more precisely vitrifi cation, is the object which is here combined 
with chemical analyses.  The vitrifi cation process is focused on a certain 
way of  thinking about a specifi c material.  “…we need to develop context-
sensitive methodologies for both reading meaningful actions in particular 
situations and for unpacking the structures and fi elds of  action that help 
make such actions possible” (Dobres & Robb 2005: 163).  This project does 
this in a way which uses reasoning and methods from natural science in 
combination with archaeological contextual methods to extract meaningful 
information within the discourse of  archaeology.  A study combining the 
vitrifi cation of  material in a historical setting prior to the mid-16th century is 
unique.  The position of  this research is in this way diverse and manifold.  It 
fi lls a vacuum in several areas of  study.   
It cannot be emphasized too many times; this study is about a process: 
the production process of  vitrifi cation.  It is an ongoing process studied 
by process specialists and found in modern bio-mass incineration which is 
relatively unstudied by archaeologists.  Thus, the research is; 
Filling a vacuum in the study and discussion of  primary 
production in vitrifi ed material and in glass making.  
The very fi rst thesis combining archaeology with natural 
science to study the production process of  becoming 
vitrifi ed, at least in Scandinavia.  
One of  its kind in the vitrifi ed fuel ash discussion in the 
discourse of  archaeology (Scandinavian).  
A methodological study, where methodology contributes 
to theory. 
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Projectory and Source Criticism
Referring back to the shininess of  glass and the quality of  lustre, a point of  
aesthetic curiosity must be made.  Conneller (2011) follows the line of  shell 
bead production in the Upper Palaeolithic down to the skeumorphic beads 
made from antler and ivory.  She refl ects that it is this shininess, the lustre 
in mother-of-pearl, which is desired and thus replicated by the Aurignacian 
in other materials.  Conneller suggests that the lustre was believed to have 
apotropaic affects (Conneller 2011: 49-75, 115).  Beads in the Upper 
Paleolithic were made in/from seawater shells and molluscs.  As groups of  
people migrated further inland in the Upper Paleolithic, shells and molluscs 
were no longer available.  The Upper Paleolithic groups therefore started 
working beads from other materials, for example Mammoth ivory.  Polished 
ivory and antler do shine which explains why these materials were used as 
replicas.  She continues that any subsequent skeumorphism of  a bead is made 
from a material which can be polished into a gleaming shininess, a lustrous 
replica of  mother-of-pearl.  Conneller believes that it is this shininess, the 
gleaming within a material, which is sought after and coveted in the Late 
Paleolothicum and Early Mesolithicum of  Central Europe.  A shielding 
effect or protection from evil spirits with the help of  lustrous materials is 
found within early Mesolithic peoples as it is with American Indians;  
In the Aurignacian case, as among the Amerindians, there seems 
also to be an emphasis on relations; substances are not defi ned 
through what we consider as the framework provided by discrete 
materials, separated by differences in sources (animal or mineral, 
species or body part) and mechanical properties; rather the 
defi nition proceeded through the shared possession of  a particular 
quality, lustre (Conneller 2011:122). 
Despite skeumorphism and its large range of  applications, glass and 
vitrifi ed material has not received enough attention within archaeology, 
especially in Scandinavia.  This group of  materials tends to end up in a 
distinct category which is often ignored.  Processed materials evidently 
exist and are found throughout the archaeological community; in fi eld 
archaeology and in museums.  The production of  glass, the technology 
and the technique are additionally not known to many archaeologically 
educated scholars especially when compared to, for example ceramics, 
where a general knowledge of  pottery, clay and production is found 
amongst most archaeologists.  A similar general knowledge is not present 
within glass and vitrifi ed materials.  There have been few studies in this 
specifi c topic, especially on the event of  processing.  Glass has been studied 
in various ways such as in Johan Callmer´s dissertation (1977) Trade Beads 
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and Bead Trade in Scandinavia ca. 800–1000 A.D., wherein he studies beads. 
Ulla Lund Hansen (1973, 1995) also wrote about the subject of  beads as 
well as other glass items found in the Roman period in Scandinavia.  Ulf  
Näsman (1984) studied glass in connection to trade of  the late Roman 
period.  During the Viking age there are the sites of  Birka in Sweden and 
Kaupang in Norway, both of  which had large quantities of  glass.  Bjarne 
Gaut studied the Kaupang material which included the manufacture of  
beads, vessels and windows (Gaut 2011: 234, 238f.).  Raw glass was worked 
at Kaupang, but not produced.  Raw glass was instead brought there from 
Southern Europe and possibly the Islamic world (Gaut 2011: 269).  All 
these scholars studied fi nished glass articles rather than glass seen as a high 
temperature production process of  vitrifi cation.  Glass is also studied in 
the discourse of  restoring and conservation, however, we again fi nd glass 
in terms of  items and articles, not in the process of  smelting, melting and 
mass production.  This absence of  basic knowledge about the process 
of  vitrifi cation in Scandinavian archaeology and the lack of  a thorough 
contextual study of  a specifi c material has created a research void.  
The thesis therefore embraces historical material found in a 
Medieval setting.  The Middle Ages are in many ways a period in-between 
archaeology and history (Andrén 1985).  This area of  study is expanding 
and thus, this book enhances methodological progress.  In studying this 
period, different sources of  information are available.  Different sources 
do however require different methodologies; for instance, there are written 
sources as well as archaeological material.  The path this book has taken 
on in its way to completion has mainly made use of  archaeological sources 
and materials, yet it is necessary to have knowledge of  the production 
process of  vitrifi ed materials prior to the presentation of  any written 
analysis.  I have achieved this by producing my own sources.  
The case studies are my own sources.  The object of  the case study 
in Sweden was Lödöse, while the second fi eld study was placed in Qalhāt, 
Oman.  Studying the Dominican in Sweden provided a challenge as research 
on the subject of  the Dominican order in Scandinavia comes in short 
supply. Very few shorter articles can be found centred on the Dominican 
in Sweden (Jakobsen 2007; Ihr 2008a, b; Ihr 2012; Seppänen 2011a, b). 
During this research a thesis on the Dominican brotherhood in Scandinavia, 
with a special focus on Denmark, was completed and supplied much 
information (Jakobsen 2008).  The lack of  studies of  the Dominican Order 
in Scandinavia, especially Sweden, has several causes.  Contemporary friars in 
the Dominican brotherhood in Sweden today have little information about 
their own history.  This has two explanations; fi rst all their written sources 
were burned with the upheaval of  the reformation (Berntson 2003), and 
secondly, they have no interest in their earlier history as that period is most 
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often connected to the inquisition (Ormerod & Roach 2004).  However, 
this study concerns the Dominican Order prior to the inquisition.  A second 
cause for the challenges experienced during this research is the fact that few 
priories have been archaeologically examined in Sweden.  Priories are often 
found in contemporary town centres and any investigation would become a 
major expense for that specifi c town or city.  Thus, these sites are either left 
un-investigated or are sealed.  Only part of  the priory in Lödöse was studied 
in the 1920s (af  Ugglas 1931) and as a result, not too much is known about 
the site.    
A similar situation is found in the second case study.  Only a 
few documents can be found which refer to the ancient city of  Qalhāt 
(Bhacker & Bhacker 2004).  This is not merely the result of  the city´s 
placement on the littoral of  Oman, but also due to the city´s destruction 
by fi re.  Again, only a few excavations have been conducted until recently. 
Texts published about the site in English can be counted on one hand 
(Costa 2002; Vosmer 2004; Rougeulle et al 2012).  Historical references 
are likewise scarce; for instance, Marco Polo mentions Qalhāt, but never 
actually visited the city.    
Key Publications
In terms of  source criticism, it must be pointed out that there is a frequent 
focus on one author for a specifi c theme. Take Johnny Grandjean Gøgsig 
Jakobsen, Prædikebrødrenes samfundsrolle i middelalderens Danmark (2008) who 
has been very important for the contextual study throughout the fi rst case 
study.  As a historian he has made a solid description of  the Scandinavian 
situation and the Mendicants position herein.  Thus, when considering the 
Dominican priory I have especially made use of  Jakobsen.  For specifi cs 
in Lödöse as a town, Carl af  Ugglas’ work has provided information.  His 
excavation presented in Lödöse, Historia och Arkeologi, published in 1931 may 
seem old, but it is still a thorough and comprehensive literature resource 
about the town.  His economic misfortunes might seem ill-fated, but he 
still published what he had excavated.  With a more extensive excavation 
he may never have been able to publish at all.  
Redha Mohammed Bhacker and his spouse Bernadette (2004) 
documented excellent research on the historical accounts of  the ancient 
city of  Qalhāt in The Journal of  Oman Studies.  It has readily provided 
information for my purposes.  Axelle Rougeulle´s writings and fi eld studies, 
to which I have kindly been able to partake, contributed greatly to this 
study (2010).  Julian Henderson; The Science and archaeology of  Materials: an 
investigation of  inorganic Materials, 2000, and his later book; Ancient Glass, 2013, 
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were the main infl uences in the construction of  kilns, heat development 
and high temperature production in general.  Henderson’s books have 
helped me to understand the problems of  industrial production in high 
temperature processes.  Not too many authors focus on vitrifi ed materials 
within primary production, especially in Scandinavia.  Primary production 
focuses on furnaces, raw materials, crucibles, heat, draught and the stages 
of  advanced processes.  Most scholars of  glass, however, usually bring to 
light the forms, sizes and decoration of  different items.  This is especially 
the case in Sweden, where there is extensive art-historian glass studies.  
Conneller (2011), as with Henderson (2000, 2013), is a recurring 
author in this book.  She has made use of  applied theory, especially the 
concepts of  châine opératoire within a rhizome point of  view.    
This project may be seen in the light of  urban archaeology, that is, 
archaeology conducted in urban environments.  Urban archaeology is a 
rather new ph enomenon in Sweden.  In the mid-1970s a project began that 
produced a series of  books, Medieval town (Medeltidsstaden), which was the 
fi rst attempt in this discourse.  Urban archaeology was adopted early by 
Anders Andrén (1985), who made use of  a methodological entrance in his 
thesis.  He made use of  the space and time continuum in the development 
of  urban towns in medieval societies.  Gitte Hansen (2005) and Stefan 
Larsson (2000) both further developed the methodology in Bergen and 
Lund respectively, where Larsson set archaeology in a wider discourse of  
economic, ideological and organisational restrictions.      
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CHAPTER TWO: PRODUCTION IN MANY WAYS 
Figure 3: Beehive and square furnace by Agricola, G., in De Re Metallica, p. 623. 
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TO BEGIN WITH…
The somewhat elusive concepts of  production will be elaborated upon 
in this chapter with production being discussed in many different ways. 
Special focus will be placed on production within high temperature 
methods and the process of  vitrifi cation.  A few theoretical concepts which 
are meaningful in connection to the subject of  this thesis will be discussed 
after the introduction.  This chapter is constructed of  two themes, within 
which there are three subtitles.  The fi rst theme is Organisation wherein the 
operational sequence, relations in resources and social implications are 
discussed.  The concept of  chaîne opératoire is evaluated and followed by 
a discussion about what decides the organisation of  production.  Both these 
subtitles are discussed against a setting of  who decides the organisation of  
production.  The second theme is Knowledge, Doing and Change.  This section 
contemplates how knowledge is transferred, learned and gained.  It begins 
with a discussion about knowing in connection to craft, and is followed 
by innovation and experiment.  The last of  the three subtitles is Materials 
use, reuse and refuse and is an examination of  materiality.  All six subtitles are 
centred around high temperature production. 
Production is often regarded as an event of  its own and is quite often 
connected to diffusion (Lister & Lister 1987).  The purpose is different 
in this thesis.  I not only wish to introduce production to resources and 
materials, but also to immanent social information and consumption.  I 
cannot emphasize that enough in any discussion offered here; it is given 
in the frame of  the medieval period, high temperature production and 
advanced craft.  The production process and the organisation of  production are 
important concepts.  Henderson explains: 
One of  the reasons for studying ancient technology is the possibility of  
detecting the effects of  changes in society and in the (rest of  the) economy 
on characteristics of  production and the way it is organised (Henderson 
2000: 67).
Henderson describes ancient technology, but in this thesis any 
discussion concerning advanced craft is set in a post-Iron Age society. 
Considering the organisation of  production, there seems to be one 
recurring opinion: we need to know how production was organised, (Renfrew 
& Bahn 1996: 357).  This possibly indicates that we still do not have a 
thorough understanding.  One way to study the process of  production 
is by “...reconstituting the debris...” (Renfrew & Bahn 1996: 357), which 
refers to the study of  archaeological material and litter.  Economic theory 
considers production within a capital-value-industry, but such an approach 
lacks technological development and socio-cultural variables.  Sillar and Tite 
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therefore propose the following: “As archaeologists investigating the past 
technologies it is our job both to elucidate how the technology worked and 
how it fi tted into the wider cultural context” (Sillar & Tite 2000: 3).  As an 
archaeologist I will evaluate in a cultural context rather than beginning an 
economic discussion, although this will be covered briefl y in this thesis.  The 
connection between economics, material culture and social environment was 
determined by Lemonnier at the beginning of  the 90s, but the study of  the 
three is still a new discipline (Lemonnier 1992: 1).  Economic circumstances 
can be explained as “...all the technical elements which become implemented 
in economic activities...” (Castro et al 1998: 174).  This implies that technical 
elements are vital; “It is the work of  ethnologists and archaeologists to 
discover which techniques are related to which other techniques, and how” 
(Lemonnier 1992: 8).  Focus in this thesis is paid to the production process 
of  materials becoming vitrifi ed through techniques in processing materials 
and advanced craft framed in the socio-cultural setting of  the Middle Ages. 
The two case studies presented in this thesis are set in the 13th and 
14th centuries in two different geographical settings, both with examples 
of  vitrifi cation and advanced craft.  In the fi rst case, placed in Sweden, 
this time frame represents the Middle Ages, a time when work conditions 
had changed dramatically from those in the Iron Age (Christophersen 
1980: 10f.).  It changed from an itinerant work force to craft set in fi xed 
workshops.  This kind of  change was described by Childe: “In the fi rst place 
it marks, perhaps, the beginning of  specialization of  labour – what Engels 
more accurately designates ‘the separation of  handicraft from agriculture’” 
(Childe 1951: 25).  Specialisation of  labour was at hand before the Iron Age, 
but it increased during this period.  In the second case study, set in Oman, 
the clustering of  high temperature production, implying mass production, 
also presents advanced craft during the same centuries.  However, it is not 
things and tools, their defi nitions or their life that I wish to examine; it is the 
production process of  an “…assemblage of  things and energy caught up in 
production…” (Conneller 2011: 13).  Hence, the comprehension of  the process 
in production is the main objective for this thesis, not items or objects. 
Within the two main case studies, interrelated effects will be identifi ed 
and it will be shown that technical determinism is closely linked to social, 
economic and natural resources in their respective line of  production.  This 
chapter, therefore, gives a more general and theoretical point of  entrance 
into the understanding and thorough knowledge of  the production process 
of  material becoming vitrifi ed.  Doing this, technological circumstances 
with the concept of  chaîne opératoire must be considered vital.
This chapter is divided into two sections.  The fi rst section, Organisation, 
elaborates upon the concept of  chaîne opératoire, continues into relations 
in high temperature processes and ends in social circumstances.  The second 
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section is called Knowledge, Doing and Change, where knowing as a part in craft, 
innovation as a part in production and eventually materiality as a concept 
of  materials immanent social information will be discussed.  Thus, the 
approach in this chapter is to organise it thematically rather than with a 
specifi c, singular theory.  
ORGANISATION
In the introduction of  this chapter it was stated that ‘we need to know 
how production was organised’.  In order to fully understand the 
organisation of  production, a theoretical knowledge must be discussed 
which will later be used in combination with methods.  Therefore, three 
themes will be presented in the following sections which are closely 
linked to the organisation of  production.  The fi rst theme is technical 
and embraces the concept of  chaîne opératoire with technology versus 
techniques.  That is, technology embraces a theoretical understanding, 
while technique is to be understood as technical skills or an ability to 
apply procedures or methods to produce the desired result.  Jørgensen 
expresses this as “…the assumed dichotomies between technology 
(practice) on one hand and theoretical and abstract knowledge on 
the other…” (Jørgensen 2013: 91).  Materials are inferred by using 
the concept of  chaîne opératoire which has an encompassing social 
meaning.  Practical knowledge also encompasses social meaning through 
human encounters by “doing”.  In this way, agency is found as an ulterior 
concept, where agency is interbraided in the understanding of  a specifi c 
material.  Agency, according to Dobres and Robb (2005) has often been 
understood as an “Archaeology of Agency” (Dobres & Robb 2005: 161). 
They instead appreciate agency as a nonlinear interdigitated concept in 
theory, method and methodology creating “…new ways of  generating 
answers…” and “…asking new questions” (Dobres & Robb 2005: 161). 
Following chaîne opératoire is a focus on raw material and craft 
specialisation centred along what determines the organisation.  Fuel is 
mainly discussed as having directed production.  The last theme therefore 
converses on who decides production with a special emphasis paid to craft 
specialisation in urban society.  Just as with the fi rst theme, the latter two 
have a social agency perspective attached as a basic infl uence.  
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Chaîne Opératoire 
Chaîne opératoire is an ordered chain of  actions, gestures and processes 
in a production sequence (e.g. of  a stone tool or a pot) which leads to the 
transformation of  a given material towards a fi nished product.  The concept, 
which was introduced by André Leroi-Gourhan, is signifi cant in allowing 
archaeologists to infer back from the fi nished artefact across the entire length 
of  processes and procedures, the intentionality in the production sequence, 
and ultimately to the conceptual template of  the maker.  Operational sequences 
literally provide a theory of  technical processes in which technical acts were 
also social acts.  Leroi-Gourhan emphasized the importance of  the human 
body as an expression and a source of  meaning, power, symbolism and action. 
Figure 4: Harris Matrix of the eastern wall in a brick kiln, Lödöse; Sweden.  
“Each step in the chaîne opératoire involved decisions, each with a 
social impact and signifi cance leading to the manufacture of  glass artefacts 
characteristic of  that society” (Henderson 2013: xix).  Each step and action 
carried out the production of  something may, quite literally, speak lo uder 
than words or the message conveyed by the fi nal product. 
Rather than operational sequences, Lemonnier (1992) uses the 
concept of  gestures alongside chaîne opératoire.  Gestures move the 
object involved in a technological action. 
Leroi-Gourhan demonstrated that the technological milieu is 
continuous. Technological actions or artifacts have to be related 
ones already existing in order to take shape. In other words, a 
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particular technological trait has to link up with or build on other 
technological traits which already exist. This conclusion has 
important consequences: at a given time, the technologies of  a 
particular human group are tied together by common underlying 
technological traditions (Lemonnier 1992: 84). 
Technological traits, which build on already existing technological 
traditions, imply an evolutionistic thought in Leroi-Gourhan’s concept of  
chaîne opératoire.  This is somewhat similar to the discussion White (1959) 
had in that there is a linear evolutionistic continuation in technological 
development.  White divides culture into four categories; ideological, 
sociological, behavioural and technological.  The ideological includes beliefs; 
all philosophies are built upon beliefs and hence depend on symbolism.  The 
sociological comes from traditions, institutions, rules and performances. 
Here the spoken language is seen as the most important.  Emotions and 
attitudes towards, for instance, rats and death are included within the 
behavioural category.  In technology we see a development in tools and 
their use.  New generations may learn from previous ones (White 1959: 
5-7) and continue development where the elderly stopped (Barndon 2001: 
58).  The four categories are not equal; the technological is believed to be 
superior by White.  So, as technology is regulating the other three, a cultural 
anthropologist ought to be able to determine which belief  was used by a 
specifi c prehistoric group of  people (White 1959: 19, 24f.).  
This kind of  technological determinism can be applicable to modern 
statehood in that it is the technological forces which are resolving and 
merging humans together.  Such is especially accountable when it comes 
to technological progress within production, trade, communication, 
infrastructure and war (White 1959: 26).  Hence, it is important that the 
inferior three do not stand in opposition to technology but are instead 
a suspended and moveable equilibrium within society.  If  there is no 
balance, either the newly discovered technologies will be knocked out, 
or the opposition will (White 1959: 28).  Lemonnier  is opposed to this 
technological determinism and emphasizes sociology by socialising 
technology: “Alongside the physical constraints presented by the material 
world available to a given society, social representations of  technologies, 
too, are responsible for making and transforming technological systems” 
(Lemonnier 1992: 7).  Lemonnier sees the signifi cance, or even the very 
being, of  techniques and technical development as a social phenomenon 
(Lemonnier 1992: 11).  “...technologies are – like myths, marriage 
prohibitions, or exchange systems – social productions in themselves” 
(Lemonnier 1992: 1f.). 
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By studying the baking of  bread in communal ovens, Barndon points 
to the connection of  symbolism and technology: “There was no real divide 
between technology and symbols or signs in the way the process was 
practiced and understood” (Barndon 2001: 232f.).  Sillar & Tite accordingly 
see the technical choices as having cultural signifi cances such as group 
identity and/or social status (Sillar & Tite 2000: 7, 8).  Thus, technology 
is both a sociological and a cultural phenomenon. “…Sillar suggests that 
technological traditions are partly maintained because of  the way that specifi c 
technologies are embedded within wider technical and social practices – that 
is, the degree of  interdependence between a particular ’technical choice’ and 
the other activities it is related to” (Sillar & Tite 2000: 11).  According to 
Cornell and Fahlander, the condition for ‘choice’ is a set of  social patterns 
in combination with certain situations (Cornell & Fahlander 2002: 61). 
Prak, giving a situational historic discussion of  propositional 
knowledge and prescriptive knowledge in Europe, took examples from 
large building sites of  Medieval churches and enters the discussion 
elsewhere; “…it was not technological constraints as such that hampered 
the pre-modern economy but the under-utilization of  available 
technologies” (Prak 2011: 404).  However categorical this statement may 
be, there is a point to technological knowledge and the lack of  different 
ways of  using it.  Prak considers the building industry in the Middle Ages 
to be an appropriate structure “…to investigate issues of  knowledge and 
human capital formation…” (Prak 2011: 383).  This, he claims, is due to 
the large constructions that were erected with only a small “…scientifi c 
understanding of  the mechanics working on such large structures” (Prak 
2011: 383).  To Prak, the progress in the construction industry, which 
developed during the Middle Ages, was due to a practical knowledge rather 
than a theoretical: “The industry achieved impressive accomplishments 
in practice, without much change in the theoretical foundations of  the 
building craft” (Prak 2011: 383).  Prak distinguishes between propositional 
knowledge (what) and prescriptive knowledge (how) and suggests that 
propositional knowledge withholds development in technology (Prak 2011: 
383).  In other words he claims that there was a good enough technological 
knowledge, at least during the Middle Ages, but less knowledge of  the use 
of  it.  Conneller follows an argumentation of  techniques which “…require 
mental or verbal operation” (Conneller 2011: 17).  She continues that it 
is not only human actions which may be involved in techniques; animal 
actions can be interesting as well.  Considering production processes in 
high temperatures, and following both Prak’s and Conneller’s argument, I 
would therefore stress that it is not the lack of  technology that prevents 
development, but lack of  material techniques. 
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Generally speaking, the effort to understand how various types of  
technological knowledge are shared (or not) in a given society leads 
to the key problem of  the link between technological specialisation 
and social organisation. This is important in any society, but 
becomes a more acute issue when dealing with societies in which 
it is knowledge, and not tools, or materials, or machines, that make 
up the bulk of  what is needed to perform a technological action 
(Lemonnier 1992: 82).
I continue by adding style and symbolism to the discussion of  
technology.  As mentioned earlier, Lemonnier states that technologies 
are social phenomena and must henceforth be related to other social 
phenomena which can then be studied by anthropologists (Lemonnier 
1992: 17).  He continues; even if  one can relate and explain technology 
as a sociological phenomenon, it does however, not have to require 
any explanation within style or ‘physical action on the material world’ 
(Lemonnier 1992: 21).  In opposition to this, Clark & Parry highlight that 
style plays an active role in society and they argue against the notion that 
style might be “...merely a passive refl ection of  societal norms” (Clark & 
Parry 1990:294).  As style requires an object, which has to be produced 
by using energy, the production is thus controlled and therefore so is the 
product.  According to Clark & Parry, this reasoning infers that symbols in 
materials have a cost, and the control of  its production allows the possibility 
of  controlling consumption (Clark & Parry 1990: 294).  Archaeologists, 
however, traditionally try to establish a clear divergence between style and 
technological function or at least its effectiveness (Cornell & Fahlander 
2002: 72).  Like Prak, Cornell and Fahlander take offspring in gothic 
church construction, where they realize that style and construction almost 
entirely coincide.  Praks point is that building Gothic churches was an 
incitement for innovation in artistic ambition (Prak 2011: 383).  Cornell & 
Fahlander continue; technology may have had a huge social content and 
style may have had technological effectiveness and large social implications. 
Form and style are always mutually independent of  material and technique 
(Cornell & Fahlander 2002: 73).  Hence, technology and technological 
knowledge are a relation between technological specialisation and social 
organisation.  Technology is also the same as music and art; a cultural 
phenomenon (Barndon 2001: 64).  In this line of  logic, we can conclude 
that technological development is not only a measurement of  a society´s 
advanced stages of  scientifi c progress.  Rather, technical development is 
a cultural phenomenon, where symbolism and style are active ingredients. 
Although stating the importance of  social and cultural perspective, 
matter and materials must not be forgotten: “First, one must not forget 
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the matter itself. By its own specifi cities and of  course, by being present or 
absent in a given environment, the materials may partially determine the 
technological behavior of  a people” (Lemonnier 1992: 5).  Another angle 
in the limitations of  technological use is foreseen by Cornell & Fahlander, 
who say that social traditions may limit the use of  technological potentials 
(Cornell & Fahlander 2002: 68f).  Both entries imply that technical 
effectiveness can only be measured in relation to a given intention or aim 
(Cornell & Fahlander 2002: 67).  “If  we are to take materials seriously, we 
need to acknowledge that different materials demand different forms of  
technical interaction, generate different levels of  strength and resistance 
through the process of  particular sorts of  interaction” (Conneller 2011: 
31f.).  Social tradition and the intention to transform materials requires 
some sort of  repetitive acting. 
Structurating practices are those recurring routines that we perform 
with some regularity, day-by-day, weekly, monthly or yearly. 
Structurating practices are thus normally restricted to actions that 
are social in the sense that they are observable (but not necessarily 
understood) by others. Structurating practices are, like serial practice, 
mainly performed in relation to materialities (Fahlander 2003: 42). 
Returning to the concept of  chaîne opératoire, observable actions 
are easily taken to be conscious actions, but “…through repetition and 
conditioning, at a young age, they become more-or-less subconscious. 
Studying these structured actions, these chaînes operatoires, is as Leroi-Gourhan 
suggested an accessible entry for archaeologists and anthropologists into 
social organisation as well as cosmology” (Bardon 2001: 59f.).  The study 
of  materialities, that is artefacts and the physical environment in as much 
detail as possible, requires the separation of  episodes, social situations and 
structuring practices, which are routine, and may say quite a lot about its 
social-historic trajectory in favourable conditions.  Cornell & Fahlander 
continue by connecting local practices of  local materials with structurating 
positivities taken in a larger spatio-temporal setting (Cornell & Fahlander 
2002: 45).  Structurating positivities are defi ned as certain social patterns 
and situations.  Different social patterns and situations create different 
conditions for choice (Cornell & Fahlander 2002: 61) which leads them 
to say that actions may be unconscious or semi-conscious repetitive 
behaviours which are connected to material and social form.  However, 
there may be unforeseen consequences.  Local practice with its social 
pattern and situation offers a choice, but still connects to a larger or 
wider spatio-temporal setting.  By studying this, Cornell & Fahlader say 
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that we can detect some social and historical trajectories.  In this we have 
choices (here technological) based on the local conditions and situations 
where material availability does count.  These choices therefore constitute 
a cultural phenomenon.  They are transforming people and hence are a 
force in a continuous state of  becoming. 
In this thesis, emphasis is given to materials that have altered their 
composition.  Transformation in material is explained; “…chaînes operatoires, 
are defi ned as a series of  technical operations which are those that bring 
a raw material from its natural state to its manufactured state” (cited in 
Barndon 2001: 59 after Leroi-Gouhran 1964).  Lemonnier’s translation is 
enlarged with a personal addition: 
…a series of  operations which brings a raw material from a natural 
state to a manufactured state. As there are many techniques which do 
not lead to the making of  a product, I consider that an operational 
sequence is more simply the series of  operations involved in any 
transformation of  matter (including our own body) by human 
beings (Lemonnier 1992: 26). 
Some sort of  smelting, melting and fusing is required for high 
temperature processes.  Clark & Parry´s intention for all kinds of  craft 
specialisation in production of  material objects is that of  the modifi cation 
of  raw materials (Clark & Parry 1990: 295).  “...that there are non-
reversible states of  matter which require performing a certain operation 
precisely when it is physically needed, not before, not after, but right on 
time” (Lemonnier 1992: 21).  
Modifi cation of  a material, as in any smelting or melting process, 
has to be linked to both rituals as social actions in the same manner that 
technology has to.  The actual procedures when modifying a material defi ne 
it as a production process: “...repeated sets of  labour processes aimed 
at the systematic transformation of  matter or directly linked to such an 
endeavour may be called a production process” (Cornell 1998: 245).  Material 
transformation and the property alternation of  matter must therefore be fully 
understood in the complete length of  their lifespan.  This includes “…the 
production, use, reuse, discard, and burial of  the object…” (Sillar & Tite 2000: 
16).  There seems to be a lack all kind of  discussion in relations of  the chaîne 
opératoire in these different stages of  transformation; something which is 
critically expressed (Conneller 2011: 16).  That is, chaîne opératoire is about 
hundreds or thousands of  acts on one scene or site.  According to Conneller, 
chaîne opératoire is not a single act, but multiple acts (Conneller 2011: 19). 
She describes two uses of  the term chaîne opératoire; one which transformed 
materials, the traditional way of  chaîne opératoire, and the other which is 
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transforming people, the so called rhizome use of  chaîne opératoire (Conneller 
2011: 17).  Transformed material seen as vitrifi ed material in combination with 
transforming people (the ones who use glass) shall be discussed in chapter 
seven.  Regardless, to Conneller the discussion of  chaîne opératoire is less 
about what matter is, and more about what matter does, and matter does create 
certain relationships (Conneller 2011: 19).  Thus, everything is connected as an 
interlinked chain of  events.  All actions depend upon and operate against each 
other.  Things do engage in life (Cornell 1998: 237).  Lemonnier realises that 
technology is ‘only one part of  technology’ (Lemonnier 1992: 5).  Conneller 
expresses that matter is always in a process of  becoming, in the sense of  matter 
being in a relationship which is based on the rhizome use of  chaîne opératoire 
where focus is lain on non-hierarchical connections and assemblages instead 
of  sequences (Conneller 2011: 19f.).  Materials never stand still, they are 
moving, transforming and “…in constant variation with other things…” 
(Conneller 2011: 20).  In this way, focus on sequence is shifted towards a focus 
on connection (Conneller 2011: 20).  
With this discussion of  chaîne opératoire we have seen that it gives 
us a tool kit to backtrack the events in production.  This also means that 
we can evaluate social organisation connected to production.  Social 
organisation is presented in the above discussion and is followed by an 
evaluation of  what decides the organisation of  production. 
 
Figure 5: A broken brick from Qalhāt, with sand on the left  side merging into 
yellow burned clay and eventually a vitrifi ed surface on the upper far right.  
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What decides the organisation of  production?
In the forthcoming section, the relationships of  high temperature 
processes will be discussed.  It will begin by discussing what decides 
organisation of  production, including some preconditions.  One obvious 
requirement in high temperature processes is fuel and raw materials for 
processed products. Therefore, this section will focus on raw materials 
including fuel.  
All raw materials in any given process, especially those involving 
smelting and/or melting, need to be supplied.  If, e.g. natural resources can 
be found locally it is of  course cheaper than if  they have to be transported 
over long distances.  In any case, raw materials come with a connected 
cost.  A continuous demand is required as it is the foundation of  the 
existence of  the industrial craft guild.  One precondition for this system is 
a monetary economy.  Money was required by the craftsmen for purchasing 
necessities like food, raw materials and accommodation (Christophersen 
1980: 14).  By the Middle Ages, production had changed from being a 
secondary concern, supplying internal needs, to be an economic concern 
in urban society which Christophersen terms a market based production 
system.  In this system the continuous production of  goods is conducted 
by professional craftsmen, who were previously itinerant, but are now 
settled in the city centre (Christophersen 1980: 14).  This can only happen 
if  the local market has developed stable sales with a continuous demand 
for the goods. 
The quality of  raw materials controls the quality of  the fi nished 
goods.  Obviously, other things might equally have had an impact on 
fi nished goods, such as the manufacturer’s knowledge of  the goods.  At 
this point I wish to accentuate the issue of  raw material.  Different features 
and qualities in raw materials, including fuel, determine the outcome of  
the produced goods in a way that can make the fi nished goods usable or 
unusable, more or less attractive and more or less sustainable.  This implies 
that access to raw material controlled the production.  If  there is access 
to high quality raw material it would often be purchased, but the cost of  it 
ought to be less than the revenue of  the fi nished goods.  Fuel is one raw 
material, and so are all the materials which are being processed.  Thus, in 
a high temperature production, several different raw materials play a part 
in the line of  production.  “The ritual associated with the use of  specifi c 
raw materials at particular times of  year would have provided a driving 
force for each link in the chaîne opératoire in glass production” (Henderson 
2013: 21).  I do not claim any thorough discussion in economics here; the 
emphasis is instead on the fact that we have archaeological proof  of  such 
an endeavour. 
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High quality raw materials and semi-fi nished materials were 
widely traded throughout time.  One example of  semi-fi nished goods 
is found in a sunken ship from the Bronze Age (ca. BCE 1300).  The 
shipwreck of  the Uluburun, off  the south coast of  Turkey, carried 
among other fi nds, glass ingots.  These ingots are likely to have been 
produced in Egypt, possibly Amarna (Nicholson et al 1997: 151).  They 
were “…brought to the Mycenaean world as ingots and then reworked 
locally” (Jackson et al. 2010: 295).  The glasses found on the shipwreck are 
ingots which are prefabricated castings of  raw glass for export (Henderson 
2000: 60).  Their purpose was “…remelting and working” (Jackson et al. 
2010: 296).  An estimation of  175 ingots, weighing some 350kg, were 
found as cargo (Pulak 2008: 313).  “…Egypt and the Levant continued 
to export, and Europe continued to import, raw glass in the early Middle 
Ages” (Whitehouse 2003: 304).1  Another later example is the Serçe Liman 
shipwreck, which was also found off  the south Turkish coast and dated 
to the early 11th century CE.  This wreck also held a cargo of  glass which 
contained “…cullet – chunks of  raw glass destined to be re-melted and 
fashioned into wares” (Bass et al 1978: 124).  
Seaborne transport is therefore evident in glass purchases. 
Considering the expenses connected to transportation Childe reasons that; 
“Transport and communications were effected by waterways” and followed 
natural river valleys (Childe 1951: 87, 91).  Ingemark also discussed glass 
distribution where circulation is conducted by water transport (Ingemark 
1995: 244).  In Praks discussion of  huge building sites in the Middle Ages 
he noticed that transportation costs became so high that it was preferable 
to have a quarry close to the building site.  The costs of  land transport 
were actually higher than the cost of  the quarrying itself.  Seaborne 
transport was somewhat cheaper.  In Praks example the expenses became 
so high that pre-fabricated churches at the quarry were produced “…to be 
shipped as parts to the building site” (Prak 2011: 387f.). 
Diffi culties involved with transportation of  fi nished products might 
have been an incitement for local production (Ingemark 1995: 244), if  
there was enough demand.  Demand was evidently already at hand during 
the 14th century in Sweden judging by the Vadstena diary.  Churches were 
erected earlier than the 14th century, and as such glass must have been 
required since at least the mid-13th century.  Therefore, it is reasonable 
to assume that raw materials and or raw glass were brought to Sweden 
at an early stage.  The cost of  purchasing might have become a stimuli 
for local production.  We again fi nd archaeological proof  of  such efforts 
within glass production.  The novelty of  potash glass in the 10th century 
1 The Middle Ages refers to the British timetable in this citation. 
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Figure 6: Kelp used as fuel, South Africa.
of  Northern Europe is a consequence of  the costs in importing Southern 
European soda glass.  “From the eleventh century, a massive amount of  
glass was needed for glazing churches and cathedrals. A search for an 
alternative alkali source occurred north of  the Alps, and the result was the 
exploitation of  a local source: wood ash” (Henderson 2013:102).  Natural 
resources can, in other words, act as an incitement for local production. 
Different woods were used for producing ash.  Beech, bracken and oak as 
well as seaweed are known (Henderson 2013: 105). 
Some raw materials need to be altered in their composition to 
create a new product.  If  a product requires heat to be modifi ed, then 
fuel becomes a vital ingredient.  Henderson writes; “…fuel, the most 
expensive raw material…” (Henderson 2013: 99).  Not only was it 
expensive, but Ingemark takes it further and states that the need for fuel in 
high temperature processes is essential; fuel is therefore a precondition for 
production.  In the case of  furnaces and kilns, they were fuelled by wood 
during most of  the historical period (Ingemark 1995: 244).  The type of  
fuel, Henderson writes, is clearly important.  
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Different fuel might be fast or slow burning, depending on its density. 
Density determines the amount of  heat that is generated.  Faster burning, 
that is soft wood, releases its heat quicker, which might be a sought after 
property to gain and raise temperatures quickly at the beginning of  a fi ring 
(Henderson 2000: 141).  Firewood was clearly the most common fuel, but 
it was far from the only kind.  Henderson points to examples of  different 
fuels that might be used, and those that were used.  From reed, to all parts 
and all kinds of  trees, peat, dung, charcoal, straw and even bones from fi sh 
and different animals (Henderson 2000: 141).  Humans are animals, and 
later in this thesis, human bones and fat will be discussed as a fuel (chap. 7., 
Gansum 2004: 41f., Photos-Jones 2007b: 19, Wells 1960: 35, Henderson et 
al, 1987: 95).  It is the calorifi c value in fuel that is important.  That is, the 
heat that a certain fuel will create and the length of  time that it will burn 
(Henderson 2000: 229).
 
The density of  charcoal provided by carbonising different tree 
species varies and this has a direct bearing on the calorifi c value 
of  heat provided when fuel is burnt. Thus some charcoal will 
provide intense heat for a short time at high temperatures and other 
charcoals prolonged heat at lower temperatures: both may have been 
necessary in fuelling a furnace for heating up glass as part of  the bead 
production at Ribe. Minimum temperatures of  c. 1100°C would have 
been necessary for smelting iron at Ribe, so we can suggest that a fuel 
supply could have been shared between the glass- and iron-producing 
industries (Henderson 2000: 76). 
Wood as a fuel holds a rather low calorifi c value due to the high 
content of  oxygen (Kurzmann 2004: 44).  Carbonising reduces this 
oxygen and therefore increases the calorifi c value as demonstrated by 
an experiment by Gansum which is discussed in detail in chapter seven 
of  this thesis (Gansum 2004).  But not only is the kind of  fuel vital, its 
size controls combustion.  Bigger sizes give a longer duration.  “In the 
past, a potter could be described as being at the mercy of  the burning 
characteristics of  the fuel used: some will burn faster and give greater 
heat than others” (Henderson 2000: 131).  That is, diverse fuel may give 
different combustion properties.  Thus, different kinds of  fuel may be used 
in different kinds of  kilns and ovens.  “…the use of  specifi c fuels which 
provide a predictable source of  heat…” (Henderson 2000: 53).  There 
might therefore be a “…possible relationship between kiln design and the 
type of  fuel used” (Henderson 2000: 142).  Different fuel might also be 
used in different parts of  the kiln and in different stages of  the combustion 
(Henderson 2000:141).  “There is, however, no question that kiln design 
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and fuel availability must have been linked to both scale of  production and 
demand” (Henderson 2000:142).  Therefore, administrating fuel resources 
is signifi cant in the effi ciency of  high temperature processes (Henderson 
2000: 141).  “The fewer times a furnace needed to be fuelled, the more 
effi cient the process was in terms of  man hours” (Henderson 2000: 229). 
Fuel could be shared between different industries.  Selecting and 
sharing raw materials in a range of  industries creates collaboration 
and communication between the collectors and the builders of  kilns 
(Henderson 2013: 364).  In the same manner as administrating fuel, other 
raw materials needed to be administrated in a line of  production.  “For 
example, the (potential) management of  halophytic plants and trees and 
their ashing would have been articulated with the agricultural cycle. Indeed 
farmers may well have been the social group involved…” (Henderson 
2013: 364).  “Arguably, fuel was the most ‘expensive’ raw material. Wood 
selection and charcoal burning are both labour intensive. Depending on 
the scale of  production, it was critical to construct a kiln in which the heat 
was used effectively and effi ciently” (Henderson 2000: 142).  The kiln 
or furnace itself  requires a huge amount of  fuel energy to heat up.  In 
combination with the energy loss (in large kin 30-40%), it is more effi cient 
to use a larger kiln than smaller as more pots fi t into in a larger kiln after 
it has been heated.  
There is a convenient example which pictures the fuel costs and 
effects; “After 1615 James I decreed that coal should be used instead of  
wood as the principal fuel in glass furnaces” (Henderson 2000: 47).  Fuel 
became a nationwide concern.  Fuel, as with other resources, may direct 
production.  When the location of  a production site is to be found, it is 
implicitly dependent upon the accessibility of  fuel and secondly on its 
vicinity to customers (Ingemark 1995: 245).  At the same time, the more 
energy used in the line of  production, the more information is encoded 
in the product (Clark & Parry 1990: 295).  Immanent social information 
in processed materials will be elaborated upon later in this thesis.  So far 
wood has been discussed in terms of  fuel, but wood also had another use. 
Soda in glass melting was replaced with potash as the main alkali source by 
the 10th century.  “To obtain potashes, an enormous amount of  wood had 
to be burned to get 0.43m3 potash, 1000m3 wood was needed…” (www.
vision2form.nl).  Not only was wood the most expensive raw material in 
any chosen high temperature process, it was also the most frequently used 
raw material. 
It is obvious that any discussion about the allocation of  raw 
materials implies distribution.  “In the eleventh century, we have robust 
archaeological evidence for trade in raw and scrap Islamic glass from 
the east to west in very large amounts.  Excavations of  the Seçre Limani 
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shipwreck off  the coast of  Turkey by George Bass revealed two metric 
tons of  raw glass blocks and 11,000 glass lid moils” (Henderson 2013: 
358).  Distribution does not only concern the import of  raw materials, it 
also includes the sale of  fi nished products.  Distribution might be locally, 
regionally or internationally conducted.  It is about the relocation of  raw 
materials and fi nished goods, but can accordingly include the movement 
of  ideas.  One example of  this may be the medieval monks who brought 
the knowledge of  working glass to Scandinavia (chapter six).  Hirth points 
out a differentiation of  internal and external distribution.  The internal 
is a re-distribution system, while the external is a prestige good system 
(Hirth 1996: 216).  As we have seen, the external distribution considers 
raw materials and fi nished goods.  Any discussion in distribution must, 
however, also include the merchandisers, sailors and sellers - all part of  a 
specialised working force themselves.  Distribution can be conducted by 
private entrepreneurs, pirates or be state controlled (Yoffee 1995: 1393; 
Walmsley 2000: 297f.; Hirth 1996: 216).   Surplus creation is the focus 
in distribution.  Christophersen takes the example of  distribution to the 
hinterland of  an urban society which created a surplus and therefore 
enhanced and developed the city (Christophersen 1980: 14).  Though any 
distribution of  goods of  course creates a surplus. 
Within a local perspective, distribution is often seen in market places 
and as such, a quick investigation of  its spatial dimensions will be made 
here.  A market, in Ingemarks reasoning, is needed to sell produced items 
(Ingemark 1995: 243), Christophersen also emphasises developed markets 
as a precondition for distributing goods2 (Christophersen 1980: 12).  In 
archaeology, locations with debris of  one specifi c material or one product 
are often believed to point towards a site of  production.  Ingemark instead 
points to a differentiated point of  view; debris might instead be pointing 
to a market place.  That is, a place with debris was a place for selling and/
or distributing a specifi c product (Ingemark 1995: 245).  From this point 
of  view, it is possible to enter a discussion about consumption.  In selling 
items, the market place also became a place of  consumption.  That is, a 
place of  consumption for the buyer, but a place of  distribution for the 
seller.  Therefore, the market and the marketplace appear to be consumers 
in themselves, consuming space, time, labour force and surplus to mention 
some.  Coppicing, or any harvesting of  a raw material, creates the need 
for consumption of  necessities.  Hence, it becomes obvious how very 
inter-related surplus, necessity, craft specialisation and consumption are. 
2 The market and the marketplace in the Middle Ages looked different to today. We should not 
limit our epistemology to markets stalls; it may instead be a directed production for specifi c 
buyers.  
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Consumption is therefore closely tied to production in several ways.  
In the above discussion I have paid attention to raw materials in the 
process of  transformation.  One raw material unites all high temperature 
processes: fuel.  Having elaborated on what decides the organisation of  
production, I will now turn to the who. 
Who decides the organisation of  production?
The previous theme described fuel procurement as a labour intensive 
task.  And before that, Lemonnier´s operational sequence was elaborated 
upon; the concept of  man-made or intentional transformations of  matter 
requiring some sort of  labour input to a given raw material with the help 
of  even the simplest utensil.  Thus, within social circumstances, the focus 
is instead partly set on craft specialisation with labour input and partly on 
surplus production with consumption.
Beginning with craft specialisation, Clark & Parry emphasized craft 
specialisation as a cause of  state evolution (Clark & Parry 1990: 290) rather 
than the opposite.  “Craft specialization becomes “politics” in the broad sense, 
and craft goods become the objectifi cation or instantiation of  meaning or 
“ideology” “(Clark & Parry 1990: 296).  If  craft specialisation is connected to 
social complexity, then craft specialisation has provided the intentions of  the 
political processes (Clark & Parry 1990: 323).  The more varied craft is, the 
more complex the society within it is found (Clark & Parry 1990: 320f.).  Clark 
and Parry, by looking at advanced states, correlate craft specialisation to social 
stratifi cation where craft specialisation causes an increased state evolution. 
This opposes White’s theory.  White instead claims that states and their 
political systems are inconvenient for stability which in turn means that there 
can be no industrial production in the long run.  Clark & Parry also suggest 
that exploitation of  a lower class creates an economic base and political power 
for the higher classes (Clark & Parry 1990: 297).  
Labour intense - expensive - products are considered to be tokens 
of  wealth or status, i.e. luxury items (Clark & Parry 1990: 319).  Some 
claim supply and demand determine price, while Marx “…in discussing 
the value of  a commodity, stressed the importance of  the average, human-
labour input necessary to produce the commodity” (Cornell 1998: 247). 
Labour input in production therefore determines the status of  the product. 
The status and respect of  a specialised working force was, and likely still 
is, highly regarded.  According to Long, status in craft is connected to 
the technical secrecy of  knowledge (Long 1991: 862).  There is evidently 
a correlation between craft specialisation and social complexity.  But 
what is craft specialisation in the fi rst place?  How can it be defi ned?  A 
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description of  craft specialisation may well be seen in the light of  the 
difference between full-time professional specialisation and part-time.  It 
is best described by Childe: 
Another division – that due to specialization of  labour – may 
cut right across that caused by rank. In the ethnographic record 
specialists, in the sense of  experts who are specially skilled in 
carving weapons, net-making, potting, or some other craft – or for 
that matter in magic or tribal lore – have been reported at almost all 
economic levels save the lowest. But generally such are only part-
time specialists; they are primarily hunters, or fi shers, or farmers, 
and exercise their special skill not in place of  getting their own 
food directly, but in addition thereto, and in return merely for a 
supplement to the produce of  their own labour. Such part-time 
specialists could not be recognized in the archaeological record 
and are perhaps not very important for a stadial classifi cation. Full-
time specialists are those who do not themselves produce food, 
but are fed from the social surplus in return for the exercise or 
products of  their special skill. They are not appreciably easier to 
recognize archaeologically, but have generally to be inferred from 
ethnographic and historical analogies. On the latter grounds, metal-
workers and potters who use the wheel are admitted to be probably 
specialists, and a few other crafts may be distinctly recognized in 
urban agglomerations (Childe 1951: 62f.).
As Childe points out, it is clearly not only the material or any taken 
process that shows scholars the depth of  specialisation in a handicraft. 
It is also the craftsman himself  who has to be considered.  “We must 
remember that the fundamental sources of  every production process, 
which also should be the focus of  our analysis, is the potters themselves; 
they are the active agents who make the technological choices and perform 
the technical acts” (Sillar & Tite 2000: 9).  Thus, people involved in craft 
specialisation are active choice-makers.  Being an active choice-maker 
connects back to Leroi-Gourhan´s discussion of  the human body as a 
manifestation of  the sources of  meaning of  actions, powers and symbols. 
Coppicing and transporting fuel might well be a craft specialisation, 
in the same logic seen in the collection of  other raw materials.  “Indeed 
when dealing with mass-produced wares the arrangement of  pottery and 
saggers inside the kiln was carried out by specialists” (Henderson 2000: 
140).  Materials and ingredients have to be accumulated which in turn 
requires the input of  craft labour.  If  this labour is full-time, one might 
say that individuals harvesting raw materials are specialised craftsmen 
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in their turn.  Any specialist in any society has to be supplied in those 
goods they cannot produce themselves due to lack of  time.  Hence, the 
specialised collector in raw materials has to produce enough surplus to 
be able to purchase other necessary goods in daily life.  By not being able 
for self-supply your own everyday needs, one must not forget that these 
specialists become consumers of  other goods.  Necessities produced by 
further specialised producers are in their turn supplied by daily needs from 
other specialised producers.  If  specialisation is caused by state evolution, 
it would mean that the more specialists we fi nd, the more advanced and 
evolved that state was.  However, it will instead be emphasised here that 
the more specialists there are, the more are needed.  In doing so, Clark & 
Parry are not completely disregarded.  A certain level of  organisation in a 
society is still valued in craft specialisation.   
Figure 7: Craft  specialisation in boat building. Sur, Oman. Picture by Anne Joyard. 
Going back to specialised craft; surplus has to be produced by the 
specialist aiming for distribution with the purpose of  gaining yield.  It may 
include both surplus produced by non-locally found raw materials; in this 
case surplus is produced as a merchandise good.  However, it may also 
include the surplus production of  necessary goods needed for daily life by the 
surplus producing/collectors of  raw material.  This kind of  loop in surplus 
production is called necessity by Cornell, where necessity suggests that the 
people must be fed, even if  they are slaves (Cornell 1998: 246).  “...a relatively 
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substantial number of  full-time specialists – that is, of  persons who did not 
themselves grow, catch, or collect their own food but were supported by the 
surplus above domestic needs produced by farmers, fi shers, and huntsmen, 
who themselves became to that extent specialists” (Childe 1951: 24).  As we 
can see, once a society creates the need for necessity, it automatically creates 
specialists.  It also works the other way around.  Thus, surplus production 
and craft specialisation depend on each other, the more specialists that exist, 
the more are needed.  In other words creating a surplus is a must for a craft 
specialist.  Surplus value is defi ned by Castro et al. as follows;
This is that share of  production which does not revert in any form 
to the group or individual that has generated it. How the surplus 
is produced relates to the economic analysis, yet its forms of  
appropriation and consumption concerns the social organization 
of  the community. /.../ The diffi culties for archaeology in defi ning 
surplus value through archaeological objects lies in the fact that 
artifacts are at the same time products and utilities. The existence 
of  surplus value in a society is not determined by differences in the 
consumption of  products, but by the differences in the social value 
of  what is being individually consumed (Castro et al 1998: 174).
With this citation we see that craft specialisation is not only linked to 
surplus but also to consumption; artefacts are products and utilities at the 
same time. A specialist, not able to produce their own necessity, becomes 
a consumer of  other specialised goods.  The specialised working force 
are therefore not only craftsman and labourers, they are consumers.  In 
a similar manner, the production process itself  is a consumer.  Take for 
instance the kiln as a consumer of  fuel.  Hereto it becomes clear that the 
complete process of  production requires consumption.  This might be the 
consumption of  a raw material, of  fuel, working hours, or of  labour and 
building materials.  Consumption is often only seen through economic 
conditions where the consumption of  tools, machinery, raw materials 
and buildings are considered (Cobbs & Douglas 1928).  Alternatively, 
consumption is seen by emphasising social engagement and labour input 
as ‘the core’ trajectory.  So far, it has here been established that production 
requires consumption.  Nevertheless, consumption is equally the goal of  
production.  Castor et al point to social production where consumption 
and production are both either social circumstances or aspects. 
The fi nal aim of  all production is consumption. Production is a 
moment of  consumption, but consumption is also a moment of  
production. /.../ Therefore, any analysis of  social production also 
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has to deal with the individual consumption of  what is produced, and 
vice versa. Yet, this unity does not imply identity, given that between 
production and consumption a spatial and temporal movement always 
takes place, which we call distribution. Given that production forms 
the general/social aspect, and consumption the singular/individual 
aspect of  social production, distribution acts as the bridge between 
the social and the individual (Castro et al 1998: 174).
Clearly, craft specialisation, surplus production and consumption 
follow each other tightly.  Consumption might be divided into two categories; 
1) consumption during manufacturing and 2) post-manufacturing 
consumption.  The fi rst resembles raw materials like fuel and working 
hours or labour input.   The second plays the market for the fi nished 
product, which means the purchase, distribution and trade of  goods. 
Consumption is mediated here by distribution and exchange (Renfrew 
& Bahn 1996: 361).  Thus, the intertwined connection of  consumption, 
production and specialisation can be circumstantial.    Concepts like these 
relate to social complexity and are often associated to urban clustering. 
…to sum up
The concept of  chaîne opératoire or operational sequences were here 
shown to create a tool kit for back-tracking processes of  production. 
Processes in production have traditionally been considered to have a linear 
evolutionist development, a so called technical determinism.  However, 
social attributes are highly present.  Style, for instance, is involved in 
technology and may defi ne a norm in a given society.  In the long run, 
style might therefore control consumption.  Controlling consumption 
implicitly controls production. 
During the medieval period there might have been a defi ciency in 
technological knowledge, however it is more likely that it was the under-
utilization of  the known technological constraints that hampered pre-
modern economies.  Technological knowledge relates to social organisation. 
Technology may be defi ned as repetitive actions, where structured actions 
constitute a chaîne opératoire.  According to Conneller, there are two 
kinds of  chaîne opératoire; one which transforms material and one which 
is transforming people.  Material transformations and the modifi cation 
of  material are both production processes.  Property alternation and the 
transformation of  humans gives the notion that is it all about states of  
becoming.  Hence, technical development becomes a cultural phenomenon.
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Passing through these points of  technology, techniques, social and 
cultural phenomena, style and chaîne opératoire, the expenditures of  raw 
material were refl ected.  High temperature processes are produced by 
these raw materials, including fuel.  This expense was decreased by water 
transportation, however, the cost involved in purchase and especially 
expenses in fuel consumption remained a major disbursement. 
Different kinds of  fuel give different kinds of  effect.  The calorifi c 
value - the measurement of  heat produced - in fuel is signifi cant in the 
process of  fi ring.  As fuel is the most expensive raw material, access of  energy 
may determine the location of  a production site, though it is generally raw 
materials that generate a system of  distribution.  Distribution can be seen in 
two ways; external and internal, but there are consumers in both.  That is, 
high temperature processes are consuming processes. 
In the last theme, who decides the organisation of  production, a discussion 
about craft specialisation was connected to society and associated with 
status.  Therein a defi nition of  craft specialisation was given.  It was noted 
that the workforce plays a signifi cant role in the depth of  specialisation 
in that they are actively making choices.  Craft specialisation turned out 
to not only embrace production, but the specialisation in harvesting raw 
materials is also advocated as a craft specialisation.  This draws distribution 
to the forefront.  Coppicing is given as one example, which implicitly 
connects back to fuel and high temperature processes.  Specialisation, we 
saw, creates new specialists, as specialists are consumers of  necessities. 
Thus, specialisation is closely linked to consumption.  
Specialisation is about specialised knowledge and must therefore be 
discussed in terms of  how the character of  knowledge is expressed.  That 
is, the way to perform a specialised task, and how to learn it.  For that 
reason, the next section considers such themes.
KNOWLEDGE, DOING AND CHANGE
Concepts of  knowledge, doing and change will be described, evaluated 
and problematized in this section.  The issue of  where to fi nd knowledge 
was previously discussed, but in the following section the character of  
knowledge will be elaborated upon.  In doing so, the main focus is as 
always the ever returning process of  high temperature combustion and 
incineration.  Attention is paid to understanding knowledge, doing and 
change, and how they are connected.  Knowing was centred on practical and 
theoretical knowledge in building during the Middle Ages.  Herein follows a 
social dimension of  guilds and how knowledge was transferred.  The social 
reproduction in the transfer of  knowledge is followed up in the second 
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Figure 8: Layout of the Dominican church in Lödöse, aft er Rune Ekre. 
theme; innovation and experiments.  Geographic agglomeration in industry is, 
for instance, a good example of  social reproduction.  This theme therefore 
ends in a discussion of  tacit knowledge, or ‘learning by doing’.   The third 
theme embraces the actual material and how immanent social information 
can be extracted.  Speaking of  materials and immanent social information, 
Dobres and Robb point to agency and that agency “…encompasses at least 
two fundamental and inseparable phenomena: (1) materiality and (2) social 
reproduction” (Dobres & Robb 2005: 162).  It follows from this argument 
that agency as ever, fl ows as an ulterior stream in this study.  
Knowing
Previous discussion pointed to craft as a specialisation framed by production 
processes.  Craft is again the main focus of  this section, however, it is 
now in relation to knowledge, especially tacit knowledge.  Before entering 
a tacit dimension however, a few words about propositional knowledge 
within a medieval setting, will be given. 
Propositional knowledge is set against theoretical.  As there was 
no theoretical knowledge in the past, according to Prak, achieving a 
successful construction of  any structure made use of  practical skills in 
geometry and experience (Prak 2011: 392).  This was made true by the 
knowledge of  modularity.  The model is an artifi cial construction which 
helps to comprehend how something is built, and this understanding of  
engineering methods adds another dimension to it (Lévi-Strauss 1983: 36). 
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The modularity model loses some values of  the sensible dimensions (taste 
and smell), and instead the opposite of  sensible dimension, intelligibla is 
gained (Lévi-Strauss 1983: 36).   In the reduced model, there are of  course 
fewer details shown than in its real size counterpart (Lévi-Strauss 1983: 
35).  Proportional dimensions made it more convenient to transform 
knowledge between builders as many structures took several centuries 
to complete (Prak 2011: 405).  As an example, proportional geometry 
was used to design a church, where the choir was the main element, and 
determined the size of  the complete construction (Prak 2011: 395).  This 
reduced model, according to Lévi-Strauss, is the builder’s masterpiece 
(Lévi-Strauss 1983: 34).  Unfortunately, no drawings of  a reduced model 
have survived from before the 14th century (Prak 2011: 393).  
Prak also has evidence for the principle of  modularity in other 
cultures as well.  The Byzantine Empire used the Dome to determine the 
rest of  the mosque, instead of  a choir in churches, while Hindu temples 
used a square-in-a-square grid.  Modular principles were similarly used in 
China where proportional knowledge had to be combined with experience 
and practical application (Prak 2011: 396f.).  In the early decades of  Islam, 
architectural features were not the ‘focal points’ in Mosques, as for instance 
the altars in Christian churches were (Grabar 1973: 127).  Early Islam 
was, however, infl uenced by past and previous buildings like Roman and 
Christian.  The dimensions of  the Mosque for instance were taken from 
earlier buildings (Grabar 1973: 111) but eventually some architectural 
forms came to be associated with the religion (Grabar 1973: 127). 
Hence, knowledge in craft was predominantly of  a practical rather than a 
theoretical kind, and modular knowledge could well have fi lled in for the 
lack of  theory (Prak 2011: 404).  Practical knowledge must be learnt, but 
how?  Polany points out that a practical knowledge, a skill, is embodied 
as ‘memory’ in our muscles; “…that we are relying on our awareness of  a 
combination of  muscular acts for attending to the performance of  a skill. 
We are attending from these elementary movements to the achievement 
of  their joint purpose, and hence are usually unable to specify these 
elementary acts” (Polanyi 1983: 10).  Muscle memory must be learnt by 
encountering what has to be learnt, or as Jørgensen expresses; “…the 
interplay between the body (mind and muscle) and practice” (Jørgensen 
2013: 91). 
Work in this laboratory…//…was almost by defi nition collective, 
and so was the process of  acquiring the knowledge of  how to 
build properly. Building a complex structure such as a church was 
therefore a social as much as a technological challenge (Prak 2011: 
404). 
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In this citation it becomes evident that at a building site, there was 
a technological, and likewise a social, encounter.  The combination of  
technology and social encounters are sometimes called embodied technology, 
which refers to; “…knowledge, motions, beliefs and timing” (Jørgensen 
2013: 93).  Builders worked anonymously; where anonymity, social challenge 
and a long term horizon all gave an incentive for the creation of  a community 
amongst builders (Prak 2011: 389).  This might be one reason why craft 
guilds became very popular in the urban environment and produced an 
organising actor (Nordin 2011: 28f.).  Full-time craft specialists, especially in 
later medieval times, are often organised in guilds and/or other groupings 
and associations (Clark & Parry 1990: 302).  Institutions like a guild, lodge or 
family provided an educational environment in the training of  a workforce 
(Prak 2011: 402).  These kinds of  educational environments provided practice 
and custom, but also formalised statutes (Nordin 2011: 29).  “Whereas guilds 
were permanent institutions, workshops were temporary arrangements, 
attached to the building projects itself…//…In some parts of  the Islamic 
world (notably Iran, Iraq, Egypt, and Turkey) craft guilds emerged, albeit 
somewhat later than in the Latin West.  These guilds were closely tied to 
religious functions, as in Europe” (Prak 2011: 403).  Nordin sees religious 
function as the unifying aspect in all guilds without intermediaries to control 
(Nordin 2011: 30).  It was not only religion that played part in the function 
of  the guilds, there was also an economic character.   Long identifi es the 
development of  guilds by economic means and the preservation of  secrecy 
in craft knowledge during the medieval period (Long 1991: 863).  She 
considers the role of  craft guilds to include the progression of  ownership 
of  skills and knowledge which paved the way for ‘intellectual property’ 
(Long 1991: 870).  A slightly different economic approach connected to 
guilds is presented by Epstein, who considers guilds to play their major role 
in providing skilled “…training through formal apprenticeship” (Epstein 
1998: 684).  He implies that the guilds main purpose was not to control the 
price of  produced items; rather, their aim was to share the costs of  training 
in skills (Epstein 1998: 688).  Training in skills had a cost connected to it, and 
Epstein sees the need for an institution to formalise the ways of  teaching 
skills, sharing costs and managing the labour market (Epstein 1998: 688).  In 
Sweden we have little written evidence about early guild organisation.  Four 
runic stones (U379, U391, Ög Mölm 1960;230 and ÖG64) describe guilds 
in the early to mid-11th century (Nordin 2011: 31; www.mjolby.se)3.  The fi rst 
two mention/name Frisian guild brothers, indicating foreign labour.  
3 There are two expressions for guilds in Sweden; skrå and gillen. The former is a later construction 
primarily found in the late medieval and early renaissance times. Gillen is an older designation which 
has been found since the 9th century but mainly used in the early medieval period. 
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The actual formation of  craft guilds is an indication in itself  of  
fi xed workshops, contrary to later Iron Age itinerant labour.  The foreign 
infl uence may be a political itineration of  masters (see Innovation and 
experiment).  Guilds can therefore be said to have played a social, religious 
and economic role during the Middle Ages.  A fourth perspective in such 
a community is the role of  jurisdiction in that they restricted and decided 
ownership.  Nordin talks about a division and/or frontier zone where 
guilds were signifi cant.  They acted both in a periphery as in a centre; in 
the periphery of  the church but in the centre of  a district (Nordin 2011: 
39).  Their building and lodge house were placed close to the church, but 
not too close (Nordin 2011: 39).  Herein they created a new momentum 
for publicity and formed new ways of  meeting and activities (Nordin 2011: 
39).  The guild system included, as touched upon earlier, the apprentice 
system.  For craft expertise, apprenticeship was, and still is, the most 
common course of  learning.  In the medieval period, apprenticeship was 
commonly included in different institutions like a guild, family or the state 
(Prak 2011: 399).  The apprentice system, however, did not stay in one 
institution, for example a family, instead “…crucial knowledge tended to 
be connected to the building material” (Prak 2011: 388).  Prak shows that 
knowledge may go from father to son, but the apprentice system more 
often did not.  “The family was by no means the only environment in 
which building knowledge was transferred in Europe…” (Prak 2011: 399). 
Only one third, in fact, came from inside the profession. 
Apprenticeship, however, meant learning the skills and techniques 
of  a craft through learning by doing.  Long reasons and defi nes the ‘secrets’ 
within a handicraft to be tantamount to ‘techniques’ (Long 1991: 860). 
As seen in the chaîne opératoire theme, techniques are the way to apply 
technology.  With learning by doing it is possible to connect back to 
modular or propositional knowledge which “…was embodied in the 
builder´s tacit skills” (Prak 2011: 405).  Tacit skills converted spectators 
to agents, according to Levis-Strauss, without them even realising (Lévi-
Strauss 1983: 36).  The apprentice system can therefore be said to include 
two different types of  knowledge; one which is possible to express, the so 
called propositional knowledge, and one which is not possible to express, 
the so called tacit knowledge.  It usually takes ten years for an apprentice 
to become a master for the very reason that there are two different types 
of  knowledge.  It is commonly considered that tacit knowledge has to be 
transferred face-to-face, which is most easily done through communities of  
practice.  “…for a skill combines elementary muscular acts which are not 
identifi able, according to relations that we cannot defi ne” (Polanyi 1983: 
8).  Hence, it is of  utmost importance that care is not only paid to the 
content of  education in skills, but also to social organisation (Prak 2011: 
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398).  Thus, the craft guild regulates the training of  the journeymen with 
the master holding the role of  the trainer (Prak 2011: 401). 
Tacit knowledge targets attention to a specifi c aspect, that of  how 
knowledge manifests in relation to a précis and verbal language, although “…
much of  the creative thought and know-how of  workers is not easily reducible 
to words…” (Desrochers 2001: 36).  That knowledge has tacit elements might 
be apprehended as a defi ciency which ought to be rectifi ed.  However, this is 
not fruitful or even possible if  it is not a question of  a defi ciency instead of  
the nature of  knowledge (Alsterdal 2002: 19f.).  The nature of  tacit knowledge 
is defi ned by Polany as that; “…we can know more than we can tell” (Polanyi 
1983: 4).  A longer defi nition is found with Panahi et al;
Tacit knowledge, the knowledge resides in individual’s head in 
forms of  experience, know-how, insight, and so on, is the most 
valuable and signifi cant part of  human knowledge existed. It plays 
an important role in improving individual and organizational 
productivity and competitive advantage. For example, it is perceived 
as an important asset in improving quality of  work, decision 
making, organization learning, productivity, competitiveness, 
serving customers, producing goods, accuracy of  task performance, 
and major time saving for individuals and organizations. As a result, 
tacit knowledge sharing is critical for individuals and organizations 
(Panahi et al 2012: 1095). 
Tacit knowledge has traditionally involved the implication and need 
of  physical or at least face-to-face interaction as; “…tacit knowing achieves 
comprehension by indwelling…” (Polanyi 1983: 55).  Desrochers enlarges 
this argument; “Learning and innovation are thus held to be interactive and 
non-routine processes requiring a good deal of  face-to-face communication 
because such contact is the richest and most multidimensional available 
to humans” (Desrochers 2001: 26).  Panahi et al, as read in the citation 
above, also consider knowledge to be found in face-to-face discussions and 
meetings (Panahi et al 2012: 1095).  But what does this mean? Face-to-face 
interaction is taken by Desrochers to be the most important both in learning 
through tacit knowledge, as well as in problem solving and the diffusion of  
ideas.  Henceforth, every rule, principle or technique must subordinate a 
personal discernment (Alsterdal 2002: 10).  
As such, most valuable knowledge is embodied in people and is 
not amenable to any formalized mode of  communication. One of  
the ways that firms’ owners and employees can tap into the tacit 
knowledge of  other people is by being located in close geographical 
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proximity to them. As was argued, such industrial concentration 
favors the mobility of  skilled personnel from one firm to another, 
makes interactions between producers and users much easier, 
enforces reputation effects, lessens the risks of  opportunistic 
behavior and therefore facilitates exchange of  information between 
competitors. In short, the localization of  a firm within a relevant 
industrial district can enhance the capability of  its employees to 
generate, diffuse and absorb tacit knowledge, thereby facilitating 
day-to-day problem solving (Desrochers 2001: 4). 
Figure 9: Vitrifi ed slag from a blast furnace. 
Desrochers adds a new spectra to the face-to-face interaction and 
tacit knowledge; geographic proximity.  Agglomeration, or the clustering 
of  industries, is therefore essential for interaction between craftsmen 
in order to exchange information and solve problems in every day 
production.  In this way, inventions in one industry might well trigger 
inventions in other materials.  It is suggested that glass was an invention 
from “…a glassy material adventitiously” (Henderson 2000: 53).  That is, 
the glassy materials found after blast furnaces where iron ore was smelted 
might have helped form the idea of  making glass.  If  this is the case, then 
vitreous slag gave awareness of  the possibility of  man-made-glass.   
Allocation of  know-how in a specifi c discourse may also effect and 
alter other discourses.  One such example is given by Biek & Bayley; “The 
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close association at all times between glass and metal-working is highly 
signifi cant…//…there has always been obvious interplay between the 
two technologies and they are found together throughout the periods of  
their main development” (Biek & Bayley 1979: 2).  Rather than interaction 
and exchange of  information, Henderson calls this cross-fertilisation: 
“The evidence of  excavated industrial remains can also generate models 
for production, including artisan interaction and, when combined with 
the results of  scientifi c investigations, putative cross-fertilisation between 
industries” (Henderson 2000: 45).  Henderson reasons further; different 
materials are grown from other materials production.  One example herein 
is glass, “…where metal- and glass-working occurred on the same site…” 
(Henderson 2000: 71).  Some scholars believe glass to have arisen from 
blast furnace production; others say glass is an extension of  faience that has 
been burnt too hard.  In later times, more of  the opposite came forward 
and glass production is seen as the paradigm shift (Henderson 2013:18). 
However, the cross-fertilisation is still obvious.  Whichever is the hen or the 
egg, a close assimilation of  fuel use, oven construction and raw materials 
in use implies that; “…fuel consumption and the raw materials used in the 
construction of  kilns/furnaces are more likely to have borrowed from each 
other” (Henderson 2000: 124). 
As quoted earlier, Desrochers speaks of  innovation as a non-
routine endeavour.  Alsterdal points instead to the fact that the creative 
element lays in completing and developing a tradition by managing a 
situation that might be problematic and unforeseen in unexpected and 
new ways.  Henderson follows the line of  predictability, but instead adds 
experimenting rather than innovation; 
Indeed, predictability is clearly important during each stage in the 
chaîne opératoire, leading to the control needed to produce the fully 
formed plant ash glass that was in use from c. 2500 to 1000 B.C. 
in the Middle East and used to make the fi rst glass vessels. This is 
not to underestimate the excitement and perhaps the reverence that 
those involved had for the act of  creating and experimenting with a 
‘new’ material (Henderson 2013: 12). 
Three main focuses have been discussed in this section; proportional 
knowledge, tacit knowledge and agglomeration in industry.  The three 
are all equally important in any discussion of  knowing and the transfer 
of  knowledge.  The theme knowing ended in a discussion of  innovation 
and experimentation.  Innovation and experiments are vital ingredients in the 
development of  industrial renewal.  Thus, the next section will enter a 
discussion about innovation in combination with favourable environments. 
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Innovation and experiment
Both Epstein and Long recognize the existence of  innovation and technique 
invention in the medieval period (Epstein 1998; Long 1991).  Innovation 
and invention are not the same and they need to be defi ned.  Innovation 
is a “…continuous process…//…beginning with the conception of  an 
idea and including its acceptance and implementation”, while invention 
is defi ned as “…the original conception of  a new idea”  (Torrence & van 
der Leeuw 1989: 3).  Innovation and technological invention were most 
important even though they were mostly the “…unintended effects of  
the crafts` support for investment in skills” (Epstein 1998: 684).  If  any 
sort of  technological conservatism existed and hampered innovation, it 
was due to economic circumstances rather than any unwillingness among 
craftsmen (Epstein 1998: 698).  Epstein presents a situation where the 
guild system stayed rather unchanged for 500 years or more during which 
technological inventions can be found throughout Europe (Epstein 1998: 
685).  He asks: “Did craft oppose technical change?” No, he answers. 
Both craft guilds and town governments did the opposite and “…accept 
the existence of  competing processes and techniques” (Epstein 1998: 
694).  The diffi culty in recognizing craft innovation and guilds positivism 
to it, is due to the diffi culty in “…identifying the origin of  an innovation” 
(Epstein 1998: 699).
There is material confi rmation of  innovation, whether it is locally 
produced or adopted, but there is likewise also evidence of  guilds which 
hampered innovation (Epstein 1998: 701).  Social traditions, according 
to Cornell & Fahlander, might be one such limiting factor of  accepting 
and using innovations (Cornell & Fahlander 2002: 69).  On the one hand, 
guilds created a favourable environment for technical invention and they 
promoted specialization.  On the other hand, guilds provided a monopoly 
system for the inventors (Epstein 1998: 701).  This protection of  intellectual 
property, a term introduced by Long, is in itself  evidence of  the existence 
of  the not too seldom occurrence of  innovation.  The knowledge of  
craft processes and craft secrets were the key forms of  protection, i.e. 
‘intellectual property’, and she suggests that innovations were obtained by 
means of  experimenting (Long 1991: 875, 879).  It was this ‘intellectual 
property’ that paved the way for the origin of  patents as early as the 
medieval period during the 12th to 13th centuries (Long 1991: 853). 
Long suggests that craft secrets often “…were handed down 
within families from one generation to the next” (Long 1991: 859). 
Apprenticeship in craft knowledge may be the system through which the 
learning of  craft secrets was directed (Long 1991: 859).  Though, as we 
saw earlier, Prak noticed that an apprentice more often came from outside 
the family constellation in terms of  building knowledge.  Only 30% were 
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family-based meaning that as many as 2/3 were not from family based 
recruitment (Prak 2011: 399).  Whether family based or not, the structure 
of  apprenticeship granted access to secrets which were kept within the 
profession: 
The story of  a 15th-century glassmaker`s career illustrates the 
importance of  craft secrets – the essential intellectual property of  
the Venetian glass industry. One Giorgio Ballarin was an employee 
of  a long-established glassmaking family, the Barovier. One day 
in their temporary absence he broke into the place where they 
kept their secret formulas, stole them, and brought them to a rival 
glassmaker. He thereby was able to marry the glassmaker`s daughter 
and acquire a furnace of  his own (Long 1991: 874). 
During the Middle Ages, and with the erection of  large buildings 
such as Gothic churches or Mosques, Prak’s study refl ects on the fact that 
builders had to comprehend any occurring problem and “…fi nd solutions 
for them intuitively…” (Prak 2011: 385).  In his discussion about medieval 
church construction, Prak describes the building site as a laboratory where 
full-scale experiments were conducted.  Here, the local builders had to use 
their tacit knowledge and local experiences, but “…at times the experiment 
went horribly wrong” (Prak 2011: 395).  Rather than pure experiments, 
Epstein considers there to be two further reasons for innovation.  The fi rst 
is the “…unintended consequence of  the apprenticeship system itself ” 
(Epstein 1998: 701).  To monitor apprenticeship in an effective way, craft 
shops would be located in geographical proximity as expressed by Desrochers 
earlier.  This, according to Epstein, did “…produce positive organizational 
and technological externalities” (Epstein 1998: 701).  The second source 
of  innovation is the mobility of  masters, a “…political driven technical 
diffusion…” based on either voluntary movement of  a master or an 
escape from war, religious persecution or economic diffi culties (Epstein 
1998: 702).  
In the fi rst source of  innovation, agglomeration, Desrochers 
elaborates geographic proximity to explicitly give details on the innovation 
of  craft:
…the crucial knowledge in any innovative industry is not 
standardized information, routine patterns or the public knowledge 
of  science. It is also often not the kind of  data that can be obtained 
through quantitative market research involving the analysis of  
secondary data or statistical survey research, nor from qualitative 
methods such as focus groups and interviews. What is really useful 
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is what is new, what are the latest changes and the specialized know-
how that individuals have acquired through practice and mistakes. 
There have not been, however, detailed studies of  the processes by 
which geographical proximity is useful for innovation in services. 
One has therefore to go back to manufacturing, where many analysts 
have documented how much economic actors need to interact with 
other people to obtain both approval and useful information that is 
tacit… (Desrochers 2001: 33). 
It was previously determined that fuel is the largest cost for 
high temperature processes.  Since fuel holds such a vital role in these 
productions, one would expect that coppicing was done to supply all kinds 
of  industries.  If  an expense can be shared, costs can be cut.  Sharing a fuel 
supply, Henderson says, is more or less practically unavoidable in different 
high temperature technologies (Henderson 2000: 76).  Desrochers calls 
this, “…the context of  a local economy where they can draw on larger 
pools of  labor, materials and services”, or an agglomeration economy 
(Desrochers 2001: 27).  He describes the two ways of  clustering in industry; 
clustering of  the same kind of  industry in an area (localization economies) 
and clustering of  different industries in an area (urbanization economies) 
(Desrochers 2001: 27).  A general reduction in the transportation cost 
is benefi cial, but geographic proximity equally promotes the sharing of  
knowledge, technology and a work force. “…firms benefit from their 
location in such “industrial districts” by sharing the fixed costs of  common 
resources such as a pooled market for workers with specialized skills, 
the development of  specialized inputs and services, and technological 
spillovers” (Desrochers 2001: 28).  Various industries clustered in one 
area provided the potential for “…sharing knowledge and raw materials” 
(Henderson 2013: 2). 
…that being located in one area instead of  another can often make 
a difference, at least over time, in acquiring significant amounts 
of  uncodified knowledge. …//…being located in the middle of  
an industrial district typically allows creative and entrepreneurial 
individuals to absorb thinking processes, ways of  talking and ways 
of  doing things by interacting closely with other knowledgeable 
people (Desrochers 2001: 33). 
 
Being where your partners and competitors are is an important asset. 
Socializing with them allows for the opportunity to ask for advice or for 
a specific bit of  information that has not been formalized (Desrochers 
2001: 34).  One example of  the clustering of  industries of  the kind 
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Desrochers calls localization economies is the island of  Murano, off  the 
Venice littoral, Italy.  However, there may also be a second reason for this 
agglomeration which was the need “…to move to the nearby island of  
Murano in 1291 because of  the fi re hazard posed by their furnaces” (Long 
1991: 870).  
Thus, according to Desrochers, geographic proximity is one 
condition for innovation.  A second is making mistakes, which is somewhat 
connected to Epsteins ‘unintended consequences of  the apprenticeship’. 
Sillar & Tite recognise a third condition which may trigger innovation. 
They note the role of  the state in relation to innovation in technology. 
They see that large-scale processes, for example state taxation, can have 
a huge impact on the access of, for example, raw materials, and “...the 
space where they can work, or the profi tability of  their activities, all of  
which may lead to innovations in the technology” (Sillar & Tite 2000: 
12).  In almost the same manner, Epstein considers the ruling policies to 
have played a role in that mercantile governments of  the medieval period 
encouraged competing techniques in craft and by the “…state regulation 
of  export” (Epstein 1998: 701, 694).  One example is the Council of  
Venice in 1297 which encouraged innovation by a law which regulated the 
manufacture and sale of  medicines.  The law stated that those who wished 
to invent new medicine in secret were empowered to do so, but only with 
the best intentions and by means of  the best components (Long 1991: 
876).  However, state control was not too harsh and some autonomy was 
left; “…technological innovation can sometimes occur by manipulation 
of  raw materials in an environment which is ‘aesthetically sensitive’; this 
suggests that skilled artisans may have had the freedom (from control) and 
suffi cient time to innovate” (Henderson 2000: 271).  Henderson recently 
took it even further by acknowledging the possibility for experimentation 
as an essential part of  the “…ritual and economic fabric of  society…” 
(Henderson 2013: 12).  
Therefore it seems to be a question of  whether or not innovation 
occurred during the Middle Ages.  It does, but the reasons behind its 
formation are discussed by different authors.  I have articulated a few 
underlying causes.  One is the pure experimental idea, which implies that 
an individual or a group of  craftsmen deliberately performed tests to solve 
problems.  A second entry, where groups of  labourers fueled innovation 
is the clustering of  shops where their proximity encouraged innovation by 
diffusion into different industries.  A further two entries are from more of  
a system structure origin: the system of  apprenticeship, which is a cause 
in itself, and the mobility of  the masters.  A larger system is the state and 
governance regulations and law implements.  Laws and regulations may 
enhance availability and decrease the accessibility of  materials, workers 
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and certainly knowledge.  This said, there is now a point of  entry into 
a discussion about materials.  If  innovation is found in materials, then 
the requirement to defi ne materials is also needed and is found in the 
following theme. 
Materials use, reuse and refuse 
The theme materials use, reuse and refuse will discuss artefacts, objects and 
all kinds of  materials and depositions in a frame of  their social meaning. 
Refuse is defi ned in this theme as items or materials which are discarded 
as useless.  With a frame of  social meaning it is considered that materials 
in a given society can hold symbolic value, a value which may change 
if  the material alters place, use or meaning.  In that respect, it is about 
the interpretation of  material in combination with immanent social 
information.  A material might be used and interpreted in different ways by 
different persons at different times: things are often not what they appear 
to be.  Conneller expresses that people engage with materials through the 
matters properties where a different level of  attention is paid to different 
properties.  Thus, which property is engaged with in a selected material 
depends upon the person (Conneller 2011: 8).  Therefore, materials can be 
looked at in many different ways.  In a somewhat similar way, Cornell & 
Fahlander suggest that the reasons the effects of  matter are often different 
in different contexts is because there is more than one perspective (Cornell 
& Fahlander 2002: 55f).  Fahlander has expanded this line of  logic and 
understands that; 
Matrialities may have an almost determining effect on people. 
//…// They may be produced or appropriated with specifi c 
intentions and yet infl uence future actions in an unpredictable way 
(Fahlander 2003: 35). 
Fahlander sees a future which determines the effect of  materials 
on people by their intentions.  That is; a given material might be used 
in a new, different and/or changed manner than its intention originally 
was.  It is the context that defi nes it, rather than the intention of  it.  The 
intention of  a material does not necessarily equal the use of  it.  However, 
it is the intention, or its purpose, which indicates a materials technical 
effectiveness (Cornell & Fahlander 2002: 67).  Not only does the user 
determine a chosen material, but different signifying characteristics in a 
taken material might likewise change over time.  Cornell and Fahlander 
use a lake to exemplify this.  A frozen lake differs in its properties over a 
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non-frozen lake (Cornell & Fahlander 2002: 119f).  Conneller expresses 
this in the following way: “…the properties of  materials will be different 
in particular time/space settings” (Conneller 2011: 32).  One example here 
might be the occasion when a material has been discarded after use and 
brought back through a different system of  disposal.  This reuse can take 
place within a new setting or within a similar setting.  Before entering a 
deeper discussion in reuse and dumping behaviour, a few words on refuse 
are presented. 
Refuse is defi ned as when a material has been deposited where it is 
made.  Secondary refuse is material which has been assembled, for instance 
by tidying and cleaning, then discarded in one specifi c place, i.e. into a 
garbage pit, a pile, or gathered in any other way. Secondary refuse can 
derive from different buildings, from different crafts and from different 
periods (Cornell & Fahlander 2002: 77).  Schiffer defi nes refuse as that 
which is “…no longer participating in a behavioral system” (Schiffer 1972: 
159).  Reuse on the other hand, continues to be included in a system. 
Similar to refuse, reuse holds two variations which, according to 
Schiffer, are recycling and lateral cycling.  The fi rst considers the reuse of  a 
material back into the manufacturing process (Schiffer 1972: 158).  We all 
know the recycling process of, for example a soda can.  Another example 
might be the recycling of  glass.  Glass was already recycled in pre-historic 
contexts.  “The excavation provided ample evidence for breaking up and 
re-melting of  imported glass chunks which were then mixed with scrap 
vessel fragments from the Jalame factory itself…” (Henderson 2000: 65). 
As a glass item is broken, its pieces are recycled and reused in a new batch of  
glass melting.  Recycling glass was done to lower the smelting point of  the 
batch.  Schiffers second reuse, lateral cycling “…describes the termination 
of  an element`s use (use-life) in one set of  activities and its resumption in 
another, often with only maintenance, storage, and transport intervening” 
(Schiffer 1972: 159).  In other words, lateral cycling implies the movement 
of  material within an archaeological site.  Materials and artefacts may be 
found at locations within a site other than their original use (Schiffer 1972: 
156).  That is, material might just as well have been discarded at a different 
place or artefacts might be reused in a different place; they are dislocated. 
“…all elements enter a system, are modifi ed, broken down, or combined 
with other elements, used and eventually discarded” (Schiffer 1972: 157). 
Frequent examples of  lateral cycling are found in, for instance, 
ceramics.  One example is pulverized ceramic shards, where the powder is 
reused as temper in a new batch of  pottery clay. Another case is presented 
by Sullivan.  He describes a site where broken ceramics were reused in 
architectural features such as “…the incorporation of  vessel fragments in 
the structure´s roof  and log wall” (Sullivan 1989: 110).  Roofs were not in 
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any way the waste sites of  this particular settlement (Sullivan 1989: 110). 
Rather it had to do with ceramics being “…reused to solve architectural 
problems that were peculiar to each of  the settlement´s structures” 
(Sullivan 1989: 110).  Stanislawski recognised the reuse of  broken ceramic 
items in architecture from the 1960s: “It is well known that sherds may 
be used as ‘chinking’ in walls because they ‘make the plaster stick well, 
and also because they are fl at and don´t [sic] project badly out of  the wall 
surface’” (Sullivan 1989: 108 and therein cited literature).  In an alternative 
context, the benefi t of  reusing particular materials is the response to 
similar kinds of  deterioration (Sullivan 1989: 108). 
Figure 10: Vitrifi ed lumps reused as building material in a brick kiln in Lödöse, 
Sweden. 
 With the reuse of  different materials in architecture, benefi ts like 
increased durability, impermeability and resistance to fi re can be gained. 
In other words; “…it solved technical problems and accomplished tasks 
of  different kinds” (Sullivan 1989: 111).  Another kind of  reuse is that of  
using an older structure for a new purpose.  Henderson describes; “The 
re-use of  a hypocaust system for industrial purposes…” (Henderson 
2000: 81) in al-Raqqa, Syria, where the builders of  a system of  glass 
furnaces reused an older hypocaust in order to build a centralised fl ue 
system attending two of  the four furnaces at the site 
In what manner does the reuse of  materials affect the study of  
archaeology?  The problem is maybe not in the constitution of  archaeological 
materials and defi ciencies, but in the inability to extract social information 
from it (Cornell & Fahlander 2002: 8).  In order to determine whether a 
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material has been recycled, we fi rst need to have a full understanding of  
the material itself.  This particularly applies to archaeological material in 
a recycling phase where the materials character has changed.  As soon a 
material change has occurred, it may be diffi cult to discern its previous 
phase which is why thorough knowledge of  materials is a prerequisite 
“…in the inability to extract social information from it.” (Cornell & 
Fahlander 2002: 8).  Material science is usually included in the knowledge 
of  materials.  But a full understanding of  a material may be problematic. 
For instance slag in archaeological registration is most often registered as 
nothing but slag.  It is registered as slag because it is a by-product of  an 
event.  Classifi cation adds meaning, not only to the objects content but 
to one depiction; they therefore actively hinder other descriptions of  the 
objects immanent information (Cornell & Fahlander 2002: 3).  Slag is not 
seen as the intentional event itself.  Focusing especially on vitrifi ed slag, this 
material can be designated as epiphenomena, a secondary phenomenon 
that is the by-product of  another phenomenon. An epiphenomenon is 
a secondary phenomenon that is a by-product of  another phenomenon 
or singularity.  Archaeologists fi nd it diffi cult to extract information from 
slag and insert it into a social coherency.  I hypothesize that this is contra 
productive.  Slag has been included in a line of  production and is the 
only semi-fi nished material left from that specifi c line of  production.  I 
would say that an amount of  information can be drawn from slag.  If  a 
particular slag is inserted into a chaîne opératoire then this material ought 
to become as important as any other archaeological material.  Different 
slags can tell us much about their sources, the line of  production, technical 
accomplishments, traditions and the raw materials that were used. 
One kind of  slag is fuel-ash-slag, which is silica rich material mixed 
with plant ash.  It occurs at high temperatures in a closed atmosphere most 
commonly in kilns and furnaces.  Slag is a preferable material to be found at a 
production site especially in places where high temperature manufacturing 
is evident (Ingemark 1995: 245).  One example is metal production - ore 
smelting.  Heat is excessive in such an environment, a furnace mandatory 
and the fusing/chemical reaction of  ash and minerals a fact (Henderson 
2000: 53).  “In the context of  metal production, silica in crucibles or in 
furnace walls fuse with alkaline plant ashes in the environment which may 
be present when burnt wood is used as fuel” (Henderson 2000: 53).  Thus, 
it is the use of  a particular fuel in combination with minerals in a high 
temperature that create this vitrifi ed slag, “…the importance of  ash and 
high temperatures are clearly bound to have been recognized…” (Biek & 
Bayley 1979: 2).  In this creation, fuel-ash-slag…
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…is a very lightweight, highly porous, light coloured residue 
produced by a high temperature reaction between alkaline fuel ash 
and siliceous material such as a clay lining or surface. It can result 
from any high temperature activity where these two constituents 
are present, including domestic hearth, accidental fi res, and even 
cremations. On its own it does not represent metalworking activity; 
only when associated with diagnostic evidence can it be attributed. 
Fuel ash slag is frequently found in quantity as large lumps on 
Iron Age sites, but any such pieces subjected to re-deposition and 
disturbance will quickly break up. Some fragments in the Stanford 
Wharf  assemblage are so hard – almost stoneware-like – that they 
may include some saline elements in their make-up (Keys 2012: 1). 
With this picture of  how fuel-ash-slags look and wherefrom it 
may have occurred, it is now convenient to defi ne a vitrifi ed slag.  The 
denotation slag is unfortunately used for a number of  by- and waste 
products.  Other names are cinders, residue, clinker, vitrifi ed and glassy 
biomass slag (Jacobson et al 2003: 26).  In this class of  material we fi nd a 
number of  high temperature processes, for example “…the less intensively 
‘processed’ members of  this class of  materials – enamels, glazes, frits and 
incidental vitrifi cation such as slag” (Biek & Bayley 1979: 2).  Jacobson 
et al. highlight the desire to name clarifying denotations used in different 
slags.  They consider naming slag in a way that creates a connotation 
of  its operational sequence as being the most convenient.  In this way 
archaeologists will recognise which slag comes from what production i.e. 
what kind of  epiphenomena is at hand.  One example from the Jacobson 
et al. investigation is the burnt dung middens in South Africa; “It would 
be more informative and precise to refer specially to vitrifi ed dung…” 
(Jacobson et al 2003: 28).  Vitrifi ed dung says more about the operational 
sequence than the word slag does.
So far, a clarifi cation of  the interpretation and defi nition of  material, 
especially vitrifi ed slag, has been made.  It is now time to enter a discussion 
about the change in social comprehension of  materials.  That is, does a 
change in the use of  a specifi c material alter the social understanding of  
the material?  Meaning emerges from social actions and the purpose of  an 
artefacts biography is to illuminate that process (Gosden & Marshall 1999: 
170).  Gosden & Marshall use artefacts and objects where other authors 
use materials and materialities.  Not only do objects change throughout 
their existence, but they often have the capability of  accumulating histories 
so that the present signifi cance of  an object derives from the people and 
events to which it is connected (Gosden & Marshall 1999: 170).
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There is a mutual process of  value creation between people and 
things. Tringham’s life-history-like biographical approach seeks to 
understand the way in which an object becomes invested with meaning 
through the social interactions they are caught up in.  These meanings 
change and are renegotiated throughout the life of  an object.  Changes 
in meaning need not be driven by the physical modifi cation or use of  an 
object (Gosden & Marshall 1999: 170).  The underlying intention is to 
point out the social denotation of  materials.  Materials are not just things, 
they engage in social life.  An engagement which, according to Conneller, 
comes with the changeability and purpose of  a certain material;
Material properties however emerge in particular types of  
engagement, and cannot be transported across a modern category 
of  material, which is itself  in constant variation. While stone´s 
durability is obvious to us as archaeologists, this represents a 
different perspective from people undertaking tasks that brought to 
the fore the mutability and expedience of  certain stones: the rapid 
transformation of  stones into tools; the use of  theses fl eetingly; 
their fi nal abandonment. (Conneller 2011: 82). 
Conneller uses the chaîne opératoire concepts to describe and 
discuss different materials from the materials state of  becoming, for example 
in the life-cycle of  deer or quarries of  different stones.  She not only 
uses chaîne opératoire during the materials life-span as an archaeological 
material, but during the materials complete life-span.  Conneller even goes 
beyond the life-span and sees that “…certain technologies act like a script, 
structuring future action” (Conneller 2011: 114).  Future implications by 
Fahlander were previously mentioned. 
The intention of  a material was described and followed by the 
properties of  a material in this theme.  This section on the use of  materials 
led into a discussion about reuse and refuse of  materials.  However, to 
thoroughly understand a materials use, resue and refuse, a defi nition of  
what material is must be determined.  Thus, a new way to defi ne slag, 
especially vitrifi ed slag, was provided.  In this, it became clear that materials 
immanent social information is continuously changing and that materials 
are caught in a constant state of  becoming.  
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…to s um up
This second chapter discussed how knowing, limited to production, 
is constituted.  The fi rst theme discussed proportional knowledge and 
modularity.  Modularity was used to transcribe the proportions at a building 
site.  This proportional knowledge was kept by masters, who taught it to 
their apprentices.  It was formalized by the guild system in the Middle Ages. 
Tacit knowledge, i.e. learning by doing and doing by observing, became 
essential without a formal theoretical explanation model.  The medieval 
period is itself  constituted by learning-by-doing.  Learning-by-doing is 
facilitated by face-to-face interaction, and so the more interaction, the 
more learning.  These face-to-face encounters are developed and enhanced 
by the clustering of  industries.  Herein, the clustering of  industries or 
geographic proximity becomes a positive effect where craftsmen may 
learn from other craftsmen and potentially promote innovation and the 
cross-fertilisation of  industries.  Through this, knowledge is constituted in 
two ways; in propositional knowledge and in tacit knowledge. 
Innovation and experimentation were highlighted in the second theme. 
Patents started in the Middle Ages with the concept of  intellectual property; 
a property that stayed within the professions.  Innovation is diffi cult to prove 
today per se.  It still occurred by means of  experimenting and mistakes. 
Experiments were boosted by the geographical proximity of  similar 
industries.  Even if  there was some kind of  autonomy in craftsmanship, 
the state still played their part in hampering, but also boosting, innovation. 
Another three reasons were found to be the cause of  innovation.  One 
is the apprentice system itself, which provided unintended consequences. 
A second was the pure experimenting nature of  human kind.  The last is 
connected to the voluntary or involuntary movement of  masters. 
Materials were discussed in the third theme.  Herein a special focus was 
given to high temperature production and vitrifi ed slag as an example in craft. 
The defi nition of  vitrifi ed slag is not present in the discourse of  archaeology. 
Slag has many names, but slag is the epiphenomenon which occurs in a 
number of  high temperature processes.  It would be better if  different slags 
were named by their context, in as far as this is possible.  An introduction for a 
defi nition of  slag was therefore given.  Materials may be used, reused, recycled, 
laterally cycled and so forth.  Therefore, material is defi ned by its context 
rather than by its original intention.  Thus, contrary to its inherent intention 
as an epiphenomenon, or rather its non-existing intention, a material may and 
can still be used in another setting, for a different purpose.  The matter has 
then changed its social life.  In a similar manner, an intentionally produced 
material may change its social life with new uses.  If  this reuse changes the 
social life of  a chosen material there is immanent social information to be 
found.  Materials are therefore in a continuous state of  becoming. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 
CONDITIONS AND CIRCUMSTANCES
Figure 11: Dried mackerel.  
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TO BEGIN WITH…
The former chapter covered a theoretical framework wherein the deciding 
factors of  the organisation of  production, and those who determined 
the organisation of  production were discussed.  The discussion will now 
turn to practical themes where the nature of  the conditions and pragmatic 
settings will be elaborated upon.  
This chapter begins with a defi nition of  how to distinguish a kiln from 
a furnace.  This is followed by a discussion about the kinds of  production 
or process that might be found in high temperature production.  A few 
examples of  processed materials and other high temperature actions are 
then presented.  The nature of  high temperature production is discussed 
in terms of  temperatures which lead into a discussion about fuel.  At the 
end of  this theme, remarks on furnace and kiln constructions are made.  
The second theme describes and goes into detail about the 
similarities and differences of  vitrifi cation and glass production.  The main 
ingredients and the process involved for both glass and vitrifi ed slag will 
be described.  During the medieval period, the conditions for glass making 
changed into permanent establishments with fi xed workshops.  Glass 
and vitrifi ed materials are both transformed materials.  They are also in a 
continuous state of  becoming, as verbalized by Conneller (2011).  Their 
transformation is non-reversible, and I will claim that as a transformed 
material it changes people. 
The third and last section will touch upon two case studies.  As 
they are presented in later chapters (four and fi ve) only a few points will 
be covered which are indicatory, but not elaborated upon later.  Two 
main points are covered: the maritime orientation of  the sites and the 
trading of  dried fi sh.  These two points are presented here because they 
are important for the sites, but less for the project as such.  This part is 
therefore an introduction to the following two chapters: the case studies.
CAUSE AND EFFECT
Three themes are presented in this chapter.  The fi rst is centred on high 
temperature processes and kilns versus furnaces.  Vitrifi cation is included 
in the same kind of  process as glass making.  The second theme describes 
the similarities in processed materials and the last section has nothing 
to do with the vitrifi cation process; it is a pre-introduction to the case 
studies.  It relates to the fact that I realised quite late into the project how 
important the maritime connections were, not only for Qalhāt, but similarly 
for Lödöse.  This theme therefore is a short description of  a common 
denominator which points to the notion of  a maritime connection.
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Production within high temperature processes
Bonfi res, pyres and hearths are open fi reboxes, while kilns and furnaces are 
closed structures due to their combustion chambers.  Furnaces are used 
for smelting and melting where smelting, for example, is the transition 
of  iron ore into raw iron and/or iron bars, i.e purifying metals.  In high 
temperature environments like this, a change therefore occurs in the 
material (Henderson 2000, Matson 1971).  Melting, on the other hand, is 
when a material changes and alters the structure of  the raw materials into 
a liquid phase (Henderson 2000: 133).  
Kilns are commonly used for fi ring and baking.  It is possible to bake 
bricks and bread in kilns, as well as to fi re ceramics.  The construction of  
a kiln may either be open-topped or closed (Henderson 2000).  The open-
topped examples are commonly sealed at the point of  fi ring, sometimes 
with the help of  broken shards (Henderson 2000: 136-140).  Furnaces, 
however, are usually closed (Henderson 2000: 40-47).  The difference 
between kilns and furnaces therefore distinguishes the processes involved 
rather than the actual construction.  One specifi c difference between a 
kiln and a furnace is that higher temperatures require a furnace structure 
rather than a kiln (Henderson 2013: 14).  Both are solidly built structures 
however, which may well have been used repeatedly.  In this way, they 
both represent permanent establishments with fi xed positions for the 
workshops which were handled by settled masters and their apprentices.   
High temperature procedures are found in a number of  processes and 
different material changes.  They are found in the production of  processed 
materials including quick lime, glass, metal ore smelting, brick baking, 
ceramic fi ring and in modern bio-fuel incineration.  High temperatures are 
also achieved through other actions, for instance: funeral pyres, lightning 
strikes or an atomic bomb (Henderson 1987, Roberts 2007: 12, Jacobson 
et al 2003, Henderson 2014).  What temperatures are used in processed 
materials?   That is, what temperature defi nes high temperature processes? 
According to Henderson, some 900°C may be reached in an open hearth, 
(Henderson 2000: 75).  Earthenware needs a slightly higher temperature, a 
range between 900°C and 1200°C (Henderson 2000: 131).    In experiments 
of  lime burning in Denmark, it was revealed that hydraulic lime had to 
be burnt for three hours at temperatures of  1000°C to make it hydraulic 
(Johansson 2007: 27).  Roman cement required temperatures of  between 
1000°C and 1200°C in a test (Johansson 2007: 20).  Soda-lime glass needs 
temperatures exceeding 900°C depending on the amount of  fl uxing agent. 
For this type of  glass making and the production of  such temperatures, a 
closed environment is needed: a furnace (Henderson 2000: 140).
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800-900°C can be achieved in bonfi res, but it becomes impossible to 
achieve temperatures above 1000°C without a small furnace with a forced 
draught system.  This in turn has important implications for the amount 
and kind of  fuel used for glass-working (Henderson 2000: 76). 
As cited, not only is a closed environment needed, but a forced 
draught is also required to reach temperatures above 1000°C.  Flue systems 
are therefore vital components in furnace structures to reach temperatures 
of  this kind.  Several variables therefore need to cooperate in order to 
achieve high temperature processes; the amount of  fuel, the fuel quality, a 
forced draught system and a closed environment.  
Figure 12: Lime kiln from the 18th century, Good Hope Peninsula, South Africa.
High temperature processes in this project are therefore considered 
to be temperatures exceeding 900°C, but preferably over 1000°C. 
Temperatures in a given process may, however, change during the length 
of  fi ring (Henderson 2000: 131).  The fi ring cycle is, in other words, not 
uniform.  The temperature in a furnace is clearly not the only requirement 
for a successful smelting, melting, fi ring or baking.  
The length of  the fi ring is very important and it can be broken into three 
stages: the period when the temperature is being raised, the period during 
which it is held at the maximum temperature and the period during which 
the temperature falls (Henderson 2000:130). 
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Georgius Agricola, ‘the father of  mineralogy’, describes the length 
of  fi ring during a glass melting in De Re Metallica, 1556.  A minimum of  
twenty four hours is required; “Two boys alternately, during night and day, 
keep up the fi re by throwing dry wood on to the hearth” (Agricola 1556 
[1912 : 625]).  This is a minimum, Agricola continues, as the longer one 
melts glass the better quality is received: 
The longer they re-melt it, the purer and more transparent it becomes, the 
fewer spots and busters there are, and therefore the glass-makers can carry 
out their work more easily. For this reason those who only melt the material 
from which glass is made for one night, and then immediately make it up 
into glass articles, make them less pure and transparent than those who 
fi rst produce a vitreous mass and then re-melt the broken pieces again 
for a day and a night. And, again, these make a less pure and transparent 
glass than do those who melt it again for two days and two nights, for the 
excellence of  the glass does not consist solely in the material from which it 
is made, but also in the melting (Agricola 1556 [1912: 627]). 
In this story about glass making, the best quality glass was achieved 
by melting for seventy two hours in two fi rings.  This obviously requires a 
large amount of  fuel.  Long recognises the different fuel use in the fi ring 
cycle of  glass production.  During the period when the temperature is 
raised, both alder and willow acted as fuel.  Further into the process only 
alder wood was used (Long 1991: 872 footnote 67).  Regarding the length 
of  fi ring, Henderson illuminates the construction of  the kiln rather than 
the type of  fuel.  The fi re is regularly fed with fresh fuel, “…directly into 
the fi ring chamber or through openings in the side of  the kiln” (Henderson 
2000: 137f.).  With glass production as an example, Long notes that there 
is a different “…effect of  furnace temperatures on the materials at various 
stages of  the process” (Long 1991: 873).  To control the length of  fi ring 
and the type of  fuel used in different stages of  the fi ring clearly shows 
there must have been a detailed knowledge in fuel handling and in high 
temperature processes.  
Another condition in a furnace or a kiln which has implications 
is the atmosphere.  Atmosphere refers to the amount of  oxygen inside 
the furnace or kiln.  When fi ring ceramics, Henderson notes that; “The 
atmosphere of  fi ring is important because it can affect the colour and 
hardness of  the pot…” (Henderson 2000: 131).  A change in colour may 
also be governed by temperature as shown in ceramics and burnt clays 
from Seleucia from as early as 295 BCE to 216 BCE (Matson 1971).  That 
is, both hardness and colour are affected by atmosphere.  In an oxidising 
atmosphere, oxygen is found in the combustion chamber, while there is a 
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lack of  oxygen in a reduced environment (Henderson 2000: 131).  This, 
however, does not imply that there is no oxygen at all in an archaeologically 
set reduced atmosphere.  Rather it is about a reduced or lessened amount of  
oxygen available, contrary to the modern environments where a complete 
lack of  oxygen is achievable in a furnace.  An oxidised atmosphere is 
obtained with completely free fl owing air, but the opposite is less easy. 
Controlling atmosphere is therefore diffi cult in a bonfi re but easier in a 
kiln.  To obtain a reduced environment, fuel has to be entirely suffocated 
(Henderson 2000: 131), for example, charcoal rather than fi rewood should 
be used. 
With these few defi ning traits of  high temperature processes in 
furnaces and kilns, it is now time to consider how these structures are 
constructed in more detail.  Kilns and furnaces are usually built from 
bricks (Henderson 2000: 136), however, stone kilns will be presented 
further into this project.  Bricks are usually used unbaked, as the heated 
kiln itself  eventually bakes them; “…building a furnace from unbaked 
bricks and then fi ring it – is still found today in primitive glass factories” 
(Weinberg 1988: 33).  Clay was used for the bricks and the patching of  
the kiln which was then exposed to high temperatures and resulted in 
an occasional need to repair the kiln structure; sometimes requiring re-
patching and even buttressing if  damage was severe.  Kilns and furnaces 
evidently have a predetermined or fi nite life-span (Henderson 2000: 140). 
A further discussion in length of  the life of  kilns is given in the second 
fi eld study.   
There are different types of  kilns; pit kilns, updraft kilns and 
downdraft kilns.  They can be circular, oval, rectangular or square 
(Kurzmann 2004: 49-153; Henderson 2000: 137-140).  An example of  
a downdraft construction is a tank furnace which is synonymous with a 
reverberatory furnace.  Heat herein is refl ected from the roof  down to 
the top of  the mass to be melted.  Tank furnaces were used for both soda 
glass during classical times, and for plant ash glass with the reintroduction 
of  potash after ca. CE 800 (Henderson 2013: 100).  Examples from the 
latter period include the reverberatory furnaces at Bet Eli’ezer and Arsūf  
(former Palestine), Tyre (Lebanon) and Beth She’arim (Galilee) (Freestone 
et al 2008, Freestone 2002, Freestone & Gorin-Rosen 1999).  
In an updraft kiln – either two or three chambered - the fi ring box 
is located underneath the compartment where pots are placed.  Updraft 
kilns are generally cylindrical in shape, but square planned examples do 
exist (Henderson 2000: 137f.).  The fl oor of  the kiln (equivalent to roof  
of  the fi ring box) is perforated with holes to let the heated air ascend in 
order to fi re the ceramics.  Evidence of  different constructions of  this 
fl oor exist: radiating bars or a perforated clay fl oor are two examples. 
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Different roofi ng likewise exists; a vaulted roof  is common, but:
Earlier versions of  the updraft kilns were not necessarily roofed over but 
open-topped with broken sherds providing the cover, but which, nevertheless, 
acted as ‘chimney’. /…/ Another advantage of  the ‘open’ topped kiln was 
that the pottery could be loaded from the top. The top of  the kiln could have 
been constructed from pot sherds piled on top (see above) or closed off  
with a temporary brick-built dome (Henderson 2000: 137). 
As noted earlier, a forced draught system was necessary to promote 
heat.  Bellows were used in pit kilns where natural winds or a draft were 
promoted (Englund 2002: 229).  Wind direction was also used in kilns.  The 
opening of  the combustion chamber in updraft kilns had to be erected in 
a way which faced the prevailing wind direction (Henderson 2000: 139f.).
Charleston (1978) describes a difference in ‘southern’ furnaces 
and the ‘northern’ type of  furnaces for glass making.  This typology was 
already found in Agricola in the mid-16th century (Charleston 1978: 15).  In 
Agricola, the ‘southern’ type of  furnaces were used until the 16th century 
south of  the Alps, for instance in Venice.  A southern furnace is a beehive 
type construction consisting of  three chambers stacked upon each other 
where the lowest compartment, which is generally called the combustion 
chamber or the fi re box, is used for the fi re.  Crucibles for melting the 
glass mass were placed in the middle level which was separated by a fl oor. 
The upper compartment, the annealing chamber, was used to cool glass 
items slowly in a controlled environment.  The chambers are therefore 
“…superimposed upon each other” (Henderson 2000: 44).  A furnace 
with two instead of  three chambers lacks the upper compartment; the 
annealing chamber (Henderson 2000: 41f.).  
The northern type was preferred north of  the Alps and throughout 
Europe (Henderson 2000: 47; 2013: 106).  It is a “…tunnel-shaped structure 
with a fi ring trench along the middle and sieges (shelves) at either side on 
which the glass pots containing the glass-melt were located” (Henderson 
2000: 45).  In a tunnel-shaped furnace there is usually room for two pots or 
crucibles for melting.  As there is no third superimposed compartment in 
northern tunnel-shaped furnaces, the annealing of  glass was conducted in 
a separate oven which would have been close by or even built around the 
furnace (Henderson 200: 47). 
Contrary to Charleston´s geographical division of  two types of  kiln 
construction, Henderson mentions several designs in kiln construction. 
Circular furnaces, tank furnaces, rectangular furnaces with vaulted roofs 
and oval furnaces have all been found (Henderson 2000: 44-46).  The 
archaeological site of  al-Raqqa in Syria (9th century), shows evidence of  
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an innovation in furnace design chronologically coinciding with what 
Henderson calls the Islamic industrial revolution (Henderson 2013: 289). 
“The furnaces themselves were rather small with an internal diameter of  c. 
75 cm and would probably have held one pot” (Henderson 2000: 80).  Even 
if  there is something to the division of  a northern and a southern furnace 
type, caution must be taken in the typology of  furnace construction. 
Temperature, atmosphere, the length of  fi ring, the type of  fuel, 
the way of  construction and of  course the quality of  raw materials used, 
all coincide in the success of  high temperature processes.  Processed 
materials, therefore, require highly advanced craftsmanship in a number 
of  crafts and are the craft which most often makes use of  tacit knowledge 
and ‘learning by doing’.
 
Processed materials
The distinction between making and working glass has to be remembered 
while studying glass.  Henderson’s defi nition between working and making 
glass was presented in the fi rst chapter.  Working involves blowing, 
moulding or casting an item, window or bead and requires a batch of  well 
heated glass.  Making glass implies the actual smelting of  raw materials 
to create a glass mass.  In other words, making glass is synonymous with 
primary production, while working glass is defi ned as raw glass, often 
imported, which is modifi ed and items manufactured from it (Henderson 
2013: 307).  Archaeologically, pieces of  shards, blobs, moils (rings of  glass 
from the blowing iron), drips and rods, amongst other things, are found 
at sites where glass is worked.  These objects, however, do not prove that 
there was melting or making of  glass.  At a site where melting of  glass was 
performed, crucibles, maybe frit1 and a furnace, raw materials and lumps 
of  glass would be found (Henderson 2000: 40, 47f., 82).  
In archaeology, pieces of  glass are found in different contexts and 
in different timeframes.  The Ribe glass material is a fi ne example.  By 
investigation and analysis of  this material, it was deduced that this glass 
is an imported raw glass which was re-melted in a local furnace in order 
to work it (Henderson 2000: 75).  The glass in Ribe was therefore worked 
but not made: they probably did not even know how to make glass.  With 
the purchase of  raw material or raw glass, neither fritting nor suitable 
raw material resources were “…something that determined the location 
1 “…frit is defi ned as the semi-fused primary raw materials of  glass-making…//…The main reason 
for fritting glass raw materials is in order to remove any impurities, especially gases…”(Henderson 
2000: 38).  
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of  the industry” (Henderson 2000: 76).  The acquired glass from foreign 
countries instead made it possible to work it at any kiln or furnace.  In 
other words the production and working of  glass during the Iron Age was 
most often not done in the same furnaces or necessarily even at the same 
place.  In this perspective Ribe is an excellent example of  the Iron Age 
glass working industry which exported raw glass. 
Conditions changed in the medieval period.  With the re-introduction 
of  the new (old) recipe of  plant ash glass (it was known in the Bronze Age), 
one specifi c raw material suddenly determined the location of  the glass 
industry; timber (Henderson 2013: 48).  Silica oxide, found in quartz and 
sand and used to form glass, has a smelting point of  1750°C.  There was 
therefore a fl uxing agent needed to lower the smelting point (Kurzmann 
2004: 31).  Plant ash, made from wood, replaced soda as the raw material 
for fl uxing the glass.  Another fl uxing agent was known, sodium carbonate 
or soda ash, which was produced by burning seaweed (Long 1991: 873). 
Ash from halophytic plants was also used (Henderson 2013: 34-48).  Wood 
was cheaper and easier to produce than soda.  Hence, wood was not only 
used as fuel, but also as a fl uxing agent.  The proximity to appropriate 
wood in forest areas became vital.  The glass produced during this period 
is therefore called forest glass, skogsglas (Swe) or Waldglas (Ger).  The 
tradition of  acquiring raw glass from abroad and re-melting it at kilns in 
town centres disappeared and glass furnaces were instead placed outside 
towns.  Glass production was implemented in these rural furnaces and the 
glass industry subsequently saw a new era of  simultaneously working and 
making glass in the very same furnace.  The glass industry was now situated 
in permanent establishments with a fi xed workshop using a cheaper raw 
material.  As a result, glass production boomed.  
In the process of  making glass, the ingredients need to be molten and 
mixed.  One way to ease this melting process was the fritting procedure. 
Fritting is the process of  roasting the raw materials in the glass (Henderson 
2000: 41).  “It is necessary, however, fi rst of  all to heat all these, and 
afterward they are subjected to the pestle in order to break and crush 
them into coarse sand, and then they are passed through a sieve” (Agricola 
1556 [1912: 620]).  The crushing was at times conducted in stamp mills 
(Kurzmann 2004: 32).
Some glass-makers use three furnaces, others two, others only one.  Those 
who use three, melt the material in the fi rst, re-melt it in the second, and 
in the third they cool the glowing glass vessels and other articles (Agricola 
1556 [1912: 621f.]).  
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The purpose of  fritting is that it requires lower temperatures like 
700°C to 800°C (Henderson 2000: 38).  A lower temperature is sought 
after as the process is made easier in every way.  Less wood is required 
and therefore less work is required.  A less solid furnace can also be used 
and the length of  time required for fi ring the glass can be reduced.  The 
temperature and length of  time spent fritting affects the fi nished glass; 
“The temperature and duration of  fritting has been shown to influence 
the chemical composition of  the glass produced” (Jackson et al 2005: 
783).  Fritting therefore affected the temperatures required.  Henderson 
points to yet another ingredient in glass making which was sometimes 
used to lower temperatures: “…bone was added as a calcium source to 
the material before the frit was chilled” (Henderson 2000: 89; Henderson 
2013: 65).  Adding scrap or cullet glass in a batch of  glass melt was, and 
still is, used to lower temperatures (Henderson 2013: 307).  By recycling 
glass, no trash or broken items are left close to the glass factory.  Hence, 
“…they would have worked in a clean environment” (Henderson 2000: 40). 
With this short introduction to glass, it is time to clarify vitrifi cation. 
In ceramic fi ring and kilns smeared with mud, for example, high 
temperatures lead to sintering and eventually vitrifi cation. 
Sintering is defi ned as a process when particle surface (in this case 
clay particles) begin to fuse or stick to others…//…//At still higher 
temperatures new minerals form and vitrifi cation within the clay starts to 
occur, eventually producing a glassy phase. New minerals mainly form at 
temperatures above 900°C…” (Henderson 2000: 132f.).  
Sintering and vitrifi cation may occur in all clay situated inside a 
furnace at a certain temperature.  Pots, plates and crucibles, but also furnace 
walls and fl ue holes, may sinter.  Areas in a kiln which are especially exposed 
to heat are called hot spots.  “Inevitably the brick became vitrifi ed by the 
development of  hot spots on the inside of  the kiln, with a breakdown of  
the brick structure” (Henderson 2000: 140).  Thus, vitrifi cation may partly 
destroy a kiln, and subsequently a rebuilding and reconstruction would be 
needed, as shown earlier.  
Vitrifi ed materials are found in various archaeological contexts. 
One is vitrifi ed-fuel-ash-slag (VFAS).  Fuel ash slag is created in high 
temperature environments as a reaction between fl y ash and minerals 
(Henderson 2013:6).  A number of  such fuel ash slags are found (Photos-
Jones 2007b, Henderson 2000, 2013, Jakobsen et al 2003, Kresten & Kero 
1992, Childe & Thorneycroft 1937).  Vitrifi ed slag found in blast furnaces 
has been reused as chopped stones (www.sau.se).  It has also occasionally 
been used in jewelry production and as building material.
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 Fuel evidently plays a vital part in the creation of  VFAS.  What 
happens if  an unorthodox fuel is used?  Do different kinds of  fuels create 
different kinds of  slags?  This is something I will return to in chapter 
seven and partly in chapter six.  VFAS, similar to glasses, is a processed 
material.  The production process of  both glass and vitrifi ed slag are 
similar in that two of  the three ingredients are same.  Making glass includes 
minerals (silica), a fl uxing agent (ash) and a stabiliser (lime).  Vitrifi ed 
slag is consequently a glass but without the stabilising ingredients (lime) 
purposely added, which means that it will dissolve in water (Henderson 
2013: 5).  Hence, there is a close resemblance between man-made glass 
and vitrifi ed slag in that both are processed and new minerals which have 
formed and entered a stage of  vitrifi cation.  With new minerals forming, 
a non-reversible state is created.   
Glass can be said to be in a continuous state of  becoming, in that the 
made glass is worked into items and that broken items are reincorporated 
into a new making process.  VFAS, if  used in later contexts like jewellery, 
similarly enters a state of  becoming.  In this, a new or later social meaning 
is added to the material.  Transformed matter, we saw in chapter two, 
transforms people.  One obvious example herein is the slag reworked into 
jewellery.  Jewellery certainly transforms the outfi t of  a person just as a 
window in a house changes the light inside and transforms the people 
living therein.  
Figure 13: Blast furnace slag. 
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Site consideration and dried fi sh
The purpose of  this section is to elucidate the similarities which were 
uncovered during my research in the chosen archaeological sites of  this 
project.  As they are geographically far apart and in two completely different 
cultural-religious environments, they might seem to oppose each other. 
However, I chose to disagree.  The two towns have many similarities, but 
many dis-similarities are also found.  They are both conveniently centred 
in a period of  approximately 250 years, from the mid-13th century to the 
late-15th century.  They both reached their heyday by the 13th century, and 
it lasted a few hundred years at both settlements.  
Looking at urban-geographical demarcation, the chosen settlements 
were erected with caution given the environment that the sites are found 
in.  This is shown by the settlements placement in confi ned areas. 
Circumvented by water on at least two sides and with hilly surroundings, 
they are easily protected by natural boundaries and demarcations.  Lödöse 
was built on a natural island, formed by the River Göta Älv in the west 
and its tributary.  The River Göta Älv has its outlet to the south into the 
Kattegatt Sea.  Two crags, one in the north and the other to the east, defi ne 
the dispersal of  the town.  Qalhāt is likewise protected and confi ned by its 
topography; with mountains, Jabaj al-Ḥajar, in the west, a river or a creek, 
Wadi Hilm, in the north and the Arabian Sea to the east. 
Water is clearly a resource in many ways for both case studies. 
One use of  the water was as a means of  transportation.  Transport was 
conducted by water in both settlements, however, land transport also 
occurred.  Lödöse had its water transportation on the River Göta Älv, while 
Qalhāt, situated at the Gulf  of  Oman and direct access to the Arabian 
Sea, supplied the city with fresh marine subsidence for both humans and 
animals: “…fi sh is the main source of  protein for all traditional societies 
of  Oman” (ElMahi 2000: 107).  Dried fi sh, namely sardines, were mixed 
with dried plants and given to livestock as food in times of  stress (ElMahi 
2000: 102).  Furthermore, dried sardines were used for fertilisation and as 
preserved fi sh.  Salted fi sh were also a main product sold to the hinterland 
of  the Omani littoral (ElMahi 2000: 102, 109).  That is, Qalhāt supplied its 
hinterland over the mountains with marine food.  In response, the coastal 
settlements received animal products and dates (ElMahi 2000: 109).  Apart 
for sardines, larger sea creatures were also captured and dried including 
shark and guitar fi sh.  They were hung to dry on wooden beams or laid on 
pebbles.  It was preferable that fi sh were not placed directly on the sandy 
beaches to dry in order to avoid silica intrusion, at least when used for 
human food (ElMahi 2000: 102, 103).  Fishing took place during autumn 
and winter, while spring was used for harvesting molluscs (ElMahi 2000: 
107).  During summer time, the coastal inhabitants sometime chose to 
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avoid the warmest and most humid period by moving to the mountainous 
villages where labour was invested in date harvesting (ElMahi 2000: 109). 
In this exchange of  food between the littoral and its hinterland is becomes 
clear that: 
Fishing communities along the coast of  Oman were part of  a complementary 
network of  goods exchange with nomad groups, oasis farmers and other 
groups in the interior parts of  the country (ElMahi 2000: 108). 
With this citation it is evident that dried fi sh was not only a necessity 
in fi shing communities, but accordingly in the survival of  non-coastal 
communities.  The maritime infl uence stretched far inland, which is 
accordingly true for the mainland Kingdom of  which Qalhāt was part. 
Hormuz “…connected to the northeast via Julfar to Sirjan…” (Daryaee 
2003: 8) and therefore likewise provided its inland with commodities 
traded by sea.  Qalhāt was a principal capital of  the Hormuz Kingdom on 
the Arabic littoral (Kirkman 1983) and its position as a trading post made 
it a cosmopolitan entrepôt (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004). 
Lödöse similarly made use of  dried fi sh.  This time, however, they 
were the consumers: Lödöse was the recipient of  dried fi sh, rather than 
the producer.  As a trading site where goods were received (Harlitz 2013: 
9) the town acted as a reloading post and in turn supplied its hinterland. 
Drying was the cheapest, and therefore the most common, way of  
preserving fi sh in Bohuslän (Swedish west coast), a former Norwegian 
territory (Vretemark 1997: 159).   Fish drying was conducted by splitting 
the fi sh open and hanging it in the wind over wooden stands, or by laying 
it on pebbles (Vretemark 1997: 160, Vretemark 2001: 130).  
 Great amounts of  cod in medieval towns are commonly interpreted as 
having derived from German Hansatic trade of  bigger Arctic fi sh.  Greater 
examples of  cod, however, must have been found in the waters off  Bohuslän 
(Skagerack) as osteological fi nds include a cod’s head.  Artic fi sh were usually 
beheaded before drying  (Orton et al. 2014: 518, 524) and large examples of  
cod (0.6-1.2 m) are found some 100 years prior to Hansiatic trade (Vretemark 
1997: 159f.).  Fished in Lofoten and other places in Artic Norway, dried fi sh 
were reloaded and distributed from Arctic Norway to Bergen in Western 
Norway, and then south to the rest of  Europe since the ninth century (Barret 
et al 2007: 858, Vretemark 1997: 160, Karoliussen 2008: 8, 34).  This industry 
had already peaked during the medieval period (Vretemark 2001: 130).  The 
fi shing industry soon became commercialised (Karoliussen 2008: 51).  Dried 
fi sh preserves well, is easily transported and is high in nutrition (Vretemark 
2001: 130), it was therefore an attractive staple good used in bartering trade 
(Vretemark 2001: 132).  
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Archaeological evidence of  saltwater fi sh traded over a long distance 
is found in layers from the 11th century in Skara (Vretemark 1997: 158) 
where the bishop was seated.  There is also additional evidence of  hake 
fi sh and ling fi sh in the archaeological layers from the 13th century in 
Skara (Vretemark 1997: 158).  Given the remains of  the heads, Vretemark 
concluded that larger examples of  fi sh, especially cod, found inland as far 
as Skara, had their provenience in the sea of  Skagerack rather than the 
Artic North (Vretemark 1997: 160).  Bohuslän therefore seems to have 
had a surplus production in the fi shing industry since the early medieval 
period (Vretemark 1997: 162).  Cod is believed to have been the most 
important fi sh in the industry (Vretemark 1997: 159), especially in the 13th 
Century (Orton et al. 2014: 526).
   Other fi sh than cod are found, although they are commonly within 
the cod family such as ling and hake (Vretemark 2000: 55).  Specifi cally, it 
is noticeable in Lödöse that hake dominated the picture as a marine food 
during the 13th century (Vretemark 1997: 162).  The large amount of  hake 
is possibly bound to periods of  abundant herring in the waters (Vretemark 
2000: 57).  One such period of  plentiful herring off  the north western 
littoral of  Sweden is believed to have occurred from the later 12th century 
until the mid-13th century; this is evident in the osteological data taken 
from the settlement of  Kungahälla (Vretemark 2001: 127).  Herring, like 
cod, was preserved either with salt or by drying (Vretemark 2001: 127). 
As in Qalhāt, the fi shing industry was based on seasonality.  Mackerel and 
hake were caught during summer, while winter provided cod, ling and 
haddock (Vretemark 2001: 27).  
Another way in which water was clearly a resource is evident on 
the littoral of  Oman. Given their maritime location, the Omanis soon 
became famous ship builders, which was followed by aqueous trade and 
sailing.  In Qalhāt, a city which stood in relation to the Hormuz kingdom, 
the character of  trade changed by the 14th century.  The city of  Hormuz, 
capital in the Hormuz kingdom, conquered Kish and became the main “…
commercial centre of  the entire region until the Portuguese invasion…” 
(Whitehouse 1983: 330, 333).    
International contacts purchasing goods soon became everyday 
life in Qalhāt.  An enhanced discussion of  international interaction on 
both sites is presented in the respective case studies.  With the inclusion 
of  a discussion about dried fi sh usage it becomes clear that aqueous 
trade is found in both cases.  Both settlements were trading posts and 
transhipment locations where the maritime association played a major role 
in their raison d`etre.  Both settlements were urban environments with a 
market based production system which was described in chapter two. 
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…to sum up
In this chapter I have touched upon several interesting subjects. 
Firstly, the different uses of  furnaces and kilns and the way they were 
constructed was covered.  Furnace and kiln construction may point to the 
difference between the Iron Age itinerant workforce and the permanent 
medieval establishments with fi xed workshops.  This study then entered 
a discussion about processed materials, how they may be defi ned and the 
similarities between glass and vitrifi ed slag.  Temperature, length of  fi ring, 
atmosphere, type of  fuel and the quality of  raw materials all infl uence the 
outcome of  processed materials.  In glass production there is a distinct 
difference between working and making glass.  Vitrifi ed slag, containing 
two of  three ingredients used to make glass, cannot be worked.  
In the third theme, an aqueous relationship was noticed. Being 
economic entrepôts, both towns supplied their hinterlands with dried fi sh. 
Preserving fi sh was conducted in same manner.  By way of  being economic, 
and to some extent political centres, Lödöse’s and Qalhāt’s sacred life 
fl ourished.  As rather dense settlements in their geographical and periodic 
settings, or in their spatial-temporal settings, both held developed craft 
and industrial areas.  Craft, as has been discovered through archaeological 
investigation, was connected to sacral life in Lödöse, while craft was 
detached from religion in Qalhāt.  The urban-geographic orientation of  
the craft quarters in both settlements presented such convincing patterns 
of  industry agglomeration that it might be possible to use them for future 
studies in urban planning. 
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CHAPTER FOUR:  A LODHUSIAN BRICK KILN
Figure 14: A Medieval brick kiln located in Lödöse, Sweden. 
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TO BEGIN WITH…
A Mendicant convent complex, more precisely a Dominican Order, was 
erected in Lödöse in the mid-13th century.  The Dominicans commonly 
established themselves in towns or larger settlements (Seppänen 2011a: 
479).  This convent complex can be said to fi t into the second phase 
or wave of  Dominican proliferation.  Looking at the town plan and 
the positioning of  the convent complex, it includes the general urban-
geographic layout and intentional urban development found in other 
settlements where priories were established.   Compared to other convent 
complexes in Europe, this specifi c urban-geographic motive confi rms the 
second wave hypothesis (Jakobsen 2008).  Jakobsen’s comparative study 
of  the Dominican formation in the Dacia region shows Lödöse to be part 
of  a series of  similar institutions.  In other words, Lödöse’s fellowship 
in the Dominican community can be confi rmed.  It is therefore of  no 
surprise that this fraternity established itself  in this town.  We can also add 
the most common display of  Dominican establishment to this picture: the 
brick yard and the use of  brick as a building material.  Brick production 
occurred plentifully from the 13th century onwards in Lödöse.  Used as 
building material, brick production connects Lödöse to a communion of  
non-national characterization; it is instead a fellowship that stretches far 
beyond national borders and past local political establishments. 
This chapter contains three parts.  The fi rst is called contextual studies 
of  case 1 and includes an introduction to the town, a short description of  
the research environment and a cultural-historic perspective.  The second 
part, research excavation, presents earlier archaeological projects close to 
the area relevant to this project.  This is followed by a presentation of  
the excavation of  a brick kiln conducted within the scope of  this book. 
Lödöse and its convent complex increasingly stand as a typical example of  
Dominican architecture, their system of  establishment and their church-
political progression.  Lödöse town, especially the area excavated for this 
project, is then related to the theoretical second chapter.  
To avoid any confusion I will reassert my position as an archaeologist. 
I have no intention of  evaluating all the historical sources in this thesis; 
I am instead focusing on archaeological material and methodologies. 
Although this may result in a lack of  presentation of  written historical 
sources, the use of  archaeological sources will be greater. 
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CONTEXTUAL STUDIES OF CASE I 
Lödöse stands in a somewhat complicated research position, not least 
because the town almost ceased to exist.  The purpose of  this thesis in not 
to describe the complete history of  the town, the historical description 
will instead be presented as briefl y as possible with the excuse of  being an 
archaeologist. 
This section begins with a short introduction, followed by a shorter 
research and topographical and environmental orientation.  Centred in 
any description here is the medieval period.  Given these contexts, a 
descriptive introduction on a Mendicant Order set in a cultural-historic 
perspective is presented.  In other words, this section of  the thesis is an 
introduction and background study to my own archaeological excavation 
and its results. 
Lödöse town
The town of  Lödöse is seated some 40km north of  Gothenburg along 
the River Göta Älv which has its outlet into Kattegatt 50km to the south. 
The river runs through a shallow valley which provides a protected 
position.  Placed here, Lödöse had good transportation possibilities both 
by river and by land into the waste hinterlands (Carlsson & Ekre 1980: 8). 
Transportation by water was benefi cial to land transport; a settlement as 
far up stream as possible was therefore desirable when wanting to reach 
as far inland as possible.  Further north along the river there is a waterfall, 
hence, the protected area around Lödöse made the settlement a major 
trading and reloading location (Carlsson & Ekre 1980: 8).  Lödöse was 
placed on a natural island, formed by the River Göta Älv and its tributaries. 
This island is some 150,000m², but the total size of  the town eventually 
grew to 300,000m².  The tributary, Ljuda å, divided into two branches 
which encircled the earliest town.  The northern of  these streams was 
drained in the 17th century, while the southern stream, Gårdaån, still exists. 
Lödöse held a precarious position in connection to the state 
formation of  Denmark, Norway and Sweden.  It was seated in the border 
region of  the three kingdoms who were in their process of  consolidating 
their nation.  Lödöse, with its connection to the western sea by the River 
Göta Älv, was affected by many different infl uences, not only by the 
three kingdoms but also by foreign traders.  Harlitz relates Lödöse town 
to a West Norwegian cultural paradigm rather than Swedish during the 
medieval period (Harlitz 2008: 203-207; Harlitz 2010: 71).  The position 
of  the town, between the forming nations, and the fact that it was the only 
western harbour in the Swedish kingdom (af  Ugglas 1931: 21) created a 
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Swedish corridor to the western seas.  Given these conditions, the town’s 
importance is obvious.  af  Ugglas found indications of  international 
trade with Lödöse before CE 1200 (af  Ugglas 1931: 27ff., 75f., 30).  One 
connection is evident in pilgrims badges, which originated from Spain, 
Germany, England, Switzerland and other countries in the medieval period 
(www.lodose.eu).  Rheinish stoneware was found in the medieval layers 
along with a knife shaft made of  blue glass (Ekres 1994: 105).  This knife 
shaft is said to have possibly originated in Bari or France where a similar 
example was found in St. Denis outside of  Paris (Tait 1999: 150f.).  The 
St. Denis example is decorated with four fl eurs-de-lys, while the Lödöse 
example has two different saints. 
Lindblad infers that the formation of  Lödöse had already begun 
in pagan times with its heyday from the 13th through to the 15th century 
(Lindblad 1897: 3).  af  Ugglas claims that the heyday ended slightly earlier 
between CE 1300 – 1450 (af  Ugglas 1931: 17, 31)1.  This 19th century 
assumption of  Lödöse being as old as 1000 years (Lindblad 1897: 2), has 
been partly proven by Carlsson’s excavations of  a craft quarter (Carlsson 
2007: 78).  Carlsson provided a continuous stratigraphy of  the town all 
way back to the late 11th century by means of  a craft assemblage (Carlsson 
2007: 83).  There were imports of  luxury goods like beer, wine, fabrics, 
spices and English ceramics during the town´s heyday (af  Ugglas 1931: 
1 The exact period of  the towns heyday is discussed, it may have been as early as CE 1250-1350. 
Figure 15: Knife handle made in blue glass, Lödöse, Sweden. 
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87).  German infl uences are notable from the early 13th or even late 12th 
century when two German towns played a special role in trading with 
Lödöse; Lübeck and Rostock (af  Ugglas 1931: 108).  The relationship to 
Lübeck was formalised through a treaty in CE 1251 (af  Ugglas 1931: 113). 
Hamburg, Germany, was given its trading rights by Lödöse in CE 1275, 
the same time that the Swedish Princess Ingeborg was married to Gerhard 
II af  Holstein (Lindblad 1987: 5).  Lödöse’s connection to Germany was 
made offi cial with these political liaisons.  Lödöse’s prominent position was 
also refl ected in its political role as a meeting point in CE 1249.  Håkon, 
King of  Norway, and Earl Birger from Sweden met in Lödöse when they 
agreed to peace amongst the Nordic people (Lindblad 1987: 5). 
Figure 16: Map of Sweden, Denmark and Norway ca. 14th century. Th ese nations were 
summoned under kingships at times, and there were no defi nitive borders in the medieval 
period.
Lödöse
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Several coins which were dated to the 12th century and have the 
name LEDVS stamped on them, which likely refers to Lödöse, were 
found through archaeological excavations.  A reference to the town name 
is found in Svenskt Dilpomatorium in Latin from CE 1260 where it is written 
as lydosiensi (SDHK 789).  The earliest notes about Lödöse, however, are 
found in Saxo 14: 4,9 (Friis-Jensen 2005).  Lödöse held a royal residence 
(Harlitz 2010: 26, 45, Harlitz 2008: 201), a Mendicant priory by CE 
1243 (af  Ugglas 1931: 16) and a mintage (Knut Eriksson 1167-1195) by 
the mid-12th to the 14th century (af  Ugglas 1931: 28, 458-466).  All of  
these establishments indicate both a political and economic manifestation 
as well as long distance trade.  Trade, however, must not merely be seen 
as an economic circumstance.  With a diploma written in CE 1275, King 
Valdemar consolidated relations with Hamburg through duty-free trade to 
Swedish towns (Harlitz 2010: 47).  This is a rather political action where we 
can see that trade held high administrative and political value.  The juridical 
aspect may have created a problem in denying Lödöse was a town.  Lödöse 
did not receive its city seal or city charter until the 1320s (Harlitz 2010: 41). 
This late juridical nomination, however, is the case for most Swedish towns. 
The town has a history of  many events, but a somewhat dim origin 
as many written sources have been lost.  Only the period of  relevance to 
the excavation conducted for this project is addressed in this thesis.  The 
foundation, its political unrest, and the demise of  the town due to turbulence 
and confl icts will not be discussed.  That said, the period between CE 1243 
and CE 1473 demarcate this project.  The lower limit of  CE 1243 is based on 
Skänninge Annals (formerly Sigtunaannalerna, also called Ängsöannalerna).  It is 
stated here that the bishop in Skara gave permission for a Dominican convent 
in Lödöse2 (Annerstedt 1871: 4).  At this time Lödöse was a fi rmly established 
town with trading relations far outside of  Scandinavia (Ekre 2007: 110).  The 
upper limit is set to CE 1473, which marks the year of  the foundation of  a 
new town, Nylöse.  The majority of  the inhabitants of  the original Lödöse left 
and settled in New Lödöse (Ekre 2007: 109; Lindblad 1987: 9; af  Ugglas 1931: 
58).  The original Lödöse described here was, in other words, intentionally 
moved and placed closer to where Gothenburg later grew.
With the confusion of  two towns being called Lödöse, the prefi x Old 
and New was given to them by 1473, however, as Harlitz recognises, New 
Lödöse formed in 1473 at which point the original town of  Lödöse was 
called Lödöse and nothing else (Harlitz 2010: 33).  As this thesis takes 1473 
as its fi nal year, the name Lödöse refers to the original Lödöse throughout 
the text.  
2 MoCCoXLoIIIo: venit conuentus Lodhosian et Kalmarniam.
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One piece of  research in the area, Kroken 1:59, was conducted on the 
Dominican priory.  The excavation was carried out in collaboration between 
Lödöse Museum and the author.  The purpose was to reveal the enigma of  a 
specifi c material found within the medieval town layer no 23.  
The name Kroken is not of  medieval character, it is from the 17th 
century and implicates a bend or corner, most probably referring to the 
big turn or bend in the main road which runs alongside the east of  the 
property 1:59.  The bend is still visible in modern times, suggesting that 
the road must have run in more or less the same direction since at least the 
17th century.  As the area was quartered into private property at this time, it 
gives an indication that the priory was in ruins at this point and had been 
derelict for a long period (Ekre 1962: 66f).  Before entering a description 
of  the excavation the research environment must be presented. 
Figure 17: Archaeological map of parts of the RAÄ town layer in medieval Lödöse.
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Research environment
The research environment includes two different subjects: the geographic 
settings and the investigations therein.  While there are different researchers 
and their work, the Dominican Brotherhood must also be included.  To 
begin with, the source criticism for Lödöse is apparent.  As stated earlier, 
the town is complex in its research position, but there is another aspect. 
Archaeological engagement during the last hundred years counts for more 
than two hundred events (Carlsson 2007: 78).  Almost 30% of  the town 
has been investigated.  The fi rst excavation was conducted by af  Ugglas 
between 1916 to 1921 (af  Ugglas 1931: 9).  He also excavated further parts 
of  the town for a large exhibition in Gothenburg (Jubileumsutställningen). 
This exhibition, which was held in 1923, celebrated Gothenburg’s three 
hundred years of  existence.  The money he was promised unfortunately 
disappeared in the economic depression which is why only chosen parts of  
the town were investigated archaeologically.  One site which was excavated 
was the church of  the Dominican convent, however, the rest of  the priory 
buildings were never excavated. 
Prior to af  Ugglas, Carl Lindblad travelled the region.  He was 
neither an archaeologist nor a historian but a priest.  Fewer parts of  the 
town of  Lödöse were described by him (Lindblad 1897: 1-17).  The notes 
he wrote about Lödöse are too few to be able to say much about the town 
(Lindblad 1987: 3).  A description of  the priory is retold by Lindblad as 
if  the priory was still standing.  In his story the brothers were still inside 
the priory, giving a mass and bearing black robes over skinny pale bodies 
(Lindblad 1897: 4).  His travelling notes were certainly enhanced with 
colourful descriptions.  
Ekre was the head intendant of  Lödöse Museum for many years. 
As such, he knew the town well and completed several investigations. 
Unfortunately he only published limited parts of  all his conducted 
research, although this amounts to several books (Ekre et al 1994, Ekre 
1980, Ekre 1971, Ekre 1968 to mention few).    
Kristina Carlsson worked side by side with Ekre in Lödöse for 
many years.  It is her notes and drawings that have mainly been used in 
this project.  Together with Ekre, they authored a book about Lödöse´s 
medieval period (Carlsson & Ekre 1980).  Her thesis (2007), a broad 
comparison of  three towns amongst Lödöse, has been useful.  Her 
descriptive way of  presenting archaeological material, especially the older 
layers in Lödöse, has contributed to a wider understanding. 
Erika Harlitz dissertation (2010) concentrates on the political and 
cultural paradigm of  Lödöse.  She connects Lödöse to a Norwegian 
paradigm, proven by archaeological material like deer antler (Harlitz 
2008: 207).  af  Ugglas and Lönnroth instead try to connect Lödöse to the 
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Swedish cultural paradigm at the beginning of  state formation in Sweden 
(af  Ugglas 1931).  A solemn Swedish connection is a somewhat simplifi ed 
conclusion of  the political and cultural position that the town grew from. 
Harlitz conclusion of  a West-Norwegian paradigm is likewise a somewhat 
elongated discussion, however, the argument that Lödöse was not just 
affected by the Swedish culture and rulership is highly interesting.  In this 
thesis, the relation to whether Lödöse belongs more or less to one or the 
other paradigm is of  minor importance, however, the actual discussion as 
such is interesting.  
Following on from this person oriented research environment, it is 
time to address the Dominican Brotherhood.  Little is known of  the doings 
of  the Dominican Brotherhood during the Middle Ages in Scandinavia, 
especially in Sweden.  They know little about their past before the re-
settlement in post WWII Sweden and they have little interest in their 
early history, probably due to their association with the Christian church’s 
inquisition.  Johnny Gadjean Jakobsen (2008) completed an extensive 
work on the Mendicant Orders in Scandinavia.  I have been inspired by 
Jacobsen´s extensive research on the topic of  the Dominican presence in 
Lödöse.  
Topography and environment
The very local topography and urban-geography surrounding the 
archaeological site is mainly presented in this topography and environment 
description.  The boundaries of  the town are clear.  To the west we fi nd 
the River Göta Älv and, in the medieval period, we fi nd two arms of  the 
tributaries of  this river, one south of  the town and another which ran 
through the northern centre of  the town.  The tributaries used to be 
much wider in the medieval period, one had several bridges crossing it (af  
Ugglas 1931: 12f).  This tributary, Ljuda å ran along and around the foot 
of  a small crag, Forsberget, before turning west and connecting with the 
main river which is fairly close to where the modern road Klostergatan runs 
today.  The medieval town of  Lödöse was in this way situated on a natural 
island and delimited by fresh water on three sides (Carlsson & Ekre 1980: 
8).  Forsaberget defi nes the eastern boundaries of  the town. 
There was previously a ditch running in an east-west direction, 
parallel but to the north of  Ljuda å.    At some point this ditch was drained 
and the eastern parts were used as pasture until the time of  af  Ugglas; it 
is currently used as a municipality lawn, south of  an apartment complex 
built in the late 1960s and early 1970s.  This lawn circumvents a private 
property, Kroken 1:59.  A line of  stones mark out the edge of  a Mendicant 
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priory to the west of  this private property, locally known as the “Dominican 
convent”.  The area is elevated with the ground sloping to the west and the 
priory having stood more than a meter under the ground.  Indications of  
mintage production were revealed at the bottom of  the slope in 1965 and 
dated to the 14th century (Ekre 1968; Ekre et al 1994: 67-73).  Further to 
the west we fi nd a car park, a main road (formerly the E45) and several 
industrial buildings before we reach the River Göta Älv. 
The Lödöse priory was partly excavated in the summers of  1917-
1920 by Carl af  Ugglas.  He thought he was investigating the church St. 
Olof, but after fi nding other buildings which were related to the church, 
changed his mind and interpreted it as the Mendicant Order´s priory (af  
Ugglas 1931: 209).  The Dominican priory is therefore placed in medieval 
Lödöse’s eastern parts, circumvented to some degree by a bending road 
and a tributary to the River Göta Älv.  The road Nygårdsvägen runs to the 
neighbouring village of  Nygård. 
The priory church’s graveyard was found in the 1960s and contained 
11 graves.  It was during the road construction of  Klostergatan, situated 
more or less on top of  the northern arm of  Ljuda å that the graves were 
discovered (Ekre 1962: 1f.).  Skulls and human bones had previously been 
found by af  Ugglas in the early 1920s excavation (af  Ugglas 1931: 303).  
Small moulds and crucibles with red waste inside them were found 
northeast of  the Dominican complex during a trial excavation in the late 
1960s.  Smithing hearth bottoms, burnt clay, iron casting waste and other 
archaeological materials indicate that high temperature processes took 
place in this area (Ekre 1994: 12, 44-53).   Ekre excavated a brick kiln 
here (Carlsson & Ekre 1980: 38, 46, SR nr 42), and this area is therefore 
interpreted as having been a craft quarter during the medieval period.  The 
Dominican priory complex was separated from the craft area in the north 
by the previously described ditch, which has now been covered.  
The property Kroken 1:59 had two farmhouses in the late 19th 
century, but according to distribution documents3 from 1838, only one 
was left 50 to 60 years later (Ekre 1962: 1, 3).  This private property uses 
some of  the priory´s grounds as basement walls.  Building stones which 
originate from the Dominican priory construction can be found in the 
south and the western part of  the private property.  Some stones, most 
likely from the church choir, are still visible in a fl owerbed.  
The area in which the archaeological research excavation was 
directed is now fl attened and does not rise more than 10 meters above sea 
level (Carlsson & Ekre 1980: 8).  It does not drain water very well and is 
quite wet and becomes rather marshy in rainy periods.  The research area 
3 Laga skifteshandlingar (swe). 
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is circumvented by the two mentioned roads, Klostergatan running east-
west and perpendicular to Nygårdsvägen.  
The excavated area is placed inside the medieval town layer RAÄ no. 
23, a major part of  which is situated on private property.  Electrical power 
lines run along the northern limits.  The fi rst, placed in 1968, crosses the 
excavated area, turns north and connects to a substation.  A second west-
east cable was placed in 1979 and demarks the private garden from its 
municipal counterpart.  A third cable installed in 1983 is an extension of  
the second 1979 cable.
The Lödhos Dominican in a cultural-historic perspective
Before starting with the corpus and background description of  the Order 
of  Preachers, a few words on terminology are required.  The Dominican 
Brotherhood is one of  several confraternities within the group of  the 
Mendicant Order (Antal 1948: 73).  Confusion is found with all the names 
given to the Dominican brotherhood where Dominican is derived from 
its founder, Dominicus, who was a former Augustinian monk.  The 
Dominican Order is therefore one name, another is Ordinis Predicatorum, 
OP, which was uncommon until after the reformation and is thereby 
Figure 18: Property Kroken 1:59 with Nygårsvägen. 
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a later post-medieval Lutheran construction (Jakobsen 2008: 28).  The 
brotherhood’s preaching activity gave The Order of  Preachers the 
designation ‘predikantorden’, which was used in the Scandinavian Middle 
Ages as opposed to the later Latin OP label.  Yet another name is the 
Mendicant Order, ‘mendikantorden’, which refers to their begging activities. 
In Scandinavia, as in Anglo-Saxon countries, a term (more of  a nickname) 
is used which refers to their use of  black coats; black friars (svartbröder). 
This name seems to have become common by the 15th century (Jakobsen 
2008: 29); another rather late construction.  Other names were used on 
the European continent which refers to Saints like St. Jacuques in Paris 
– Jacobinians, or St. Paul – Paulinians.  Confusion about the name of  
this order was so widespread during the Middle Ages that the general 
chapter made an offi cial statement in  CE1256.  The decision favoured 
fratres predicatores – the Order of  Preachers (Jakobsen 2008: 29).  In this 
project both Mendicant Order and Order of  Preachers will be used when 
appointing this community, as, in general terms, they were primarily used 
during the Middle Ages.  For the specifi c confraternity placed in Lödöse 
the name Dominican and priory will be used.  The area where the priory 
once stood in Lödöse is locally known as the ‘Dominican convent’.   
Churches and other buildings in a Mendicant Order are called priories 
in the Anglo-Saxon world.  If  they are not within the Order of  Preachers then 
the complexes are called monasteries (Jakobsen 2008: 28).  In monasteries 
they are called monks, while the Order of  Preachers refer to themselves as 
brothers.  Within the Mendicant Order there are no priests, but instead friars. 
As a result, friary is sometimes used instead of  priory, however this denotation 
is generally not accepted due to its later construction and is criticised because 
it is considered to be a protestant-poetic-neologism (Jakobsen 2008: 28).  The 
Anglo-Saxon terminology will be used in this text to prevent confusion while 
writing in English.  Consequently, the terminology when referring to the 
complete buildings will be priory.   Within the Orders of  Preachers, convent 
commonly refers to the people (brothers and laymen) in a priory (Jakobsen 
2008: 28). 
The Mendicant Order received its status as a new religious order 
from Pope Honorius III between CE 12 15-1217 (Antal 1948: 73, Jakobsen 
2008: 73).  The emergence of  this new Order is found in the quarrel 
between the heretical Albigensian community and the Archbishop of  
Toulous in Southern France.  It began with brother Dominicus, a former 
Augustinian canon, succeeding in converting his heretical local innkeeper 
to orthodox Catholicism after a long night´s discussion.  This event 
inspired Dominicus to continue preaching.  He was strongly infl uenced by 
the Albigensian oratory skills and logical rhetoric in their preaching along 
with their humble way of  life.  This combination gave the Albigensian 
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respect amongst the common people (Jakobsen 2008: 31).  Soon, however, 
this ‘anti-heretical-corps’ in the Order of  Preachers changed into an 
international organization of  specially trained ‘super-preachers’, who were 
not only supposed to preach against heretics, pagans and Muslims, but 
were also to become the educators of  Bishops, Canons and parish Priests. 
Before long, they taught theology in noble families (Jakobsen 2008: 33). 
This position as teachers and preachers made them useful throughout 
Europe.  Given the lack in parish priests in many regions, the Order of  
Preachers was often invited by Bishops to establish themselves in a specifi c 
district (Jakobsen 2008: 42).  With the absence of  higher educational 
possibilities in Scandinavia, it was more convenient to move teachers and/
or preachers to the Nordic region, rather than to dislocate priestly training 
from Scandinavia to different European cities (Jakobsen 2007: 162).  The 
relocation of  preachers became a fact: Jakobsen identifi es three waves in 
this spread of  the Mendicant Order.  All had different objectives.  The 
Mendicant Order initially established itself  within bigger university cities 
in Europe.  The second wave involved the establishment of  the Mendicant 
Order in European Bishop towns, often after an invitation from the 
Bishop himself.  With the third wave, occurring after the mid-13th century, 
the establishment was directed into other towns of  special economic and/
or political prominence (Jakobsen 2008: 183).  The earliest establishment 
in modern Sweden is found in Lund and Visby, both of  which received 
a Mendicant Order by the early 1220s, not long after its establishment 
in France (Jakobsen 2007: 160).  The Order of  Preachers had soon 
become an important representation in many trading towns.  In the case 
of  Lödöse, the establishment of  the Mendicant Order occurred after the 
bishop in Skara authorised the establishment of  a Mendicant Order in his 
episcopal district in CE 1240.  Three years later the Dominicans received 
permission to erect their convent in Lödöse (Annerstedt 1871: 4).  Their 
establishment in Lödöse can therefore be considered to have been within 
the second wave (Jakobsen 2007: 160).  The length of  time that elapsed 
before they erected the physical priory and church is not known.  One 
possible interpretation is given by Ekre who contends that permission to 
erect the priory, as determined in the general chapter, was given in 1240 
while construction of  the priory started in CE 1243 (Ekre 2007: 124). 
Jakobsen (2008) presents a hypothesis of  the Dominican Order’s 
placement in town with conscious urban planning in mind.  Using 
Denmark as an example, he made a correlation between the main road 
and the position of  the priories.  Dominicans preferred to erect their 
complexes where most people passed every day.  This most sought after 
place to build was chosen for its access to the town and its proximity 
to the road with most traffi c.  Jakobsen therefore points at a conscious 
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urban geographic strategy taken by the friars (Jakobsen 2008: 191).  His 
hypothesis fi ts Lödöse well.  The Mendicant in Lödöse is situated along the 
road Nygårdsvägen.  This road already existed in the Middle Ages, passing 
through Risveden, and was the main connection for foreign trade between 
the bishop seat Skara and the western seas (Mjörnfors 1981: 12).  It would 
have been the main road at the time, connecting not only inland villages 
with the town, but also with a harbour - in other words, it connected 
the hinterland with the episcopal district.  One can assume that the road 
Nygårdsvägen was travelled on an everyday basis to restock and sell goods at 
the marketplace in the town of  Lödöse.  
The reasons why and where the Mendicant Orders established 
themselves have been elaborated above.  Who then, were these brothers 
in the Order of  Preachers in Lödöse?  Jakobsen shows the likelihood of  
the fi rst generation of  friars having come from several places including 
Basel, Groningen, Flanders, Northern Germany, Bretagne and Scotland, 
and therefore to have been foreign brothers.  These priories continuously 
brought in native members recruited from local bourgeois families, gentry 
and the magistrate community (Jakobsen 2008: 179).  In Lödöse for 
instance, we know of  an English brother (Johannes frater angliicus de 
domo Luthosiensi) who was relocated from Lödöse to Skänninge in CE 
1254 (af  Ugglas 1931: 212).  He was transferred only 11 years after the 
establishment of  the Lödöse priory.  Other brothers were also moved in 
and out of  the Lödöse priory, but no foreign derivation is found amongst 
them.  
Laities were commonly recruited from craft and farmer families, 
especially those youngsters who had already started an education.  This 
is due to the earliest order rules which required a minimum education to 
become a novice.  The recruiting was concentrated to university towns. 
As a consequence of  this, several of  the fi rst Scandinavian brothers had 
to spend time in Paris or Bologna to begin with.  The highest ranking 
brothers moved between different convents, however, this does not imply 
that the order in general should be understood as an excessive mobile and 
international community (Jakobsen 2008: 179f.).  Despite this, af  Ugglas 
describes the Medieval period as an internationalisation, especially for 
the centralised church organisation (af  Ugglas 1931: 96).  Brothers from 
the Orders of  Preachers often became teachers in the universities and 
many brothers considered themselves to be an elite in society, especially 
as many of  them had come from good family conditions (Jakobsen 2008: 
181).  Jakobsen takes it as far as to say that the Mendicant Order were 
upper-class, preaching for the bettering of  the poor, despite being the 
wealthy (Jakobsen 2008: 175).  Even if  the brothers were preaching for the 
bettering of  the poor, they most probably held the bourgeoisie dearest. 
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While old Christianity had a troublesome relationship with the profi t-based 
market and economy, the Order of  Preachers, especially the Dominican 
Order, did not keep to this restriction.  It is therefore suggested that the 
Dominican Order created a church in favour of  a new merchant group in 
medieval towns: the bourgeoisie (Jakobsen 2008: 58).  
There is an interesting connection between the Mendicant brothers 
and foreign merchandisers.  One explanation for this relationship might 
be the fact that many brothers were themselves foreigners, and were 
therefore able to communicate with merchandisers in their mother tongue 
(Jakobsen 2008: 172).  Another mutual encounter might be the grounds 
for the construction of  guilds.  It is known that guilds played a signifi cant 
role in the Mendicant Orders pastoral deeds along the German coast.  In 
Brussels, different craft guilds established separate altars in the Mendicant 
Order’s churches, especially guilds for manufacturing leather goods. 
Cobblers in Northern Europe were often apparently closely connected 
to the Mendicant Order.  Masonry guilds also became more and more 
important in Europe by the 14th century (Prak 2011: 401).  The earliest 
Figure 19: Map of medieval Lödöse. Copied and originally found in Ekre et al 1994: 5. 
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proof  of  a direct link between craft guilds and the Mendicant Order is 
found in the early 15th century in the Nordic area (Jakobsen 2008: 166). 
Craft guilds with foreign individuals are found earlier however, as seen in 
chapter two.  Evidence of  Frisian workers in Sweden are found chiseled 
into runic stones (U379 and U391) dated to the 11th century. 
The point that different guilds had their own altars is made more 
interesting when it is considered that one church could hold several altars 
(Jakobsen 2008: 170).  Ekre refers to a second altar in the priory church in 
Lödöse which was discovered by af  Ugglas in a niche next to the layman 
altar between the main building and the choir (Ekre 2007: 134; af  Ugglas 
1931: 281).  Is this evidence of  a guild altar?  Another circumstantial 
archaeological fi nding in Lödöse was a rejected latrine that was excavated 
in 2008.  It transpired that this latrine had been refi lled with waste once 
it was no longer used.  Several leather shoes were found in the fi ll.  It 
was dated by a layer which indicated a 15th century origin (Jeffery: pers. 
comm.).  
Besides craft based guilds, other unions or lodges were formed 
which had a close connection to the Mendicant brothers.  In Reval (Tallin) 
for instance, ‘the brotherhood of  black heads’ was established for the 
benefi t of  local and foreign unmarried mariners.  After marriage they 
were required to change union.  Mendicant brothers could, and often 
did, join unions or clubs which were not related to a specifi c craft.  This 
is found in the Parrot organisation, ‘Papegøjelavet’, in Aalborg, Denmark, 
where brothers from the Order of  Preachers were members (Jakobsen 
2008: 169).  Another example is found in Oslo, Norway, where local males 
together with brothers from the Order of  Preachers created a guild called 
St. Anna.  Members received the right to choose the location of  their 
graves, either somewhere in the graveyard or inside the church (Jakobsen 
2008: 170).  The location of  a grave is of  high symbolic value.  Whilst 
the nobility secured their afterlife in Cistercian monasteries within family 
graves, the Mendicant Orders gave the bourgeoisie a reasonable and 
affordable alternative (Jakobsen 2008: 122).  In Lödöse we fi nd two graves 
placed inside the Dominican church choir; one male and one female.  The 
two graves were placed next to each other, although the individuals do 
not seem to have been married.  The male was a German Merchant; his 
gravestone states: Johannes Brandenborch is lain here and he diseased in 1353 (af  
Ugglas 1931: 305ff).  The woman´s gravestone mentions a certain Alfhild 
(Ulfhild) who died in CE 1349, but this gravestone is badly worn.  Both 
tombstones are currently found in the porch of  St. Peders´ church (Ekre 
1962: 1).  Who were these two individuals?  Why were they buried in the 
choir?  
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At the beginning of  the Mendicant Orders presence in Scandinavia, 
the bourgeoisie did not engage with the Dominican Order.  By the 15th 
century however, at the peak of  the Order of  Preachers, there was an 
all-time high in donations given by the bourgeoisie (Jakobsen 2008: 163). 
The relationship between the Dominican Order and the bourgeoisie 
is detectable in Lödöse.  Ekre writes with surprise about the increased 
activity of  the local priory during the 15th century, given regional 
circumstances; it ought to have decreased rather than increased due to 
political unrest4 (Ekre 2007: 153).  Archaeologically however, there is 
evidence of  growing activity in the priory through the number of  seats 
in the choir which increased from 12 to 20 (Ekre 2007: 134).  Is this rise 
in seats evidence of  Jakobsen’s observation on the improved relationship 
between the bourgeoisie and the priory?  Regardless, there still existed a 
monarchical use of  the Mendicant Order’s church in the mid-15th century. 
The coronation of  King Kristoffer of  Bayern, who was crowned the king 
of  Sweden and Norway in CE 1442, was an event which took place in the 
Mendicant church of  Lödöse (Lindblad 1987: 4).  
The bourgeoisie community played a signifi cant role in the existence 
of  Mendicant Orders.  They contributed with donations, the foundation 
of  all income to the Orders of  Preachers (Antal 1948: 82).  The complete 
priory complexes were dependent on donations.  Priories were therefore 
not erected in one continuous phase, but built over a length of  time. 
Construction, re-building and the erection of  new structures therefore 
occurred throughout the Middle Ages (Jakobsen 2008: 193).  In the case 
of  the Dominican church in Lödöse, af  Ugglas assumed this was erected 
in one phase (af  Ugglas 1931: 228), but it’s more likely that it took several 
decades or more.  Prak presents a pragmatic reason for the delay: 
It was particularly the building of  large churches that was undertaken 
in short campaigns, separated by intervals that could be lengthy. 
These intervals were necessary to re-stock the treasuries of  the 
commissioning institutions, and also to allow the mortar of  the 
construction to set and create stability. During the setting, which 
might take more than a year, signs of  pressure could appear as cracks 
in the newly fi nished work (Prak 2011: 394).
In other words there were two reasons for the delay.  One was the 
necessity to accrue more donations, the other was the need to dry the 
mortar.  Given the second reason, different campaigns might be visible 
through junctions in construction.  The existence of  these junctions is 
4 ‘unionsmotsättningarna på 1400-talet’. 
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Figure 20: Medieval brick, Lödöse.
caused by each ‘group of  builders’ from campaign to campaign having 
their own set of  templates (Prak 2011: 394).  Once again Lödöse fi ts well 
into the larger picture as seen through the necessity of  donations.  Historical 
evidence shows that a donation was given in Lödöse in the 1260s by Mrs 
Petersdotter (SDHK; af  Ugglas 1931: 210).  Larger donations were given by 
the dukes Valdemar and Erik in 1318 and requisitioned in 1323; 20 marks 
each (af  Ugglas 1931: 210; Ekre 2007: 150).  The donations from nobility 
prior to the 15th century are spread over a period of  more than 86 years.  It 
is plausible that the priory may have been built during this period.  Given 
the larger documented donations it may be assumed that smaller non-
documented donations were also given.  It seems the convent had become 
quite wealthy during the fi rst century of  its existence (af  Ugglas 1931: 211). 
The social and economic circumstances of  the order have been 
discussed above.  There were however also physical activities connected to 
the Mendicant Orders.  One such activity was brick production (Jakobsen 
2008: 249).  Brick use became common in Sweden during the second half  
of  the 13th century (Sundquist 1954: 20).  Bricks had existed earlier in the 
medieval period, but their use had not spread as a common building material 
in towns or in rural environments.  According to Sundquist, it was the 
Mendicant Orders who, by placing their priories in towns, rendered brick 
as a benchmark building material both in profane and sacral constructions 
(Sundquist 1954: 20).  It is suggested that the Order of  Preachers brought 
this architectonical feature into use in Sweden.  The main building material 
was previously wood and natural stones (Jakobsen 2008: 249). 
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Not only were brick kilns closely connected to different preaching 
confraternities, they were also physically placed close to the building 
sites.  Kock explains this with a pragmatic understanding of  the medieval 
working carrier: it could hold less than 50 stones.  Transportation of  
building material was an energy consumer and as a result the distance 
needed to transport the bricks was made as short as possible (Kock 
1973: 6).  The production of  baked bricks was not only required for the 
actual erection of  the convents complexes, but also for the continuous 
restorations and periods of  re-building which were needed.  Kock 
notes that brick production was expensive, therefore only the church or 
very wealthy nobility could afford it.  In the erection of  a monastery in 
Roskilde, the Nun´s recovered the broken bricks and used them as fi lling 
in walls (Kock 1973: 4).  Moreover, any surplus bricks could be sold to 
the public.  This kind of  extrovert brick production gave the priory an 
income (Jakobsen 2008: 250).  This possibility to sell the overproduction 
of  bricks is fascinating.  One rule of  the Mendicant Orders was to live 
in poverty and simplicity.  The Order in general, however, could make a 
profi t through the sale of  commodities even though the early prohibition 
laws in the Mendicant Order dictated priories were not to afford any gain 
through property income (Jakobsen 2007: 160).  This rule changed in due 
time.  Using Lödöse as an example, the priory owned a mill as well as an 
estate (af  Ugglas 1931: 212).  
Returning to bricks, there is one problem in archaeology: the 
possibility to date kilns.  Buildings erected in brick work are often of  
known age or at least somehow datable.  The relative dating of  brick 
kilns is not possible, however, as they have been constructed in the same 
manner throughout history (Kock 1973: 6).  Early kilns in Scandinavia 
are thought to be related to the Mendicant Orders.  In Vejle, Denmark, a 
brick kiln was excavated which contained three fi ring aisles.  It is related to 
the Mendicant Order of  the 14th century (Jakobsen 2008: 251).  Another 
brick kiln was placed northeast of  the local priory in Roskilde.  Jakobsen 
identifi ed nine Dominican priories which all have brick kilns located and 
connected to the Mendicant Order (Jakobsen 2008: 249-252).  In Lödöse, 
a brick kiln set some 40 meters northeast of  the choir of  the priory 
church was located during an archaeological investigation in 2008 (Ihr 
2009).  It was constructed with three fi ring aisles, just like the example 
in Vejle (Jakobsen 2008: 251).  The similarity of  the Lödöse brick kiln 
and other kilns related to the Mendicant Order is striking.  Lime was also 
burnt and slaked in the Lödöse kiln, (Ihr 2009) in order to white wash the 
aisles and to produce lime mortar.  The town of  Malmö also gave similar 
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evidence.  Excavated in the 1980s, a complete quarter5 of  brick kilns were 
located which contained half  a meter of  crushed lime (Billberg 1982: 207). 
Unfortunately this site was never thoroughly published.  
Most priories in Scandinavia where destroyed during the Lutheran 
reformation with the building material often reused for castles (Sundquist 
1954: 21; Seppänen 2011b: 481).  Studying the layouts of  the Order of  
Preachers in Scandinavia, it soon becomes apparent that there was no 
homogeneous pattern found in the relationship of  the church and other 
buildings in Dominican complexes, however, there is a pattern within the 
Cistercian Order (Jakobsen 2008: 193).  To understand the Mendicant 
architecture, one fi rst has to understand their pre-conditions.  Jakobsen 
explains this relationship as the result of  donations being used to fi nance 
the erection of  these complexes (ibid.).  By relying on donations and 
given the length of  construction, a pre-known layout of  the complex 
was out of  the question.  This implies that different buildings in the 
complex were erected at different times with money and requirements 
in mind (Sundquist 1954: 24, Jakobsen 2008: 193).  Jakobsen continues 
by explaining that the Mendicant Orders building guidelines outline what 
is not allowed rather than what is.  Although the Mendicant Order had 
similar layout ideas as the Cistercian Order; with a church in the north, 
dormitories in the east, a kitchen and eating quarters in the south and the 
aisle in the west circumventing a garden.  More often than not the four 
winged complex was not found in most Mendicant complexes until the 
reformation.  This is blamed on the length of  time that construction took; 
a priory was a several decade long on-going project (Jakobsen 2008: 194f.). 
Subsequently, the priories only had a church and an east wing dormitory 
in the early decades, (Jakobsen 2007: 176 picture note).  The church was 
always placed in an east-west direction.
Jakobsen suggests that the Mendicant Order often only had few 
brothers.  Complexes therefore rarely received a western wing and it would 
instead have been walled.  The entrance would have been situated in the 
corner between the western church gable and the western wing (Jakobsen 
2008: 194).  A small room often existed inside this gate where visitors could 
speak to a brother (ibid.).  Priories positioned in the northern quarters of  
a town erected their church in the southern end of  the complex area or at 
least north of  a main road, while the opposite is true for complexes placed 
in the southern part of  a town (Jakobsen 2008: 195).  Jakobsen sees this 
as a conscious choice in the layout of  a priory, especially the positioning 
of  the church within; he believes that the closeness to the town´s main 
road refl ects the Mendicant Orders extrovert orientation (Jakobsen 2008: 
5 This quarter was nicknamed Kalkonen. 
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195).  Sundquist instead describes the early plans of  Mendicant Orders 
as an aesthetic simplifi cation where decorations were unwanted.  It had a 
pragmatic function, not aesthetic (Sundquist 1954: 20, 30).  Nevertheless, 
the affi nity between Swedish and Danish building plans is again striking 
(Sundquist 1954: 23).  The priory plan for the complete complex in Lödöse 
is not known.  The area is covered and partly situated inside a private 
property.  We do however know the church plan in Lödöse (af  Ugglas 
1931: 229).  It is situated in the southern end of  the priory complex, in 
an east-west direction (Ekre 2007: 131).  This church is categorized as the 
C1 version in Sundquist´s Mendicant Orders church chronology.  That 
means that it was a simple church which was enhanced and developed 
over time into a two nave church (Sundquist 1954: 24).  In the end, an 
urban-geographic proximity to the main road is found in the priory of  
Lödöse.  It was placed in the north-eastern part of  the town along the 
road running to Skara, the Bishops seat.  
This road was the main access for foreign and local goods into 
Sweden and vice versa (Lindblad 1897: 3).  It forked into two; S:t Pedersväg 
and Långegatan, the two main streets in Lödöse (Jakobsen 2007: 178).  The 
convent complex is demarcated in the south by a tributary to the river 
(see previous map).  Graves were found at a depth of  2 meters inside the 
church when it was excavated by af  Ugglas (af  Ugglas 1931: 295).  These 
can be attributed to an older church structure however.  Some of  the 
graves hold brick coffi ns, some wooden coffi ns and others do not have 
a coffi n at all (Ekre 2007: 138).  The complex to the east was, and still is, 
demarcated by a road.  A brick kiln was found immediately prior to this 
road.  It will be described and discussed later.  
The Mendicant brothers did not follow the relocation of  the town 
downstream of  the Göta Älv in 1473.  The old town continued, but in a 
decreased manner, and the same can be said for the Dominicans.  They 
did not leave until the reformation when the priory was destroyed under 
the king´s instruction (Jakobsen 2007: 168, 178).
…to sum up 
This chapter began with an introduction to Lödöse in which the location 
and position of  the town were described.  Political action, economic 
manifestation and cultural paradigms all played important roles in this 
town’s raison d´être.  To which realm and cultural paradigm Lödöse 
belonged to is of  less importance in this project.  The town was instead 
affected by various infl uences.  As well as brothers of  foreign affi liation 
in an originally French and new religious order, the town saw German 
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merchants with rheinish ware, an English fryer, the presence of  a Babarian 
King and locals making use of  Norwegian fi sh and other goods while 
looking at Spanish pilgrim badges all set in a Swedish realm.   This town 
was surely an international entrepôt.  The Mendicant Order had criteria 
other than political state formation while selecting their location. 
The local environment is described both in terms of  the research as 
well as its urban town plan.  A conscious urban-geographic location for 
the priory is evident in Lödöse with its proximity to the main road and 
the movement of  people.  This is followed by a general overview of  the 
fraternity and its relation to societies.  The Mendicant Order in Lödöse is 
shown to have originated here in its second wave of  spread.  Lödöse is 
by no means special or outstanding in this process; rather this part of  the 
settlement follows a larger fellowship, the Dominican.  It is possible to say 
that the priory in Lödöse was a member in a sort of  collectiveness.  The 
presence of  the Mendicant Order in Lödöse architecturally affected and 
infl uenced the community in social constructiveness.  The architecture and 
the introduction of  brick masonry in the priory area would have created 
an on-going construction site.  
Lödöse as a centre for national and international trade saw the 
early growth of  a new social class: the bourgeoisie.  The bourgeoisie soon 
elaborated and interacted with the Dominican Brotherhood.  One side 
gained religious sacraments and a more promising afterlife, the other side 
gained fi nancial support.  It was a win-win situation.  The priory in Lödöse 
was originally a typical example in the larger community of  the Dominican 
Order.  In all possible ways, the Lödöse example fi ts a grander picture 
within a wider religious community.  By this, Lödöse can be said to have 
been a link in a chain of  many - a part of  a larger fellowship.
KILN EXCAVATION 
After this introduction to Lödöse town and the Dominican Brotherhoods 
role within this community, the time has come to discuss recent 
archaeological events.  This section begins with a brief  overview of  earlier 
archaeological investigations in order to frame it within an archaeological-
historic setting.  A research excavation was conducted by the author in 
collaboration with Lödöse Museum, the results of  which are presented 
below.  The third part links the archaeological excavation to the second 
chapter in this book.  Emphasis is generally paid to investigations which 
especially concern the Dominican priory, but also those excavations that 
indirectly make an impact on the discussion about the Dominicans or any 
other brick furnace in Lödöse.
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Previous excavation 
af  Ugglas conducted archaeological excavations in Lödöse between 1916 
and 1921.  It was during the later years that he investigated parts of  the 
priory area.  af  Ugglas found two stratigraphic layers of  buildings on top 
of  each other, both churches.  The fi rst church af  Ugglas encountered, i.e. 
the younger, he determined to be from the 14th century (af  Ugglas 1931: 
227-295).  Its northern wall was erected on top of  the older church.  The 
older building was described by af  Ugglas as the original Mendicant Orders 
church, implying that the younger therefore had to be a re-construction 
of  the older church.  The older church was built in ashlar masonry, and 
contained a charred fl oor indicating that it was destroyed by fi re (af  Ugglas 
1931: 218-227).  Contrary to ashlar, the younger was instead constructed 
from baked bricks.  This younger church was rectifi ed in terms of  the angle 
of  its north and west wall making it more perpendicular in relation to the 
previous church.  The northern wall in the younger church continuously 
diverged away from the underlying structure (af  Ugglas 1931: 215, 219f.). 
It may also be worth pointing out that the latter building was larger and 
re-used the western ground stones of  the former (af  Ugglas 1931: 239). 
Widéen (1944) soon suggested a different interpretation to af  
Ugglas.  He reasoned that the younger church had to be the original 
Mendicant church erected in the mid-13th century rather than the older. 
The older example must then have been a pre-Mendicant church.  His 
main evidence for this was the use of  brick in the younger church, while 
the older was constructed in ashlar masonry with a double-wall cavity 
construction.  Brick was the typical building material for the Order of  
Preachers, as noted earlier.  This brick building is a typical young gothic 
structure (Backsteingotik), while the older seems to be of  a Roman type 
(Widéen 1944: 312f., 318).  Widéen suggests the following scenario: at 
the time of  the Mendicant Orders establishment in Lödöse they began by 
using an already existing church.  It was not until later that they erected 
their own brick church (Widéen 1944: 321).  It was not uncommon for the 
Mendicant brothers to adopt a parish church for their purposes (Jakobsen 
2007: 164).  Except for Widéen´s bricks, other features also distinguished 
the two church types: “Gothic design was a huge improvement over 
Romanesque in terms of  lighting because it allowed far larger surfaces of  
glass” (Prak 2011: 384).  Thousands of  glass shards were found inside the 
younger church´s choir (af  Ugglas 1931: 266).  Three choir windows were 
recognisable by their window pillars which were ca. 65cm in width (Ekre 
2007: 137).  Furthermore, walls, pillars, pilasters and vaults were white 
plastered (af  Ugglas 1931: 266).  In documents there are references to 
diverse occupations including cobbler, coppersmith, blacksmith, painter 
(pictor), tailor (sartor) etc, but non within glass working (af  Ugglas 1931: 
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132).  The older and smaller of  the two churches is 33m in length and ca 
14m in width (Ekre 2007: 120).  The younger church had a length of  51m 
and a width of  16m (ibid.).  The younger was thus signifi cantly bigger than 
the older church.  
Leaving churches and types of  architecture, an overlooked area is 
discovered.  Ekre mentions fi ve fi res tearing through the town between 
CE 1290 and CE 1455, all historically documented.  He suspected early 
on, however, there was one fi re which tore down parts of  the town 
sometime before CE 1243 (Ekre 2007: 151f.).  Although there were no 
historical references found, Ekre determined it through archaeological 
evidence.  Seen in layers of  charcoal and a burned wooden plank found 
underneath a brick kiln excavated in 2008, this possibility can now be 
confi rmed.  According to C14 dating this fi re must have ruined the area 
before at least CE 1260.  
In 1966 there was a trial excavation on the municipality lawn north 
of  the area which is the focus of  the case study within this thesis; a brick 
kiln was detected and excavated by Ekre.  This kiln was nicknamed ‘The 
Big Kiln’ by Ekre, as it measured 12 by 12m in its largest phase (Ekre 
et al 1994: 19 picture note).  A kiln this size ought to bake at least 6000 
bricks in one fi ring (ibid.).  In its fi rst phase, however, it was smaller and 
measured 8 by 12m.  Ekre interprets this kiln to have been used for either 
of  two purposes; baking bricks for the erection of  the Dominican priory 
church or for rebuilding of  two parish churches; St. Peder and St. Olof  
(Ekre 1968: 25).  The kiln later decreased considerably to a fourth of  its 
original size; 3 by 4m (Ekre et al 1994: 25).  There are therefore at least two 
reconstructions of  this kiln.  It is not the fi rst kiln to be found in Lödöse: 
three more were located after this exacavation (Ekre et al 1994: 19) and a 
fourth in 2008. 
 An electrical power line running along the road Nygårdsvägen was laid 
into the ground in 1968.  It cuts into the private property, turns north and 
continues right through the 2008 excavation area.  In the placing of  this 
power line, a large lump with a glassy upper phase weighing 16.7kg was 
found next to two smaller ones.  Other archaeological material registered 
by Ekre included a brick wall and burnt clay in this area.  The power line 
is still in use, and was still in situ during the author’s excavation, lain on 
the fl oor of  a brick kiln.  Two further power lines were placed close to the 
kiln.  One was placed north of  the excavation area in 1979, running in an 
east-west direction, just along the north wall of  the kiln.  The third, from 
1983, is an extension of  the former. 
The next time an archaeological investigation in this area occurred, 
was in the late summer of  2000.  A minor research project was conducted 
by Sonia Jeffery (Jeffery 2002: 171).  The purpose was to demonstrate 
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and show the area during the ‘Day of  Archaeology’: a day for presenting 
archaeology throughout Sweden which recurs every year.  This trial 
excavation was placed on the municipality side of  a large fi r tree hedge 
which was planted there in the late 1960s.  The hedge demarcates the 
boundary of  a private garden, the previously mentioned property of  
Kroken 1:59.  Two-thirds of  the fi nds are of  high temperature character 
such as brick and burned clay.  One year later, a ground resonance, or geo-
scanning, exploration took place in the private garden.  Peaking with areas 
of  electrical conductivity, elevated levels were received and interpreted as 
either a cultural layer or an unusually high water table (Persson 2001: 4).  
The local Museum excavated along the road Nygårdsvägen in 2008. 
Evidence of  a former small stream was found.  This stream was fi lled 
and closed during the late Middle Ages.  The fi lling consisted of  a large 
amount of  bloomer slag and a latrine.  The bottom of  the latrine was 
dressed with wickerwork.  After it ceased to be used it was repurposed 
as a dump for other waste.   Some very nice leather shoes were found 
here which were preliminarily dated to the 14th century.  A second large 
fi nd category from this excavation was secondary forging slag (GAL: pers. 
comm.).  A ditch which correlates to another ditch found in other parts 
of  the town was located (Jeffery 2014: pers. comm.).  It previously ran just 
north of  Kroken 1:59.  This ditch was later fi lled, mainly with bricks which 
were probably from the Dominican priory (Ekre 2007: 129 
With this short overview of  archaeological events in the area of  
the Dominican priory, it is now time to present the results of  the three 
research investigations and their effect on this project.  
Excavations in 2007, 2008 and 2010
This section will present a short résumé of  three seasons of  the research 
excavation.  More results are presented further on, sorted by feature 
instead of  season, but the focus here is to explain the method used.  The 
fi rst season which was held in 2007 lasted only three days and investigated 
an area of  about 100m².  The excavated area was distributed partly on the 
municipal lawn and partly inside the private property Kroken 1:59.  Two 
archaeologists were engaged; Sonia Jeffery and Anna Ihr.  Sonia Jeffery 
introduced the single-context method to medieval archaeology in Sweden 
and therefore, all her assistance in my case study has been highly valued. 
One major purpose of  this archaeological trial excavation was to limit 
and defi ne the area where the huge glass lump was found in the late 60s.  We 
hoped to fi nd out the character of  the area and its preservation as well as to 
locate concentrations of  fi nds.  Indications of  high temperature production 
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were noted on the private property underneath the branches of  the fi r trees 
(Ihr 2008b).  Similar evidence was not found on the municipality lawn.  The 
archaeological research included trench ditches dug with the help of  a small 
mechanical excavator.  With the topsoil taken away, we cleaned potential 
features by hand and photographed them.  The fi eldwork was documented 
by GPS, but unfortunately some very large trees shadowed the satellites 
giving a large error in the measurements.  The measurements from this 
season were therefore unreliable and cannot be used.  Seven trial trenches 
were created; some of  which were widened to double the excavators bucket 
width.  The lengths of  the trial shafts varied between 4 and 16 meters.  Four 
of  the shafts were positioned inside the private property, with the further 
three placed to the north on the municipality surface. 
A fallen brick wall was located along the fi r hedge only 30cm beneath 
the grass surface.  The excavation in 2007 did not go deeper than 45cm. 
A second wall was detected running perpendicular to the fi rst.  This wall 
was built by piling fl at natural granite stones.  Outside the corner of  these 
two walls, a layer of  soft, silt sand was located.  Many compact lumps with 
a glassy surface were found in the corner.  It was a vitrifi ed material, dark 
blue, almost black, with opaque turquoise.  Upon visual inspection, these 
lumps with a glassy surface are the very same kind as the ones found back 
in the late 1960s.  It was found in many different sizes, ranging from small 
crumbs to blocks of  40 by 40cm, and was dark blue with inlays of  opaque 
turquoise.  In close vicinity, near a Kindergarten some 50m to the north, 
Ekre and Carlsson found smithing hearth bottoms and bloomer slag. 
This forging waste was found in a semi-sub terrain sand layer (Carlsson 
2012: pers. comm.).  We were equally surprised by the additional recovered 
material.  A huge quantity of  limestone fragments were located, spread in 
several shafts.  Limestone is not naturally occurring in the region.  Lime 
from Norway was therefore generally used in Bohuslän (Johansson 2007: 
26, 28).  Slightly to the east there were fi st sized stones which were placed 
neatly in an even layer.  In the end, a few types of  shaped bricks were 
collected, some of  which had shapes that have previously never found in 
this town.  
The amount of  information received after only three days was 
extensive.  A brick wall and a dry stone wall indicated a structure.  The 
burnt clay, the lime fragments and the vitrifi ed material revealed that 
some kind of  high temperature process was taking place in the vicinity. 
These fi nds generated enough curiosity to warrant an extended research 
excavation the following year.  
A second research project was therefore conducted the following 
year.  Once more, the purpose of  this archaeological research excavation 
was to confi ne the place in question and fi nd out more about its character. 
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Figure 21: Plotting of the brick kiln, made by Malou B. Bäcklund. 
We hoped for concentrations of  fi nds that would consolidate earlier 
indications of  high temperature production and elucidate the state of  its 
condition.  Another purpose was to describe and convey the place as a 
quarter of  production in the medieval period.  In August 2008, a three 
week excavation performed by four archaeologists excavated an area of  
approximately 70m².  Some 20m² were set inside the private property 
while 50m2 were placed on the municipality lawn.  In the end only 46m² 
were archaeologically excavated as all of  the trial trenches running north 
contained no archaeological evidence.  The empty trenches were excavated 
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to the depth of  sterile blue ice age clay.   Unfortunately, it often rained 
and as a result a lot of  time was spent draining and re-tidying the site. 
The very same mechanical excavator was contracted as in the previous 
year, the company also cut down and removed the 40 year old fi r tree 
hedge.  Consulting the municipality, the large maple trees which formed 
a tree avenue that shadowed the satellites were kept standing along the 
property’s east boundary, parallel to the road Nygårdsvägen. 
After the removal of  the top soil with a mechanical excavator, all of  
the features were investigated by hand in a single-context manner.  Three 
whole days were spent removing topsoil and fi r trees.  In connection 
with the topsoil abolition, a large organic mulch was eliminated in the 
far northeast corner of  the private garden.  Documentation was made in 
several ways: plan drawings and section drawings as well as photos and GPS 
documentation.  Unfortunately the satellites were out of  reach for most 
of  the day in 2008 and as a result the only usage could be done before 8.20 
in the morning.  The tree avenue was once again to blame for shadowing 
the GPS receiver.  The formerly mentioned earthen power lines often 
interfered with our archaeological investigation.  The two latest power 
lines running east-west along the private property’s northern boundary 
turned out to be entangled with the roots of  the fi r trees.  It therefore 
limited the removal of  the stumps and the archaeological investigation. 
The 1968 power line ran through the entire excavation area. 
The brick wall located in 2007 (Ihr 2008a: 4) turned out to be 
collapsed material from a brick structure.  Additional brick walls further 
to the north and further to the south were located in 2008.  The structure 
was a brick kiln of  a similar kind to that which was previously found in 
Lödöse.  It was a kiln erected from brick with the purpose of  baking 
bricks.  This kiln was built according to standard norms; a square structure 
with natural dry granite stones surrounding it.  It had three aisles with two 
benches inside (see fi rst picture of  chapter four).  This kiln was the fi fth 
brick kiln found in the town.  The abnormality within this kiln was the 
huge amount of  vitrifi ed material found which was used as a secondary 
building material.  A neat line of  dressed stones which face the inside of  
the kiln were found underneath the western gable.  Another distinguishing 
feature was 15cm of  crushed lime inside the southern aisle.  Sand was 
located underneath the kiln in the northern aisle, while a burnt plank was 
found in the middle aisle. 
Another feature detached from the kiln was realised.  In the far end 
corner of  the private property a mulch was removed with the help of  a 
mechanical excavator in 2008.  Underneath it, we recognized the earth 
had been heavily disturbed in modern times.  Below this disturbance, we 
uncovered a stone pavement, the very same pavement located in 2007 (Ihr 
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2008a: 4).  This pavement was 1.3m wide and ran in a north-south direction. 
We discovered the south end as it suddenly and unexpectedly stopped; maybe 
it had been cut and disturbed by a modern intrusion such as gardening. 
Continuing north, it ran parallel with the modern road Nygårdsvägen, and 
kept going under some trees and beyond our excavation site.  This pavement 
is a single course with an average stone size of  15 by 15cm.  The stones 
were mainly rounded and laid loosely.  It was placed a few meters to the 
east of  the brick kiln and had no physical connection.  The pavement was 
interpreted as a medieval road. 
Six smithing hearth bottoms from iron forging were found spread all 
over the excavation.  As in the previous season, huge quantities of  lumps 
with a vitrifi ed surface were located.  These pieces differ in size from crumbs 
up to slabs weighing more than 4kg.  Throughout this season a few lumps 
of  the vitrifi ed material with green shades were also found, some of  which 
were placed underneath the wall of  the brick kiln.  The material is very 
compact and dense, but there were no indications of  glassblowing activity 
whatsoever.  Refuse including ‘moiles’ the round ring from the blowing 
tube, threads, thin rods and drips, unsuccessful vessels and crucibles ought 
to be found in such a site if  glassblowing was present.  Smithing hearth 
bottoms, blooms and vitrifi ed material indicate a craft which required high 
temperature processes was performed in the vicinity.  The actual kiln itself  
is also a production with a high temperature.  Considering that there are two 
brick kilns only 40-50m away from each other, and forging waste in close 
proximity, this area is archaeologically confi rmed as a craft quarter where the 
spatial clustering of  related craft activities was prepared.  The information 
gained from the second season was highly valuable.  One question, however, 
was never answered; why were the lumps with vitrifi ed surfaces found inside 
and under the brick kiln? 
The third season was therefore implemented to fi nd out more 
about the vitrifi ed lumps.  It was conducted in the fall of  2010 with four 
archaeologists over the period of  another three weeks.  Accounting the 
results from 2008, the main purpose for the excavation in 2010 was to 
see if  there was any other deeper set or older events underneath the 
brick kiln.  In such a case, the second aim was obvious: to excavate any 
structure found beneath.  Another purpose was to clarify the reasons for 
the lime located at the site in 2008, its range of  spread, volume and its 
intention.  The sand inclination underneath the brick kiln, its distribution 
and its eminent purpose at this site had not been clarifi ed earlier which 
was why we wished to shed light upon it.  In the end, there was the need 
to investigate the northern side of  the brick kiln wall as this had not been 
performed in 2008.  The power lines running through this area and the 
stumps from the fi r trees had hindered us in this task.  
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Figure 22: Stone stratum underneath the brick kiln. 
Once again, the main strategy was to follow layers into the depths 
where top soil had fi rst been removed by a mechanical excavator. 
Documentation was carried out in several ways.  Firstly, all features were 
photographed and then drawn in section.  They were measured into plan 
with a new GPS station that utilized more satellites, meaning that the 2010 
excavation did not have any problems with the tree avenue shadowing the 
station.  During the actual research, the excavation was prolonged due to 
exciting new information from the lower placed dressed stones.  These 
dressed stones were found to have been immersed into sand when they 
were placed.  
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Not only were there dressed stones, but there was also a one course 
layer of  stones running underneath all four sides of  the kiln.  This layer of  
stones will henceforth be called a stone stratum.  A detailed description of  
the kiln and other features is found in chapter six.   
With approval from the authorities (Länsstyrelsen Västra Götaland) 
a somewhat bigger area was opened than originally estimated.  This 
extended area was set on the municipality surface.  The excavation was 
visited by Eva Černá from the Czech Republic: a famous glass expert who 
has excavated Bohemian glass furnaces for over 30 years. 
Three trial trenches were investigated on the municipality ground.  All 
were directed north.  The fi rst started as an enlargement of  the brick kiln’s 
eastern gable.  Stretching 4 meters, no archaeological material was found. 
The second started at the substation that commits and connects all of  the 
power lines from 1968, 1979 and 1983.  A similar kind of  sand as that found 
to the east of  the kiln was also located here.  Our observations correlated 
well with those of  Ekre & Carlsson at the time of  the investigation prior 
to construction of  the Kindergarten.  Sand was abundant in this location 
and it is therefore conclusive that the sand naturally occurs here.  Like the 
smithing hearth bottoms close to the Kindergarten, the oldest structures 
underneath the kiln were partly depressed into sand.  The sand was limited 
to the north where it was fi nally cut by a former ditch.  It was the same 
ditch earlier mentioned, running east-west and fi lled during the late 19th 
century.  Sand therefore occurred both to the north of  the ditch as well as 
to the south.  This sand bank was 75 to 80cm thick and located on top of  
the blue clay.  The blue clay was deposited in the ice age and therefore it 
was determined that sterile ground had been reached.  A third trial shaft 
was investigated between the two described.  The small trial trench from 
2000 was located.  Upon reaching sterile soil, no archaeological evidence 
had been documented. 
Regarding fi nds, two bronze buckles and two iron horse shoes were 
found in the kilns fi lling.  Additional lumps with an upper vitrifi ed phase 
were collected.  These lumps were found in the uppermost and lowest 
levels of  the excavation, re-used as secondary building material in the 
kilns outer construction and in the stone stratum underneath it.  In the 
third season of  excavation we recovered 99kg of  lumps with a vitrifi ed 
surface.  Nails were also found within the stone stratum, but not located 
in any other archaeological layer.  Given this stratigraphic evidence it is 
unmistakeable that the vitrifi ed lumps pre-date the oldest structure at this 
site: the stone stratum underneath the brick kiln.  
A more thorough discussion on the different archaeological materials 
found and the dating of  the kiln will be given in chapter six.  It will then 
also be incorporated with analysis of  the vitrifi ed lumps.  
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…to sum up 
This section has focused on archaeological events occurring in the priory 
area since the early 20th century onwards.  Firstly, chosen issues with af  
Ugglas’ results were presented with a special emphasis on the two churches 
he found.  A very short discussion about gothic styles and structures was 
given within this as well as a consideration of  which of  the two churches 
was the Dominican priory church.  It was followed by other and previous 
excavations in the vicinity.  Ekres assumption of  a fi re pre-dating CE 
1290 was confi rmed.  In addition to the documented fi ve fi res, one more 
must also have torn through parts of  the town.  This is made evident 
by charcoal and a burnt plank which were located underneath the brick 
kiln.  Several brick kilns have been excavated in Lödöse, most with Ekres 
supervision.  The last part addressed three seasons of  archaeological 
excavations conducted by myself  in collaboration with Lödöse Museum. 
In the fi rst season an indication of  high temperature production was 
made evident.   The second season presented a brick kiln which contained 
vitrifi ed material.  The third uncovered an older structure beneath the kiln 
which shows a reuse of  the site and materials.  The excavated brick kiln is 
the fi fth in the town.  Brick kilns have looked similar throughout all ages 
and therefore this fi fth kiln cannot be dated by typology.  
This kiln is placed in a craft quarter where high temperature 
production took place.  The craft quarter stretches not only north of  
the excavated kiln, but probably also east and close to Forsaberget.  The 
discovery of  a brick kiln, dated earlier than expected, was correlated to 
a probable medieval road.  This road might well be a pre-runner of  the 
modern Nygårdsvägen.  
Regarding the brick kiln, it was erected in the place of  an older 
structure.  The reuse of  the ground turned out to be well chosen.  The 
older, or former structure, had at one point been destroyed by fi re. 
Whether this fi re consumed the complete quarter or whether it was just a 
single house is unclear.  The kiln would have been erected soon after, as 
only a smoothing layer was found between the two structures. 
Archaeological material has provided much information.  Some 
parts were easily interpreted, others were more diffi cult.  One material 
which was diffi cult to interpret was the lumps with a vitrifi ed surface. 
They were used as building material in the kiln and thus, pre-date it.  This 
materials raison d’etre, was not revealed until much later and with the help 
of  chemistry.  
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DISCUSSION OF CASE 1 
At the end of  this case study, it is appropriate to attach the theories presented 
in chapter two to Lödöse, specifi cally with the excavation.  A discussion 
using the theory presented in chapter two combined with analytical results 
of  the excavation is therefore given in this concluding part.  I will reason 
here, rather than be descriptive as I have been in the previous part of  
this case study.  Chapter two discussed production in many ways; the 
organisation of  production was theorised and shown  to be affected by 
external infl uences as well as social circumstances.  In Lödöse, for instance, 
we fi nd that with the presence of  the Dominican brotherhood it became 
common to use brick.  Brick was not unknown in medieval Scandinavia, 
but it was not fashionable either.  Regarding construction, it was noted 
earlier in this thesis that construction sites during the Middle Ages were 
an on-going project, sometimes lasting for decades.  The reason why these 
projects were so time consuming was becuase the mortar had to harden 
before the next level of  building was added and donations were needed 
prior to the erection of  Mendicant priories.  Unfortunately, the priory no 
longer stands in Lödöse which is why we cannot detect traces of  different 
building stages in its actual construction.  A discussion was additionally 
presented within the second chapter where the use of  modularity was 
common throughout the world in the Middle Ages.  
Encountering case 1 with theory 
The concepts of  chaîne opératoire were discussed at the beginning of  
chapter two.  Within the concept of  operational sequence an ordered 
chain of  action can be detected.  By reading out information in a material 
it is possible to trace back a chain of  events.  In a transformed and altered 
matter, new compositions hold immanent information about a material. 
Focus is attributed to the lumps on a vitrifi ed surface found in the brick 
kiln.  For the case study in Lödöse, chaîne opératoire so far - without 
scientifi c analyses - can give the following effects:
 
The material has been exposed to very high temperatures
The lumps have been exposed to a very high temperatures 
for a length of  time
There was a structured social organisation seen in the length of  
time the kiln had to be fi red. 
There must therefore have been craft specialisation
There was a high level of  technical knowledge and specialisation 
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Technological specialisation is tightly linked to social organisation. 
Technical acts are therefore social acts and a linear evolution is detectable 
in technological development.  It had a cultural signifi cance and created 
relationships.  One relationship is that between the new bourgeoisie 
social class and the brotherhood of  the priory.  This relationship was 
transforming to both people and therefore to the society.  Brick became 
the common building material.
In chapter two what decides the organization of  production craft specialisation 
was defi ned and discussed. Craft specialisation in Lödöse is evident; both seen 
through the erection of  the brick kiln itself  and by the priory construction as a 
whole.  Craft specialisation is linked to consumption and there are many levels 
of  consumption in Lödöse.  Firstly through the priory; the friar’s presence 
in this town following their arrival without personal belongings made them 
dependent upon support for subsistence.  In time a reciprocal relationship 
grew where friars and the priory became the main religious connection for 
the bourgeoisie class - by providing prayers for the benefi t of  a better afterlife 
and a more prominent resting place.  The priory must therefore mainly be 
treated as a consumer in contemporary society.  Other consumption is found 
in actual production.  Fuel, for instance, must have reached high levels of  
demand given that there were fi ve brick kilns and iron working taking place. 
All kilns and furnaces must be fi red for a specifi c length of  time and to a high 
temperature.  The ones who ran the kilns and furnace needed to attend the 
fi re for several days and nights.  They had no time to produce anything but 
fi re.  Craft specialisation and consumption in Lödöse is therefore seen in; 
…raw materials which need to be supplied, including fuel.  
Given that, coppicing, for instance, is a craft specialisation 
in itself.
…clay supply for brick production.
…the construction site of  the priory.  Several different 
specialisations were engaged. 
…lime found inside the brick kiln.
…products which at the same time are utensils.  This 
becomes clear in the lumps on the vitreous surface.  They 
are products of  a high temperature process, but became 
utensils as a building material in the brick kiln.  
…the need for a social organisation.
Another relationship in what decides the organization of  production is 
detectable by looking at the costs of  raw materials.  We know that the 
brothers in the priory had no money when they arrived and were dependent 
on society through donations.  The costs therefore make evident a; 
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…monetary society: no wonder there is minting in Lödöse.
…control of  the quality of  raw materials, which determines 
the quality of  goods.  Higher quality is associated with 
higher costs.
…cost in repetitive transportation.  We know of water 
transportation from Norway to Lödöse.  Archaeological fi nds give 
evidence of aqueous transport between Cologne and Lödöse.  
…production sites close to the building site.  Bricks are not 
willingly transported far distances.  Proximity to the church 
building site is therefore relevant. 
…distribution network for fuel.  Again proximity is 
convenient and a road a necessity.  
In the third part of  the second chapter who decides the organisation of  
production was discussed.  Within this, craft specialisation as an indication of  
social stratifi cation was pointed out.  It relates to the status of  the working 
force.  We know little of  the workers status in Lödöse, as generally very few 
written documents are preserved.  There was however craft specialisation 
seen in full-time professions;
  
in baking bricks.
in brick masonry.
found in coppicing and transporting of  raw materials as fuel.  
Little technical secrecy exists in this kind of  specialisation. 
Knowing was the next discussion in the theory chapter.  Colour 
changes in a material, time of  melting, use of  fuel and correct temperature 
are knowledge gained by experience and practical application.  It has to do 
with learning-by-doing and tacit knowledge.  Anonymity of  the workers 
was pointed out where anonymity, social challenges and a long term 
horizon all gave the incentive to create a community amongst builders. 
The actual formation of  craft guilds is an indication in itself  of  permanent 
workshops placed in urban centres.  Guilds acted both in a periphery of  
the church but also in the centre of  a town.  Placed in a periphery of  the 
church, the guild’s connection to the religious congregation is especially 
found within the Mendicant Orders.  This is relevant to Lödöse by;
…the second alter found in the Dominican church.  It might 
indicate a guild connection to this specifi c religious congregation.
…the fact that guilds, alike priories, selected apprentices 
who came from outside.  The two institutions worked in a 
similar manner. 
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…the guilds as a new momentum for publicity.
…looking at learning-by-doing.  How long does a brick 
have to air dry in a more humid climate?  
…the craft quarter.  Agglomerations in industry are found in Lödöse.
Knowledge was followed by innovation and experiments.  Three main 
causes of  innovation were found; the willingness amongst craft workers to 
experiment, the location of  industry in terms of  its geographic proximity 
and the mobility of  the masters.  Innovation and technical invention have 
unintended effects.  The conditions required for innovation are found 
in Lödöse.  One such condition is the mobility of  brothers within the 
Dominican community.  These people were able to transport and transfer 
knowledge from other cultural paradigms.  The agglomeration of  the craft 
industry east and north in Lödöse likewise plays a part here.  Craft proximity, 
especially high temperature production, cross-fertilise between different 
processes.  Innovations are non-routine processes, requiring face-to-face 
communication.  Innovation and proximity in Lödöse are found in;
…forging and brick production placed in close vicinity.
…a craft quarter.
…the reuse of  lumps with a vitrifi ed surface as building material. 
The last theme materials use, reuse and refuse as understood in the second 
chapter is easily connected to the case of  Lödöse.  Materials, objects and artefacts 
are defi ned both by subjective interpretation and by spatial location.  Objects 
can therefore be looked at in many different ways.  The effects of  artefacts 
and matter are often different in different contexts, therefore there is more 
than one perspective.  Extracting immanent social information is provided by 
the point of  view taken in a specifi c material.  Extracting this immanent social 
information may be diffi cult, especially if  archaeological material has been 
reused or included in a lateral cycling.  A social understanding of  a material 
still ought to be made during its entire life.  If  matter is included into recycling 
or lateral cycling, it will automatically be involved in a new line of  process. 
Slag is a somewhat forgotten category of  material in archaeology, but should 
not be looked upon merely as an epiphenomenon.  With a chaîne opératoire, 
different stages in the material of  slag can be traced back.  A defi nition of  slag 
therefore has to be available. In Lödöse the lumps with a vitreous surface;
…are not only to be defi ned as slag.
…were laterally cycled. 
…reveal much information, all connecting back to the 
chaîne opératoire discussion. 
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…to sum up
In this section, the second chapter of  this book was related to the fi rst 
case study.  That is, attributing theory with the excavated material.  All 
discussion provided was based on reasoning by contextual analyses.
By encountering the second chapter with the fi rst case study, it has 
become clear that Lödöse was an organised urban centre wherein guilds 
formed associations and unions.  This is evident from building material, 
full time professions and craft specialisation.  This town had long distance 
contacts seen through maritime connections, but geographic proximity 
is also found.  The latter is evident in the agglomeration of  industry and 
through directed urban planning.  The results so far have been provided by 
reasoning within a chaîne opératoire.  Forthcoming scientifi c analyses will 
complement these understandings and analyse the lumps on the vitreous 
surface in detail.  Before this is carried out, however, the second case study 
must be discussed in the same manner as the fi rst.   
This project contains two case studies.  So far the fi rst has been 
evaluated and discussed.  The next chapter, the second case, will therefore 
repeat the structure, layout and points of  discussions in similar manner as 
was done here. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: QALHĀTI POTTERY KILNS
Figure 23: Th e third kiln in Qalhāt (copyright Qalhāt Project). 
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TO BEGIN WITH…
The second case study discusses an archaeological site in Oman, a site 
with good access to the Indian Ocean which had trade as its major 
economic base.  Ancient Qalhāt must be seen in the perspective of  the 
Hormuz Kingdom, although in no way do I intend to give a full historical 
description of  the Kingdom in the appropriate political setting of  the age 
in this text.  As an archaeologist, I will instead focus on material of  interest 
and chosen structures. 
The ancient city of  Qalhāt, placed at the Omani littoral, held a key 
maritime position in all conceivable ways.  The city thrived by conducting 
trade with far away regions, sailing, fi shing and using the marine environment 
in all instances of  everyday life.  Given these aqueous relations, the city 
must be defi ned in a maritime frame.  Qalhāt should therefore not be 
viewed as an isolated occurrence; its international contacts instead place 
this city in the wider perspective of  the Indian Ocean.     
This chapter is coordinated in a similar fashion to the fi rst case study 
in that it is split into three parts.  The fi rst section, contextual studies of  case 
2, includes an introduction to the city, a short description of  the research 
environment and a cultural-historic perspective.  The second part, kiln 
excavation, presents earlier archaeological projects which are relevant to this 
thesis. This is followed by a report of  the excavation of  three ceramic 
kilns conducted within the scope of  this thesis.  In the third part, discussion 
of  case 2, the ancient city of  Qalhāt, especially the excavated area in this 
project, is related to the second chapter of  this thesis. 
The structures in focus are three kilns in a ruined city.  As they 
stand in close proximity to each other, this area will be defi ned as a 
production quarter which is correlated to the city with an intentional 
urban-geographical setting.  Bearing urban geography in mind, a few other 
materials related to high temperature processes that were found in the city 
will also be presented. 
CONTEXTUAL STUDIES OF CASE 2
This chapter will present data from the second case study.  Similar to the 
fi rst case study, where transport and subsidence were generally based on 
aqueous relations, the ancient city of  Qalhāt, positioned on the Omani 
littoral, was once a maritime based settlement. 
This section starts with a glimpse into the ancient city of  Qalhāt, 
followed by a topographical description of  the archaeological site in 
question.  The time limits for the site within this thesis are set to between 
CE 1243 and last quarter of  the 15th century.  Keeping in mind the fi rst 
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case study, this site exists within a similar time frame.  Any date or year 
that coincides in either of  the two cases is purely coincidental; no attempt 
has been made to correlate the years - all historical connections and dates 
presented have been individually analysed for each case study.  Following 
this context, a cultural-historic introduction to ancient Qalhāt is given and 
the second case study is correlated to the theoretical chapter two. 
The ancient city of  Qalhāt 
Ancient Qalhāt is seated on the eastern coast of  Oman, some 25km north 
of  the town of  Sūr.  The archaeological site measures ca. 35ha (Rougeulle 
2010: 303 and fi g.2; Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 11).  The area within the 
site is neatly protected; confi ned by mountains, Jabaj al-Ḥajar, in the west 
and a mountain river, Wadi Hilm, to the north.  The Indian Ocean is to 
the east and the south of  the town is protected by two city walls.  The 
main wall circumvents all sides in a triangular formation and contains a 
number of  gates which were guarded by towers.  The northern part of  the 
city wall was placed on top of  a steep slope which terminates in the wadi 
(riverbed) (Vosmer 2004:389; Rougeulle 2010: 305-308).  Only a small 
fi shing community exists today which is placed on the other side of  the 
wadi to the north.  This wadi used to be navigable but is now a silted-up 
creek (Costa 2002:55).    
Qalhāt was a “…thriving cosmopolitan entrepôt” with the export of  
horses as one form of  merchandise (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004:11).  Horses 
have been bred since the distant past in the regions around Qalhāt; they 
were shipped from here to, for instance India (Marco Polo 1298 [1959: 
311]).  The harbour had easy access compared to other ports where rocks 
and limestone cliffs drop into the sea (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 369-
41).  The location of  horse stables has not yet been found in ancient 
Qalhāt, neither has the precise spot where they would have entered the 
stony beach. 
Oman has a long history of  seafaring experience and boat building 
traditions.  Evidence of  one such building site is believed to have been 
found in a third millennium context at an ancient boat building site just 
south of  Qalhāt in Ra’s al Jinz (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 18).  
The waters off  the shore of  Qalhāt are highly rich in fi sh and other 
maritime life.  It is evident that summer monsoons bring highly nutritious 
water to the coastal area (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 15).  This marine and 
maritime association of  ancient Qalhāt played a major role in its raison 
d`etre and its development.  Ibn Battuta described it as a busy port (Battuta 
1356 [1986: 129]) and Bhacker & Bhacker described Qalhāt as an emporium. 
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Emporia settlements are of  permanent and dense character and the inhabitants 
were supported by a non-agrarian functions.  These settlements were planned 
by kings and/or princes but would not be considered to be towns.  The raison 
d`etre for an emporia was mainly to control trade and distribution rather 
than to control territory (Harlitz 2010: 41).  The concept emporium is widely 
discussed and is a complex matter.  Harlitz discussed the concept of  emporia 
in her thesis about Lödöse.  According to her, emporia are the function of  
non-agrarian trade and craft within a dense settlement (Harlitz 2010: 41). 
However, discussions within emporia do not take place in this book as the 
focus here is of  another kind.  In this discussion, the term emporia might be 
appropriate for Qalhāt in its early days, but this trading station soon grew in 
size and power.  Qalhāt will instead be labelled as a ‘city’ or the ‘ancient city 
of ’, to resemble the way that the city is referred to in contemporary Oman.  
Another term that must be defi ned is that of  Oman and Omani. 
Oman referring to the nation and Omani relating to a description of  the 
people living in Oman is “…relevant only to the present-day political 
entity within its current geographical boundaries” (Bhacker & Bhacker 
2004:12).   This terminology in generalizing terms is however favoured 
over the more correct description; The more or less indigenous people living on 
Figure 24: A traditional boat – a dhow – from Oman. 
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the eastern littoral of  the southern part of  the Arabian Peninsula, who were included 
in the Hormuz Kingdom.   It is necessary to differentiate the second capital 
of  the Hormuz Kingdom on the Arabian Peninsula, Qalhāt in modern 
Oman, from the capital of  the Hormuz Kingdom on the opposite side of  
the Arabian Sea, Hormuz in the Strait of  Hormuz.  Qalhāt city was part 
of  the Hormuz Kingdom and was the main settlement of  the Kingdom 
on the Arabian Peninsula.  With these defi nitions it is time to return to the 
context study of  Qalhāt.
Madrepore and coral will be distinguished between in this thesis. 
Madrepore (order Madreporaria) has a stony body with a calcareous nature 
(de Fourcroy 1804: 507) and is used here in a general and loosely extended 
way to describe a stony, reef  building coral found in tropical seas.  Madrepore 
is wrinkled on the surface and full of  small, almost vesicular cavities in each 
of  which an individual polyp was lodged.  This animal is found in slightly 
deeper water than coral.  de Fourcroy already described how madrepore is 
“…a very good kind for building” in the early 19th century (de Fourcroy 1804: 
508).  Coral, or more precisely soft coral (order Alcyonacea), does not form 
calcium carbonate.  It is described as an animal in which the polyp bases fuse 
into a fl eshy mass which is partially supported by calcareous spicules.  They 
are found in shallow tropical seas.  The more elaborate zoological defi nition, 
in other words, is not used here, however, a differentiation is given to show 
the dissimilarities as different marine animals were used for different purposes 
in Qalhāt.
The origin of  Qalhāt can be found a long time ago, but it “…is 
very poorly documented” (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 11).  Neolithic (5th 
or 4th millennium BCE) graves to the north, just on the other side of  
the Wadi Ḥilm (the silted creek), and other, probably iron age, graves 
are found south of  the town and indicate a long habitation period in 
the area (Vosmer 2004: 389).  During the Sassanid period (226-640 CE) 
connections to India and the East African littoral had already become 
established trade routes (Ricks 1970: 342).  The Sassanid Empire even had 
a colony in Malaysia (Daryaee 2003: 8).  This was followed by a period 
of  political unrest with the movement of  different religious clans and 
political, economic and ethnic orders.  Siraf  was the port of  call for the 
Sassanid Empire.  This city traded with East Africa and the Far East and 
continued to do so in the coming 7th and 8th centuries (Ricks 1970: 343, 
349).  One example of  political unrest was the invasion of  the Seljuks, 
a Turco-Persian hegemony.  They ruled the Omani littoral for almost a 
hundred years, ending in CE 1167 (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 30).  Little 
is written in the Omani chronicles about Qalhāt.  Bhacker & Bhacker 
explain this to be evidence of  a dichotomy between the coastal area and 
the interior of  the country.  It is evident in both a political and social 
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manifestation (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004:14).  Even so, Qalhāt is considered 
by some scholars to be the earliest settlement and/or the most ancient city 
in Oman (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 11; Vosmer 2004: 389). 
Qalhāt city “…was a key entrepôt in the Gulf  of  Oman…” (Vosmer 
2004: 389).  The Portuguese sacked and burnt the city in CE 1508 after 
which it lost its importance.  This, however, was only the beginning. The 
battle of  Diu was fought in 1509 on the Arabian Sea between the Portuguese 
army and an “...assortment of  Islamic powers” (www.bbc.com).  It was won 
by the Portuguese and lead to the Portuguese expansion into Asia.  Despite 
this, the city seems to have continued at a somewhat reduced scale until the 
second half  of  the 16th century (Rougeulle, et.al. 2012: 353).  At the time of  
the Portuguese arrival in Qalhāt the city had already lost some of  its glory. 
It seems there are several causes to blame, one of  which is an earthquake in 
the last quarter of  the 15th century (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 39).  In this 
text the last quarter of  the 15th century is therefore the upper time limit of  
this chapter, while CE 1243 is the lower limit.  CE 1243 was the year that the 
Hormuz kingdom made their fi rst attempt at independence from Kerman 
rule (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 35).  This year can therefore be seen as the 
beginning of  the ancient city of  Qalhāt´s heyday. 
The French mission run by Dr. Axelle Rougeulle, CNRS, with the 
elaborate excavations must be thanked for this case study.  A circular kiln 
was located in a fl attened area called B41 by the French mission and partly 
excavated by Anne Joyard in the 2008 season of  the Qalhāt project.   This 
area was eventually investigated further by the author and several kilns 
were eventually located. 
Figure 25: Soft  coral found in Langebaan, South Africa.
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Research environment
Little has been written about the city of  Qalhāt.  Although Greek and 
Roman sources do mention chosen places on the Arabian Peninsula, 
Qalhāt is not one of  them (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 14).
It is true the fi rst impression one gets is that this region was known, not 
only very little, but imperfectly.  This is due to its position far from the seat 
of  central power and to the weakness of  the bonds between them (Marín 
1983: 59).  
Marco Polo, the son of  a Venetian merchant, was born in 1254.  His 
narrative was written by his co-prisoner in Genua at the end of  the 13th 
century.  Polo traveled long distances and visited places including China, 
but described other places by hearsay (Polo 1298 [1959: 33]).  While Abu 
Abdallah Ibn Battuta actually visited Qalhāt, Marco Polo never stayed there. 
Polo relied on information given by others who he met in Hormuz (Costa 
2002: 55).  His travel story must therefore be read with the knowledge that 
its details are not accurate (Polo 1298 [1959: 22]).  He died the year before 
Ibn Battuta fi rst left his home (Polo 1298 [1959: 5]).  
Ibn Batutta, a Moroccan law student, made his fi rst hajj (pilgrimage 
to sacred Mecca) in CE 1325.  Some years later a second voyage was 
undertaken; sailing southbound along the African continents eastern coast. 
It was on his return that he visited the Gulf  of  Oman and Qalhāt (Battuta 
1356 [1986: 1]).  Within a few years he again set out on a new voyage.  This 
time it took him as far away as China and provided an eight year stay in 
India along with the experience of  a shipwreck over a period of  almost 
thirty years of  travel.  His Rihla, travel book, is therefore not detailed and 
must be read in the light of  subjective observations. This becomes clear 
in his notes on Qalhāt.  The city is mentioned in a fear fi lled story about a 
journey on foot from Sūr to Qalhāt.  Reaching Qalhāt after spending one 
night in the darkness of  the desert dreading being robbed, Ibn Battuta 
spent six days in the city strolling the bazaar (Battuta 1356 [1986: 130f.]).  
Omani chronicles completely lack information about Qalhāt during 
CE 1162-1406 (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 14).  Other written sources in 
Oman include secondary records, which were written in later times and 
are therefore based upon oral traditions (Kirkman 1983: 41).  Bhacker 
and Bhacker have compiled a most thorough research on the city and its 
correlation to historical events.  More information is found in Portuguese 
sources, even though these naturally mainly consider the Portuguese 
involvement “…and Omani affairs appear only in brief  when they are 
necessary it its understanding” (Kirkman 1983: 41).
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James Kirkman tried to decipher the ruling genealogy of  the Oman 
sultans during the period of  trade with East Africa, but he ran into 
confusion and concluded that “…no reliance can be placed on the dates 
or even the names of  rulers” (Kirkman 1983: 47).  
Topography and environment
A general view of  how glorious the city must have looked during its heyday 
as well as after it was ruined and devastated is given within this section. 
A complete site description is not given, however, as it is not within the 
scope of  this thesis. 
The ancient city of  Qalhāt is situated on the seafront.  The reef  
and shallow water provide a protected bay which was found in the 13th 
century as well as today (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 19f.).  These waters, the 
Gulf  of  Oman, are part of  the Indian Ocean to the south and the Persian 
Gulf  in the north.  Being placed on the Omani littoral it was an excellent 
port for loading and re-loading goods and animals; it was the main port 
of  call 700 years ago.  The topography of  the city is generally very hilly. 
The former buildings and structures are completely ruined today, except 
for the Bībī Mariyam mausoleum which is dated to the early 14th century 
and the only substantial structure left at the site (Vosmer 2004: 399).  It is 
placed at the highest elevation in the city which slopes towards the sea, i.e. 
to the east.  At its lowest position, at the seafront, there is a large Friday 
Mosque.  It was discovered in 2008 by Dr. Rougeulle and excavated with 
soundings (trenches) in 2008-2011 (Rougeulle et.al. 2012).  It is now under 
extensive excavation by the Qalhât Development Project.
The city has two phases, an older part and a latter extension; the 
older part is at the waterfront. Access inside the ruined city is diffi cult as 
there are only a few roads and lanes with many fallen stones to stumble 
on.  The site has a 900 by 900 by 900m triangular boundary which almost 
reaches the protective mountains in the west (Vosmer 2004: 389).  This 
area is also protected by the ocean in the east and the wadi in the north. 
The area to the south of  the city used to be fl anked by two city walls or 
ramparts (Vosmer 2004: 389).  The main rampart circumvents the entire 
city and was guarded by a number of  gates.  The city´s protected location 
offered superb defence and access to its hinterland via the wadi.  The 
juncture between the sea and the wadi also provides a good overview 
of  the Arabian Sea (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 16).  Fresh water streams 
originating in the mountains run downhill towards the sea throughout 
the settlement.  These streams fl ooded during monsoon season.  Today 
they are dehydrated, only the gouging of  the former water in the bedrock 
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is visible and reveals that there once was water, at least seasonally.  Fresh 
spring water gathered in a cave (Vosmer 2004: 396) as well as in two water 
cisterns; one roofed and one open (Rougeulle 2010b: 22). 
Not only did the Qalhātis trade over water, but they also had very 
good connections through their hinterland, over the mountains and into 
the villages.  There was most likely a mutual dependency between the 
hinterland and the waterfront placed city.  One had fi sh, salt and foreign 
goods, the other cereals, fresh vegetables and fruits.  It was a“...symbiotic 
relationship between the cosmopolitan Hurmuzi-controlled seaport and 
the Ibāḍi Omani tribes of  the interior…” (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 42).
Qalhāt in a cultural-historic perspective
Omani domination of  sea routes and Oman´s position at the entrance of  the 
Persian Gulf, the route to Baghdad, made this region an “…extraordinary 
commercial center” (Marín 1983: 59).  The Kingdom of  Hormuz had its 
capital (Hormuz) on the Iranian mainland in the district of  Kerman.  Qalhāt 
was its counterpart on the Omani littoral and was a famous city through 
the 13th to 15th century (Rougeulle 2010: 303).  Qalhāt was in many ways 
the second biggest and therefore the second capital of  the Kingdom of  
Hormuz, the Provincial capital.  This Kingdom controlled the Arabian Sea 
Figure 26: Qalhāt, a city in ruins (copyright Qalhāt Project).
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and thus the goods travelling to Iraq by boat in the Persian Gulf.  “From 
626/1228 at latest the littoral, notably the ports of  Ṣuḥār, Qalhāt and Muscat 
were controlled by the sultans of  Hormuz whose overlords were the rulers 
of  Kermān.  The Hormuz control of  the ports continued until the arrival 
of  the Portuguese in the early 10/16th century” (Kirkman 1983: 46).
Qalhāt was the main port of  call on the Arabian coast on the voyage 
from Hurmuz to India and vice versa. Qalhāt was also the preferred 
port of  call for ships sailing from Ẓafār after rounding Rā’s al Ḥadd. 
One reason for this is that the monsoons produce a particularly 
advantageous sailing patter at Qalhāt. (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 17). 
Consequently, India was not only a connection.  Commerce was the 
main income in Oman throughout time, as seen in both local markets and 
in international trade relations (Marín 1983: 6f.).  With the roughness of  
travelling by land in connection to aqueous superiority, the Omani people 
knew how to take advantage.  Oman was a trader’s middleman in that a 
large quantity of  products travelled to East Africa through the hands of  
Omanis via ports like Qalhāt (Kirkman 1983: 41).  
The commerce of  transit did not take place only towards the interior 
of  the Islamic World. Oman also acted as a bridge for products 
which came from one outlying spot, to be transported to another, 
equally distant from the centre. //…//Oman is a market for the 
distribution of  ivory to the Far East. (Marín 1983: 62).
It is clear that close relations were also at hand between the Gulf  and 
East Africa, where Qalhāt played a special role in trade.  The commodities 
leaving Oman were “…dates, dried fi sh, salt, Indian cloth, ironware and 
beads…” in exchange for ivory, slaves and leopard skins (Kirkman 1983: 
43).  Teakwood from Zanzibar, and beech wood and mangrove poles from 
East Africa were imported (Ricks 1970: 351).  Marín describes a picture of  
Oman in general as a rather wealthy region due to agriculture in the area of  
Sohar in the north and incense from Mahra in the far south (Marín 1983: 
60f.); but these products cannot be accounted for in Qalhāt.  Instead, the 
predominant local production here was dates, copper and fi sh.  Products 
entering Oman were ivory, wood and teak, ebony, coconut, sugar, saffron, 
pepper, sapphires, rock crystal, lead and iron (Marín 1983: 62).  In terms 
of  trading to the hinterlands, 
…the Hormuzi-dominated population at Qalhāt would clearly 
have been in a relationship of  mutual dependence with the 
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tribes of  its immediate hinterland as well as neighbouring village 
communities…//… where salted fi sh was a sought after grocery 
for the mountains villages (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 41).  
With the city´s location at the Indian Ocean, and given the historical 
sources and archaeological evidence, it is evident that Qalhāt´s main 
economy was based on trade to many different regions.  For instance, 
frequent passages of  Omani sailors are found in geographer’s writings 
(Battuta, Polo).  “These sailors were well-acquainted with both the route 
to India and that to East Africa” (Marín 1983: 59).  They sailed to Yemen 
and the Red Sea, to East Africa and Zanzibar, to India via Sind and as far 
away as China.  These aqueous routes were superior to land-based, which 
were implicitly dangerous due to vast deserts and at times due to political 
instability (Marín 1983: 59f.).  Evidence of  trade passing through the Indian 
Ocean is found through artefacts such as lapis lazuli, iron, and ceramics but 
it is also accordingly written in historical sources.  Shallow water is found in 
the Strait of  Hormuz due to two reefs or sandbanks called the ‘whirlpool’. 
The two reefs, Kusayr and ‘Uwayr were known throughout the world, set 
offshore of  Ra`s Musandam (Marín 1983: 62f.).  All ships had to pass this 
‘whirlpool’ on their way to Baghdad.  The larger Chinese ships were not able 
to cross this shallow point however.  The location of  Qalhāt, south of  the 
whirlpool, was therefore ideal for access by larger ships. 
Figure 27: Map of Oman and the world they traveled in, by Derek Pitman.
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Returning to the Kingdom of  Hormuz and Qalhāt´s relation to 
this Hormuz dynasty, the beginning of  the kingdom is somewhat elusive. 
Maybe early 12th century or even mid-11th century seems plausible with 
CE 1060 as a date of  suggestion.  Qalhāt is fi rst mentioned in historical 
records by the mid- 12th century (Rougeulle 2010: 303).  The ancient city 
of  Qalhāt was included in the Hormuz dynasty before CE 1228, maybe 
even from the very beginning as the main port on the Arabian Peninsula 
(Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 31, 35).  Meanwhile, the Iranian mainland port 
of  “…Hormuz was the most important emporium for the merchandise 
of  India…“ (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 32).  Qalhāt became the capital 
for Hormuz princes who oversaw trade.  To control trade the Hormuzis 
placed an embargo in the Gulf  to prevent merchant ships from landing 
in Suhar.  Suhar was the former main port along the littoral to the north 
of  Oman.  In doing so they safeguarded trade via Qalhāt and the city was 
bustling with activity (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 32f.).  With the confusion 
of  Kirkman´s genealogy and chronology, we can at least conclude that 
Qalhāt was the main port on the eastern side of  the Arabian Peninsula at 
the beginning of  the 13th century.
In 1243 AD a former Hormuzī governor of  Qalhāt, Mahamūd al 
Qalhāti, became the ruler of  Hormuz (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 35).
Mahamūd al Qalhāti fought for independence from Kerman 
overlords.  He set out to conquer more land in Oman, however, his quest 
failed after years of  tyranny.  A bitter succession dispute between his sons 
arose after his death in CE 1278.  Intrigue and assassinations developed 
into a revolt by Baha ad Din Ayāz, a former Turkish slave who became 
the governor of  Qalhāt.  The political arena was still unstable however, 
and fi lled with conspiracies, but in the end Ayāz seems to have kept a 
degree of  independence in Qalhāt (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 37).  Ayāz 
married Maryam, who was also a former Turkish slave (to the former 
ruler Maḥmūd al Qalhāti).  Maryam governed Qalhāt in her husband’s 
absence (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 37).  His absence was abundant as 
he was engaged in a war against the overlords of  the Hormuz kingdom. 
Ayāz, although outnumbered in terms of  military, won an important battle 
at sea in CE 1297.  A new threat came from descendants of  the second 
son of  Djingis Khan (Gengis Khan) a few years later.  To avoid raids in a 
fl ourishing Hormuz, Ayāz therefore moved the people on the mainland 
of  the Hormuz kingdom to an island off  shore which was renamed 
Hormuz; its former name was Jarun Island (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 
37).  This was for the best in all perspectives.  The island soon became the 
main relocation place for goods travelling in and out of  the Gulf  which 
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included products from all around the world.  In Qalhāt, Bibi Maryam, as 
she is known in later times, built a mausoleum for her beloved husband 
which is still known as the ‘Bibi Maryam mausoleum’.  By the time Ibn 
Battuta visited Qalhāt in CE 1329, Maryam must have been dead, outliving 
her husband by at least 15 years.   
During the fi rst half  of  the 14th century, there was again a succession 
dispute, however, this era was followed by 30 years of  peace. In the next 
century we again see a great deal of  “…dangerous tension built up…” 
with reoccurring interventions from the Timurid dynasty of  Persia in the 
affairs of  Hormuz (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 38).  The Timurid dynasty 
ruled Persia till the Safavids took power in CE 1501.  The Timurid dynasty 
started with Timur Lenk a turco-mongol emperor who underlay India, 
Persia and Asia Minor.  A civil war broke out in Qalhāt in the latter part 
of  the 15th century “… after which the Omani Arab element gained an 
increased political and military infl uence…” (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 
38).
At the time of  the Portuguese arrival in Qalhāt CE 1507, this city 
had become an important place.  At the beginning of  European presence, 
local Qalhāti rulers signed an agreement with the Portuguese.  One year later 
however the locals revolted and the Portuguese subsequently burnt the city 
in revenge (Costa 2002: 55).  The Portuguese sacked the city in CE 1508 and 
burnt the great Friday Mosque.  This stands as the death knell of  the city 
although Qalhāt´s decline had started earlier.  One cause may be the reported 
earthquake in the last quarter of  the 15th century (Bhacker & Bhacker 2004: 
39).  Another cause might have been the growing importance of  Muscat as a 
substitute port of  call for trading vessels. 
 
…to sum up
Archaeologically, this place has been poorly documented.  Even the 
historical geographers, the few who wrote about Qalhāt, did not visit the 
places themselves.  Their documentation is therefore not only meagre, but 
also at times incorrect. 
In this shorter historical orientation of  Qalhāt, it is evident that the 
city was not isolated.  The opposite is true; while the city bloomed, the 
marine subsidiary was obvious given their aqueous based trade.  We know 
of  good connections both to the hinterland in the mountains, as well as sea 
bound connections to far away regions; East Africa, India and as far away as 
South East Asia.  The city once used to be a thrilling entrepôt: headquarters 
in trade and the centre of  a political game.  It was governed by different 
ethnic and political entities all of  whom wanted to rule the city; at times this 
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led to political unrest.  The city’s signifi cant position in trade was possibly 
the reason for instability in times.
Its location overlooks the Indian Ocean and the wadi leads into 
the mountain area.  Placed where it is, Qalhāt had a protected position. 
The city is circumvented by a rampart with towers, indicating the need to 
protect the city.  An earthquake at the end of  the 15th century removed 
much of  its glory, and the Portuguese sacked and burnt the city soon 
afterwards.  These events put a stall on the habitants and the city was 
abandoned. 
KILN EXCAVATION
As in the fi rst case study, chapter four, the author has performed research 
excavations.  They were conducted in Qalhāt under the supervision of  
Axelle Rougeulle, CNRS, and are presented here.  The archaeological 
research concerns three kilns excavated in 2008 and 2011.  A short 
introduction to the archaeological investigations at the ancient city of  
Qalhāt will be presented fi rst and followed by a discussion of  a survey 
conducted by the author.  The purpose of  the survey was to complete 
a surface investigation to locate more and/or other high temperature 
productions at this site.   A discussion combining the theoretical points 
given in chapter two with this case study´s production will be given at the 
end of  the section.
Previous Investigations 
After the person oriented research environment, it is time to address the 
archaeological events in Qalhāt.  The fi rst research at Qalhât was conducted 
by the Oman Maritime Heritage Project directed by Tom Vosmer who 
completed a survey of  the site in 1998 and excavated the bath area in 2003, 
the Hammām, (Vosmer 2004).  He tried to locate the harbour but only a 
few anchors were found (Vosmer 2004: 400f.).  Dr. Thomas Creissen and 
Anne Joyard participated in Vosmers investigations and continued with 
the French mission supervised by Dr. Axelle Rougeulle.
Dr Enrico d’Errico conducted a restoration of  the Bibi Maryam 
Mausoleum in 2005-2006 to prevent it from further deterioration.  
Extensive archaeological research at the site started in 2008 when the 
Qalhât Project was launched by the Ministry of  Heritage and Culture of  
Oman.  Five excavation missions were held in 2008-2012 by a French team 
under the direction of  Dr Axelle Rougeulle from the National Centre for 
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Scientifi c Research (CNRS, UMR8167 Orient & Méditerranée, Paris).  Since 
2013 the project has turned into the much larger Qalhât Development Project 
whose aim is to create an archaeological park at the site.  It is maintained by 
the authorities with the support of  the Ministry of  Heritage and Culture of  
Oman and carried out by the French archaeological agency Eveha under the 
direction of  Dr Axelle Rougeulle and the CNRS.  From 2008 to 2012, several 
structures were excavated, amongst others the big Friday Mosque (Rougeulle 
2010: 308-312; Rougeulle et.al. 2012), a private house, and a ceramic area 
with kilns (Rougeulle 2010: 312).  The fi rst excavation mission of  the French 
project began in 2008.  It was during this season that a private house, a small 
Mosque, the B41 area and part of  the rampart or gate were investigated. 
During the next season in 2009, efforts to excavate the Great Friday Mosque 
were made which continued into the season of  2010.  A three day survey was 
also conducted during this season.  The B41 area was enlarged in 2011.
   
Excavations in 2008, 2010 and 2011
Many structures were excavated in the French Mission during the 
excavation seasons of  2008 and 2011, however, they have no connection 
to high temperature production.  Although the author participated in the 
2010 season, only the big Friday Mosque was excavated and no work took 
place in the B41 area.  A three day survey was instead made by the author 
this season with the purpose of  investigating where and what kind of  high 
temperature production there was at the site.  This part of  the chapter will 
therefore begin with the excavations in 2008 then continue with the 2011 
mission.  The 2010 season will be described at the end.  
Three kilns will be described here, all of  which were located in 
the B41 area by the French Mission (Rougeulle 2010:312).  The fi rst was 
excavated in 2008, and the other two in 2011.  They are numbered them 
1, 2 and 3 in order of  excavation chronology to avoid misunderstandings. 
This does not imply any kind of  dating chronology however.  In the same 
area, B41, there are many walls of  different sizes running in different 
directions.  Some are placed directly on bedrock, others on an earthen 
layer.  
The site was excavated with the help of  workers who were guided by 
an archaeologically educated supervisor.  In different excavation seasons 
the French Mission was aided by workers of  different nationalities.  The 
fi rst year (2008) was dominated by Bangladeshi workers, many of  whom 
were neither schooled in English or Arabic.  In the third mission (2010) 
Omani locals, pre-dominantly from the small village of  Qalhāt on the 
north shores of  the wadi, were employed in the archaeological dig.  Most 
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Figure 28: Wasters from the B41 area. 
of  them were young, in their upper teenage years.  2011 was again aided 
by the Bangladeshi, but now also with Pakistani workers.  It was pre-
dominantly the Bangladeshi who worked in the B41 area.  Communication 
diffi culties arose and at the end of  the day Bengali was the easiest method 
of  communication.  The archaeological method was affected by these 
circumstances.
The fi rst kiln, which was circular, was located by Anne Joyard in 
2008.  It was completely excavated during this mission (Ihr 2008c).  It 
measured 2.50m by 2.30m.  The extent of  the ceramics found while 
excavating made it clear that the kiln was used for pottery production. 
This is evident in examples of  locally produced pots which had been 
overheated.  Overheating resulted in the pots become glassy (vitrifi ed) and 
collapsing in shape (Henderson 2000: 133).  Collapsed ceramics are called 
wasters.
Kiln 1 consisted of  a combustion chamber roofed by a 25cm 
thick heavily baked layer of  red clay.  A thin layer of  yellow plaster was 
placed onto the red clay to smoothen it and form the fl oor of  the upper 
compartment.  Pots were piled on this fl oor when fi red.  This shelf  
divides the two chambers with a circular opening in the middle and is 
circumvented by 11 ventilation holes, so called fl ues.  The fl ue system 
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serves the combustion chamber by circulating air and therefore heat. 
Thick drops and blobs of  heavily vitrifi ed clay were observed inside the 
fl ues (Ihr 2008c).  As noted in chapter three, vitrifi cation occurs when 
clay is heated to an extent beyond sintering.  It has to do with the change 
of  minerals.  If  heat persists it will eventually liquefy.  Areas of  sintering, 
vitrifi cation and possibly liquefaction of  clay are generally called hot spots 
(Henderson 2000).  
Figure 29: Kiln 1 and its fl ue system with a view into the combustion chamber 
(copyright Qalhāt Project). 
The depth of the combustion chamber was 120cm and was entranced by 
an arched opening that faces east towards the sea.  The opening measured a height 
of 105cm and was placed on a downward slope (Ihr 2008c).  To confi ne heat, 
the entrance would have been closed or at least partly closed, while fi ring.  The 
construction of super-imposed chambers points to an updraft kiln.  In an updraft 
kiln pots and other ceramics are piled upon each other with a tripod (stilts) in 
between to avoid fusing.  Tripods were found plentifully in the B41 area.  On 
top of piled pots and other ceramics, a coating of broken and collapsed ceramics 
sealed the kiln and made heated combustion successful.  Insofar as much it is 
evident that this kiln correlates well to Henderson´s two-chambered pottery kilns 
with the perforated fl oor described in chapter three (Henderson 2000).
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Figure 30: Th e entrance of the combustion chamber of the fi rst east facing kiln.  Th e 
interior of the kiln was not excavated completely to prevent collapse of the structure 
(copyright Qahāt Project). 
  A 7cm white ash deposit was found at the bottom of  the interior 
of  the kiln which contained semi burned corals and collections of  burned 
fi sh bones.  Underneath this deposit a fl oor level made of  heated clay was 
brought into being.  This fl oor was positioned directly onto bedrock (Ihr 
2008c).  Vast remains of  burned fi sh bones were found on the exterior of  
the kiln raising the question of  fi sh use.  The locally produced ceramics do 
not contain clay tempered with burned fi sh bones.  There must therefore 
have been a different use for the fi sh bones.
An extension of  the excavation area was made to the east of  this 
kiln.  Several layers of  repeated stratigraphy were documented.  In the 
chronology of  events – the opposite of  the excavation chronology – there 
is soil covered by kiln slag.  Kiln slag is in turn covered by ash, which is 
covered by (unburned) fi sh remains.  A repeating pattern occurs again and 
again; soil, slag, ash, fi sh remains.  Ashes of  burnt fi sh inside the kiln and the 
repeated equivalent layers outside the kiln infer that fi sh was used as a fuel! 
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The exterior construction of  the kiln differs on its south and north 
side.  The southern foundation of  the kiln stands on a row of  huge stones. 
This row runs east creating a wall placed directly on the bedrock.  Less 
than 1 meter further south there is another wall running east-west: the 
area between these two walls was fi lled with pebbles to consolidate the 
construction of  the kiln.  In other words there was no neat kiln wall, the 
kiln was instead leaning against the loose pebble fi lling.  This pebble fi lling 
could have been a platform.  The purpose was to offer easier access to 
the open-topped kilns (see chapter three).  Workers could stand on top of  
this platform and reach the upper compartment where pots and ceramics 
were piled.  The fi lling represents small limestone blocks, a fact Rougeulle 
explains as a stack of  staple goods, and raw material for the production of  
lime (Rougeulle 2010: 312).  Looking at the exterior of  the kiln it becomes 
evident that the pebble fi lling served as access to the kiln.  The north 
and east sides are too high to reach the upper compartment without any 
sort of  foothold.  In the east, the arched opening for the combustion 
chamber was found.  Access in the west is limited by a structure wall.   If  
the fi lling was staple goods then the white ash deposit inside the kiln may 
be explained as the reuse of  the kiln to burn lime.  The south end was 
therefore the only possible access to the upper levels of  this kiln.  
The row of  huge stones in the south stood directly on bedrock. 
This construction of  huge stones must therefore have been built prior to 
the construction of  the actual kiln.  The northern kiln wall was placed on 
20cm of  soil and was constructed from 13 courses of  fi st sized stones. 
This side stands free, but a wall passed 80cm to the north and a passage 
led to a door in the west.  The door was an entrance into the structure 
wall west of  the kiln which was built to structure and spatially divided 
the environment.  Structure walls were occasionally used to support kiln 
constructions, as in this case.  
Moving north of  this fi rst kiln there is what seems to be an enclosure 
made real by a wall, again running east-west.  This wall is set on an earthen 
fl oor, some 170cm below the present day surface, which was 360cm in 
length and ran straight.  A northern limit of  the enclosure is bounded by a 
semi-circular wall; in contrast to the former wall, this semi-circular example 
continues deeper down indicating an older construction.  Furthermore, it is 
built with larger stones.  This semi-circular wall rose 90cm above the earthen 
fl oor, but the previous wall stood at 140cm.  The odd thing about the semi-
circular wall was that it curved in a regular bend, just like the northern wall 
of  kiln 1 did.  I will come back to this semi-circular wall in the description of  
the 2011 mission.  There is also a western boundary to this enclosure with a 
third wall (south-north), which was interconnected to the semi-circular.  This 
third wall was a continuation of  the earlier described structure wall running 
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Figure 31: Plan drawing of the fi rst kiln and its surrounding. 
behind kiln 1.  The southern wall of  the enclosure was not interconnected, 
but instead leant against the west wall.  There was therefore a chronology in 
the building phases; the third west wall and the semi-circular wall being older 
than the southern enclosure wall.  The area to the east and further north 
were not excavated during the 2008 season. 
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A continued archaeological excavation of  area B41 was conducted 
in 2011.  The semi-circular wall located in 2008 turned out to be a second 
kiln.  The interior size of  this second kiln measured 205 by 135cm and 
gave the impression of  being square.  Kiln 1 was circular and, similar to 
kiln 2, was a two-chambered updraft kiln.  The roof  of  the combustion 
chamber was unfortunately completely destroyed.  The exterior area of  
this kiln measured 300 by 300cm approximately, slightly larger than the 
fi rst kiln.  The size difference of  the interior and exterior in this kiln 
was due to several wythes, and sometimes several walls.  In the north 
section for instance, there is a structure wall, a kiln wall, an inner kiln wall 
and a second inner kiln wall, i.e. four walls on one side of  the kiln.  The 
kiln in general had two to three walls.  Another differing feature in the 
construction of  kiln 2 from kiln 1 was a ledge located at fl oor level inside 
the combustion chamber.  It circumvented three sides of  the interior of  
this kiln.
The state of  ruin was extensive in this second kiln.  It had no roof  
preserved, and reinforced walls.  As Henderson (2000) noted, the vitrifi cation 
process and hot spots in kilns eventually break down the structures leading 
to the need for reconstruction and reinforcement.  “…needing to be patched 
up with clay when the walls cracked and sometimes buttressed when the 
cracking was severe” (Henderson 2000: 140).  In other words, kilns have a 
limited lifespan (Henderson 2000).    
Figure 32: Th e second kiln, with the southern kiln wall in the front (copyright Qalhāt 
Project). 
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Despite being ruined, it was still possible to draw some conclusions 
about the remaining construction.  The southern kiln wall (semi-circular) 
was found 75cm below the contemporary surface and was built with 
mixed stones.  In the upper rows the stones generally measured 20 by 
15cm, while the lower rows were made of  smaller stones; 10 by 10cm! 
The south face of  the wall reached bedrock and continued in a curve to 
meet the western kiln wall.  Attached to the southern inner wall, a thin 
lower wall stood at a depth of  1m.  This lower inner wall was a single 
wythe stone wall with only two courses.  At this level the average size of  
the stones was 10 by 8cm.  The inner wall was once dressed with poorly 
baked bricks which constructed the inner ledge mentioned earlier.  Only 
a single poorly baked brick was found in situ.  Bricks, seen in chapter two, 
are generally used as a building material of  kilns (Henderson 2000: 136). 
Green slag was also located in situ on the west wall all the way down to 
the fl oor level.  The process of  sintering and vitrifi cation was described in 
chapter three and a more elaborated correlation between slag formation, 
vitrifi cation and kilns at this site will be given in chapter six.  
Coming back to kiln construction and excavation, the west wall of  
the kiln gave the impression of  being slightly curved and was erected from 
15 by 10cm sized stones.  It therefore seems as though the fl oor, i.e. the 
combustion chamber, of  kiln 2 was rectangular.  The upper compartment 
might instead have been curved, and was therefore not the same layout 
as in the fi rst kiln which was circular.  This west kiln wall´s east face 
was dressed by an inner wall of  small stones, 12 by 12cm, which was 
the actual kiln wall.  It is this face that is coated with a light green slag. 
There were three layers of  super-imposed slag measuring an average of  
2-3cm thickness.  The slag provides the information that this chamber 
was exposed to extensive heat.  It was the combustion chamber of  the 
second kiln.  This combustion chamber curved at its upper end indicating 
a vaulted interior.  
This second kiln leaned against a structure wall in the north in a 
similar fashion to the fi rst kiln.  This second structure wall was not the 
same as the fi rst structure wall described however.  The second structure 
wall instead ran in an east-west direction.  The structure wall was built from 
big stones in the upper courses, 20 by 15cm, while the lower courses were 
built with smaller stones; 10 by 10cm.  This method of  construction using 
bigger stones on top of  smaller stones is, as noted earlier, likewise found 
in the south section kiln wall (Ihr 2011).  By this construction stratigraphy 
it was evident that the structure wall must have been erected prior to the 
kiln.  The kiln wall in the north section was dressed by yet another wall, 
an inner lower kiln wall, 50cm further down the kiln wall.  On this inner 
wall there was a second wythe or even a second inner wall.  As earlier 
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mentioned there were four walls in the north section of  this kiln.  The two 
inner walls were destroyed in the north section just above and next to a 
huge stone.  This large stone was surprisingly used in the wall construction 
as demonstrated by a single course of  stones found underneath it!  It was 
later reused as a stabiliser for a third kiln.  
Leaving this intriguing north section, the east will now be discussed. 
As in the north section, there was a large stone (66 by 46cm) placed on top 
of  smaller stones in the east section.  The small stones placed underneath it 
indicate that the large stone was intentionally placed there.  One additional 
rather large stone was found here, placed in such a manner that it delimited 
the entrance of  the second kilns combustion chamber.  The combustion 
chamber´s entrance faced the east, as with the fi rst kiln.  Why is it that the 
combustion entrances were facing the same direction? Kiln construction 
and the need for a ‘forced draft system’ was discussed in the third chapter. 
“Clearly the wind direction was important, whether feeding an updraft or 
downdraft kiln, so the kilns would have been constructed with the prevailing 
wind direction in mind” (Henderson 2000: 139f.).  Entrances facing east in 
Qalhāt might be a conscious orientation to make use of  the sea breeze.   
Figure 33: Entrance of the second kiln with a burnt layer (copyright Qalhāt Project). 
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Figure 34: Diagrammatic cross-section of the second kiln with fi sh in the fi ring box. 
Two separate layers of  burnt ash and burnt clay (black and red) 
were located in the entrance of  this second kiln (Ihr 2011).  These ash/
clay layers partly cut underneath a third kiln.  Small pieces of  the green 
vitrifi ed slag were found in situ to the east indicating the limitations of  
the kiln size.  This is important.  It not only confi nes the size of  the kiln 
but also proves that the interior of  this chamber was completely coated in 
green vitrifi ed slag.  
The east end of  this second kiln was destroyed at some point. 
The destruction was seen in the collapse of  the eastern wall and that the 
chamber was later refi lled with earth, stones and burned and un-burned 
fi sh bones mixed with a few smaller stones.  It was later cut by a third kiln. 
A building reconstruction of  the second kiln would be as follows; we have 
one structure wall starting at surface level, running east and described in 
the north section.  This was the very fi rst event.  A second construction 
event was the slightly curving wall surfacing in the west which ran towards 
the structure wall.  The third event was the northern kiln wall, followed 
by the second inner kiln wall in the north section.  After all these walls, 
they would have erected the kiln wall running from the east in the south 
section, turning 90 degrees and then continuing as the kiln wall in the west 
section where it goes over the northern kiln wall.  The last event was the 
construction of  the lower ledge circumventing the three sides.  
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While excavating the second kiln, a third was soon found.  Added to 
and supported by the east running structure wall alike the second kiln.  This 
third kiln cuts the second.  As the third kiln cuts the second, it must be a 
later event.  The third kiln does not reach bedrock, which the second does. 
It instead stood on 30-40cm of  immensely heated earth.  On the inside it 
measured 126 by 128cm and is therefore slightly smaller than the second 
kiln.  The inner size may be somewhat larger though as this third kiln was 
never excavated inside.  The exterior of  this kiln measured 190 by 210cm 
and rose 160cm in its current condition.  It was constructed from large 
stones (20 by 25cm) at the bottom and smaller stones in the upper level (12 
by 12cm).  The entrance to the combustion chamber measured 50cm in 
depth, 90cm in height and was 50cm wide.  Two layers of  ash and burnt clay 
(black and red) were shown beneath this entrance just like in the second kiln. 
As these layers were found underneath the entrance, it becomes evident the 
kiln entrance was at least partly closed at the time of  fi ring. 
Figure 35: Th ird kiln, section facing south (copyright Qalhāt Project). 
The interior of  this third kiln was completely coated in light green 
slag.  There were three layers of  slag visible on the walls and roof.  The 
roof  was penetrated by 15 fl ue holes, varying in size.  Contrary to the fi rst 
kiln, there was no larger central hole found in the middle.  Alike the second, 
this third kiln was squareish at the fl oor level with a vaulted roof  inside 
the combustion chamber.  The upper compartment, where ceramics and 
pottery were piled for fi ring, was constructed with a low wall.  This wall 
was 24cm high and 20cm wide and coated in yellow clay which indicated 
heat exposure.  This was again a two-chambered updraft kiln, proven by 
the fl ue system, with the lowest courses of  the upper chamber still in 
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situ.  This kiln was not entirely excavated except for the entrance of  the 
combustion chamber.  In this entrance, which was facing south (not east 
any longer), a rather large lump of  slag was located just inside.  This slag 
differs radically from the earlier described slags in situ of  the second and 
third kilns combustion chambers.  The light green slag found coating the 
combustion chamber was in general found as fl at pieces.  The one found 
in the entrance was instead black and partly lustrous, blue and brown.  It 
contained inclusions of  burnt fi sh bones and came in lumps which were 
found all over the area.  
Speaking of  burned fi sh bones, a large pit was located in front of  
the third kiln, its bottom reaching down to a depth of  110cm starting at 
surface.  The entrance of  the third kiln was covered by this pit more than 
half  way down.  The pit contained a homogeneous fi lling of  burnt fi sh 
bones and fi sh ash (Ihr 2011).  This pit indicated a refi lling of  the area as 
well as the entrance area of  the third kiln.  Hence, the third kiln was at 
one point covered by ash and burnt fi sh bones from another kiln in use. 
Was there a forth kiln in the area of  B41?  In general the three kilns were 
less well built than the structure walls.  The kilns used the structure walls 
to steady them while at least the second kiln seems to be reinforced and 
buttressed.  
The complete B41 area was never entirely excavated.  Those parts of  the 
area that were not only indicated the fi ring of  ceramics but also other events 
which took place here.  Seen in a long trench, other parts were also found to be 
exposed to heat.  The 70cm slope of  the bedrock to the east was also evident 
in the trench.  Wasters and ceramics were found in the west part of  this trench 
along with a lot of  ceramic slag.  In one day of  excavation there could be as 
much as eight buckets of  broken pottery and wasters (Ihr 2011).  The east 
part of  the trench, close to the back of  the fi rst kiln, held enormous amounts 
of  slag.  Interestingly, no wasters were found inside the kilns, so evidently the 
workers of  the kilns were in the habit of  cleaning the combustion chamber 
neatly, tossing wasters, slag and ash in other places, maybe something like this 
trench.  A few words about other fi nds must be said relating to the B41 area. 
A main material group in this area was of  course mixed ceramic slags and 
wasters, while the ash from burned fi sh remains made out the second largest 
group of  materials.  Stilts, also called tripods or trivets were recovered in large 
amounts in 2011, while the three kilns themselves were of  course the main 
group of  materiality during the excavations.   
At the end of  this section, a survey, conducted in 2010, is relevant to 
the description of  three seasons of  excavation.  The survey´s intention was 
to investigate the site for other high temperature productions and lasted 
for three days.  Many different places of  high temperature production 
within the ancient city of  Qalhāt were recognised through this survey, 
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Figure 36:  All kilns in plan. 1:20 (copyright Qalhāt Project). 
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however only the ceramic related places will be described and discussed 
here.  The other materials and locations of  high temperature production 
will be discussed in the next chapter.  
Not far from a small Mosque in the northern parts of  the city 
investigated in the previous season, two heaps with concentrations of  slag 
were located (Ihr 2010).  Surface investigation showed a similar kind of  
slag as that found in the B41 area.  This kind of  slag was also located in 
the far south of  the city, however the rim of  a kiln was also visible (Ihr 
2010).  This kiln was not excavated, but surface investigation showed kiln 
interiors with a huge amount of  burned fi sh bones, just as in the area 
of  B41.  Several ceramic shards found around this kiln indicate that this 
area was of  later dating than B41.  While B41 is chronologically dated to 
correlate to the 14th century (Rougeulle 2010: 312), the south city kiln is 
more likely related to the 16th century (Ihr 2010).  
All in all, six areas of  ceramic production in different time phases were 
located.  The far south kiln seems to be the youngest, while B41 is located in the 
middle of  the Qalhāt settlement both in terms of  time and urban-geographic 
orientation.  The areas of  slag concentrations found in the western outskirts 
of  the city are not dateable without excavation, however, when knowledge of  
where the most ancient parts of  the city were placed was correlated to datable 
kilns, an idea of  the city’s development was detectable.  With the oldest part 
of  the city placed at the seafront, expansion to the south, north and the west 
created the need for more and new pottery production sites in Qalhāt.  
Figure 37: A tripod. 
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Figure 38: Map with high temperature production sites marked out (copyright 
Qalhāt Project). 
…to sum up
This part of  the chapter described the conditions of  the archaeological 
situation in Qalhāt.  Only a few earlier archaeological investigations have 
been conducted in this ancient, ruined city.  This picture, however, is 
changing at the time of  writing due to the extensive excavations of  the 
Qalhât Development Project.    
I have identifi ed and described three ceramic kilns which were all 
constructed as two-chambered updraft kilns.  Two of  the three kilns 
have the lowest course of  the upper compartment left in situ.  With this 
method of  construction and given the third kilns level of  preservation, 
it is unlikely that the upper compartment ever stood higher.  It is instead 
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proposed that the kilns were roofed with broken pots and wasters.  In 
this way, they are open-topped kilns in which the wasters were reused to 
cover the open top in order to create a closed kiln environment.  The fi rst 
kiln excavated was circular while the other two were more or less square 
in fl oor level; they also differed in size.  The stratigraphy of  the building 
phases exposed an interior relationship and the chronology of  the three 
kilns and their surroundings.  The second kiln stood directly on bedrock 
and must therefore be presumed to be the oldest.  The fi rst kiln, on the 
other hand, was erected on 20cm of  superimposed sand, while the third 
stood on 40cm of  compact and heated sand.  This third kiln was found 
covered in ash and burnt fi sh bones.  These remains cannot be waste from 
the two earlier kilns, thus, it is an indication of  yet another later or fourth 
kiln.  Of  course this also implies that the users of  these ceramic kilns 
cleaned their combustion chambers carefully and tossed the remains into 
older, and we may also assume damaged, kilns.  Overheated and destroyed 
kilns were reused as a dumping area. 
The orientation of  the kilns entrance is of  some consideration. 
Two of  the three excavated kilns faced east, probably to make use of  the 
sea breeze.  The third kiln entrance faces to the south however.  Entrances 
must have been closed or semi-closed on fi ring occasions to prevent 
the loss of  heat.  This is also indicated by ash and burned clay layers 
underneath the entrance of  the second and third kilns. 
The use of  already existing structure walls as a support for all three 
kilns is an indication of  construction craftsmanship where the structure 
walls are evidently more solid and were therefore used to stabilise the kilns. 
Continuing on the path of  less solid kiln construction, the walls of  the 
kilns occasionally have larger stones on top of  smaller ones.  There is no 
consistency in kiln construction.  It seems that the builders did not put 
as much effort into kiln construction as they did in the construction of  
the structure walls.  Maybe this was due to the inevitable need to reinforce 
and restore the kilns?  This was especially evident in the second kiln where 
several walls were erected on one side.  The lifespan of  these kilns were not 
only fi nite, they were most likely fairly short with renovation and buttressing 
necessary during its lifecycle.
Three layers of  vitrifi ed slag provide information that the third kiln 
was fi red at least three times, on the basis that one layer represents one 
fi ring.  The fuel used was dried fi sh as inferred by the vast amounts of  fi sh 
ash and burned fi sh remains.  Other evidence for this event includes the 
black slag found in situ in the third kilns entrance.  Burned fi sh bones were 
embedded in this slag.  
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DISCUSSION OF CASE 2 
Following this context study, it will now be placed in correlation to the 
second chapter of  this book.  As mentioned in the previous chapter, a 
discussion using theory combined with analytical results of  the excavation 
is majorly interesting and therefore given here and now.  This part of  
chapter fi ve will follow the same layout as the fi rst case study in order to 
make it easier for the reader to follow.  Some discussions are not the same 
though as the two cases differ in many ways.
In this second case study, it has become evident that the ancient city 
of  Qalhāt made use of  many different kilns throughout the city.  These 
kilns contain vast amounts of  slags and wasters which suggests that a large 
amount of  ceramics were wasted with each fi ring and large quantities of  
slag were created.
   
Encountering case 2 with theory 
The second chapter began with a discussion about technological 
circumstances where operational sequences are used to infer back from a 
fi nished good to the process involved in the creation of  that very artefact. 
Operational sequence provides a theory of  technical processes in which 
technical acts also are social acts.  Modifi cation of  material, as in any 
smelting or melting process, has to be linked to both ritual and social 
actions in the same manner as technology.  Modifi cation of  materials can 
be traced through chains of  sequences, made true in this part by inferring 
back to different stages in ceramic material including ceramic slags and 
kiln slags.  Slag on the walls of  the combustion chambers in the kilns is 
epiphenomena of  a reaction between ash and minerals in clays created by 
heat.  The black slag found in the entrance, however, is a slag created in the 
actual fi re by fi sh bones, ash and minerals.  The two slags therefore inform 
us about different temperatures and different burning conditions.  So far, 
without any scientifi c analyses, slags and wasters provide information that:
They have been exposed to very high temperatures
They have been exposed to very high temperatures for a length of  time
Collapsed wasters are evidence of  the fi rst phase of  vitrifi cation. 
There was a structured social organisation seen through the length 
of  time the kiln had to be fi red. 
A shared technological tradition in a taken society is in itself  a 
social organisation.  That social phenomenon stands in connection with 
technological development is therefore clear.
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This is also indicated by the kiln construction itself.
There must therefore have been craft specialisation.
Craft specialisation indicates high levels of  technical knowledge. 
Qalhāt has a defi ned maritime existence.  They used marine livestock 
in a new and different way, namely as a fuel.  Such technological choices 
have cultural signifi cances for group identity and social status.  As pointed 
out in the second chapter, Cornell & Fahlander see the condition for 
‘choice’ as a set of  social patterns in combination with certain situations. 
The situation in Qalhāt is a lack of  wooden fuel, an urge for ceramics and 
a great asset of  fi sh.  In such circumstances the maritime based society 
of  Qalhāt could have purchased wood for fuel in the same manner as any 
other foreign purchased goods.  This was not implemented however, as the 
use of  fi sh as a fuel was instead made true.  What is the reason for using 
fi sh as fuel?  Mass deaths of  fi sh recurrently arise in periods in the Arabian 
Sea.  It is blamed on deep sea water currents from tropical regions which 
are oxygen-poor but rich in phosphates.  Due to a strong upwelling (high 
winds stir the water) these streams rise to the surface and the fi sh die from 
a lack of  oxygen (www.britannica.com).  Mass deaths of  fi sh can be seen 
along the littoral surrounding the Arabian Sea - beaches are submerged 
by the dead animals. For residents in the area the decay process becomes 
a nuisance.  In a maritime society as Qalhāt, where a solid knowledge of  
how to dry fi sh exists, the choice of  how to deal with the beached fi sh was 
simple and elemental.  They simply dried the dead beach fi sh in the usual 
manner and used them as a fuel.  It was a win-win situation.  The nuisance 
of  dead fi sh was dealt with and at the same time fuel, free of  charge, 
was provided.  It was a pragmatic solution where practical knowledge in 
other parts of  the society (fi shing industry) was used in ceramic craft. An 
osteological study of  burned bones from the spine of  a few fi sh showed 
on different kinds of  sharks like the mackerel shark and few species of  
bony fi sh like snappers (Jonsson: 2014, see appendix 2).
Practical knowledge in the absence of  theory was presented in chapter 
two.  Practical knowledge and skill have a second condition in that style 
and construction coincide almost entirely.  Technology and technological 
knowledge are therefore the relationship between technological 
specialisation and social organisation.  In this case study, local potters 
emerged with a huge problem in their chain of  manufacturing: the lack of  
fuel.  An idea, a technological invention, had far reaching consequences 
however.  The use of  fi sh as fuel in the pottery kilns in Qalhāt caused 
shorter lifecycles due to vitrifi cation inside the kilns.  The many places 
where ceramic slag was found might be evidence of  such events.  
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The next part in the theoretical chapter dealt with what decides the 
organisation of  production.  Raw materials need to be supplied in any given 
process, especially those involving smelting and/or melting.  Continuous 
demand is a requirement and makes up the foundation for the existence 
of  advanced craft.  In this way craft specialisation is not only linked to 
surplus, but also to consumption.  Production requires consumption, but 
consumption is at the same time the goal of  production.  A precondition 
for this system was shown to be a monetary economy in chapter two. 
Advanced craft has now changed from secondary production to an 
economic consideration in urban societies.  Qalhāt was an urban society 
largely enrolled in transactions.  Craft specialisation and consumption in 
Qalhāt is therefore seen in; 
…raw materials which need to be supplied, including fuel.  
Fishing, for instance, is therefore a craft specialisation in itself.
…clay supply for ceramic production.
…the construction site of  the B41 area.  Several different 
specialisations must have been engaged. 
…lime found inside the fi rst kiln.
…products which are utensils at the same time.  This 
becomes clear in wasters and fi sh consumption.  Fish was 
used as food for people and livestock, but became kiln 
equipment.  Broken ceramic items were reused for kiln 
construction.   
…the need of  an advanced social organisation.
Transport and communications were effected by waterways. 
Diffi culties involved with transportation of  fi nished products might have 
become an incitement for local production, as argued by Ingemark in 
chapter two.  The cost of  the import might also have become a stimuli 
for local production.  State control such as taxes, embargos or war 
could control the infl ux of  raw materials or of  fi nished goods.  Qalhāt 
enrolled in long periods of  political unrest which might have cut off  
transportation routes and therefore supply giving the incentive to produce 
locally.  The quality of  raw materials controls the quality of  the fi nished 
goods.  Different features of  raw materials determined the outcome of  
the produced goods in a way that could make the fi nished goods usable 
or unusable, more or less attractive and more or less sustainable.  This 
implies that access to raw materials controlled the production.  With the 
amount of  wasters produced in the kilns it is evident that at least one raw 
material was of  low or bad quality.  In this line of  discussion we can see 
that technical determinism, in this case a different kind of  fuel, leads to;
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A quality decrease in kiln construction 
A shortened life-span of  the kilns
Quality decrease of  the ceramics 
Increased vitrifi cation of  both kiln and pots. 
If  products require heat to be modifi ed, then fuel becomes a vital 
ingredient.  The kind of  fuel used is clearly important – the speed at which 
it burns and the density of  the fuel (hard or soft wood) determine the 
amount of  heat produced.  Soft woods burn faster and therefore release 
their heat at a faster rate.  Using fi sh as a fuel raises the temperature 
quickly.  The fi sh also burn quickly, giving a drop in heat.  This results in a 
continuous need to feed the fi re to maintain adequate heat.  Nevertheless, 
with every feeding of  the fi re the heat rises rapidly once more.  Combustion 
is therefore diffi cult to keep consistent which explains the vitrifi cation of  
the kiln.  “The management of  fuel resources is clearly something that is 
relevant to effi cient pottery production” (Henderson 2000: 141).  Fuel is 
the same as any other raw material directing production.  
In the third part of  the second chapter, who decides the organisation of  
production was discussed.  Within this, craft specialisation as an indication of  
social stratifi cation was pointed out.  Social circumstances are understood 
as the more varied craft is, the more complex the society that is to be 
found.  Once a society creates the need for necessity, it automatically 
creates a specialist.  The more specialists exist, the more are required in a 
growing spiral.  It relates to the status of  the working force.  It is diffi cult 
to know the status of  the workers in Qalhāt. The B41 area, however, is 
a craft area where specialised craft was conducted in fi xed workshops. 
Thus, there was craft specialisation seen in full-time professions;
  
in the potters themselves.
in kiln buildings.
found in raw materials that need to be supplied, for instance 
clay. 
Knowing was the next discussion in the theory chapter.  Colour 
changes in a material, the point of  melting, the use of  fuel and correct 
temperatures are knowledge gained by experience and practical application. 
It has to do with learning-by-doing and tacit knowledge.  Feeding the fi re 
must have been done in a perfect and balanced way.  Too much fi sh could 
not be added at once as slag production would increase, but too little 
would mean that the heat would not fi re the ceramics.  The knowledge was 
in knowing the exact amount fi sh to provide to the kiln at the exact time 
which was an awareness that had to be learnt by doing through experience. 
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Apprenticeship used to be, and still is, the most common way to learn 
a craft expertise.  Apprenticeships taught the skills and techniques of  a 
craft by ‘learning by doing’ with face-to-face communication.  Desrochers 
considered face-to-face interaction to be the most important method 
for both tacit knowledge learning as well as for problem solving and the 
diffusion of  ideas.  Close geographical proximity in Qalhāt is of  the same 
kind of  production: the so called localization economies.  Knowing in 
Qalhāt is embodied in…
…fuel consumption. 
…fi sh use as fuel and the tacit knowledge therein, gained 
by experience.
…allocation of  know-how, seen in fi sh fuel.
…geographic proximity in industry.
Turning attention to innovation & experiments, three main causes 
of  innovation were found; the willingness amongst craft workers to 
experiment, the mobility of  the masters and the location of  industry in 
terms of  its geographic proximity.  Innovation and technical invention 
arguably had unintended effects.  All three causes are found in the second 
case study.  The fi rst - willingness to experiment - is evident in Qalhāt 
from the use of  fi sh as a fuel.  This invention is highly innovative and 
pragmatic and there was a very obvious unintended effect connected to 
this.  The second cause, mobility, is evident in the traffi c from far distance 
trade.  Trade made transport and the transfer of  knowledge and goods 
possible to and from different cultural paradigms where the Qalhāti 
community acted as a middleman.  A third cause, agglomeration in the craft 
industry, is seen in the B41 area which was a localization economy, if  using 
Desrochers’ terminology.  Unforeseen consequences were discussed in the 
second chapter as a consequence in production.  In this, cross-fertilisation 
in industries was also found.  Innovation and experiments with unintended 
effects and unforeseen consequences are found in Qalhāt by; 
Excessive slag formation in kilns.
Kiln construction which only needed to last for a certain time. 
It was more convenient to build new kilns rather than clean 
and renovate existing ones. 
Transfer of  know-how and goods which may affect cultural 
traditions.  
Local allocation of  know-how in industry: the kilns are 
cross-fertilised by the fi shing industry.  
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The last theme presented in chapter two was materials use, reuse and 
refuse.  In this it was determined that the intention of  a material was not 
necessarily the same as the use of  a material.  That is, a material might 
for instance be produced for one purpose but used in another.  It is the 
context that defi nes it rather than the intention of  it.  It is however the 
intention or its purpose that indicates its technical effectiveness.  The lack 
of  wooden fuel in Qalhāt and the inconvenience of  beached fi sh was 
solved by the use of  dead fi sh as fuel.  Fish were therefore not only a food 
in this society; they were human subsistence, animal food and fuel as well 
as the main export to the hinterland.  In other words, fi sh refl ected many 
parts of  this society.  Fish is no longer only a foodstuff; instead it has 
altered its use and therefore also changed its social meaning.  
One kind of  reuse is that of  using an older structure for a new 
purpose.  Looking at the structure walls, these were erected for the 
purpose of  fencing, dividing and stabilising the environment.  Yet, they 
were reused to support and stabilise kilns in the B41 area.   Another reuse 
is found in the wasters.  Wasters are broken and badly sintered ceramics 
which were reused in the roof  construction of  kilns.  Thus, wasters were 
also refuse ceramics.  Other refuse material was the slag.  Slag was cleaned 
out kiln waste which was dumped in abandoned kilns.  Use, resue and 
refuse in Qalhāt is found as;
Various ways to use fi sh and reuse dead corps. 
Reuse in structures and wasters.
Pits, kilns and abandoned areas re-used as refuse areas and 
dumps.  
…to sum up
The theoretical chapter two was correlated to the second case study in this 
section.  This was done by attributing the six themes from chapter two 
with the archaeological excavation of  case two. All discussion provided 
was based on reasoning, i.e. contextual analyses.  
Vitrifi cation i s an ongoing process in a heated environment. 
It starts when matter begins to fuse or stick to others.  If  this process 
continues in still higher temperatures, new minerals form and vitrifi cation 
within the clay starts to occur.  There are therefore different phases in 
this process.  It is especially in the last phase that vitrifi cation, which is of  
interest in this project, occurs.  Different materials, as mentioned earlier, 
may be processed and culminate in a phase of  vitrifi cation.  To be able to 
differ between clay which has passed through the phase of  liquid sintering 
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and another processed material, it must be evaluated in as many ways as 
possible.  Contextual analyses cannot always defi ne and evaluate the phase 
or the specifi cs of  a processed material alone.  It is therefore necessary 
to investigate these kinds of  materials with complementary scientifi c 
analyses.  The next chapter will therefore focus on material science. 
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CHAPTER SIX: SCIENCE AND ANALYSIS OF 
VITREOUS MATERIALS 
Figure 39: Lumps with a several centimetre thick vitreous upper surface.
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TO BEGIN WITH…
This chapter will focus on and discuss material science while paying 
special attention to vitreous material.  Vitrifi cation, as mentioned earlier 
in this book, is a process, i.e. there are several different stages or phases 
which must be taken into account.  A high temperature environment and 
an advanced social organisation are needed for such processes to occur. 
High temperatures are therefore another essential theme.  There are many 
different kinds of  productions within high temperature, a few of  them 
will be discussed here.  These examples are found in the two case studies 
which were described and discussed in the previous chapters.  
The former case studies embraced archaeological contexts, while 
this chapter will emphasise scientifi c analyses.  The need for cooperation 
between the two disciplines will be stressed.  While highlighting scientifi c 
analyses, problems linked to science will also be pointed out.  In the specifi c 
case of  a vitreous material it will be argued that just like archaeological 
context analyses, material science is about interpretation.  In this context, 
interpretation always means interpretation with a subjective input.  In this 
way, interpretation may result in different understandings and therefore 
the results presented.
The chapter consists of  three parts.  The fi rst is a description of  
methods used in scientifi c analyses where a short discussion about the use of  
scientifi c analyses will be presented in relation to archaeology.  It is followed 
by the fi rst case study: this section will provide a discussion were contextual 
analyses are correlated with scientifi c analyses of  a specifi c high temperature 
production.  The second case study is then studied in the same manner as the 
fi rst.  Both cases focus on different materials separately. 
MATERIAL SCIENCE IN AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE
Three sections are found in this chapter.  The fi rst part concerns the 
types of  analysis which were undertaken to reveal more information 
about vitreous materials found in archaeological contexts.  The second 
part concerns the fi rst case study in relation to material science.  Special 
emphasis is given to a piece of  vitreous material found in the excavated 
brick kiln from Lödöse.  It was easy to identify what these lumps with a 
vitreous upper surface were not.  A line of  argument suggesting what these 
lumps are is also presented in this chapter. 
The third part is similar to the second.  Again a case study is related 
to material science where materials are investigated and analysed.  Vitreous 
materials are obviously the main focus of  this project, however, a few 
other observations are also made.  
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Conducted analyses 
Different methods have been used to analyse materials connected to this 
project.  Two samples were initially sent to a Swedish company called 
ALS Scandinavia.  Sample one was analysed with the ICP G2 (Inductively 
Coupled Plasma) method.  For the ICP analysis a small amount of  the 
material was crushed and pulverized before being dissolved in an acid 
solution.  The second sample was analysed in the spectra of  ICP MG2 
method.  Both samples were material from Lödöse: one very hard sintered 
brick and a piece of  vitreous material. 
A second scientifi c analysis was conducted in Ireland at the OMAC 
laboratory in Galway.  Again ICP was used, however the 40 elements 
identifi ed were predetermined as they were those specifi cally chosen for 
studies in ceramics.  The material analysed was very similar to the previous 
samples used in the ALS examination.  This specifi c chemical analysis 
demonstrated the diffi culty in determining the difference in strongly 
sintered clay and other vitrifi ed material.  
A good knowledge of  medieval glass is found in England.  Several 
samples were sent to Nottingham and analysed there.  As the lumps 
with an upper vitreous surface were attached to a dark grey area layered 
with white stripes, a detailed analysis of  the different parts was desirable. 
Samples from the test excavation and parts of  the submitted vitreous 
samples were prepared for analysis by EDS (Energy Dispersive X-ray 
Spectroscopy) in an SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) at Glafo.  EDS 
could test the main components analysed except for elements lighter than 
sodium.  The white stripes turned out to be pure quartz (Lang 2011). 
Quartz may be found running in belts through the bedrock.  These belts 
are frequently found in the archipelago of  Western Sweden.  Pegmatite 
was quarried in Gothenburg (Högsbo) in the fi rst half  of  the 20th century 
(www.lansstyrelsen.se). 
A portable Thermo Niton XL3 analyser was recently purchased 
by the Department of  Historical Studies in Gothenburg and used for 
non-destructive additional, although semi quantitative, analyses of  three 
selected samples.  This instrument uses the X-ray fl uorescence (XRF) 
principle; however it is not able to detect sodium and lighter elements. 
Analyses were made on two different limes found in Lödöse.  Both 
lime samples were investigated by petrographic thin section analyses.  This 
method allows the material to be investigated in detail by looking at its 
section in a microscope.    
With knowledge of  a materials elemental composition it is possible to 
read the properties of  that very material.  In glass for instance, a transition 
temperature (Tg) can be measured which is critical for glass annealing. 
Most importantly, the presence of  a Tg is proof  that the material is a glass. 
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The transition temperature indicates the range where the material goes 
from a brittle solid to a highly viscous melt (Sundberg 2010).  For glass, 
the Tg is the temperature when glass “..pass[es] from those like liquids to 
those like solids…” (Henderson 2013: 5).  Realising the close affi liation 
between molten clay and vitrifi ed material through earlier analyses, the 
lumps found in Lödöse were analysed to see what the presence of  a glass 
transformation temperature (Tg) was.  
A C14 analysis was carried out by the Ångström Laboratory in 
Uppsala, Sweden.  This carbon isotope has a known half-life which is 
used to determine age.  Its accuracy is presented with one or two sigmas 
() This dating is therefore presented as a possible time span.  A wood 
analysis was conducted within the same charcoal sample at Vedlab where 
the type of  wood was investigated along with eventual animal paths.  
In all described analytical methods, a small relative error in the 
instrument is accounted for. This error should not exceed more than 10%, 
except for the XRF method.  Most of  the analytical methods have the 
fact that they offer a quantitative read out of  the elements in a material 
in common.  By reading out elements, the composition of  elements must 
later be interpreted.  The results in the reports are therefore a combination 
of  scientifi c analyses, with an instrument error of  up to 10%, along with a 
subjective interpretation.  The interpretation is of  course made by trained 
scientists who are able to make adequate readings.    
The previously described lumps with an upper vitreous surface 
from Lödöse were analysed by different scientifi c laboratories.  All of  
the reports present a different result of  the material interpretation.  One 
result is; ‘Slag?’, the next states ‘…it is a possible glass’.  A third analysis 
names it ‘glass’ and the fourth says; ‘it is hard to determine’.  With six 
different analyses at fi ve different laboratories, there are six inconclusive 
results and interpretations.  There is no consensus in the interpretation of  
the chemical composition of  the vitrifi ed lumps found in Lödöse.  Special 
care needs to be taken when only relying on natural science.  Introducing 
material science offers a new spectrum of  information, but not an all-
inclusive knowledge.  It is necessary to relate to context analyses as the 
archaeological context may bring in other information which is equally 
relevant.  If  archaeological contexts are used in combination with material 
science, a credible interpretation stands out.  Previous chapters only dealt 
with context analysis.  Context analyses and material science together may 
however lead the research forward, and the two discourses should act in 
parallel.  That said, it becomes clear that material science is needed.   
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Interpreting materials and features; fi rst case study
The aim of  this section is to focus on the scientifi c analyses made in different 
laboratories with different methods around the world in connection to 
archaeological context studies.  Data about the brick and the brick kiln 
will be presented initially and followed by a discussion about lime at the 
site with the intention of  shedding new light on the Mendicant Orders 
presence in Lödöse.  Analyses were conducted on different materials like 
charcoal, lime, vitrifi ed material, clay and wood.  A larger piece of  charcoal 
found underneath the brick kiln which contained the isotope C14 allowed 
an age determination.  The charcoal was located in an older structure 
which will also briefl y be discussed.  Focus is then paid to the peculiar 
lumps with a vitreous surface.  Most of  the scientifi c analyses were made 
on this vitreous material with the purpose of  gaining knowledge of  what 
this material was and in what process it was once engaged in.  
Bricks
Several stages of  events occurred in a brickyard.  Moulded wet bricks 
were fi rst air dried in specifi c barns which were solid roofed but had 
sparsely built walls in order to keep out the moisture from rain but to let 
air fl ow freely (Hidemark 1982: 159).  Brickyard, ‘tegelbruk’, refers to the 
complete area where bricks are produced; i.e. a barn, a kiln for baking, 
moulds to shape bricks and a storehouse etc.  Brickyards are therefore 
larger production lines with kilns, clay production, barns and the drying 
process included.  Baking bricks must therefore be related to advanced 
social organisations and craft.  With fi ve brick kilns in Lödöse, three 
of  which were in the vicinity of  each other in terms of  both time and 
space, Lödöse brick production must have been organised by a larger, 
well defi ned social structure.  The kiln excavated for this project and its 
geographic proximity to the church indicates its connection.  Jakobsen’s 
investigation of  nine brick kilns, all of  which were connected to the 
Mendicant Order, implies a pragmatic phenomenon of  placing kilns in 
close proximity to the construction area (Jakobsen 2008: 250) to prevent 
unnecessary transportation.  The kiln excavated for this project was placed 
only 40 meters northeast of  the Dominican church choir.  The church was 
commonly the fi rst building to be erected in a Mendicant Orders priory.  In 
the beginning of  the 13th century the churches of  the Dominican priories 
were small and modestly  decorated (Jakobsen 2008: 117).  It is also known, 
however, that Preaching Orders used older parish churches at the outset 
of  settling in a new location (Widéen 1944: 321).  These priories only had 
a church and an east wing dormitory in the early decades (Jakobsen 2007: 
176 picture note).  The need for donations towards construction work 
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directed when the church could be erected.  Considering the geographic 
proximity of  the church choir and the kiln excavated within this project, a 
question arises.  Was it the fi rst brick kiln built by the Dominicans for the 
purpose of  building their church?  Remember that there was a bigger kiln 
in use, excavated by Ekre, which might well have been used at more or less 
the same time.  This kiln was placed further away to the north however, 
some 100 meters from the choir.  It is likely that Ekre’s kiln was used 
while erecting the priory complex, probably the northern parts or even the 
eastern wing (dormitory). 
Figure 40: Rune Ekres sketch of how the Dominican complex may have looked. No 14 states 
‘Glasshouse?’ It is the area excavated within this project where the brick kiln was found.
Leaving the general issues of  brick kilns behind, it is time to enter 
a more detailed discussion of  the example excavated within this project. 
This kiln is a somewhat square structure which was constructed from bricks 
with the purpose of  baking more bricks.  It would have been roofed with a 
chimney or several chimneys to create a draft and allow the circulation of  
heat.  The height of  the structure is not known, but a reasonable estimate 
is that it was at least a few meters high with an additional meter of  chimney. 
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Internally, it measured approximately 5 by 4.3m, and 7 by 5m externally. 
It is oriented in an east-west direction, which is the same direction as the 
kilns in Malmö (Billberg 1982: 207).  There are two internal benches, 1m 
wide and 4m long.  The benches in Malmö were likewise ca. 1m wide 
(Billberg 1982: 208).  Benches of  less than half  size, 0.2m wide, run along 
the walls of  the Lödöse kiln.  All of  the benches were used for stacking 
air dried bricks.  The fi ring aisles are open in the west, which is also where 
the fi res were lit.  
Figure 41: Th e brick kiln with three aisles, Gamla Lödöse; Sweden. 
This kiln is slightly smaller than the larger example found next to 
the kindergarten, not far to the north.  There are other bigger examples, 
but they are later dated.  In Malmö, Sweden, a brick kiln with fi ve phases 
had internal measurements of  5.2 by 5.2m in the younger phases and 5.6 
by 5.2m in the older phases.  It held four aisles and was capable of  baking 
10,000 to 11,000 bricks in each fi ring.  This kiln was dated to between CE 
1460 and CE 1580 (Billberg 1982: 208ff.).  An older kiln from the late 
16th century was excavated in Nørlund, Denmark, which measured 7 by 
7.5m in its outer dimensions and contained three aisles.  It was calculated 
that a single fi ring would have produced 30,000 bricks (Kock 1973: 5). 
The kiln investigated for this project is older, but it remains that all the 
kilns had a similar layout as brick kilns have been constructed in similar 
manner for centuries.  The examples described by Jakobsen most often 
contained three aisles suggesting that a three aisle plan seems to be the 
most common design.  In Lödöse, the three aisles were paved with fi st 
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sized stones near the fi ring end, but were unpaved further inside the kiln 
to the east (Ihr 2009).  In a small trial square placed in the middle aisle, a 
burnt wooden plank running almost perpendicular to the kiln structure 
was found underneath the benches.  A second small trial square was 
opened in the northern aisle where an iron contaminated sand layer was 
located (Ihr 2008b).  Iron contamination often occurs in wet conditions. 
Such a wet area correlates well with the ground resonance completed by 
Persson (2001).  This is clearly a wet area as all the lawns become quite 
marshy after rain.  
The southernmost aisle in the kiln is fi lled with a 15cm thick layer 
of  burnt limestone (Ihr 2009).  In Malmö too, they found a layer of  lime 
inside one of  the aisles, this time some 30cm thick (Billberg 1982: 210). 
The lime layer in Lödöse was left in situ as it was far too hard to excavate 
with a trowel.  Other comparable kiln features are the so called hot spots. 
Bricks from the north-eastern corner of  the Lödöse kiln were overheated 
and completely deformed.  In other words, deformation and overheating 
occurred in the area furthest from the fi re.  Some of  these bricks were 
exposed to such a great heat they actually started to liquefy and melt.  A 
temperature exceeding 1250°C is required for baked bricks to melt into 
liquid sintering (Brorsson 2009: 8).  Likewise in Malmö, some of  the 
bricks were severely overheated and had turned black and violet in colour 
(Billberg 1982: 207).  These colours were equally noticeable in Lödöse. 
Kock also describes a similar phenomenon in his brick kiln.  He articulates 
that there is evidence of  a heavy fi re inside the kiln as the brick walls were 
locally deformed (Kock 1973: 3).  Deformation in brick kilns is of  no 
surprise or a mistaken fi re however, it relates to its construction where the 
eventual breakdown of  the kiln structure is unavoidable and reinforcement 
common (see chapter three).  The liquid sintering and melting phase of  
bricks therefore has less to do with the fi re than with the actual draught 
system.  These melted areas in a kiln are called hot spots. 
Continuing to the exterior of  the kiln, part of  a stone layer was 
registered in 2007 (Ihr 2008b: 4), and excavated in 2010.  The layer is built 
from natural granite stones.  This stone layer surrounded the outside of  the 
kiln, circumventing the construction on three sides.  It was documented on the 
south and east side in 2008, and its enlargement to the north of  the kiln was 
located in 2010.  It does not exist in the west as this gable was the fi ring side. 
The layer varies in size, ranging from 0.5 to 1.5m wide and 2 to 6 stones width 
in its upper levels.  The stone layer, which was located in 2007 in the upper part 
of  the brick wall was as deep as the bottom of  the kiln, i.e. some 40cm thick. 
Similar stone layers are known from earlier excavated kilns in the region (Rytter 
2001: 137).  A similar outer layer of  natural stones was located in Malmö, and 
even found underneath the oldest fl oor level (Billberg 1982: 207).
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In a lime kiln found in Norway, the excavators recognised a later 
reinforcement with a second exterior wall (Sognness 1993: 63).  Although 
in the Lödöse case there was little involvement with the reinforcements, 
the architectural similarities of  a brick wall with an outer reinforcement is 
remarkable.  Some of  these outer stones were so big that we had to use 
a mechanical excavator to remove them.  The Lödöse kiln nevertheless 
differs in construction compared to other brick kilns in that we found 
lumps with an upper vitrifi ed surface placed inside this outer stone layer. 
These lumps with vitreous material on top must have been present at the 
time of  construction of  the outer feature of  the kiln.  
The complete stone layer was set in a grey homogeneous clay or 
silt, which was only found here.  Removing the eastern brick wall and its 
outer natural stone layer, this grey homogeneous clay was also present as a 
smoothing layer underneath the brick wall which levelled and covered any 
deposits found underneath.  The grey clay was the same kind of  clay that 
the bricks were made from, a fact which was made evident by its colour 
change from grey to the reddish-orange colour (brick) with increased heat. 
A single course of  thin, square brick tiles were placed on top of  this grey 
clay, whereupon the brick wall was erected.  A course of  large, cut granite 
stones was already partly identifi ed underneath the grey clay in 2008 (Ihr 
Figure 42: Liquid sintered brick, Lödöse; Sweden.
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2009).  This course of  granite stones created a straight line in the interior 
of  the kiln.  It was a foundation presented as a stone stratum.  Contrary 
to the earlier described stone layer circumventing the exterior of  the brick 
wall, the lower and older stone foundation or stratum undermines the brick 
kiln on all four sides, even the western gable where the fi re end of  the kiln 
was.  In the west there had not been any upper stone layer however.  The 
upper stone layer and the older stone foundation are therefore two distinct 
events. The stone stratum was depressed into pure sand (see Harris matrix, 
chapter two).  The iron contaminated sand was discovered inside the kiln 
in a trial square in 2008 (Ihr 2009).  Finally, with respect to stratigraphy it 
ought to be pointed out that the kiln in Lödöse was recognised as having 
had two phases, each of  which was connected to two quite thick fl oors.  A 
renovation was noticed after the fi rst phase.  The kiln was therefore heated 
at least four times with the intent of  baking bricks.  A third phase was 
recognised in part of  the kiln where the purpose was now to burn lime. 
Lime burning was only conducted in one aisle.  
As pointed out, the stone stratum foundation is semi-sub terrain.  By 
cutting a profi le into this foundation the layers of  indurated sand fl oors 
were recognized.  It is therefore clear that the brick kiln reused an older 
structure´s foundation.  This practice of  reusing sites is not accidental. 
In the lime kiln referred to in Norway, they also acknowledged an earlier 
structure.  Here, the lime kiln was erected inside an older house (Sognnes 
1993: 65).  In Lödöse the older foundation was covered with a layer of  
mixed materials; crushed bricks, limestone crumbs, earth, lumps of  material 
with a glassy surface and many iron nails.  
To produce excessive heat in the brick kiln, large amounts of  fuel 
would have been needed.  How much, is not to be said, however, as there 
is also a reference to its quality.  Kock refers to a new Nunnery in Roskilde, 
Denmark, in the early 14th century.  The Nuns pleaded that no irrelevant fuel 
should be used in the kiln (Kock 1973: 4).  This short historical reference 
suggests that fuel of  a lower quality was frequently actually used in kilns and 
affected the end result of  the product.  Thus, there must have been a good 
understanding in the process of  baking bricks. 
The knowledge of  baking bricks came to Sweden from abroad; 
initially from Denmark, but Germany was another infl uential country 
through the movement of  brothers in priories and monasteries (Hidemark 
1982: 150).  That is; the practice of  baking bricks came to Northern Europe 
with religious orders.  Although the knowledge of  bricks was at hand 
in medieval Scandinavia before the presence of  the Order of  Preachers, 
the habit of  using bricks was not widely spread.  An increase in the use 
of  bricks began with the erection of  brick buildings by the Mendicant 
brothers.  The use of  different clays was limited in the medieval period 
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however.  In the 12th century, brick manufacturers were not acquainted with 
lime rich clay, which gives a yellow baked brick.  Instead, they used iron 
contaminated clay, which forms a red brick after heat exposure (Hidemark 
1982: 150, 158).   The knowledge of  building in bricks and baking bricks 
was later lost with the destruction of  priories and the dispersion of  
brothers and laymen (Hidemark 1982: 150).  Several centuries passed 
until brick production was re-established.  The cause of  its decline might 
be the church-political unrest connected to the reformation (ibid.).  The 
reformation brought the demise of  priories and many other monasteries 
who were major producers of  bricks.  The baking of  bricks was later re-
organised in a new way but stopped altogether in Skåne, the very south of  
modern Sweden, (Hidemark 1982: 151).
Before ending the discussion about bricks, a few words on scientifi c 
material will be given.  The bricks showed high levels of  aluminium, more 
than 15%, and low content of  calcium (Grandin 2008, Lang 2011).  High 
levels of  aluminium are typical for clay (Grandin 2008; Henderson 2013: 
113-115).  The amount of  calcium found in this clay is evidence of  calcium 
levels that naturally occur.  Potassium (K) is slightly higher than sodium (Na) 
and similarly also occur as impurities in clays (Grandin 2008; Henderson 
2000: 132, 134).  Iron is found slightly more frequently than potassium 
which indicates iron contaminated clay, for instance clay tempered with 
feldspar.  Clay with such a temper would give heat resistant clay.  Feldspar 
could also explain the content of  magnesium (Mg) in the sample, as 
feldspar sometimes contains Mg.  The strontium level in this clay holds ca. 
200ppm, which corresponds well with the measurements by SGU (Sveriges 
Geologiska Undersökningar), which show an average of  160ppm around 
Lödöse (Appendix 3).
Figure 43: Diagrammatic east-section of the stratigraphy in the kiln.
=Stone 1
=Grey Clay 2
=Tiles 3
=Covering Layer 4
=Stone Stratum 5
=Sand 6
=Brick
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Lime production  
Lime was found in situ in the kilns southern aisle.  The production of  lime 
and brick are closely connected as both materials were used simultaneously 
in building constructions during the Middle Ages.  This lime has been burnt, 
indicated by its low weight as well as by the samples porous nature and 
unburned cracks (Seir 2011).  Lime mortar has been produced in Sweden 
since the 11th to 12th century (Johansson 2007: 26).  All stages in lime 
mortar and plaster production were, hence, locally processed in Lödöse. 
Lime was generally slaked by being covered with sand during the medieval 
period (Johansson 2007: 30).  The lime becomes very corrosive during 
Figure 44: Plan drawing of the kiln, unfortunately incomplete due to a lack of time. 
By Klas Holger Jönsson and Karin Johansson.
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the slaking process.  The slaking process created a chemical reaction and 
released heat but could take several years to complete and was therefore 
usually done in a pit of  its own (Sognnes 1993: 65).  Hydraulic lime is 
defi ned as slaked lime which has hardened into quick lime only after water 
is added (Johansson 2007: 19).  The burning of  limestone, however, often 
took place in brick kilns (Billberg 1982).  The reuse of  a kiln to burn lime 
is both pragmatic, convenient, and adheres to architectural reuse which 
was stressed earlier in chapter two.  Lime from Norway was generally used 
in Bohuslän (Johansson 2007: 26, 28), but a different, yet similarly white 
lime was used in Lödöse. 
A most intriguing aspect about the lime in this excavation is that 
two kinds of  lime were found inside the brick kiln.  There is no natural 
limestone found in Lödöse or its close vicinity.  After analysis of  the two 
kinds of  limes it turned out one was indigenous, a yellowish lime with 
big grains and many impurities.  As lime is found in the table mountain 
of  Västergötland (Johansson 2007: 28) the indigenous material might 
therefore have originated from the Falköping lime bedrock.   The other 
lime turned out to be of  foreign origin.  Fossils in this second lime confi rm 
small rather than big grains with few impurities.  The foreign lime is thus 
of  higher quality and whiter than the indigenous.  This correlates well 
Figure 45: Burned lime in situ in 
the kilns southern aisle.
to the archaeological excavation results. 
The foreign lime, when burned and 
slaked, is very clean and its whiteness is 
distinct; it is aesthetically very beautiful 
and since it is known that it was 
purchased from abroad we can assume 
it was purchased for a specifi c purpose. 
By fossil species, the foreign lime´s 
provenance can be traced to Southern 
England, Denmark, Northern France, 
Germany or Belgium.  All these areas 
are set on the same sub-terrain lime 
bedrock.  
There are different qualities in 
lime mortar.  A rougher mortar, with 
bigger grains and more impurities is not 
as white as a fi ne grained one.  Lime 
mortar containing bigger grains works 
fi ne as mortar is not as exposed to visual 
inspection as lime plaster is.  It therefore 
seems reasonable that the aesthetic 
foreign lime was used for plaster with 
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the purpose of  being visually exposed.  Cloisters were commonly plastered 
white.  A brick fl oor in herringbone design was found in Lödöse on the 
outside of  the northern wall of  the church, a cloister, which faced the 
garden (Ekre 2007: 134).  It is therefore likely that these cloister walls were 
white washed with the imported aesthetically white lime.  
Charcoal
In historical references, the fi rst documented donation given to the 
Dominican priory is dated to CE 1260.  A piece of  charcoal was found 
underneath the brick kiln, inside the stone stratum of  the older foundation. 
It dates the kiln terminus post quem and correlates well with this donation. 
A wood analysis was made from the same charcoal.  The sample is from a 
fi r tree, a tree that can grow to be 400 years old (Vedlab 1104).  It shows 
sturdy ageing rings that indicate strong growth which is frequent while 
a tree is young.  This sample holds several animal paths inside its wood 
which were made after the tree was coppiced.  It is therefore evident that 
this wood was once part of  a structure (Vedlab 1104).  The calibrated C14 
dating with two  (Ua 41477) gives a span between CE 1220 and CE 1295. 
This implies that the wood was burnt either as early as the beginning of  
the 1220s or as late as the mid-1290s.  One  indicates a date between CE 
1255 and CE 1285 (Ua 41477).  Five historically recorded fi res are known 
in the town.  The earliest was in CE 1290 (Ekre 2007: 151).  Ekre made 
archaeological observations of  an earlier fi re, however, which he considers 
to have ravaged the town before CE 1243 (ibid.).  The charcoal in this 
project also points to a fi re during the mid-13th century.  As the charcoal was 
found underneath the kiln it was not until after this fi re that the brick kiln 
was erected.  We know from Skänningeannalerna that the Mendicant Order 
received an allowance to establish themselves in the Skara episcopal in CE 
1240 and in Lödöse in CE 1243.  The charcoal points to a dating around 
1260 which is contemporary to the fi rst documented donation.  This 
cannot be a coincidence?  As previously mentioned, transportation was 
minimalized on a construction site during the Middle Ages (chapter two). 
Geographic proximity of  the kiln and the Dominican church therefore 
indicate that the kiln was used in the construction of  that very church. 
As the kiln is dateable to around CE 1260, the church construction likely 
started in CE 1260.   Iron nails were also located in the mixed layer where 
the charcoal was found.  These nails indicate that there had been a wooden 
structure placed on top of  the older foundation, the stone stratum.  The 
stratum contained dressed stones facing the interior.  af  Ugglas described 
the dressed stones in the older church as 0.25m in thickness with their 
dressed side facing the outside of  the structure.  One such row of  stones, 
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he writes, would have been half  of  a former cavity wall which would have 
formed the ground structure of  that specifi c older church (af  Ugglas 
1931: 218).  For whatever reason, there is a striking similarity between the 
dressed stones of  the kiln and the older church.  The stone stratum must 
have had a wooden superstructure, indicated both by the animal paths and 
the nails.  Prior to bricks, older structures were commonly erected in wood 
on a foundation of  natural stones (Jakobsen 2008: 249, 252).  The wooden 
superstructure in Lödöse is probably where the iron nails were used in 
the roof  which eventually burned.  What kind of  building this was and its 
purpose is diffi cult to say as there was a surprising tidiness associated to 
this feature.  
Vitreous Lumps
Lumps, which were adhered to a several centimeter thick vitrifi ed surface, 
were found inside the kiln during all excavations as well as outside the kiln, 
inside the outer stone layer, underneath the kiln and inside the stone stratum 
of  an older structure.  These lumps therefore cannot be by-products of  
the brick kiln itself.  For instance, one bigger lump was found supporting 
the southern brick wall.  In other words, they derive from another high 
temperature production and can moreover be stratigraphically dated to be 
older.  Since these lumps are very compact and heavy, they would likely 
not have been transported far.  Again, long transportation was avoided as 
much as possible.  It is more likely that they originate close by.  It would be 
remarkable if  they had been transported long distances since the material 
must then have been of  special importance, particularly seen in a social 
context.  In that case, the lumps would not have been reused as a building 
material.  There is now more than 99kg of  these lumps in the Lödöse 
Museum (see fi rst fi gure of  this chapter).  These lumps vary in size, 
from crumbs to 16.7kg in one single piece.  They commonly weigh a few 
kilos.  The vitreous surface is surprisingly homogeneous, some 4cm thick 
(see fi rst picture of  this chapter).  These parts are dark blue mixed with 
opaque turquoise.  The upper vitrifi ed part is adhered to a heavily sintered 
blackish layer.  The blackish layer is heterogeneous, and occasionally 
visually resembles a natural stone.  In general the lumps are heavy and 
dense, lacking vesicular and porous parts.  Stones are adhered underneath 
some of  the lumps.  The lumps with a vitreous upper surface and stones 
adhered underneath have clearly been the topic of  many discussions. 
It is the enigma of  these lumps, especially the vitreous surfaces, which 
drove this project forward.  To answer any questions about this material, 
it must fi rst be pointed out there are no indications of  glass blowing 
activity whatsoever in the excavated area, and no evidence of  secondary 
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production in glass.  Henceforth, there is a methodological problem.  A 
hundred kilos of  a material may not, and can not, be neglected even if  
some of  the weight is due to the adhered stones.  
Bigger pieces were possible to assemble, and by doing so, one batch 
of  a glass like material inside a crucible became visible.  With the adhered 
stones underneath, it is evident that this material came from a deposit 
of  a kiln´s inner fl oor.  Many scientifi c analyses were made to determine 
the raison d´etre of  this material.  The excavated material is chemically a 
glass, but it is not to be misunderstood as a material for glass blowing in 
the conditions where it was excavated.  Glass, for the purpose of  item 
production, may not have a regular atomic structure and be crystalline.    A 
man-made glass must instead be non-crystalline, i.e. no regular symmetry 
at the atomic level of  the glass.  A non-crystalline structure “…is a 
characteristic that helps defi ne a material that lacks long-range structural 
order…” (Henderson 2013: 2).1 
From the structural material science point of  view, glass is defi ned 
as a non-crystalline solid, i.e. a frozen liquid (Shelby 2005: 4).  Glass is 
also defi ned as a material which shows the Tg or glass transformation 
temperature phenomena.  The relatively rapid cooling of  a melted batch 
(raw materials) preserves the disordered atomic structure of  this liquid 
melt.  Inorganic glasses are not built from molecular units, but from large 
negatively charged silicon-oxygen anions which chemically bind to the 
other components of  the glassy (vitreous) material.  Glass slowly transforms 
from a viscous liquid to a non-crystalline solid, a supercooled liquid (ibid.). 
It is the monolithic property of  glass that makes transmission of  light 
possible since there are no particles present that will refl ect the light.  If  
there are surface boundaries found inside the glass, as in the case of  a 
crystalline phase, light will instead be refl ected causing a non-transparent 
effect.  If  a thin piece of  the Lödöse vitreous surface is held against a 
lamp, light transmits through the piece and a green colour appears.  After 
this discussion the Lödöse material can be said to be; 
…defi ned as a glass.
…made in more than one melt or batch. 
…melted while contained in a crucible placed on the fl oor 
of  a kiln.
…a different chemically vitreous surface than other parts 
in the lumps.
1 For more detailed understanding of  glass see J.E. Shelby (2005).
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Following these introductory words in glass, it is now time to discuss 
the actual scientifi c analyses of  the vitrifi ed lumps found in the Lödöse 
brick kiln.  First of  all, these lumps generally hold very high levels of  
aluminium (Al).  High levels of  alumina (Al 2 O3) in a man-made glass can 
be expected to produce a hard glass which stiffens quickly and requires 
less time to blow it.  The lumps were therefore analysed in more detail.  
It became clear that the upper parts of  the lumps, the parts of  the 
vitreous surface, contained lower levels of  Al₂O₃ than the rest of  the 
lump.  Aluminium levels read 9-10% at the surface, while in general gave 
levels of  12-14% (Lang 2011; Grandin 2008).  
The analysis from Ireland revealed that the Lödöse lumps contained 
strontium (Sr) levels around 900ppm.  The department’s portable XRF 
offered a slightly lower reading of  around 800ppm in the vitreous blue and 
turquoise parts, while keeping in mind that the ground levels in Lödöse 
contain ca. 160ppm (Appendix 3).  Sr levels closer to 300ppm in-made 
glass are usually an indication of  terrestrial animal or plant ash, while 
1000ppm of  Sr indicates ash from marine conditions (Freestone 2006: 
11).  Inland glasses generally have an average of  150ppm Sr (Henderson 
2013: 60).  The Lödöse lumps have a Sr level between inland glass and 
glass made with marine ash.  
Continuing to calcium, which is described by Plinius the older as 
an additive of  shells in glass (Kurzmann 2004: 33).  This maritime lime 
however is not always at hand or used.  Calcium is used as a stabiliser; glass 
for instance would dissolve in water without calcium.  Terrestrial ash may 
originate from birch, bracken or beech (Henderson 2013: 48; Kurzmann 
2002: 36-38). Magnesium is a companion to calcium (Kurzmann 2004: 
33).  Magnesium levels in a tree which likes calcium are also expected 
to be higher.  One such tree is again birch.  Ash from a birch trunk, for 
instance, holds 56% calcium oxide and 11% magnesium oxide.  A few % 
of  magnesium are therefore naturally found in potash glasses (Kurzmann 
2004: 33).  If  there is more magnesium found, this is likely to be amounted 
to Dolomite stones as a raw material in the glass (Kurzmann 2004: 33). 
Glass containing up to 1% is a low magnesia glass (LMG), while amounts 
of  up to 3-5% are described as high magnesia glass (HMG) (Kurzmann 
2004: 35).  Higher levels of  magnesia (Mg) and sodium (Na) are especially 
found in halophyte plants, which grow in high salinity (Kurzmann 2002: 
38), one such example is the Salicornia europaea, glasört or the salsola species 
which may well be ashed and used in a glass batch (Henderson 2013: 32-
36).  Potassium (K) predominantly occurs in glass as a contribution from 
the burning of  excessive amounts of  terrestrial wood (Kurzmann 2004: 
35).  Again the birch contains up to 16% of  potassium oxide in its trunk 
ash (Kurzmann 2004: 37).  Beech ash also raises the levels of  manganese 
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and enhances the levels of  potassium, phosphorous and sulphur as well 
as enriched trace elements such as strontium, rubidium, zinc and barium 
to mention a few (Henderson 2013: 49, 102, 104).  Birch bark differs 
slightly in its composition to birch trunk ash. The bark rises the amount 
of  calcium (CaO) much, while trunk ash rises the amounts of  potassium 
most (Grandin 2009: fi g.5).  Plant ash glasses are therefore characterized 
by high magnesium and potassium oxides (Henderson 2013: 85).  One 
signature of  terrestrial wood is the lack of  chloride (Kurzmann 2004: 35). 
In a case of  mixed ashes, both terrestrial and maritime or halophyte 
plants make provenance determination of  the ash used in a glass very diffi cult 
(Kurzmann 2004: 35).  Still, Kurzmann describes mixed ashes as a possible 
event during the Middle Ages.  The mixed ash glasses then hold more or less 
equal parts of  sodium (Na) and potassium (K).  This ratio, however, can also 
be found if  sand containing feldspar is used (Kurzmann 2004: 40).  
These results show that, using chemical data together with 
mineralogical data, it is possible to broadly predict the glass 
composition from an analysis of  the raw materials. However, it is 
more difficult to deduce the specific raw materials used for glass 
production from the analysis of  the finished glass. This paper 
illustrates that, as Turner suggested in 1956, the relationship between 
the glass composition and the raw materials used to produce it is 
not a simple linear one (Jackson et al 2005: 793).
In the lumps with a vitreous surface found in Lödöse, the contents 
of  magnesium oxide (MgO), sodium oxide (NaO) and potassium oxide 
(K2O) are generally around 3% (Appendix 1, Table 1).  Insignifi cant levels 
of  chlorine were found in the analysis with the Niton XRF and in the 
Nottingham measurements.  The calcium oxide (CaO) content is high 
though, reaching 16.5% according to Nottingham, but slightly lower in 
the XRF readings. 
Two trace elements are especially interesting in the Lödöse material. 
Scandium (Sc) and Yttrium (Y) are relatively abundant elements that are 
frequently found in Scandinavian soil: Scandium is in fact named after 
Scandinavia.  As these two trace elements are found in the Lödöse material 
(Appendix 1, Table 3) it is an indication that the raw material was collected 
from Scandinavian soil.  From the analyses so far, it may be concluded that;
Aluminium levels are unusually high for a glass.
Sr levels indicate a mixed ash.
Ca levels indicate terrestrial ash like birch.
Mg levels are rather high and indicate terrestrial ash.
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Na levels indicate a halophyte plant ash or marine ash.
K levels indicate terrestrial ash.
The raw materials used for these lumps are of  Scandinavian 
origin. 
But what are the lumps with a vitreous upper surface found in 
Lödöse?  In order to answer this, the aluminium content of  the material 
must be discussed.  A crucible is needed to melt the raw materials in glass 
production.  The clay used in crucible manufacturing must be of  a kind 
that resists high temperatures.  Kurzmann speaks of  extremely refractory 
clay which can resist temperatures of  up to 1350°C (Kurzmann 2004: 
46).  Refractory clay is heat resistant due to high levels of  aluminium 
oxide; 18 to 27% (Kurzmann 2004: 47).  In clay, for instance in the bricks 
found in Lödöse, 5 -7% aluminium oxide is found (Brorsan 2009).  The 
aluminium levels of  the blackish parts from the lumps contain levels 
of  5% of  the element aluminium (Appendix 4).  “Modifi cation of  the 
chemical composition of  plant ash glasses by the crucible in which they 
were melted may have occurred in Egypt” (Henderson 2013: 85).
Could these lumps be a waste product from blast furnace production? 
The XRF analyses of  this material show the answer to be no.  Blast furnace 
slag contains elements different from the lumps found in Lödöse.  The 
quantities of  potassium, zirconium and iron in blast furnace slag are half  
of  what is found in the vitreous surface of  the Lödöse lumps.  Strontium 
and aluminium are even less in the blue blast slag, approximately a third 
of  the content of  the Lödöse vitreous surface.  The element iron in the 
turquoise blast slag was at the same level as in the Lödöse vitreous surfaces, 
some 3%.  Typical blast furnace slag has a silicon dioxide (SiO2) content 
of  around 35% (www.fhwa.dot.gov).  The element silicon content in the 
vitrifi ed material from Lödöse was 26%, i.e. some 50-60% when counted 
in oxides (Appendix 1 and 4).  Another signifi cant element found in blast 
furnace slag is calcium oxide at levels of  nearly 40% (www.fhwa.dot.gov), 
while the Lödöse lumps contained 16% CaO.   Practically no carbon was 
found in the Lödöse lumps.  The analysis of  the Lödöse material contains 
only 100ppm, practically negligible.  Carbon often follows as a residue in 
iron production; “Cast iron contains 2-5% of  carbon, often accompanied 
by 1-3% silicon…” (Henderson 2000: 232).  
Other comparisons to materials were therefore made with the 
lumps. One was with window glass excavated by af  Ugglas in the early 
20th century.  These windows were analysed, and turned out to hold 
signifi cantly lower levels of  the trace elements which were expected to be 
more frequent in Scandinavian ground (Appendix 1, Table 7).  They are, 
in other words, most likely not made from the same type of  raw materials 
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as were used for the glassy phase in the lumps.  The windows are instead 
high in Barium (Ba), zinc (Zn), calcium oxide (CaO) and potassium oxide 
(K2O) (Appendix 1).  They do not match the vitreous surface of  the lumps 
whatsoever.  Given this lack of  Scandinavian trace elements, the windows 
can be presumed to have had a foreign origin.  In other words, they were 
purchased and brought to Lödöse from abroad.  Another comparison 
was made with the glaze on fl oor clinkers found in the older church (Ekre 
2007: 134) where there are both yellow and green clinkers.  It is signifi cant 
that there is a high level of  elemental lead (Pb), on average 30%.  Lead 
is not found in the lumps (Appendix 1 and 4).  With these comparisons 
it becomes evident that the lumps with a vitreous surface are not glaze, 
window glass or blast furnace slag.  A few defi nite arguments can still be 
made about the lumps however.  They are; 
Not the same as the window glass from the Dominican 
church. This glass was purchased from abroad. 
Not the same as the fl oor glaze in the Dominican church. 
The glaze is evidently a lead based mixture. 
Not blast furnace slag. 
So far there are good arguments for what the lumps with a vitreous 
surface are not.  But what are they then?  A subsequent analysis comparing 
the different layers in the lumps with a vitreous surface determined what 
these lumps are.  The vitreous surface was a man-made glass attached to a 
crucible.  The levels of  calcium differed greatly.  The glass contained 12% 
calcium while the crucible had 0.7% (Appendix 4).  Calcium was therefore 
purposely added to the vitreous melt.  There was less of  a difference in the 
quantity of  aluminium, 4.5% in the glass and 5% in the crucible, which will 
be explained later.  The higher amounts of  potassium in the crucible were 
due to the clay used in its production.  Alkali-feldspar contains high levels of  
potassium. The amount of  potassium in the glass can instead be explained 
by the use of  potash.  Strontium in the crucible measured 103ppm, which 
is slightly lower than average ground level of  Lödöse (appendix 1).  The Sr 
content of  the glass was much higher which again suggests that something 
was intentionally added to the mixture that contained higher levels of  Sr. 
Let me therefore argue for a possible event; the lumps are broken pieces of  
a crucible with melted glass adhered inside.  Attached are stones and sand on 
the bottom of  these lumps which indicate that the crucible was standing on 
the fl oor of  a kiln or furnace when it broke.  As the crucible was used several 
times, it was slowly dissolved by the corrosive molten glass.  The corrosion 
process tells us that it was used in more than one heating cycle, therefore the 
crucible becomes a more and more highly sintered clay, with glass eating its 
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way into the small cracks.  The glass melt oozed through the crucible until 
it could no longer be used and was attached to the stones at the bottom of  
kiln fl oor; it was subsequently tossed away.  
Since glass forming melts are usually very effi cient at dissolving the 
bottom of  furnaces, care should always be taken to ensure that this 
does not occur (Shelby 2005: 35).
At some point the crucible cracked while it still had glass attached 
inside.  “What we can expect to fi nd in the excavations of  a glass factory is 
material that has been dumped near the site of  the furnace” (Henderson 
2000: 65).  Soon after, in close geographic vicinity, a brick kiln was erected. 
Lumps of  the broken crucible were reused as a building material herein 
which was evident while excavating this kiln. 
Whether or not it was glass is of  less importance, emphasis is instead paid 
to the process as such.  Tracing back this building material gives information 
of  its production process, its being, it’s becoming, its use and its value.  One 
thing is clear, there must have been a full understanding of  a high temperature 
production process, whatever its purpose was.  The makers must have known 
how to create a chemical glass: a vitreous material.  It becomes clear;  
Scientifi c analyses are still an interpretation. In some cases 
they cannot give a defi nitive answer. 
There was high temperature production in Lödöse as early 
as the 12th century.  
The temperatures must have exceeded 1300°C, evident in 
highly sintered clay.
An undesirable consequence is detectable in this production 
through the oozing of  the glass melt into the clay crucible. 
The lumps were reused as a building material.
Similar lumps have not been found during excavation of  
the other brick kilns in Lödöse.
Reusing these lumps changed the materials social meaning.  This 
reuse went from a primary stage to a secondary stage.  From a (broken) 
crucible with glass attached to a slag.  It is therefore possible to hypothesise 
that Lödöse had specialization in different crafts during the Middle Ages 
(brick, iron, glass) which were placed in close geographic proximity. 
Lödöse also had trade relations to Norway and Germany.  Craft should 
therefore be placed in a wider context of  a larger production site with 
advanced production in fi xed workshops.  
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The social meaning of  slag can only be evaluated in relation to its 
context.  The lumps became something other than what was intended.  Glass 
is commonly recycled into a new batch of  glass by melting, but as soon as 
this glass ate the crucible and fused to it, the two materials (glass and crucible) 
created a new product – a slag.  While it is easy to believe that slag is nothing 
but garbage, the medieval person obviously thought otherwise.  Slag with glass 
attached is usable in other kiln constructions of  high temperature processes. 
This slag has now altered it raison d´etre and become a building material: it 
was laterally cycled.  Later, in the archaeological milieu of  the 21th century, this 
slag again changes into gallery subjects.  There is obviously an ongoing event 
of  becoming, a la Conneller.  The conclusions are therefore now that;
There was advanced craft in Lödöse found in fi xed workshops.
There is the reuse of  materials.
There is lateral cycling.
Slag is not garbage. Slag may offer much information about 
immanent social events.      
What more can be said on the subject of  immanent social 
information?  The social condition for the Dominicans was that they were 
not allowed to own anything, thus, they were poor.  They are however 
known to have manufactured and sold products to earn a living.  In the 
case of  brick production, and possible primary glass production, these 
activities are associated with the Dominican priory in Lödöse.  It can 
therefore be assumed that these monks took an active part in production 
organization.  This production organisation changed in the early medieval 
period.  Consolidation of  monasticism in Lödöse during the Middle Ages 
therefore played a central role in the town as a venue.  As there is also 
evidence of  minting in Lödöse, it may further be assumed that trade in 
Lödöse not only occurred but was signifi cant at this time.  The C14 analysis 
dates an archaeological layer to the mid-12th century, a time when the 
vitreous material already existed.  It is a case of  primary glass production 
which occurred 300 years prior to Gustav Vasa´s 15th century Venetians. 
Lödöse presents itself  as a production site of  a material which precedes all 
previous documentation in the history of  Swedish glass.   
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Interpreting materials and features; second case study 
Opposed to the Lödöse excavation, there were only few scientifi c analyses 
conducted for the second case study.  The main material for the Lödöse 
case study was found in a secondary context, while the main material in the 
second case study was found in a primary context.  A good understanding 
of  materials and processes in the second case study did not require as 
much scientifi c analysis to make a valid interpretation: the archaeological 
context speaks for itself, so to say.  In this second case study the author 
had the opportunity to complete a three day survey covering the entire 
site, with an emphasis on locating and exploring more places and more 
materials included in high temperature production. 
Bricks
As in the previous part of  this chapter, this section will begin with bricks. 
Bricks were found as an archaeological material in one of  the excavated 
pottery kilns.  Generally, during four seasons of  excavation, bricks were not 
plentifully found on the site.  13 bricks were kept as they were well preserved 
and measurable in at least width and thickness, however, only a few were 
preserved in their complete length. 
The bricks generally measured 11 by 5 by >16cm and were tempered 
with rather large grains of  different sandstone material and white salty crumbs. 
The salty grains were found to originate from the sea, most probably as part 
of  coral or crushed madrepore.  The clay was poorly baked, sometimes with 
a vitreous crust on one side, while the opposite side was soft and different 
both in colour and texture.  The non-vitrifi ed side of  the bricks was red and 
somewhat friable in the sense of  it not being sintered.  Consequently, the red 
colour occurred when the clay was slightly heated, and changed into yellow 
with a heat increase.  Pieces of  white temper are still found in these yellow 
parts, however the coral evaporates and the minerals in the sandy clay sinters 
Figure 46:  Bricks with a vitreous phase in the upper right corner and red poorly 
baked clay in the lower left  corner as well as a white, salty grain. 
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completely with overheating: this is the stage of  vitrifi cation.  Vaporization 
is evident as the material is vesicular, i.e. it has small bubbles in the vitrifi ed 
phase.  It is therefore evident that the bricks were only baked on one side as 
the opposite side was poorly baked (Ihr 2011).  Thus, they were sundried at 
the time of  use, but not pre-baked.  This makes sense as they would eventually 
become baked in the kiln anyway.  The bricks are exclusively found in the 
lowest levels of  the combustion chamber of  the second kiln (Ihr 2011).  One 
brick was found in situ in the north-western corner.  This particular brick 
dressed the lowest wall inside this kiln, found behind a green vitrifi ed slag 
layer.  Bricks were evidently used to coat the lowest interior wall in order to 
create a ledge.  
The inclusion of  coral in bricks was likely to have caused the yellow 
colour spectra in the excessively heated material.  As previously mentioned, 
bricks which turn red are iron contaminated, while yellow bricks are made 
from lime contaminated clay.  In analyses of  lime which contains clay, it 
turns yellow or grey in temperatures of  800 to 1100°C (Johansson 2007: 
19).  The clay used in Qalhāt therefore probably contained natural iron 
with lime added as a temper while the bricks were moulded.  
Lime production
Continuing with the analysis of  lime, an obvious white spot was seen in 
satellite projections of  the ruined city.  Placed in the far north of  the site, its 
location is distant from the city centre but close to the sea.  It was inspected 
during the three day survey and a round structure with a distinguishable 
depression in its centre was detected.  Vast quantities of  small coral pieces 
were found here (Ihr 2010).  This structure may well be a possible lime kiln 
for the purpose of  making quick lime, but it was never excavated.  In earlier 
chapters there were discussions on this kind of  high temperature process. 
Producing quick lime is a highly acidic process, a calcination which may take 
several years (Sogness 1993).  If  this was a lime kiln, then it was an open 
topped, two-chambered updraft kiln.  Indian lime kilns, for the production 
of  lime from shells, have an open top construction.  In this case, the upper 
compartment was sealed by coconut shells. 
Anne Joyard and the author visited a mountain village, Mibam, 
Oman, where a lime kiln had been in use until recently.  The houses at 
Mibam are plastered with lime, alike the structures in Qalhāt.  The Mibam 
lime differed from the one found in Qalhāt, however, where it is generally 
pinkish rather than entirely white.  The difference between the two is due to 
one being made from burned limestone and the other made from burned 
coral.  Both are used for the production of  the lime plaster that was visible 
on the houses, but it may also have been used for lime mortar.  It was 
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Figure 47: An Indian lime kiln in Cochin, India. 
Figure 48: Lime kiln in Mibam, Oman. Photo by Anne Joyard. 
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described earlier that lime mortar would stiffen only after limestone was 
burned and water added.  This quick lime production needs temperatures 
of  1000°C (Johansson 2007: 20, 27).  A kiln with the purpose of  burning 
lime must therefore have been covered to reach temperatures of  this kind. 
As in the Indian example, the Qalhāti kiln could well have been covered 
with another material.  
In the production of  lime in Qalhāt, it is necessary to distinguish 
between madrepore and soft coral.  The bottom layer of  the combustion 
chamber of  the fi rst kiln was covered with very white powder containing 
pieces of  soft coral skeleton: archaeological evidence of  burning soft coral 
is therefore present.  As the interior size of  this fi rst pottery kiln is small, 
it is more likely that this soft coral was used as a fuel, rather than for the 
production of  quick lime.  Fish, apparent in black slag found in the area 
of  B41, was another fuel besides coral that was also widely used in Qalhāt. 
As presented earlier (chapter fi ve), the remains of  burnt fi sh were found 
in abundance in the area of  B41. 
Chronological dating
Leaving fuel, it is time to enter a short discussion of  chronological dating. 
A relative chronology of  ceramics and kilns gives us an indication of  the 
periods of  use.  Dating was obtained through C14 analyses in the Lödöse 
case study, however, charcoal was infrequent in Qalhāt and chronology was 
instead obtained through ceramics.  It is diffi cult to date the kiln precisely 
as only a few imports were found which could indicate stratigraphic layers. 
Imports from Yemen (mustard ware) for instance, are datable while locally 
produced ceramics in Qalhāt have yet to be chronologically typologised 
and sequenced (Rougeulle 2010a: 312).  
In kiln chronology we recognise the second excavated kiln to be 
the oldest of  the three and the third to be the youngest.  The fi rst kiln 
excavated is likely to correlate to the 14th century (ibid.).  It is interesting 
to note that a layer of  pure soil between bedrock and construction layers 
just south of  the fi rst excavated kiln in the B41 area delivered both slag 
and a tripod which means that a kiln must have been in activity prior to 
this structure.  There is therefore indirect evidence of  pre-14th century 
high temperature production and technology in this very area (B41). 2  The 
local wares produced in the kiln were found in collapse layers of  the house 
B21 (Rougeulle 2010: 316).  
Other areas that were found to contain ceramic production are 
concentrated in the west and the north-west of  the outskirts of  the Ancient 
2 For further reading on the ceramics of  Qalhāt see; Saunders, Ben J. O., Ph.D. thesis, 2013. 
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city of  Qalhāt.  The area is slightly levelled and fl attened and bedrock is 
sometimes found at the surface.  This area holds three separate ceramic 
waste locations (C9-C11) (Ihr 2010).  The amounts of  ceramic slag was 
enormous at all three locations.  A north-western area (C2 & C2/II) (Ihr 
2010), set just behind a small Mosque called B19, contained another two 
areas with vast amounts of  ceramic slag.  Although the bedrock can be 
seen in various places, there is the possibility of  it having contained at least 
one ceramic kiln as the bedrock is set in steps.  One location was most 
probably a ceramic production centre, while the other might just as well 
have been a dumping area for the fi rst location.
Th ree day survey
The three day survey also provided other archaeological materials of  high 
temperature production such as iron slag and pieces of  raw glass.  Shards 
of  glass are commonly found throughout the site as surface material.  It is 
intriguingly that the glass shards were infrequently found inside the actual 
excavation surroundings like in houses.  Other vitreous materials found in 
the surface survey included a few pieces of  turquoise raw glass (pâte de 
verre - see centered in fi gure 53) (Ihr 2010).  An area where more raw glass 
was found was located in close vicinity of  the Great Friday Mosque.  This 
area was part of  ancient Qalhāt. Several materials from high temperature 
production were noted at this specifi c location.  One is pâte de verre, 
a slightly larger quantity of  raw glass which was transparent green with 
a small transparent turquoise.  Likewise, three shards of  three different 
crucibles were found.  One had solidifi ed greenish residue attached to 
it indicating copper or brass manufacture.  A third high temperature 
production material was also found; namely a few pieces of  slag from a 
ceramic kiln wall.  This location therefore shows evidence of  the habit 
of  placing high temperature production activities in close geographic 
proximity.  Different materials may even have been produced in the same 
kilns or furnaces.  
Iron, again another high temperature production, seems to be 
concentrated around the north-eastern tip (ras).  This is close to the 
formerly mentioned lime kiln.  Three good locations for iron production 
are found in this area (I4-I6) (Ihr 2010).  Oman is not known for its high 
content of  natural resources in iron but there are known quarries for 
copper.  Iron ore is found in India, and it is known that Indian iron was 
exported to the Middle East3.  As Qalhāt was a famous harbour for the 
kingdom of  Hormouz, it is plausible that they imported their iron ore 
3 The so called wootz steel.
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from India and forged it locally.  There have been no blast or bloomery 
furnaces located so far in Qalhāt, nor have any tap slag or furnace parts like 
tuyères or nozzles been found.  Furnace construction parts are otherwise 
usually good indications for smelting processes.  While considering the 
fi ne magnetic attraction in the iron slag, this slag is probably hammer 
scale.   In other words, it is a secondary rest production that originates 
from actions like smithing or forging.
Wasters 
Leaving the three day survey, another category of  archaeological material 
which is inherently enrolled in high temperature production is wasters. 
Wasters were defi ned in chapter fi ve.  They are ceramic objects which were 
overheated in their fi ring process, making them collapse and sometimes 
fuse with other matter.  Aside from ceramics, a lot of  wasters were found 
in disturbed layers while excavating the kiln area.  The Qalhāti wasters are 
light green in colour and somewhat less bright than the vitrifi ed slag found 
in situ in the second kiln (Ihr 2011: 47).  Wasters, alike different kinds of  
slags, originate from production in kilns and were found dumped in the 
second kiln.  The second kiln was therefore evidently reused as a trash 
pit for a later kiln, probably one that was in as close vicinity as the third 
Figure 49: Collapsed pottery, wasters with tripod adhered
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kiln excavated.  The wasters’ shiny green surfaces indicate overheating 
during the fi ring process.  They were simply sintered very hard and slightly 
vitrifi ed which led to their collapse.  Henderson speaks of  the eventual 
collapse of  pottery: “The classic wasters from kiln sites are those where 
the pots have been heated to such high temperatures that they have 
become glassy (vitrifi ed), have slumped and in so doing have lost their 
original shape” (Henderson 2000:133).  The chain of  events starts with 
gas evaporating and leaving behind small bubbles.  The material has now 
become vesicular.    
In this way, wasters are evidence of  overheating in kilns.  “If  pottery 
over-heated badly the clay will begin to bloat and the pot will collapse” 
(Henderson 2000:140).  Before ending the pottery and wasters discussion, 
a few words must be said on the thin-section petrology of  the ceramics, 
compared to the slag analysis.  First, aluminium was elevated in the vitrifi ed 
material compared to the clay (Brorsson 2009b: 7).  A similar elevation 
occurred with the sodium (Na) content which had tripled in the vitrifi ed 
kiln slag material.  Phosphorous was alike four times higher in the vitrifi ed 
material than in ceramics.  Magnesium however lowered in the vitrifi ed 
material.  The rise of  sodium and phosphorous can be explained by the 
incineration inside the kiln.  By using fi sh as fuel the fl ying ash stuck to the 
walls of  the kiln, contaminating it.  Marine substances do contain elevated 
levels of  sodium due to their salt content and phosphorous is found in 
skeletons (Photos-Jones 2007b: 15).  The reason for elevated aluminium, 
however, has not been determined.  The lower levels of  magnesium in the 
vitrifi ed kiln walls compared to ceramic shards must be due to temper.  It 
is visually evident from white inclusions in the clay that the kiln walls were 
tempered with lime, but this is not clearly seen in the wasters or ceramic 
shards.  The ceramic, holding higher levels of  magnesium, is therefore 
suggested to have been tempered with terrestrial material rather than with 
lime.  This being said a few conclusions may now be pointed out.  They 
are; 
   
Bricks were tempered with coral.
There was high temperature production in Qalhāt during 
the 14th century and indirect evidence suggesting earlier 
productions than this. 
Temperatures must have exceeded 1000°C.  This is evident 
from lime production and the changing colours in bricks.
Many locations and different materials were enrolled in 
high temperature production in Qalhāt. 
There was high temperature production in close geographic 
proximity. 
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To successfully complete high temperature productions an 
advanced social organisation must have been at hand.
Slag and vitrifi ed material 
Wasters are comparable with kiln slag as they are similar in colour and 
composition, they can sometimes even be found fused together.  Slag is 
created in any high temperature process as soon as the heat is excessive and 
alters the minerals.  With excessive heat, matter changes its composition and 
a new stage occurs (chapter three; Henderson 2000).  If  fl y ash from the fi re 
sticks to clay, the process of  changed minerals can occur at lower temperatures 
as ash acts as a fl uxing agent lowering the melting point of  minerals.  Kiln slag 
is therefore mainly created as a fusion of  minerals in the soil and ash from the 
fi re.  At high temperatures this fusion or vitrifi cation on kiln walls (or ceramic 
surfaces), is seen as a by-product of  the actual production.  Slag is thus an 
epiphenomenon.  The chain of  events of  this kind of  epiphenomenon 
starts with the heating of  clay and its sintering process.  If  the temperature 
is raised beyond this stage, the sintered clay becomes overheated and starts 
to melt.  Eventually it will liquefy; the phase of  liquid sintering is reached. 
Crystallisation of  the material occurs at even higher temperatures.  It has now 
become vitrifi ed and a fuel-ash-slag is created.   
In the area of  B41 we fi nd two kinds of  slag.  The light green slag 
seen in situ on the walls of  the kilns is a fusion between the materials in the 
clay used to smooth the walls and the ash from the fi re.  This slag is thin 
and measures on average 1.5 to 4cm, it is often found with clay attached to 
its rear (Ihr 2011: 47).  This clay is reddish or yellow, while the front is light 
green and shiny.  It is just like the previous picture of  a brick. 
The second slag was black and contained an enormous amount of  
visible burnt white fi sh bones.  This slag was different to the green kiln 
slag in that it was not thin.  It came in unshaped and deformed lumps of  
varying thickness and width.  There were lumps measuring as big as 18 by 
13 by 13cm (Ihr 2001: 47f.).  These lumps were exposed to an exceedingly 
high temperature as shown in the escape of  gas bubbles of  various sizes. 
These lumps could therefore be very porous and light in weight and came 
in various colours with lusterous parts.  The luster came in blue, turquoise, 
purple, green and gold.  One larger lump was found in situ in the third kiln’s 
opening of  the combustion chamber.  This specifi c lump is evidence of  
an epiphenomenon at the moment of  incineration.  Fish bone inclusions 
found in the slag suggested that fi sh took part in the formation of  this 
black slag.  This slag is a fuel-ash-slag similar to the green kiln slag.  It 
was created in a slightly different way however.  While the green kiln slag 
was a consequence of  the smoothing clay attached to the kiln walls, the 
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Figure 50: Green vitreous slag in situ on the second kilns west wall of the 
combustion chamber.
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black slag was found in deformed lumps and was therefore not created 
deliberately.  Given the burned fi sh bone inclusions, fi sh evidently took 
part in the creation of  this slag.  These deformed lumps are creations 
of  unintentional events where the use of  fi sh as a fuel placed on the soil 
inside the combustion chamber of  kilns created a fusion between ash 
and minerals.  Before ending the discussion on slag, some words about 
their scientifi c analyses will be mentioned.  The most striking difference 
between the slags is found in calcium content.  The green kiln slag holds 
a fi ve unit higher level of  calcium than the black slag does.  This calcium 
rise can be attributed to the lime temper in the clay used for the kiln wall. 
Using lime as a temper has already been argued for.  The material science 
analysis confi rms this fact.  In the comparison between green kiln slag and 
ceramics it was determined that phosphorous was four times higher in the 
vitrifi ed material.  Comparing the vitrifi ed kiln slag with the black slag, the 
phosphorous is generally the same except on pieces of  bone within the 
black slag.  Bones naturally contain phosphorous and thus measurements 
taken close or on these parts in the black slag gave an increased reading in 
the instrument.  Potassium, (K) levels were double in the black slag.  Again 
the use of  fi sh may be the explanation as potassium is naturally occurring 
in fi sh.
Figure 51: Vesicular black slag with white fi sh bone inclusions. 
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Fuel
As discussed in the theory chapter (chapter two), different fuels release 
different heat.  In the kilns of  Qalhāt, as shown in the evidence from slag 
and layers of  burned fi sh, marine fi sh were used as fuel.  Fish causes the 
temperature to rise quickly in a kiln but also burns quickly and the heat 
therefore does not last very long (Henderson 2000).  How is it possible to 
use fi sh as a fuel?  The author performed a small archaeological experiment 
to verify that it was possible.  In the summer of  2013 mackerel were caught 
on the west coast of  Sweden.  Although summer mackerel are not as fatty 
as in the fall, it is still a fatty fi sh.  Two mackerel were dried for more than 
a month.  They were in a dry condition when they were placed one at a 
time into an open fi re.  This fi re had been lit for an hour in order to gain 
as much pre-heating as possible.  The result was that the mackerel’s eyes 
burned off.  
Figure 52: A dried west coast mackerel in fl ames.
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The mackerel, and supposedly all fatty fi sh in a dried condition, 
serve perfectly well as fuel.  Why is it that fi sh were used as a fuel in 
Qalhāti kilns? In recurrent periods in the Arabian Sea, a mass death of  
fi sh occurs due to a strong phosphorous rich upwelling  which causing the 
fi sh to die due to a lack of  oxygen (www.britannica.com).  This mass death 
of  fi sh can be seen along the littoral of  the Arabian Sea which would be 
fl ooded by dead marine animals.  The decay process becomes a nuisance 
for residents in the area.  Could these dead animals, therefore, have been 
taken care of  in such a way that it benefi ted the society?  Let me argue for 
a way of  getting rid of  this decaying nuisance.  Instead of  burying them, 
they might as well be dried in the usual way and then used as a fuel.  In an 
osteological study of  the burned back bones of  the fi sh found in the kiln 
area, it primarily shows the involvement of  two different kinds of  sharks, 
and various species of  snappers (Jonsson: 2014, Appendix 2).  Several 
conclusions may be taken from the discussion presented.  
There are two slags, created as by-products or 
epiphenomenon.
There is a reuse of  kilns, mainly as a dumping area.
Dried fi sh was used as a fuel. 
Fish create uneven fi ring temperatures.
Unforeseen consequences are detectable in the use of  fi sh 
as a fuel. 
It has become clear that there are many kilns in Qalhāt.  The reason for 
this might be found in the use of  fi sh as a fuel.  Fish have a high calorifi c energy 
and when used as a fuel it releases a huge amount of  energy, but only for a 
limited time.  High temperatures generate vitrifi cation in clay and therefore 
on kiln walls.    In Qalhāti kilns we fi nd concentrations of  vitrifi cation in the 
fl ue system and on inner kiln walls; these areas are hot spots.  In the third kiln, 
for instance, there are three layers of  green kiln slag found on the walls.  This 
presents the length of  use of  the kiln: it was used three times, and at that time 
or shortly afterwards the fl ue holes were so damaged and clogged by slag 
that the kiln became unusable.  The removal of  such slag must be done by 
hand and requires a lot of  man power and valuable time.  It therefore seems 
reasonable to build a completely new kiln instead of  de-slagging, reinforcing 
and buttressing an old kiln.  In this way, the many locations of  kilns found in 
the survey could be explained.  Inferring back to Henderson´s predetermined 
or fi nite lifespan of  kilns (Henderson 2000: 140), the Qalhāti kilns not only 
had a limited time, but they also seem to have had a very short life.  
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…to sum up
The vitrifi ed material in Lödöse was the remains of  a glass melting 
crucible that broke after glass oozed into cracks in the crucible.  This led 
to a fusion of  the glass melt, crucible and the inner fl oor.  The remains 
of  lumps with a vitrifi ed surface indicate a high temperature production 
in Lödöse as early as the mid-13th century, making it Sweden’s earliest 
kiln or possibly a glass furnace reaching temperatures above 1300°C. 
This would make it the oldest known primary glass production site in 
Sweden.  A methodological problem is found in this material because the 
understanding of  it is complex and in the end boils down to a context 
interpretation.  Scientifi c analyses are equally interpreted, and therefore 
the combined use of  archaeological context interpretation together with 
material science provides more information.  
There is a reuse of  the site and architecture, but also of  the vitreous 
material.  In this, it is evident that archaeological material, often registered 
as slag, may provide much information.  Material science provided much 
information on other archaeological material, like lime.  It became clear 
that there are two different kinds of  limes.  
A chain of  sequences in brick production is evident.  It started with 
a fi re burning a wooden house with a dry stone foundation.  A brick kiln 
was erected in the ruins of  this.  This kiln not only reused architectural 
features but also vitreous material found in close vicinity which was used 
in the construction of  the kiln.  The vitreous materials were therefore 
laterally cycled.  A third reuse was found in the brick kiln itself  which was 
reused for burning and slaking lime.
The second case study presents, explains and discusses a number 
of  high temperature materials like brick, glass, iron, wasters, lime and two 
different kinds of  slag.  Interpreting materials and features has not only 
presented itself  as the understanding of  vitrifi ed materials as such, but 
also provided a general understanding of  the archaeological site, its former 
inhabitants and the society that emerged.  The three day survey produced 
an intriguing relationship; it was revealed that craft areas congregated in 
close geographic proximity.  
Vitrifi ed slag was found inside kilns due to the use of  fi sh as a fuel. 
Several different locations were found which contained a great amount 
of  ceramic slag in the city of  Qalhāt.  The repetition of  similar slag gives 
an idea of  the recurrent use of  fi sh as a fuel.  This type of  fuel is diffi cult 
to control as fatty fi sh holds high energy and releases large amounts of  
heat over a short period.  At points of  the fi ring process, the kilns would 
therefore overheat. Another indication of  the repeated overheating in 
the kilns was the collapsed ceramic material known as wasters which are 
evidence of  excess fi ring temperatures.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN:  EXPOSITION 
Figure 53: Diff erent vitrifi ed materials. 
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TO B EGIN WITH…
The introduction of  this book presented three questions which have 
been answered throughout this manuscript in an implicit way.  It is 
therefore now time to answer them explicitly.  
What is vitirifi cation?  The process of  becoming a new material by 
fusing minerals with a fl ux.  
How can different kinds of  vitrifi ed materials be defi ned?  By attributing 
the process involved.  
How do vitrifi ed materials become vitrifi ed?  When raw materials are 
enclosed in a high temperature environment, they sinter and eventually 
melt.  
In raising these questions fi ve concerns were elaborated.  These 
fi ve concerns unfolded into one or two supplementary interests.  The 
fi ve concerns were; 
1. Problematize and defi ne what high temperature production is within 
vitrifi cation.  This fi rst concern is followed by two supplementary interests; 
‘Products within high temperature production’, and ‘Advanced craft in 
a society’.  
The second concern involves vitrifi ed materials: 2. Learning of  
and confronting a new group of  material within archaeology; the group of  vitrifi ed 
materials.  It again has two areas of  interest; ‘Comprehending and 
gaining a full understanding of  vitrifi ed fuel ash slag – VFAS’, and 
‘The production of  vitrifi ed materials with the aim of  making glass, i.e. 
primary production’.  
The third concern is about the defi nition and evaluation of  social 
conditions; 3. Categorise high temperature production in an archaeological setting 
with particular relevance to vitrifi ed slag; and is followed by two supplementary 
interests; ‘There is the need for a relevant defi nition of  vitrifi ed slag in 
order to continue the discussion and deepen our understanding of  it’ 
and ‘Categorisation follows the understanding of  social implications 
of  vitrifi ed materials in societies and the immanent social information’. 
The fourth concern relates to production; 4. Different solutions 
found in the chain of  production.  As usual it contains two supplements; 
‘The need for fuel/The amount and type of  fuel, in combination with 
the length of  heating’ and ‘Raw materials in general’.  
The last concern is 5. Problematizing unplanned actions in a line of  
production, which only has one supplement; ‘Unforeseen events in the 
entire length of  production’.
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IN PURSUIT OF VITRIFICATION
The fi ve concerns will appear in the same order as they were presented 
in the introduction chapter and will be evaluated in more detail in 
this chapter together with their supplementary interests.  In doing so, 
examples other than the two case studies will be added in order to 
strengthen the statements and arguments of  this book.  There are no 
further parts in this chapter, this closing discussion instead aims to tie 
together all the subjects brought into light in this thesis.
  
Reviewing the fi ve concerns 
With energy induction, a material becomes manipulated resulting in a 
processed material.  Processed materials do offer immanent information 
from which archaeologists may extract the process of  making the 
material.  In this way it is possible to record the way that the organisation 
of  a society may be read into from a manipulated material. 
 
1. Problematize and defi ne what high temperature production is within 
vitrifi cation.
Products within high temperature production. 
Advanced craft in a society
Products within high temperature production:
High temperature production requires temperatures in excess of  900°C. 
A change in matter occurs at such temperatures which is evident in 
different phases or events, like sintering and vitrifi cation.  A kiln or a 
furnace is also required to reach temperatures like this.  
Several materials and products created in high temperature 
productions were presented in the two case studies.  The production 
of  materials in high temperature processes often clusters in geographic 
proximity.  This agglomeration in industry may come in two forms.  One is 
where the same kind of  industry is practiced in an area and is a localization 
economy, while the clustering of  different industries in an area is an 
urbanization economy (Desrochers 2001: 27).  Agglomeration in industry 
may cross-fertilise knowledge, however, it must not be misunderstood by 
the belief  that one industry derives from a completely different industry; 
“…the occurrence of  copper in early glasses shows that a copper-rich 
colourant was available, it does not prove that metallurgy was the driving 
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force behind the emergence of  the fi rst glass” (Henderson 2013: 7).  While 
mainly excluding metals, high temperature production is presented in bricks, 
lime, ceramics and vitrifi cation.  A brick kiln in Lödöse was excavated for 
this project.  Construction of  brick kilns by stacking sun dried bricks, and 
in this way constructing the kiln with the bricks themselves, is still used. 
Bricks are baked in South Africa by making use of  the prevailing winds 
with a number of  fi ring holes at the bottom of  a kiln.  Using wind directed 
into the fi ring holes, a blast is created and excessive heat is achieved and 
circulated.  This construction is therefore an updraft kiln. 
Figure 54: Naude Bakstene, South Africa. 
 Bricks get overheated in hot spots; the exposure to excessive 
heat is visible in some bricks and they may even reach a phase of  liquid 
sintering.  Another high temperature production is the process of  
creating quick lime.  In this line of  production the lime fi rst needs to be 
burned and then slaked with water.  Quick lime is used for both plaster 
and mortar and is often produced inside brick kilns.  It can be said that 
kilns are reused and there is an agglomeration in industry.    
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  Another material making use of  agglomeration in industry, or 
more precisely in localization economies, is the ceramic production 
site in Qalhāt.  Three ceramic kilns were located here that contained 
collapsed ceramics, so called wasters, in abundance.  Wasters and 
vitrifi cation in hot spots indicate excess temperatures.  Vitrifi cation 
with this changing of  matter only occurs in temperatures over 900°C. 
Vitrifi cation is especially found in hot spots and attached to the interior 
walls and fl ue holes.  High temperature production requires fi xed 
workshops and an organisation in craft specialisation.  Craft must be 
organised and therefore craft specialisation is directly connected to 
advanced social organisation.  
Advanced craft  in a society: 
With the two case studies as examples it becomes evident that 
through material alternation and high temperature production there 
is an “…intimate linkage of  material and technology” (Conneller 
2012:103).  Organisation of  high temperature production also 
requires advanced social organisation.  In both case studies the 
implementation of  local high temperature production was found 
along with craft specialisation.  High temperature production in 
Figure 55: Cloister of the monastery Unser Lieben Fauen, Magdeburg (commons.
wikimedia.org)  
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Lödöse can be linked to a new religious congregation, but production 
was a secular event in Qalhāt.  Craft specialisation is linked to other 
specialisations in the following way: 
Various groups of  people were involved in the gathering of  
raw materials (including fuel) and their preparation, the building 
of  furnaces, the provision of  crucibles and glass moulds, the 
manufacture of  blowing irons, and the blowing of  glass vessels 
into moulds with complex decorations. Each of  these groups 
would have had their own traditions, experiences and ethnicities 
that in combination would have had an impact on the processes 
of  glass production. Each group contributed to the chaîne 
opératoire in slightly different and overlapping ways, and each 
needed to coordinate and interact with members of  the other 
groups involved (Henderson 2013: 363). 
Craft specialisation therefore requires other craft specialisation, 
and if  crafting was done in fi xed workshops then the necessity for 
specialists must be supplied by others, as discussed in chapter two.  A 
number of  structures are therefore evident in a society with specialised 
craft.  One is a monetary society, the other a bartering economy. 
These structures, which Fahlander calls structurating principles, set the 
premise of  production in an advanced society.  
2. Learning of and confronting a new group of material within 
archaeology; the group of vitrifi ed materials.
Comprehending and gaining a full understanding of  
vitrifi ed fuel ash slag – VFAS.  
The production of  vitrifi ed materials with the aim of  
making glass, i.e. primary production.  
Comprehending and gaining a full understanding of vitrifi ed fuel ash 
slag – VFAS:
To gain a full understanding and comprehension of  VFAS, it must 
be understood that there are different phases of  events.  One VFAS 
appears from the burning of  huts in South Africa.  A traditional beehive 
hut and a square hut were both kindled for an experimental archaeology 
project.  The beehive huts were built with a circular wall made of  a 
mixture of  dung, clay and termite soil with a roof  of  saplings and grass 
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(Friede & Steel 1980).  As the hut was kindled the fi re quickly ate into 
the structure.  Within only 25 minutes of  intensive fi re the structure 
collapsed and was destroyed.  Temperatures above 900°C, probably 
over 1000°C, were recorded.  A rather short period of  fi re was recorded 
which produced a high temperature.  In the case of  burning a square 
hut, the high temperature only lasted for 7 minutes.  Still “…some 
pieces resembling light slag” were located afterwards (Friede & Steel 
1980: 179).  The ash acted as a fl uxing agent.  Vitrifi cation occurred as 
an unintentional event in this experiment.  Another vitrifi cation process, 
although slightly more morbid, is cramp.  It is formed in funeral pyres, 
and was found in archaeological Neolithic and Bronze Age contexts in 
the Orkneys.  The fuel for the pyre was dominated by turf  and peat, but 
drift wood and straw was probably also used (Henderson et al. 1987: 
93, Sharman 2007: 25).  Dried seaweed or kelp were also used for fuel, 
but mainly acted as a fl uxing agent.  
Figure 56: Kelp in the Cape Region, South Africa. 
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The human body would have been cremated “…while bearing 
fl esh…” (Sharman 2007:26).  In excessive heat the human body fat 
would eventually act as a fuel (Photos-Jones 2007b: 19, Wells 1960: 35, 
Henderson et al. 1987: 95).  A fusion occurs between the deceased, the 
seaweed and the soil in the heat and is found as vitrifi ed lumps and 
blobs.  The leftovers of  the pyre, these blobs, were gathered by the 
bereaved and buried in a cist or a kerb.  Some scholars use the name 
Vitrifi ed Fuel Ash Waste (VFAW) instead of  Cramp. Waste, however, 
gives an unintentional connotation to it, as if  it is epiphenomenal.  The 
making of  this specifi c VFAS is contrary to the former hut experiment, 
as it was intentionally produced (Ihr 2014: 338).   
With a glassy skin, Cramp may hold small fragments of  bone 
engulfed in the fused glass which are sometimes visible to the naked eye. 
Seaweed is rather high in alkaline content and acts as a fl ux lowering 
the melting temperature when it is used as a fuel (Photos-Jones 2007a: 
17).  Using dried seaweed is therefore seen as a deliberate act of  the 
Neolithic and Bronze Age peoples to form a vitrifi ed material at the 
bottom of  a funeral pyre (Photos-Jones 2007b: 16).  Cramp is a vitreous 
material, which is created by the ashes of  the fuel.  Vitreous material 
created by ash is adventitiously known as fuel-ash-slags (Henderson 
2000: 53).    Fuel-ash-slag is found in the second case study concerning 
the formation of  a vitrifi ed material inside ceramic kilns (Ihr 2014b).  
This process of  vitrifi cation can be compared to ‘vitrifi ed forts’ 
during Iron Age Europe.  Hill forts sometimes have vitrifi ed dikes or 
ramparts.  A study by Kresten and Kero identifi ed over 100 ‘vitrifi ed 
forts’ around Europe (Kresten & Kero 1992: 31).  The overheated 
or vitrifi ed material was not included in any kind of  transport or 
locomotion (Kresten & Kero 1992: 31), it instead depicts a local event. 
Using the defi nition of  Childe and Thorneycroft, vitrifi ed forts are 
that which “… comprise within their ramparts broken stones fused 
together to form a solid mass” (Childe & Thorneycorft 1937:44).  The 
wall in the hill fort of  Broberg in Uppland has vitrifi cation along almost 
its entire length.  The stones were here exposed to such a heat that they 
liquefi ed (Löfstrand 1984:10).  The vitrifi cation must therefore have 
occurred at a very high temperature.  In Kresten & Kero´s study of  
Broberg, the temperature was said to have reached between 1080 and 
1190°C (Kresten & Kero 1992: 32).  The authors discovered in their 
investigation that the material which melted was intentionally chosen 
both due to the type of  rock and the size of  the stones (Kresten & Kero 
1992: 35).  Vitrifi cation of  hill forts was therefore a deliberate action 
and not an act of  enemy aggression.  To attain such vitrifi cation and 
high temperatures the fi re in the ramparts must have been conducted 
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inside a closed atmosphere with a blast, or at least strong winds (Kresten 
& Kero 1992: 40).  Such a closed environment is somehow confi rmed 
by the archaeological experiments made by Childe and Thorneycroft in 
March and June of  1937.  They built a 1.8 meter high and wide wall in 
bricks layered with timber logs.  The wall burned for 6 hours (Childe 
& Thorneycroft 1937:46 ff.).  While investigating the leftovers they 
recognised that “…the lower layers were vitrifi ed over the whole space 
between the brick faces” (Childe & Thorneycroft 1937:49.). 
In processed materials, immanent information may be extracted, 
which is why studies of  these materials should be of  great interest 
to the archaeological community.  Specifi cally, VFAS may wrongly be 
interpreted as melted glass beads, especially when found in cremations. 
Seen in the formations of  Cramp, however, pieces of  vitrifi ed material 
may emerge from other events.  The presence of  vitrifi ed materials 
throughout thousands of  years and places may provide an opportunity 
to compare high temperature processes under more or less identical 
circumstances across many different regions and cultures.  
A last example of  a vitrifi ed material which is defi ned as slag 
is the classic blast furnace slag.  It is created in blast furnaces as an 
unintentional event, and is therefore an epiphenomena.  Visually 
resembling raw glass, this vitrifi ed material differs in its elementary 
composition.  It is therefore time to present primary production. 
Th e production of vitrifi ed materials with the aim of making glass, i.e. 
primary production:
Firstly, the production of  glass from raw materials, a primary 
production, is followed by the making of  objects from raw glass, a 
secondary production (Whitehouse 2003: 303).  Making glass, or 
primary production, is an innovation which has had a great impact on 
human society.  
This innovation required a step change and, it has been argued 
here, a paradigm shift in ancient technology that was in many 
ways a far greater leap forward than the (fi rst) productions of  
pottery from clay or metal from minerals (Henderson 2013: 
364).
In the third millennia BCE glass was made from halophytic ashes 
(salt-tolerant plants, glasört in Swedish), so called potash (Henderson 
2013: 85, Whitehouse 2003: 302).  “…both colour and smell were 
important characteristics when it came to selecting the appropriate 
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plant as an alkali source” (Henderson 2013: 24f.).  Potash provides a 
high amount of  potassium (K2O) and magnesium (MgO) and produces 
high magnesia glass (HMG) (Henderson 2013: 85).  By ca. BCE 800 a 
new recipe asserted itself, glass fl uxed with natron;
…transition, involving new raw materials, must have involved 
‘trials by fi re’ and experimentation during which glassmakers 
and glassworkers became familiar with the unfamiliar properties 
of  new glass types (Henderson 2013:84).  
Natron glass, made from soda commonly found in Egypt, became 
prominent but it changed back to ash around CE 800; plant ash in the 
Mediterranean area and wood ash north of  the Alps (Henderson 2013: 
307).  Within these two main types of  glasses (natron and ash) there 
are deviations; for instance antimony glass, lead glass and potash glass 
with low magnesia content.  Seaweed was occasionally used as an alkali 
source in glass by the 18th century (Dungworth, Degryse &  Schneider 
2009).
Several sites have made glass in reverberatory or tank furnaces 
mainly: “…for producing blocks of  glass for export” (Henderson 
2000: 64).  Examples of  such sites are Bet Eli´ezer, Tyre, Beth She´arim 
and Arsuf.  Raw glass was produced in these tank furnaces as a semi-
manufactured primary article specifi cly for distribution. The largest 
tank in Tyre produced a glass slab of  30-40 tons (Whitehouse 2003: 
304). 
Given the known separation of  glass-making and glass-working, 
it is generally believed that manufacturers in the eastern 
Mediterranean supplied raw glass to secondary workshops all 
over the Roman Empire.” (Whitehouse 2003: 303) 
A glass factory in Jalame from the 4th century mainly worked 
glass from purchased raw glass.  In the medieval period the primary 
and secondary production (making and working) of  “…glass defi nitely 
occurred on the same sites” (Henderson 2013: 309).  In these later 
times, production of  glass is found in Germany in connection to 
monasteries and convents (Jenisch 2014).  In a late-14th century 
monastery in Sweden there is another connection between glass and 
religion.  Brother Benedikt fell off  the church roof  and died while 
mending a window in 1403.  His gravestone is carved with the name 
vitreo - glass master (Gejrot 1988: 141).  There is also a link between the 
religious confraternity and the possible production of  glass in Lödöse. 
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3. Categorise high temperature production in an archaeological setting 
with particular relevance to vitrifi ed slag;
There is the need for a relevant defi nition of  vitrifi ed 
slag in order to continue the discussion and deepen our 
understanding of  it. 
Categorisation follows the understanding of  social 
implications of  vitrifi ed materials in societies and the 
immanent social information.  
Th ere is the need for a relevant defi nition of vitrifi ed slag in order to 
continue the discussion and deepen our understanding of it: 
Slag is most often registered as nothing but slag in archaeology.  Slag is not 
the primary intention in a line of  production and is therefore classifi ed as 
an epiphenomenon.  By this, it receives a secondary value in archaeological 
registration and investigations.  The vague classifi cation of  slag creates 
a lack of  interest in the material and a fuzzy denotation.  This vague 
denotation can probably be blamed for the fact that archaeologists have 
diffi culties in extracting information from the material and also why there 
is little interest in placing it in a social context and extracting immanent 
social information from it.  
With examples from fuel-ash-slag, Jacobsen et al. wish to name 
slag in a way that makes connotations to its operational sequence.  Their 
example is vitrifi ed dung found in South Africa.  Dung middens from the 
Iron Age in South Africa that were kindled as a result of  grass fi res or 
a deliberate striking create a porous, vitreous material.  This vitrifi cation 
is a slag created by the overheating of  organic agglomerated material 
which contains minerals.  Siliceous residues of  grass phytoliths create 
high values of  silicon dioxide (SiO2) (Jacobson et al 2003).  The process 
goes as follows; an overabundance of  magnesium, calcium and potassium 
is directly excreted by the animals during the wet season.  This dung is 
collected and stacked in middens. A dung midden must burn slowly over a 
period of  time, sometimes several months, and reach high temperatures of  
approximately 1100°C to vitrify (Jacobson et al 2003:26).  The characteristics 
of  the middens are very high levels of  potassium and phosphorous with 
elevated values of  calcium and magnesium.  Whilst the dung middens are 
proof  of  pre-colonial herder communities, the point here is of  another 
character.  Chemical analyses of  this vitrifi cation slag indicate “…that 
these dung deposits could have accumulated during or shortly after the wet 
season” (Jacobson et al 2003:28).  A minimum thickness of  one meter of  
dung is needed to generate enough heat to yield vitrifi cation in the centre 
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of  the midden (Jacobson et al 2003:26).  Vitrifi cation in the centre of  the 
midden is of  no coincidence.  The environment or atmosphere inside the 
middens is comparable to a kiln in that it is a closed and covered milieu 
and, obviously in this case, a reduced atmosphere.  With the denotation 
‘vitrifi ed dung’ a picture of  a glassy, possibly lustreous material is created. 
High temperatures are required for vitrifi cation and thus we can deduce 
that the dung had been kindled in one way or the other.  The dung, as such, 
implies that it derived from animal extremities.  In this way, ‘vitrifi ed dung’ 
tell scholars more of  its immanent social information than ‘slag’. 
In the second case study an unintentionally created slag is present 
in ceramic kilns.  It is a secondary event, an epiphenomenon.  In the fi rst 
case study of  a brick kiln, a reuse in material was found.  This reused 
vitrifi ed material must be defi ned as a slag while being used in the brick 
kiln.  It is contrary to case two, as it is not an epiphenomenon.  Instead 
the vitrifi ed material starts as a primary production, but as soon as it is 
reused as a building material it changes its social meaning.  This material 
goes from being the main product to become slag as soon as it is tossed 
away as unusable.  After this it again changes its social meaning from slag 
to building material as soon as it is used as such.   In this way a material may 
change its defi nition with changed use.   
Categorisation follows the understanding of social implications of 
vitrifi ed materials in societies and the immanent social information:  
With a changed use of  a material, the characteristics of  it may also change. 
It is therefore the context that defi nes the material rather than the intention 
of  it.  The intention of  a material does not necessarily equal the use of  it. 
With a physical change, an alternation of  social meaning may also be added. 
A physical change, however, is not necessary for a social change to occur. 
This change is described by Conneller (2011) as a becoming, a continuous 
progress of  new repercussions which imply the event of  altered social 
meaning.  
An altered social meaning is found in the lumps with an upper 
vitreous surface from Lödöse.  They have gone from a crucible with an 
attached glass melt, to slag reused as a building material, to lumps of  
special interest for an archaeologist.  These lumps hold immanent social 
information.  One is the geographic proximity between the lumps and the 
brick kiln.  Not only were they found in the same kiln, but the weight of  
the lumps also indicates such an event; they are very heavy and thus were 
not moved far.  The geographic proximity in turn indicates an area of  craft, 
probably a craft quarter.  Secondary information which may be read out of  
the lumps is that of  advanced craft.  Advanced craft is evident in the lumps 
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due to their upper vitreous surface.  This surface, once liquifi ed, is evidence 
of  the material being involved in high temperature processes.  Adding the 
fact that the lumps are not vesicular is further evidence of  them being 
exposed to heat over a length of  time, enough time for the gas bubbles to 
rise through the liquid melt.  A person must therefore have continuously 
taken care of  the fi re.  A third immanent piece of  information which 
can be read out is the fact that there was an organisation standing behind 
the occurrence of  these lumps.  This can be determined from the stones 
attached underneath the lumps.  The stones indicate that the material to 
be melted was once placed at the bottom of  a kiln.  A kiln or furnace is 
necessary to achieve high temperatures to melt minerals.  In the end, the 
temperature, length of  fi ring and the construction of  a kiln or furnace, all 
indicate a well-structured organisation. 
In the case of  Qalhāt, altered social meaning is found within fi sh. 
Fish changed its material meaning from being food consumed by humans 
and livestock to fuel consumed by kilns. As in the fi rst case study, the kilns 
in Qalhāt present themselves with immanent social information.  There is 
again a geographic proximity between several ceramic kilns.  So far, three 
kilns have been found in the area B41, which was clearly a craft quarter. 
The second piece of  information is advanced craft which is evident 
through the vitrifi ed kilns.  This vitrifi cation, a liquid sinter, is evidence 
of  high temperatures, and the three layers of  liquid sinter show that the 
kilns were exposed to repetitive heat.  A person must have attended to the 
fi re fuelled with dried fi sh.  A third immanent information which can be 
distinguished is the fact that there was organisation standing behind the 
area of  B41.  A kiln was necessary to achieve a high enough temperature 
to melt minerals and to vitrify the combustion chamber.  Temperature, 
amount of  fuel, construction of  the kiln and especially construction of  
structure walls therefore all indicate a well-structured organisation. 
In this way, immanent social meaning in different materials could 
be the entrance for contemporary archaeologists to view the social 
organisation of  lost societies.  
4. Diff erent solutions found in the chain of production.
   
The need for fuel.  The amount and type of  fuel, in 
combination with the length of  heat. 
Raw materials in general.  Is the correct raw material always 
used?  What if  a specifi c raw material is not found? May a 
substitute be used? 
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Th e need for fuel.  Th e amount and type of fuel, in combination with 
the length of heat:
In all high temperature productions, one precondition is always present; 
organic fuel.  Henderson’s description of  the use of  different fuels and 
their calorifi c energy implies that there are a number of  different fuels 
that may be used.  It may be turf, peat, driftwood, wood, coal, dung or 
animal waste.  Fish solved a societal inconvenience in Qalhāt and at the 
same time a fuel problem.  Different calorifi c energy creates different 
lengths of  combustion and therefore different heat.
Dried seaweed or kelp was used as fuel in the cramp example and 
was further investigated by the author in a second small archaeological 
experiment.  Dried South African kelp was used in an open pyre;  
Clearly this dried kelp burns well; however it also produces 
a strong smoke with a smell.  Using unusual kinds of  fuel such as 
dried kelp or dried fi sh is evidently possible.  Fish waste in Canada is 
currently processed into bio-diesel fuel (www.akenergyauthority.org). 
This processing of  fatty fi sh to obtain oil was used in oil lamps (train 
oil or whale oil).  It was frequently done during herring periods on 
the Swedish west coast.1  Following the funeral rituals in Bronze Age 
Orkney, human body fat can also act as a fuel.  
Fuel, as pointed out in chapter two, is the most frequently used 
raw material in high temperature productions.  It has even determined 
the position of  glass houses, the so called wood glass (Ingemark 1995: 
245).  In Beth She’arim a tank furnace consumed fuel in large amounts; 
There are two truly astounding things about the slab. First its 
sheer size: remember it measures 6½ x 11 feet. That means 
it weighs about 9 tons—18,000 pounds. When discovered, it 
was the third largest piece of  man-made glass in the world and 
it was made centuries ago. Its size is still rivalled only by the 
giant telescope mirrors of  the 20th century. More astonishing 
still are the conditions under which it was made. It is estimated 
that about 11 tons of  raw materials had to be heated to 1100°C 
(around 2000°F), and held at that temperature for perhaps 5 - 
10 days. This could have required as much as perhaps 20 tons 
of  wood for fuel. Imagine what it must have been like in that 
cave—a veritable inferno (www.cmog.org). 
1 Swe. Trankokerier. 
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Raw materials in general:  Is the correct raw material always used? 
What if a specifi c raw material is not found? May a substitute be used? 
Eleven tons of  raw materials were estimated to have been required 
to produce the slab of  Beth She´arim.  Raw material was clearly a 
commodity in itself.  So what kind of  raw materials were used?  “Possible 
silica sources include river sand, beach sand, geological deposits and 
crushed quartz pebbles” (Henderson 2013: 309).  Pegmatite is a rock 
wherein quartz is found.  It is commonly found in areas of  gneiss and 
granite.  In Western Sweden the bedrock is mainly gneiss and granite, 
and the occurrences of  pegmatite are frequent.  Pegmatite is found in 
Figure 57: Dried kelp used as fuel in an open pyre. 
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bands running through the barren landscape in the archipelago (www.
lansstyrelsen.se).  Pieces and pebbles of  this quartz may well have been 
pulverised and used as a silica source (Henderson 2013: 339).  Visible 
spots of  white patches are found in the vitrifi ed lumps located in 
Lödöse.   These parts were found to contain pure silica in the analyses 
made by Glafo.  100% purity is not achieved with quartz sand.  
Another raw material for glass production may be feldspar. 
Feldspar comes with either high levels of  potassium or high levels of  
sodium, while aluminium may derive from potash as well as from the 
clay in the walls and crucibles (Henderson 2013: 59f.).  Levels of  12% 
aluminium oxide are found in a glass from India which is blamed on 
the use of  granitic sand (Henderson 2013: 65).  Feldspar is commonly 
used in modern glass production.  
The reuse of  Roman glass cullets was still ongoing during 
the period CE 650 till CE 1000.  Glass manufacturing was generally 
decreasing throughout Europe in this period (Whitehouse 2003: 305). 
By the 9th century potash was reintroduced by using halophytic plants in 
the Mediterranean area and beech trees in Western Europe (Whitehouse 
2003: 302).  For the potash used in medieval Europe north of  the Alps, 
Henderson points to a number of  plants which could be used, for 
instance; oak, beech, pine and bracken (Henderson 2013: 48).
As in the case of  fuel, several different raw materials can evidently 
be used.  In the production of  glass, the silicon source may be sand, 
quartz or feldspar which is mixed with plant ash, potash or natron, or 
a combination of  the two.  There are thus various solutions to making 
glass; 
The traditions adhered to by the glassmakers in different regions 
would ultimately have been ethnically determined. These may 
have included the species, genera of  plants selected for ashing, 
perhaps determined by fl ower colour; the temperatures achieved 
during ashing; the purifi cation of  ashes; the taste of  the plant 
ash used as a guide to its quality; the mixing of  plant species/
genera; the colour of  the silica selected; the purifi cation of  sand; 
the types of  fuel selected for the furnace at different stages of  
melting; the proportions of  raw materials used; whether the raw 
materials were fritted and the clays used to make the crucibles 
(Henderson 2013: 320). 
Henderson presents one example where experiments in glass 
composition were made in Raqqa, Syria in the ninth century BCE. 
This period is transitional or experimental in terms of  glass mixtures 
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as it represents the period when glass went from a potash mixture to a 
natron mixture.  Raqqa itself  presents four distinguished raw glasses, 
where two were imported and mixed into one (Henderson 2013: 342).  A 
second period of  experimentation is found during the 8th century in the 
Islamic world.  “Together with the appearance of  new characteristically 
Islamic institutions and objects, there was a phase of  experimentation 
from which new techniques and technologies emerged” (Henderson 
2013: 349).  Transitional periods, i.e. periods at the end of  one and 
beginning of  another, are times of  experimentation or technological 
transitions (Henderson 2013: 84).  “These transitions, involving new 
raw materials, must have involved ‘trials by fi re’ and experimentation 
during which glassmakers and glassworkers became familiar with the 
unfamiliar properties of  new glass types” (Henderson 2013: 84).  
The fourth type of  glass found in Raqqa is of  a mixed 
kind.  This mixed plant ash glass is described by Henderson as a 
result “…from experimental glass production” (Henderson 2013: 
284ff.).  Type 2 in Raqqa is believed to have had added bone ash 
(Henderson 2013: 286).  What are the reasons for these different 
glasses?  “…the political, economic and social contexts in which glass 
production at al-Raqqa occurred were of  regional and international 
signifi cance, and this is why experimentation is likely to have occurred 
there” (Henderson 2013: 288).  Whatever the reason, there were 
consequences connected to change.  
5. Problematizing unplanned actions in a line of production.
  
Unforeseen events in the entire length of  production.
Unforeseen events in the entire length of production:
Unforeseen events may occur throughout the entire length of  production 
starting with the gathering of  raw materials right through to the end 
product.  Unforeseen events are apparent in the 9th century, a time of  
transition, when glass recipes were changing from natron to potash as 
a main alkali source.  In this transitional period experimentation and 
testing of  new glasses was performed.  Experimenting implies that the 
attempted production was followed by problem solving.  It therefore 
comes back to ‘learning-by-doing’.  Again in Bet Sha´im, a different 
unforeseen event occurred during the melting of  glass;
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Chemical analyses have shown that whereas most of  the glasses 
of  that time contain about 8% lime—that is, calcium oxide—
this glass contains twice that much. Apparently, some of  the 
limestone, or the plastered arch over the tank, had become 
disintegrated by the heat, and sifted down into the molten glass 
as a chalk-like powder. We know that when glasses with excess 
lime cool slowly—and this glass must have cooled very slowly—
the glass becomes partially crystallized. The myriad tiny crystals, 
visible through a microscope, turn the glass opaque. That is 
probably why the glass was never broken up to be used for 
making vessels (www.cmog.org/). 
A similar unforeseen event occurred in Lödöse when a crucible 
(pot) broke due to corrosion from molten glass.  In the second case study 
of  this book, Qalhāt, the overheating of  kilns was defi nitely not done 
on purpose as shown by the vast amounts of  wasters.  The vitrifi cation 
of  the combustion chambers was also a consequence of  using fi sh 
as a fuel and therefore an unforeseen event.  Three layers of  vitrifi ed 
slag are visible, thus the kilns were used at least three times before they 
were abandoned.  Kilns in Qalhāt were therefore less well constructed 
compared to the structural walls as a consequence of  the vitrifi cation and 
destruction.   A second slag created as an unforeseen event was the black 
lumps located in the fi re.  Fish as a fuel evidently creates slag, both green 
vitrifi cation attached to walls and black lumps.  Operational sequences or 
a chaîne opératoire detect the different stages of  this process.   
…to sum up
Making glass was at times done with new recipes.  There is thus 
innovation connected to glass making in order to attain results.  There 
is, in other words, no single correct recipe for the production of  glass as 
there are instead many ways of  making it.  The process may go wrong 
when innovation and experimentation are attempted, for instance in 
the case of  Bet´Shaim.  
There was not only intentional glass made, but also the creation 
of  vitrifi ed materials as an unforeseen event.  In an unforeseen event, 
the outcome of  vitrifi ed material can be defi ned as an epiphenomenon: 
a slag.  It is of  high importance to be able to defi ne different vitrifi ed 
materials.  For an archaeologist it might, however, be diffi cult to 
determine a material, its intended use and its historical source.  There 
is a close relationship between vitrifi ed slag and archaeological glass. 
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Nevertheless, no matter whether vitrifi cation was intentionally or 
unintentionally created, vitrifi ed material may still provide a huge amount 
of  information about its creation process, its potential and its origin. 
The occurrence of  vitrifi cation often refl ects the organisation behind 
the production.  There are, however, a few examples where vitrifi cation 
does not refl ect a well-structured organization in an advanced society. 
One such example is fulgurite, which is naturally created by lightning. 
In cases where an organized society is found refl ected in vitrifi ed 
materials, the production sequences link social, religious and political 
contexts that are evaluated in archaeological context analysis.  These 
include rituals, decision making, craft specialisation and technological 
determinism.     
In the end this book embraced and embodied the process of  
becoming vitrifi ed.  Kilns furnaces and high temperature productions 
have been entombed, described, discussed and elaborated upon while 
placed in a theoretical framework.  It has been demonstrated how 
varied and complex the interpretation of  vitrifi ed material and the 
categorisation of  slag can become.  By combining a natural science 
methodology with an archaeological, this thesis puts forward an 
argument for the continued future analyses of  vitrifi ed material.
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APPENDIX 1: ICP AND EDS MEASUREMENTS 
Na2O K2O MgO CaO MnO Al2O3 Fe2O3 TiO2 P2O5 SiO2
Nottingham,mean of 12 samples 3,09 4,75 2,15 9,74 0,30 13,14 2,83 0,48 0,39 57,64
Galway, mean of 4 samples 1,97 3,18 1,32 14,68 0,44 18,25 5,01 0,54 0,36 54,16
ALS, 1 sample 3,43 3,25 3,67 16,80 0,50 12,70 4,53 0,59 1,05 52,00
Glafo, mean of 2 samples 3,00 3,00 2,90 16,50 0,60 10,50 4,25 0,65 1,80 58,00
Glafo, mean of 3 samples 2,80 2,93 3,90 18,13 0,60 10,63 4,43 0,70 1,57 54,27
ALS, 1 sample 3,02 2,47 3,57 17,00 0,51 12,10 4,65 0,49 0,97 54,60
Aritmetic mean 2,86 3,18 3,16 16,14 0,52 12,32 4,32 0,61 1,16 54,90
Standard deviation 0,42 0,71 0,99 2,94 0,12 2,63 0,79 0,13 0,58 1,98
Table 1: Chemical analysis of main oxides (in wt-%) of glassy type excavated samples. 
Analyses by Glafo were made at two diff erent dates.
Table 2: Chemical analysis of main group and transition metal trace elements (in ppm 
metal) of glassy type excavated samples.
Be Sr Ba Ga Zr V Nb Zn Pb
Nottingham mean - - 891,2 - 233,2 57,5 0,0 71,2 118,9
12 samples
ALS 2,4 865,0 1370,0 - 274,0 87,5 12,4 0,0 0,0
1 sample
Galway mean 2,0 511,8 897,8 17,0 204,3 71,3 16,5 87,8 19,3
4 samples
ALS, 1 sample 2,2 927,0 1390,0 12,7 220,0 66,0 13,0 49,0 10,0
Arithmetic
 mean 2,2 767,9 909,9 14,9 186,3 56,5 10,5 53,0 46,1
Standard 0,2 182,9 263,3 2,2 33,2 12,6 6,2 33,0 47,9
deviation
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Table 3: Chemical analysis of rare earths trace elements and Th  and U (in ppm metal) of 
glassy type excavated samples.
Sc Y La Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu
ALS 
1 sample 11,7 34,8 - - - - - - -
Galway mean 10,0 31,3 44,3 75,0 - - - - -
4 samples
ALS, 1 sample 10,0 36,0 44,0 85,0 10,4 38,9 - 7,64 1,6
Arithmetic
mean 10,6 34,0 44,1 80,0 - - - - -
Standard 0,8 2,0 0,1 7,1 - - - - -
deviation
Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu Th U
ALS, 1 sample 7,0 1,1 6,5 1,4 4,1 0,6 3,9 0,6 8,8 2,5
Table 4: Chemical analysis of main oxides of church window glass reference material 
(in wt-%).
Na2O K2O MgO CaO MnO Al2O3 Fe2O3 TiO2 P2O5 SiO2
Glafo, EDX
Sample 1, green/yellow
Glafo 1,8 9 5 27,2 1,2 2,7 0,7 0,5 4,9 46,4
ALS 1,57 8,08 3,91 22,9 1,42 3,13 0,93 0,21 4,15 52,4
arithmetic mean 1,69 8,54 4,46 25,05 1,31 2,92 0,82 0,36 4,53 49,40
Sample 2, blue
Glafo 0,5 15,5 4,9 24,8 0,8 2,7 1 0,3 4,7 43,6
ALS 0,42 14,8 5,14 22,6 0,9 2,68 1,05 0,17 4,09 45,1
arithmetic mean 0,46 15,15 5,02 23,70 0,85 2,69 1,03 0,24 4,40 44,35
Sample 3, "colourless"
Glafo 1,3 14,4 5,2 24,2 1,2 1,4 0,4 0 6,1 45,3
ALS 1,27 14,1 5,27 22,9 1,23 1,22 0,35 0,1 5,39 43,7
arithmetic mean 1,29 14,25 5,235 23,55 1,215 1,31 0,375 0,05 5,745 44,5
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Table 5: Chemical analysis of main group and transition metal trace elements (in ppm 
metal) in church window glass reference material.
Be Sr Ba Ga Zr V Nb Zn Pb
Sample 1, green/yellow 0,7 773,0 5320,0 3,4 167,0 17,0 5,0 553,0 160,0
Sample 2, blue 0,5 956,0 2990,0 3,3 100,0 12,0 5,0 489,0 233,0
Sample 3, "colourless" 0,5 731,0 1770,0 1,4 92,0 5,0 5,0 303,0 165,0
Aritmetic mean 0,6 820,0 3360,0 2,7 119,7 11,3 5,0 448,3 186,0
Standard deviation 0,1 119,6 1803,7 1,1 41,2 6,0 0,0 129,9 40,8
Table 6: Chemical analysis of rare earths trace elements and Th  and U (in ppm metal)  in 
church window glass reference material. Data for Pm cannot be accessed due to unstable 
isotopes
Sc Y La Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu
Sample 1, green/yellow 2,5 9,6 14,4 24,7 2,9 10,8 0,0 2,0 0,8
e
Sample 2, blue 1,8 7,3 8,5 16,2 1,9 7,0 0,0 1,4 0,5
Sample 3, "colourless" 1,0 3,8 5,9 9,4 1,0 3,9 0,0 0,7 0,3
Aritmetic mean 2,1 6,9 9,6 16,8 2,4 7,2 0,0 1,4 0,5
Standard deviation 0,5 2,9 4,4 7,7 0,7 3,5 0,0 0,7 0,3
Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu Th U
Sample 1, green/yellow 1,8 0,3 1,7 0,4 1,1 0,2 1,01 0,183 4,0 1,3
e
Sample 2, blue 1,3 0,2 1,3 0,3 0,8 0,1 0,867 0,129 3,4 0,9
Sample 3, "colourless" 0,7 0,1 0,6 0,1 0,4 0,1 0,351 0,0698 1,2 0,3
Aritmetic mean 1,3 0,2 1,2 0,3 0,8 0,1 0,7427 0,127267 2,9 0,8
Standard deviation 0,6 0,1 0,6 0,1 0,4 0,0 0,3466 0,05662 1,5 0,5
Table 7: Semi quantitative XRF data of some elements in the Lödöse samples
Sample/element Mn (%) Fe(%) Al (%) Pb(ppm) Sr(ppm) Sc(ppm)
knife shaft 0,6 0,7 0,9 10000 300 200
fragments 0,4 0,7 0,9 5000 400 400
excavated, glassy phase 0,3 2,6 4,6 50 700 300
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APPENDIX 2:
REMAINS OF SHARKS AND BONY FISH FROM 
QALHÂT IN OMAN
LEIF JONSSON - 2014.07.20
The investigated material contains six vertebral centra of  shark and three 
vertebrae of  bony fi sh. The identifi cations presented here are tentative 
due to incomplete comparative collections covering the larger fi shes of  
the Arabian Gulf, Gulf  of  Oman and Arabian Sea. Shark vertebral centra 
are normally poorly represented in museum collections and the collection 
of  Gothenburg Museum of  Natural History (GNM) is no exception. Here 
the guide to shark centra by Kozuch and Fitzgerald (1989) has been of  
much help. Although this guide treats species from southeastern USA it is 
possible to identify centra to family level. Possible alternative species for 
identifi cation are selected from Carpenter et al. (1997), Randall (1995), and 
from species listings per country in FishBase (Froese & Pauly 2014). The 
same species listings also applies for the possible species of  bony fi shes in 
the area. For tentative identifi cation of  bony fi sh vertebrae I have used my 
own comparative collection and the collection of  GNM.
RESULTS
Elasmobranchii (sharks and rays)
Neoselachii (sharks)
Lamniformes (mackerel sharks)
Odontaspididae (sand tiger sharks)
Material: 5 centra, 19-27 mm diameter and 8 mm length. The sides of  
these centra are septate, i.e. they have lengthwise partitions all around with 
open spaces between. This is typical for many lamniform sharks. Of  these 
taxa the sand tiger shark (Carcharias taurus) can be found from inshore 
waters off  sandy or rocky beaches and down to near 200 m. Lives mostly 
on or near the bottom, singly or in small shools, Feeds on bony fi shes, 
small sharks, rays, squids,crabs and lobsters. A migrating fi sh, swimming 
polewards in summer (Compagno 2001). Occurrencies in the area most 
likely in the summer half  of  the year. Grows to at least 3,2 m.
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Carchariniformes (ground sharks)
Carcharhinidae (requiem sharks)
Material: 1 centrum. 27 mm diameter, 14 mm length. Sides aceptate, i.e. 
they are fi lled with calcareous tissue and have a compact and smooth 
appearence. The tiger shark (Galeocerdo cuvier) is excluded due to its larger 
pores on the sides (Kozuch & Fitzgerald 1989). The sicklefi n lemon 
shark (Negaprion acutidens) and various species of  genus Carcharhinus are 
possible alternatives. The size of  the centrum indicates a relatively large 
fi sh excluding the smaller sized requiem sharks. Possible Carcharhinus sp. 
are then the bull shark (C. leucas) and blacktip shark (C. limbatus).
Sicklefi n lemon shark grows to 3,1 m. It is an inshore species feeding on 
reef  and shore fi shes.
Bull shark grows to 3,4 m and is found in shallow waters, often in estuaries 
due to low salinity tolerance. Feeds of  many kinds of  prey including 
bony fi sh, sharks, rays, crustaceans, sea turtles, cephalopods and marine 
mammals.
Blacktip shark grows to 2,5 m and is found both in coastal water and 
offshore. Feeds mainly on small fi shes.
Teleostei (bony fi shes)
Perciformes (perchlike fi shes)
Lutjanidae (snappers)
Material: 1 precaudal vertebra. Diameter 11 mm, length 14 mm. Probably 
a large snapper in genus Lutjanus. Likely alternatives are mangrove red 
snapper (L. argentimaculatus), malabar blood snapper (L. malabaricus) and 
humphead snapper (L. sanguineus). Snappers are carnivorous coastal fi shes 
(Allen 1985). 
Scombridae (tunas and mackerels)
Material: 1 caudal vertebra. Diameter 14 mm, length 12 mm. Possibly a 
striped bonito (Sarda orientalis). An epipelagic, neritic species occurring in 
waters of  13.5º to 23°C, schooling with small tunas (Collette & Nauen 
1983).
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Perciformes
Incertae cedis
Material: 1 caudal centrum. Diameter 9 mm, length 11 mm. Estimated to 
come from a 0,5-0,7 m high bodied fi sh. No similar vertebra found in the 
available comparative collections. The following families, containing larger 
species, have been checked: Serranidae, Priacanthidae, Pomatomidae, 
Echenidae, Coryphaenidae, Carangidae, Haemulidae, Lethrinidae, 
Sparidae, Sciaenidae,  Kyphosidae, Labridae, Scaridae, Ephippidae and 
Siganidae.
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APPENDIX 3: SR MEASUREMENTS IN PPM 
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APPENDIX 4: COMPRAISON BETWEEN GLASS/CRUCIBLE
Reading
Type
D
uration
U
nits
Sam
ple
A
l
Ca
Fe
K
M
g
P
Pb
Si
Sr
44
M
ining
147.28
%
blue glass
4.923
12.419
3.111
2.056
1.231
0.439
0.004
26.508
0.058
45
M
ining
146.36
%
blue glass
4.943
12.419
3.1
2.01
1.096
0.436
0.005
27.094
0.057
46
TestA
ll G
eo
146.6
ppm
blue glass
49125.1
126310.2
30872.26
20179.97
16765.88
4488.39
44.48
264225.66
775.76
47
TestA
ll G
eo
146.47
ppm
blue glass
50646.47
125041.86
31151.58
20255.02
13488.77
4108.67
46.95
268097.41
768.19
48
M
ining
147.85
%
turquise glass
4.104
12.738
1.995
2.682
0.928
0.497
0.003
26.013
0.06
49
M
ining
147.44
%
turquise glass
4.411
12.887
2.029
2.705
1.175
0.512
0.003
26.574
0.06
50
TestA
ll G
eo
148.06
ppm
turquise glass
42103.91
129015.84
19954.21
26729.83
13296.91
5042.69
36.55
263387.91
790.97
51
TestA
ll G
eo
147.1
ppm
turquise glass
41771.88
128145.19
20076.64
26944.81
13883.02
5055.22
31.75
261025.48
799.74
52
M
ining
147.72
%
glass slag
4.561
12.014
2.823
2.429
1.111
0.599
0.002
25.523
0.058
53
M
ining
147.76
%
glass slag
4.726
12.14
2.836
2.454
0.837
0.631
0.002
25.975
0.058
54
TestA
ll G
eo
146.43
ppm
glass slag
46033.81
120148.14
28225.15
24486.3
12248.84
6178.72
22.51
253690.81
768.31
55
TestA
ll G
eo
146.47
ppm
glass slag
46040.47
120506.7
27921.16
24547.27
9626.66
5828.71
26.73
253329.92
765.11
sum
4.60%
12.46%
2.64%
2.39%
1.19%
0.52%
ppm
26.171
665ppm
7
TestA
ll G
eo
146.1
ppm
crucible
43743.34
7431.56
27019.57
38139.33
3283.7
1472.58
26.65
304135.84
158.38
8
TestA
ll G
eo
147.06
ppm
crucible
43914.25
7432.49
27029.23
38634.64
2216.26
1815.26
26.54
305101.72
160.9
9
M
ining
600
%
crucible
4.638
2.736
0.449
0.193
0.002
33.658
0.012
10
M
ining
148.16
%
crucible
4.991
2.528
0.463
0.321
0.002
34.269
0.008
11
M
ining
147.58
%
crucible
5.147
2.53
0.39
0.446
0.002
34.819
0.008
12
TestA
ll G
eo
147.79
ppm
crucible
50088.04
7162.66
25355.07
39409.75
4948.8
<
 LO
D
28.18
326348.5
102.95
13
TestA
ll G
eo
146.89
ppm
crucible
51466.82
6894.97
24875.89
39750.39
5718.47
4301.03
28.84
327286.22
101.87
sum
4.81%
0.72%
2.60%
3.90%
0.42%
0.29%
ppm
32.718
114ppm
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ENGLISH SUMMARY
This book examined and evaluated vitrifi ed material in detail.  Vitrifi ed 
materials can be produced intentionally or as an unintentional phenomenon. 
A well-structured organisation is a necessity for events as complex as 
vitrifi cation and glassmaking, but there are examples where vitrifi cation 
does not represent the actions of  a well-structured organization, for 
example vitrifi ed dung found in South Africa.  In cases where an organized 
society is found refl ected in vitrifi ed materials, the chaîne opératoire 
of  processed materials link social, religious and political contexts.  It 
includes rituals, decision making, craft specialisation and technological 
determinism.  In other words, intentional and unintentional vitrifi cation 
or processed materials contain immanent social information about the 
society which it is involved in.  This immanent social information can be 
evaluated archaeologically making processed materials very interesting and 
important.  
A particular material can say a lot about society.  This study has 
combined material science with archaeological context to extract immanent 
social information.  Different analytical material science methods 
were applied to the archaeological contexts along with an excavation 
methodology and a theoretical structure.    
Intentional and unintentional vitrifi ed material may provide much 
information about a specifi c process, its potential and its origin.  Such 
a correlation between society and material has a signifi cance in how a 
specifi c site is understood.  Vitrifi ed materials therefore play an important 
part in archaeology and thus in interpreting history.  This study has 
therefore resulted in a wider understanding of  processed materials and 
of  the two case studies presented.  The important role of  this group of  
material in archaeology is therefore suitable for further future studies in 
any geographic region or archaeological period.  
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SAMMANFATTNING PÅ SVENSKA
Denna bok har granskat och utvärderat förglasat material i detalj. 
Förglasat material kan produceras som en avsiktlig handling eller som 
ett oavsiktligt fenomen. För sådana komplexa händelser som förglasning 
och glasframställning, krävs det att en välstrukturerad organisation står 
bakom. Det fi nns dock några exempel där förglasning inte återspeglar en 
välstrukturerad organisation. Ett sådant exempel represeteras inte i den 
förglasade dyngan som hittats i Sydafrika. I de fall ett organiserat samhälle 
fi nns återspeglat i förglasat material, kan operativa sekvenser eller chaîne 
opératoire av dessa processade material knyta till sig sociala, religiösa 
och politiska kontexter. Detta innefattar även ritualer, beslutsfattande, 
hantverksspecialisering och teknologisk determinism. Med andra 
ord, innehåller avsiktlig och oavsiktlig förglasning inneboende social 
information om det samhälle som det processade material är delaktigt 
i. Denna inneboende sociala information kan utvärderas i och med 
arkeologin och det är just denna inneboende sociala information som gör 
processat material så otroligt intressant och viktigt.
På detta sätt kan ett visst material säga mycket om ett samhälle. För 
att extrahera inneboende social information har denna studie kombinerat 
materialvetenskap med arkeologisk kontext. I materialvetenskap har olika 
analysmetoder tillämpats och på liknande har arkeologiska sammanhang 
använt utgrävningsmetod tillsammans med ett teoretiskt ramverk.
Avsiktligt och oavsiktligt förglasat material kan ge mycket 
information om en specifi k process, dess potential och ursprung. En sådan 
korrelation, mellan samhället och material, har därför betydelse för hur en 
viss plats skall förstås. Förglasat material spelar på detta sätt en viktig del 
inom arkeologin och därmed i tolkningen av historien. Denna studie har 
alltså lett till en bredare förståelse av processat material och i förståelsen 
av de två fallstudier som presenterats. Den viktiga roll som denna grupp 
av material i arkeologi tar är därför lämplig för ytterligare framtida studier, 
i vilket geografi skt område eller arkeologisk period som helst.
